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Facilities Survey  Grayslake Campus Fall 2010

Please rate your satisfaction with each of the following areas of the GRAYSLAKE campus. 

Answer Options Very satisfied
Somewhat 
satisfied

Not at all 
satisfied

Don't Know / 
Have not used

Response 
Count

General appearance of the campus 1013 663 39 3 1718
Classrooms 561 976 148 34 1719
Laboratory equipment 411 483 77 745 1716
Classroom technology 676 787 123 128 1714
Study areas 676 645 167 223 1711
Library 921 560 61 170 1712
Administrative Offices (Admissions,financial aid, cashier, 624 743 170 176 1713
Faculty offices / places to meet with faculty 539 628 141 403 1711
Auditoriums / meeting areas 766 534 49 353 1702
Student lounges / social areas 555 634 246 275 1710
Lancer's dining area 412 558 353 387 1710
Coffee Cart near the library entrance 831 505 92 283 1711
PE / fitness center 316 355 111 921 1703
Athletic fields 256 273 52 1124 1705
Washrooms 682 797 218 12 1709
Parking lots 587 790 303 34 1714
Computer labs 663 584 85 376 1708
Science labs 320 335 48 1005 1708
Other labs 125 113 41 1219 1498
Please specify the "Other " labs that you are rating: 161

1722answered question
8skipped question

Number Response Date Please specify the "Other " labs that you are rating:

1 Nov 1, 2010 7:46 PM Tech Campus
2 Nov 1, 2010 8:22 PM horticulture labs, most of the microscopes are still broken and have been for several years
3 N 1 2010 8 27 PM A t d tov ,  : 7 PM Art dept.



22 N 1

40 N 2 2010 25 PM cerasm

4 Nov 1, 2010 8:29 PM ceramics
5 Nov 1, 2010 8:41 PM n/a
6 Nov 1, 2010 9:00 PM I have been to the math lab.
7 Nov 1, 2010 9:13 PM I only use the library computer labs and the book area
8 Nov 1, 2010 9:49 PM Photo lab
9 Nov 1, 2010 9:59 PM Tell me more lab

10 Nov 1, 2010 10:03 PM geology (rock collection)
11 Nov 1, 2010 10:10 PM cutlery kitchens arent very impressive
12 Nov 1, 2010 10:12 PM Don't know of any other than computer labs.
13 Nov 1, 2010 10:19 PM Language Laboratory
14 Nov 1, 2010 10:21 PM photography/ dark room
15 Nov 1, 2010 10:34 PM Language Lab
16 Nov 1, 2010 10:35 PM na
17 Nov 1, 2010 10:39 PM N/A
18 Nov 1, 2010 10:40 PM mim lab
19 Nov 1, 2010 11:12 PM I didn't know any other labs but couldn't leave it blank.
20 Nov 1, 2010 11:18 PM N/A
21 Nov 1, 2010 11:25 PM none
22 No 1 2010 11 54 PM Ph hv , 2010 11:54 PM Photography
23 Nov 2, 2010 12:49 AM n/a
24 Nov 2, 2010 12:54 AM non
25 Nov 2, 2010 1:01 AM N/A
26 Nov 2, 2010 1:12 AM Biology, Microbiology,Chemistry
27 Nov 2, 2010 1:22 AM laguage labs
28 Nov 2, 2010 1:25 AM chemistry lab
29 Nov 2, 2010 1:34 AM ??
30 Nov 2, 2010 1:43 AM N/A
31 Nov 2, 2010 1:51 AM Nursing Labs
32 Nov 2, 2010 2:18 AM Floral Design
33 Nov 2, 2010 3:13 AM photo
34 Nov 2, 2010 4:06 AM Web Design and Computer Art Labs
35 Nov 2, 2010 4:35 AM Art studios
36 Nov 2, 2010 5:09 AM The road network leading to the school
37 Nov 2, 2010 5:56 AM automotive lab
38 Nov 2, 2010 10:37 AM Machine shop in the vocational building
39 Nov 2, 2010 12:13 PM Learning Lab
40 Nov 2 2010 1:25 PM cerasmicsov ,  1:  ics



59 N 2 9 16 PM

77 N 3 2010 15 AM

41 Nov 2, 2010 1:28 PM BIOLOGY LAB CLASS
42 Nov 2, 2010 1:39 PM The Nursing lab
43 Nov 2, 2010 2:02 PM I recieved a virus on my flash drive from my speech class.  Very disappointing.
44 Nov 2, 2010 2:06 PM I have not used.
45 Nov 2, 2010 3:08 PM Photography labs
46 Nov 2, 2010 3:33 PM I checked "Don't Know/Have Not Used"
47 Nov 2, 2010 3:36 PM testing area in library
48 Nov 2, 2010 3:45 PM Offices
49 Nov 2, 2010 4:04 PM geology
50 Nov 2, 2010 4:12 PM ceramics area is terrific
51 Nov 2, 2010 5:23 PM Technology Lab
52 Nov 2, 2010 6:42 PM Photo
53 Nov 2, 2010 6:52 PM N/A
54 Nov 2, 2010 7:11 PM Culinary Lab
55 Nov 2, 2010 7:42 PM Nursing labs
56 Nov 2, 2010 9:00 PM The photography lab
57 Nov 2, 2010 9:13 PM Its not that they are bad, they just don't exist!! Engineering, Photonics, Nano, ...
58 Nov 2, 2010 9:15 PM have not used
59 N 2 2010 9 16 PM Ph l b d kov , 2010 :  Photo lab, darkroom
60 Nov 2, 2010 9:22 PM Automotive
61 Nov 2, 2010 9:29 PM Nursing Lab
62 Nov 2, 2010 9:51 PM we need labratory space in Theatre and Dance. Music needs more practice rooms.
63 Nov 2, 2010 9:56 PM C222, Anatomy and Physiology lab
64 Nov 2, 2010 10:15 PM The library, 2nd floor reference computers - we need more; we need electrical outlets for 
65 Nov 2, 2010 10:26 PM Program specific lab. i.e., Machining labs, HVAC labs, MET, etc.
66 Nov 2, 2010 10:33 PM medical imaging lab
67 Nov 2, 2010 10:48 PM HST Kitchens for Culinary classes
68 Nov 2, 2010 10:52 PM learning labs
69 Nov 2, 2010 11:11 PM never used
70 Nov 2, 2010 11:39 PM Radiology
71 Nov 2, 2010 11:53 PM Electric
72 Nov 2, 2010 11:54 PM I'm not aware of any other types of labs.
73 Nov 3, 2010 12:17 AM Don't know, Have not used
74 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM Computer lab, Chemistry labs
75 Nov 3, 2010 1:53 AM n/a
76 Nov 3, 2010 1:57 AM none
77 Nov 3 2010 2:15 AM havent used any other labsov ,  2:  havent used any other labs



96 N 3 4 10 PM

114 N 4 2010 01 PM N/A

78 Nov 3, 2010 2:30 AM have not used other labs
79 Nov 3, 2010 2:33 AM the photography printing lab area.  in the same room as the darkroom, although i have 
80 Nov 3, 2010 2:36 AM Foreign Language Lab (B117)
81 Nov 3, 2010 2:54 AM Health Information Technology
82 Nov 3, 2010 3:37 AM Nuring lab
83 Nov 3, 2010 4:11 AM automotive lab
84 Nov 3, 2010 5:17 AM study room
85 Nov 3, 2010 12:45 PM Nursing lab
86 Nov 3, 2010 1:21 PM Math Center
87 Nov 3, 2010 1:23 PM ceramics lab
88 Nov 3, 2010 1:27 PM Chemistry lab
89 Nov 3, 2010 2:34 PM Never used a lab here....
90 Nov 3, 2010 2:38 PM Foreign Language Lab
91 Nov 3, 2010 2:41 PM the washrooms are generally fine throughout the College, but building 4 has very dirty 
92 Nov 3, 2010 2:49 PM it is really cold in the entire building - shivering cold
93 Nov 3, 2010 3:03 PM Languauge Lab
94 Nov 3, 2010 3:27 PM Art Labs
95 Nov 3, 2010 3:42 PM spanish computer lab
96 N 3 2010 4 10 PM i l bov , 2010 :  nursing lab
97 Nov 3, 2010 5:36 PM N/A
98 Nov 3, 2010 7:29 PM Digital Photography Print lab, and Photography Darkroom print Lab, Sculpture / Jewerly 
99 Nov 3, 2010 8:22 PM I have not used any OTHER labs

100 Nov 3, 2010 8:51 PM Not sure..
101 Nov 3, 2010 10:17 PM Nursing Lab
102 Nov 3, 2010 10:45 PM language lab
103 Nov 3, 2010 11:16 PM It is crowded in the 1st floor library computer lab.
104 Nov 3, 2010 11:29 PM Photo Lab
105 Nov 4, 2010 12:28 AM music labs
106 Nov 4, 2010 2:18 AM Photography Lab
107 Nov 4, 2010 3:06 AM Culinary Arts Labs
108 Nov 4, 2010 3:23 AM HVACR & AUTOMOTIVE
109 Nov 4, 2010 11:38 AM N/A
110 Nov 4, 2010 12:36 PM small meeting spaces
111 Nov 4, 2010 2:07 PM N/A
112 Nov 4, 2010 2:46 PM Horticulture
113 Nov 4, 2010 3:51 PM language lab
114 Nov 4 2010 4:01 PM N/Aov ,  4:  



133 N 7 7 18 AM

151 10 2010 02 PM lib

115 Nov 4, 2010 4:07 PM HST 111
116 Nov 4, 2010 4:26 PM Ceramics Lab
117 Nov 4, 2010 8:10 PM If the nursing aide classrooms are considered a lab area, it's really well done and great for 
118 Nov 4, 2010 10:23 PM math, pdc
119 Nov 4, 2010 10:47 PM N/A
120 Nov 4, 2010 11:36 PM very clean and sweet people running it
121 Nov 5, 2010 12:04 AM Surgical Technology Lab
122 Nov 5, 2010 12:11 AM none
123 Nov 5, 2010 2:07 AM havent used any
124 Nov 5, 2010 4:59 AM the photography lab
125 Nov 5, 2010 12:46 PM nursing
126 Nov 5, 2010 12:55 PM none
127 Nov 5, 2010 2:49 PM no "new age" gaming area or gaming classes
128 Nov 6, 2010 3:17 AM chemistry
129 Nov 6, 2010 3:36 PM Photography Lab
130 Nov 6, 2010 5:44 PM Biology labs
131 Nov 6, 2010 10:54 PM photo lab
132 Nov 7, 2010 12:07 AM math lab
133 N 7 2010 7 18 AMov , 2010 :  none
134 Nov 7, 2010 7:22 PM I don't have any other in specific
135 Nov 8, 2010 11:44 PM n/a
136 Nov 9, 2010 1:13 AM NURSING LABS
137 Nov 9, 2010 2:51 PM Auto and RAC
138 Nov 9, 2010 2:53 PM RAC and Automotive
139 Nov 9, 2010 2:54 PM No PE lab at Grayslake
140 Nov 9, 2010 2:57 PM ABR does not a lab
141 Nov 9, 2010 4:06 PM Nursing lab
142 Nov 9, 2010 5:14 PM Nursing skills lab.We are in process of updating the equipment.
143 Nov 9, 2010 5:16 PM Art Studios
144 Nov 9, 2010 5:28 PM RAC Lab
145 Nov 9, 2010 5:42 PM computer lab in library
146 Nov 9, 2010 7:52 PM Automotive
147 Nov 9, 2010 8:11 PM computer
148 Nov 10, 2010 1:03 AM Foreign language lab--excellent
149 Nov 10, 2010 1:18 AM AUTOMOTIVE
150 Nov 10, 2010 2:03 PM Soil Science, Horticulture
151 NovNo 10 2010 6:02 PM Tech labs library labsv ,  6:  Tech labs, rary labs



152 Nov 10, 2010 7:19 PM Soc Sci Computer
153 Nov 10, 2010 9:47 PM B117 Language Lab
154 Nov 11, 2010 12:53 PM DMD labs
155 Nov 11, 2010 7:06 PM Lancers music is always to over bearing.  In Library some of the chairs need to be replaced 
156 Nov 11, 2010 9:54 PM Language laboratory B117
157 Nov 11, 2010 11:24 PM Art labs
158 Nov 12, 2010 1:01 AM Nursing-
159 Nov 12, 2010 2:42 PM Photography Lab
160 Nov 12, 2010 4:14 PM Heating and Colling
161 Nov 12, 2010 4:18 PM N/A
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h you 
ur opinion 

Facilities Survey  Grayslake Campus Fall 2010

Is there an
would like to rate?  If so, please write it in here and give us yo

other facility or area of the Grayslake campus whic

Answer Options Response 
Count

436
answered 436 question

skipped 1294 question

Number Response Date Response Text

1 Nov 1, 2010 7:41 PM The Vernon Hills facility was very nice when I had a class I needed to make up.

2 Nov 1, 2010 7:42 PM
I think the areas are ok, but sometimes the people that helps in those areas are not well prepare 
to assist us.

3 Nov 1, 2010 7:42 PM

I believe the Somethings Brewing cart should have running water for health reasons.  Recently a 
staff member came on the job and didn't even clean her hands before she started working with 
food.

4 Nov 1, 2010 7:49 PM i like the care that I get

5 Nov 1, 2010 7:50 PM
Parking lots are TOO FAR from buildings!  Ten minutes to get inside is out of line when wind 
chill is -20!!!!

6 Nov 1, 2010 7:51 PM
Horticulture Building- Rooms always COLD anytime of the year! It would be great if we could�
have the CLC newpaper available for us to read.



10 Nov    lecture

18 N 1 8 39 PM

7 Nov 1, 2010 7:57 PM

The cafeteria leaves a lot to be desired in all areas.  Not enough healthy selections (at night 
anyway).  Not enough food choices offered at night at all.  Some people at night are coming 
straight from work and it would be great if there were more choices.  The eating area is very very 
dreary.

8 Nov 1, 2010 8:02 PM
I would like the availability for more computer tutors. Especially in the Architectural/engineering 
area. Cecil is wonderful, but certainly shouldn't be the only tutor available

9 Nov 1, 2010 8:16 PM No

10 Nov 1, 2010 1, 2010 8:17 PM

I am taking German in a tiered lab lecture classroom. It is not a good environment as we get up 
to have conversations in German with other students in small groups. Very poor use of a fine 
lecture facility.8:17 PM  facility.

11 Nov 1, 2010 8:25 PM Yes, in would be nice if we could park near our class.

12 Nov 1, 2010 8:25 PM None

13 Nov 1, 2010 8:29 PM Southlake Campus is beautiful!

14 Nov 1, 2010 8:32 PM The campus map is awful and worse then useless

15 Nov 1, 2010 8:32 PM Not Applicable.

16 Nov 1, 2010 8:35 PM The Tech Wing is phenomenal and clean.

17 Nov 1, 2010 8:37 PM I like the Southlake campus for its locality and it is new and comfortable.

18 N 1 2010ov , 2010 8 39 PM :  no



19 Nov 1, 2010 8:41 PM n/a

20 Nov 1, 2010 8:42 PM
The police station is great. I always see the presence of a police man which makes me feel very 
secure, even coming in at night.

21 Nov 1, 2010 8:45 PM

there needs to be additional computer classrooms.  as a student of paralegal studies, there is 
one class i'm taking that starts out in one room, and moves to a computer lab for the last hour of 
class (it's a once/week class).  the instructor really wanted a computer lab for the entire class, 
but was unable to procure one.  so we waste about an hour just waiting to get into the lab to do 
our weekly projects.

22 Nov 1, 2010 8:46 PM
Counselor staff - Very disatisfied.  Misled to believe an associate degree would transfer to a four 
year University.

23 Nov 1, 2010 8:51 PM

Being a night school student, I have come to realize that the part-time teaching staff for night 
classes can be good or bad.  For the most part, I have had good experiences.  However, there 
have been a couple teachers that I have seriously considered filing complaints against because 
of their attitude and demeanor.

24 Nov 1, 2010 8:52 PM no

25 Nov 1, 2010 8:57 PM The Outdoors area is nicely kept. I just wish that there was no smoking.

26 Nov 1, 2010 8:58 PM I would rate the T building as very satisfactory



34 1 2010 29 PM

27 Nov 1, 2010 9:00 PM The dining room needs windows.  People come there to relax and eat.  It feels like a dungeon.

28 Nov 1, 2010 9:05 PM
The main area always smells like cigarettes. There needs to be a smoking area further from 
campus.

29 Nov 1, 2010 9:06 PM No.

30 Nov 1, 2010 9:13 PM no

31 Nov 1, 2010 9:16 PM no

32 Nov 1, 2010 9:18 PM I have also been in the University Center which is an outstanding building!

33 Nov 1, 2010 9:27 PM
There should be a special section of parking for parents that are student and are dropping off 
their children.

34 Nov 1 2010Nov , 9:29 PM No 9:  No.

35 Nov 1, 2010 9:30 PM No

36 Nov 1, 2010 9:34 PM N/A

37 Nov 1, 2010 9:39 PM na

38 Nov 1, 2010 9:40 PM The disability office for students is very helpful.

39 Nov 1, 2010 9:46 PM Child Care facility is an excellent feature that is much needed for students.

40 Nov 1, 2010 9:49 PM none

41 Nov 1, 2010 9:52 PM None

42 Nov 1, 2010 10:03 PM Smoker's Alley is uninhabitable for those with asthma.



53 Nov    would be   for students     to the books.

43 Nov 1, 2010 10:07 PM no thanks

44 Nov 1, 2010 10:08 PM
Smoking Section outside will be cold in the winter. Heating lamps similar to the ones at CTA 
stops should be installed.... seriously.

45 Nov 1, 2010 10:12 PM N/A

46 Nov 1, 2010 10:16 PM

Luckily most of my classes are in the new T building with nicer classrooms and washrooms, but I 
also have classes in the A wing and it is horrid over there. The hallways and classrooms have 
low light making them dark  and the washrooms are old, smelly and always a huge mess.

47 Nov 1, 2010 10:16 PM the individual piano rooms are really nice..

48 Nov 1, 2010 10:19 PM Book store was easy to find, very helpful and no waiting.

49 Nov 1, 2010 10:21 PM none

50 Nov 1, 2010 10:21 PM I

51 Nov 1, 2010 10:23 PM Southlake

52 Nov 1, 2010 10:27 PM

I believe that student activities needs to have more space, and I also believe student activities 
needs a confrence center. I also think that new and more inviting and comfortable furnature in 
the atrium would be beenefitial.

53 Nov 1, 2010  1, 2010 10:31 PM

(1)  Computer Labs:  A big plus: Student access to open labs for computer study, and 
photography printing. �
(2)  Library: A big plus: Opportunity to borrow digital camera for 3 days for students studying 
Digital Photography�
(3)  Library: If the library could offer a greater number of class textbooks for check out, that 
would be a plus for students who can not afford to purchase the books.10:31 PM a plus who can not afford purchase  



told me 6 8 weeks61 1 2010 10 PM fi STINKS!! I iti 3 they told me 6-8 weeks

54 Nov 1, 2010 10:32 PM None.

55 Nov 1, 2010 10:34 PM NA

56 Nov 1, 2010 10:34 PM students with disabilty i am very satisfid with what they did for me and my classs

57 Nov 1, 2010 10:35 PM no

58 Nov 1, 2010 10:38 PM No

59 Nov 1, 2010 10:39 PM none

60 Nov 1, 2010 10:39 PM None

61 Nov 1 2010Nov ,  10:40 PM finicial aid verifaction STINKS!! I have been waiting 3 months now they:40 nicial aid verifaction   have been wa ng  months now.. 

62 Nov 1, 2010 10:41 PM Basement hallway by bookstore is very ugly.

63 Nov 1, 2010 10:43 PM I spend alot of time at the Southlake campus and am happy with it as well.

64 Nov 1, 2010 10:51 PM this is my freashmen year,but so far so good I like it

65 Nov 1, 2010 11:12 PM No

66 Nov 1, 2010 11:22 PM N/A

67 Nov 1, 2010 11:24 PM no

68 Nov 1, 2010 11:25 PM i think the library is a very nice place but there is simply not enough computers.

69 Nov 1, 2010 11:37 PM I love the T building.  It feels clean & modern.



70 Nov 2, 2010 12:02 AM
The court area outside the library. I love the little waterfall, its sound is very soothing. It's a great 
place to drink some coffee from the cart outside the library when it's nice outside.

71 Nov 2, 2010 12:07 AM no

72 Nov 2, 2010 12:07 AM n/a

73 Nov 2, 2010 12:14 AM the outdoor courtyard is very nice.

74 Nov 2, 2010 12:23 AM n/a

75 Nov 2, 2010 12:36 AM
The east side of campus where the horticultural classes study definitely need upgrading.  The 
department needs a hoop house.

76 Nov 2, 2010 12:43 AM
The Arboretum has been developed over about 35 years.  Do not cut it down and turn it into a 
parking lot

77 Nov 2, 2010 12:45 AM N/A

78 Nov 2, 2010 12:45 AM The classrooms need more garbage cans. Not all of the classrooms have them.

79 Nov 2, 2010 12:49 AM no

80 Nov 2, 2010 12:54 AM

I would like to see the walk path as well as the entrance to all the buildings get rated. It is 
unfortunate and rather shocking that students are allowed to smoke in front of the entrance to 
the T bldg. as well as smoke along the walk paths I need to take (from the parking lot) to get to 
the B/C bldg. Even worse CLC provides a place for smokers to extungish their cigarrettes along 
that path before getting closer to the building. What is the point in that? Students still have to 
walk through it. Why is it allowed on the grounds at all? Especially the places were people HAVE 
to walk.

81 Nov 2, 2010 12:57 AM The South Lake Campus is very nice.

82 Nov 2, 2010 1:01 AM N/A



90 2 2010 33 AM

couple of times and no

ma bb it t ent

job center could have a lot of poeple their to help because i went there couple of times and no 

83 Nov 2, 2010 1:11 AM The theaters are wonderful!

84 Nov 2, 2010 1:11 AM The bookstore is in need of a facelift.

85 Nov 2, 2010 1:12 AM None

86 Nov 2, 2010 1:20 AM No

87 Nov 2, 2010 1:23 AM
the financial aid department is not always pleasent  maybe because they are understaffed .and 
not well informed

88 Nov 2, 2010 1:31 AM The grounds and parking lot areas are very attractive

89 Nov 2, 2010 1:31 AM No

90 Nov 2 2010Nov , 1:33 AM main lobby wish it was more open for student use 1:  in lo y, wish  was more open for s ud  use

91 Nov 2, 2010 1:43 AM No.

92 Nov 2, 2010 1:51 AM desks in the classrooms- more table- like ones work easier for all the books we need to use.

93 Nov 2, 2010 1:52 AM The bathroom toliets flush too often.

94 Nov 2, 2010 1:56 AM More coffee kiosks!!

95 Nov 2, 2010 2:02 AM

the outside area, doesn't matter where you walk there is a smoker in each entry walkway.  There 
shouldb be a designated area for smokers.  On days that it is nice out I like to try and sit outside 
inbetween classes.  I am unable to do that due to the smokers in each area.

96 Nov 2, 2010 2:04 AM Nothing

97 Nov 2, 2010
job center could have a lot of poeple their to help because i went there

 2:08 AM
              

one was there to help me



r and more equipped for the    be . it   and more equipped for the 

98 Nov 2, 2010 2:10 AM none

99 Nov 2, 2010 2:18 AM
The horticulter building was unkempt at first, but then new plantings were planted and now it 
looks better.

100 Nov 2, 2010 2:20 AM the map of the campus is layed out perfect to know were to go to class

101 Nov 2, 2010 2:37 AM no

102 Nov 2, 2010 2:54 AM The art wing is very pretty. The lecture hall needs more comfortable seating

103 Nov 2, 2010 3:16 AM
the lancers dining room needs more space and better color choices, also a better food variety, 
more healthy stuff

104 Nov 2, 2010 4:02 AM Piano Study Rooms are awesome

105 Nov 2, 2010 4:05 AM

The theater on the Grayslake campus is quite impressive and the theater wing is my absolute 
favorite part of the school in terms of appearance. Also, the black box theater room is 
phenomenal and very conducive for acting classes (if only more levels were offered!).

106 Nov 2, 2010 4:33 AM I do not have any in mind right now.

107 Nov 2, 2010 4:35 AM

There are lots of ESL students and CLC has great faculties, but the facility is so poor, which 
looks like another facility. CLC should give much better facility for ESL education. It looks really 
strange. Also, CLC should improve some art studios. The ceramic studio is wonderful, but for 
example, the studio of sculpture is just messy and dirty and has poor equipment. For students 
this difference is so obvious, and looks so strange. Every art studio should be like the ceramics 
studio.

108 Nov 2, 2010 5:32 AM Temperature. It is always really cold in all class rooms usually colder than 72 room temp.

109 Nov 2, 2010
art department wing seems to be an after thought. i wish it was bigge

 5:41 AM
art department wing seems to an after thought i wish  was bigger
needs of the students and their work.



better "waiting area"out lk throuog en s s ff/ sit 2) A better "waiting area" 

g

110 Nov 2, 2010 5:43 AM
The Atrium is a nice place for gatherings and even for studying. The open space works really 
well with the overall atmosphere of the school.

111 Nov 2, 2010 5:56 AM no, college of lake county is the only campus i go to.

112 Nov 2, 2010 7:37 AM Dividing walls between urinals in mens washrooms

113 Nov 2, 2010 10:05 AM none

114 Nov 2, 2010 10:37 AM
The university Center is also dynamic and functional, although sometimes the cafeteria could 
use more space.

115 Nov 2, 2010 

1) Main front entrance - needs to be a larger smoke free zone surrounding the front entrance so 
you don't have to walk through clouds of smoke to enter the building.  It should be moved to 
ONE SIDE ONLY, as well, so at least you have a one-side clear path to the front entrance 
without having to walk throuogh smoking students/staff/visitors 2) A

12:13 PM

with  having to wa  h smoking stud t / ta vi ors.   
system needs to be implemented for the cashier stations.  3) Student Services needs to be 
better marked (suggest a large sign outside) that indicates what areas can be addressed inside.

116 Nov 2, 2010 1:03 PM Tech building needs additional equipment for HVAC-R training.

117 Nov 2, 2010 1:24 PM
you need hand rails on both sides of the outside steps going into building D from the side facing 
IDES.

118 Nov 2, 2010 1:25 PM

Outside sitting areas: though nice, it seems they are ruined by the misconduct of some students - 
be it loud, porfane language, etc. - especially during the day classes. The main courtyard with 
the memorial statue is a good example of this.

119 Nov 2, 2010

The program is poorly designed for reasons that are too numerous to list, but apparent to 
everyone involoved. I strongly encourage anyone I know that is interested in a attending a 

 1:39 PM
y g y g y

nursing program to go elsewhere.



0

if have line.�

2  to    get a

120 Nov 2, 2010 1:46 PM The atrium area by the campus information desk is very dark

121 Nov 2, 2010 1:58 PM
The Waukegan campus is disgusting and information desk people there are rude.  Also needs a 
library or computer lab.

122 Nov 2, 2010 2:02 PM i like sitting area with a chair and table

123 Nov 2, 2010

More individual hallway "study areas" would be nice while arriving early for class to talk or study 
with other members of our class and to use to eat since we only have a 20 min. lunch break.�
The green plant area by the information desk is useless space.  It is dark instead of bright and 
cheery.  There should be tables, comfy chairs, and a TV with soft volume news in the 
background in that area like at the hotel check in desk.  �
The coffee area should be a "real" coffee area with couches, a bigger service center, larger food 
display, etc.  Many people are using that coffee stand.  It is usually too busy for me to run and 
buy something.  I would buy more if they didn't have such a line.�

 2:02 PM

buy something.  I would buy more  they didn t  such a 
I do not like to go out the main doors to sit by the pond.  It is filled with smokers that you have to 
go through and it is dirty and unwelcoming.  I don't like all the smokers in the front serene area, 
too.  I only go there if there are no smokers.�
I do not like how far one has to park at the main campus.  The parking lot seems to be so far 
from the doors.  There is no parking by the main entrance.  The main entrance should be located 
where there is easy access from parking.  Visitors are always getting lost because there is no 
main entrance by the parking lot.  The visitors are always looking at that outside campus map by 
the theatre.Everyone uses "B" entrance like the main entrance.

124 Nov 2, 2010 2:04 PM none

125 Nov 2, 2010 2:10 PM Vernon Hills is very nice.  Very modern looking campus.

121266 Nov 2, 201Nov , 2010 2:16 PM

I would say any of the labs used for a Design concentration should have Macs available.  They 
are better for Design students - no worrying about virusus (which every time I bring my jump 
drive to transport my files and pictures for class, I get a virus) 2:16 PM drive transport my files and pictures for class, I  virus)



Nov 2   walk the . wish more .

the side walks are alwaysThe back entrance to the technology department by the fitness center, the side walks are always 

127 Nov 2, 2010 2:25 PM
I would just like to state that the library usage is okay, but as far as books and articles that 
students need to look for, it could use some improvement.

128 Nov 2, 2010 2:29 PM None

129 Nov 2, 2010 2:31 PM N/A

130 Nov 2, 2010 2:41 PM I love the Campus in Vernon Hills it is very nice but i wish i had more classes available to me

131 Nov 2, 2010 2:42 PM outside areas: somewhat satisfied. There are too few places to sit and study outside.

131322 Nov 2, 2010 , 2010 2:46 PM
The Southlake campus is the most accessible campus. Parking is easy and you don't have to 
walk forever to get to the building. I wish there were more classes there.2:46 PM  forever to get to  building I  there were  classes there

133 Nov 2, 2010 2:50 PM I enjoy the art placed around the school and the gallery by the library.

134 Nov 2, 2010 3:06 PM

I believe the greatest improvement to the college to help students learn better will take place on 
the campus Internet site. Ofter we exclude blackboard and other Internet sites as part of the 
campus. On-line learning will be the campus that College of Lake County can improve that offers 
the biggest return in learning and enrollment. College of Lake County has a good on-line 
program but I believe that the on-line classes can offer everything a regular campus can offer an 
much, much, more. We need to think about on-line / Internet classes as a real campus. Often 
change is resisted until it is embraced and then we ask why did we resist.

135 Nov 2, 2010 3:09 PM
I really enjoy the plant decor and water fall in the middle of the school campus on the first floor. 
Its very relaxing, and beautiful to look at.

136 Nov 2, 2010 3:14 PM Southlake Campus is really nice.

137 Nov 2, 2010
The back entrance to the technology department by the fitness center

 3:36 PM
          

dirty with what looks like dog feces. It just makes the campus look bad.



l di �1 N 2 4 04 PM

138 Nov 2, 2010 3:45 PM No

139 Nov 2, 2010 3:45 PM

Not at all satisfied.�
 - All staff offices should have windows or access to natural light. In the winter it's very 
depressing to come to work in the dark and go home in the dark and never see the sun.�
 - Individual offices should be away from common areas to avoid distracting noise.

140 Nov 2, 2010 3:57 PM Profesors : satisfied.

1414 N 2 20101 ov , 2010 4 04 PM

side walk from main "T" building.�
do not rotary brush as it helps to form "BLACK ICE"�
I have fallen three times there�

d d i h l f hi id lk h h i l l :  need to redesign the slope of this side walk such that it slopes evenly over a longer distance�

142 Nov 2, 2010 4:07 PM n/a

143 Nov 2, 2010 4:21 PM no. I enjoy this college.

144 Nov 2, 2010 4:35 PM The Horticulture Building is nice. I was there a handful of times and enjoyed the experience.

145 Nov 2, 2010 4:41 PM Tech building is amazing.

146 Nov 2, 2010 4:41 PM University Center looks like a great place to study an relax on.

147 Nov 2, 2010 4:43 PM No

148 Nov 2, 2010 4:54 PM None

149 Nov 2, 2010 5:09 PM Some of the visible maintainence areas are "messy".



156 2 2010 32 PM N/A

150 Nov 2, 2010 5:40 PM N/A

151 Nov 2, 2010 5:43 PM Office of Student Disibilities, I feel like that they dont know about my disibilitie

152 Nov 2, 2010 6:09 PM corridors - somehwat satisfied

153 Nov 2, 2010 6:11 PM n/a

154 Nov 2, 2010 6:13 PM

Main Lobby -- doesn't seem very welcoming to the Public.  Also I think the Information Desk 
needs to be enclosed -- it it very cold with the handicapped doors being right next to it.  For 
Safety -- I think it should be enclosed!!

155 Nov 2, 2010 6:16 PM none

156 Nov 2 2010Nov , 6:32 PM N/A 6:  

157 Nov 2, 2010 6:39 PM none

158 Nov 2, 2010 6:52 PM N/A

159 Nov 2, 2010 6:53 PM Outside area can be a little nicer with more benches and tables

160 Nov 2, 2010 6:59 PM
I wish someone would enforce the "no smoking" areas so that you don't have to walk through a 
cloud of noxious smoke on your way to class in the evening.

161 Nov 2, 2010 7:00 PM
All throughout the school seems dark and old fashioned. There should be better lighting thru-out 
the building and outside in the parking lots. I would rate the area a 6.

162 Nov 2, 2010 7:13 PM The chairs in the classroom are small and uncomfortable.

163 Nov 2, 2010 7:19 PM
There are never enough computers available in the area by the testing center. If the classroom 
that is attached to it was open all the time that would make it a lot easier

164 Nov 2, 2010 7:27 PM No



165 Nov 2, 2010 7:40 PM

Some of the tables in the study areas of A court and B court wobble, which is kind of annoying 
when you are studying and it is the only table avaliable. I would rate these areas in between 
somewhat satisfied and not at all satisfied.

166 Nov 2, 2010 7:42 PM No

167 Nov 2, 2010 7:58 PM
The Southlake is obviously a newer campus.  Its a very nice place to go to.  I have one class 
there.  The bathrooms are clean and have no odors like in the C bldg.

168 Nov 2, 2010 8:03 PM I'd like to have closer student parking.

169 Nov 2, 2010 8:29 PM The PE center is amazing!

170 Nov 2, 2010 8:32 PM the launge area near the cafeteria very nice and peaceful

171 Nov 2, 2010 8:48 PM none

172 Nov 2, 2010 9:04 PM The stairways in the T wing are too narrow.  Washroom stalls in the T-wing sre too small.

173 Nov 2, 2010 9:04 PM bookstore:  I believe that the bookstore is really useful.

174 Nov 2, 2010 9:08 PM
Bookstore...this needs DRASTIC improvement.  Having seen other college's bookstores, ours is 
embarrassing.

175 Nov 2, 2010 9:09 PM NA

176 Nov 2, 2010 9:13 PM

Let me say that students don't come in to see Faculty because our offices are too _______ 
small.  There is NO room and the student as well as the faculty are too uncomfortable to discuss 
anything, especiall in the T wing!  RATE: -10

177 Nov 2, 2010 9:13 PM Tha art building is the most clean and good aparence space of the entire campus



178 Nov 2, 2010 9:15 PM

In my mind there is simply too much emphasis on making sure students are having fun at the 
College.  I would like the administratin to place equal or more importance on students studying.  
The teachers already expect this, but the atmosphere as you walk around is party time.

179 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM

Chemistry labs are very outdated, esp. ventilation system.  Needs to be completely redone.�
�
Faculty offices are somewhat small - not enough room for both me and my officemate to meet 
with students at the same time.  �
�
Lancers is too noisy - too loud for conversations.

180 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM
Building # 4 needs a lot of renovation.  The air quality is very poor, the heating/air, insulation is 
poor.  The restroom leaves a lot to be desired.

181 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM

Staff lounge in lower-level of library could use as make-over, similar to what was done for the 
staff lounge next to the President's Office. The lounge in the lower-level of the library smells 
musty and has metal cabinets.

182 Nov 2, 2010 9:21 PM

art studios - these need to be updated and improved upon. they might have served the students 
25 years ago, but are crowded and poorly equipped.Although it is supposedly handicapped 
accessible, the door and elevators do not work very often and it would take a lot of persistence 
to utilize them.

183 Nov 2, 2010 9:22 PM
It needs to be a NON SMOKING CAMPUS!!!! NO SMOKING ANYWHERE ON CLC 
PROPERTY!

184 Nov 2, 2010 9:27 PM
There's such a huge difference between the old campus (A/B wing) and the new T wing. The old 
place certainly could use a makeover!

185 Nov 2, 2010 9:29 PM
Outdoor areas need landscaping attention.  Especially areas outside of B wing doors where 
weeds are often overgrown.



186 Nov 2, 2010 9:32 PM

Bldg 4. It is a metal shed building on a concrete slab with no insulation. It is always very cold in 
the winter. The heat and air always has to be adjusted. Either the students in class are very cold 
and have to ware their coats or it is to hot. If the class rooms are cold the offices are too warm or 
it the class rooms are too warm the offices are too cold. The washrooms are not in the best 
shape as far as toilets over flowing on ocassion. The carved in gang signs in the mens bathroom 
I know is costly to repair but it promotes more gang symbols. I think the air quality and mold 
should be checked every few years rather than when people start to complain. Other than that 
it's a great place to work. A lot of DIVERSITY in bldg 4.

187 Nov 2, 2010 9:36 PM The theater is great.

188 Nov 2, 2010 9:43 PM I think the Art Gallery is wonderful!

189 Nov 2, 2010

The Office for Students with Disabilities is in a location that makes it very difficult for students to 
feel comfortable discussing their disability.  Though our team strives for complete confidentiality, 
OSD is limited by the space we have and where we are located.  At times students using 
wheelchairs haven't even been able to enter the front office doorway.  I would rate this facility as 

 9:47 PM not at all satisfied.

190 Nov 2, 2010 9:49 PM Campus is great, like the large open areas.

191 Nov 2, 2010 9:51 PM

The JLC desperately needs more dressing room space, storage space, costume lab/classroom 
space and space for students to practice scenes outside of class. If more than one theatre is in 
use, we don't have enough space for the actors to prepare. We need a room dedicated to smart 
technology including video and computer filming and production. All performers need to see 
themselves on streaming video to see what they are doing well and what characteristics they 
need improvement on.

192 Nov 2, 2010 9:51 PM NO

193 Nov 2, 2010 10:00 PM Library needs a face lift.

194 Nov 2, 2010 10:05 PM NO



198 Nov 2 2010 10:48 PM easily negotiated if someone is in a wheel chair scooter or on crutches.

195 Nov 2, 2010 10:15 PM

I would like to see the library given an overhaul - our building was built in the 70s prior to 
technology; there are ways to offer to our students, commuter students, better ways to work and 
study

196 Nov 2, 2010 10:21 PM Building 4 needs a complete makeover

197 Nov 2, 2010 10:41 PM
The room next to the cafeteria could really be remodeled and atleast upgrade the computers in 
there. They are so slow. i am not satisfied.

198 Nov 2 2010 ,  10:48 PM

All doors leading to the outside of the campus need to have a sliding door for the handicapped to 
that in case of an emergency, these students and/or visitors can exit the building safely in case 
of an emergency.  Also, all restrooms should be fully handicap accessible with doors that can be 
easily negotiated if someone is in a wheel chair scooter or on crutches         ,    

199 Nov 2, 2010 10:49 PM

I am teaching in the University Center, Grayslake, this semester. It is a very fine facility and, I 
think, a good model for the rest of the CLC campus. The classroom technology is excellent, the 
general atmosphere is soothing and comfortable. There are many places for students to sit, talk 
and work.

200 Nov 2, 2010 10:52 PM

student services wing in B and C courts are too small to accomodate students during busy and 
peak times.  there are not enough computers, offices, personnel, and waiting areas.  Students in 
these crowded hallways are disserviced.

201 Nov 2, 2010 10:58 PM no

202 Nov 2, 2010 10:59 PM I love gardens in CLC. I go there to study or have a break when the wether was nice.



203 Nov 2, 2010 10:59 PM
I really enjoy the walking path, the pond view, the veteran's memorial.  I rate these all very 
highly.  These landmarks make CLC unique and picturesque.

204 Nov 2, 2010 11:06 PM The area that has the water fall and the stais.  It's a great idea and place to relax!

205 Nov 2, 2010 11:14 PM The Southlake campus is really nice!

206 Nov 2, 2010 11:33 PM
The main lobby need the ponds and plants to remain so all the problems We had in the years 
past don't return. Updating the art and walls would help to brighten the area.

207 Nov 2, 2010 11:39 PM n/a

208 Nov 2, 2010 11:41 PM

we need a "union" area for students to gather, host activities, and include what traditional four 
year institutions have like restaurants, computers, and meeting spaces. we need more 
permanent outdoor seating, benches, swings

209 Nov 2, 2010 11:41 PM No

210 Nov 2, 2010 11:54 PM
If I were to upgrade one thing it would be that there should be more public computers in the 
library and near the math center.

211 Nov 2, 2010 11:59 PM

The financial aid area of the Grayslake campus should be expanded. Increasing the staff in the 
finacial aid would definately allow for much smoother student processing in those crucial times 
at the begining of semesters.

212 Nov 3, 2010 12:04 AM Building D is ugly and outdated.

213 Nov 3, 2010 12:17 AM none

214 Nov 3, 2010 12:22 AM
The area where there are a lot of plants seems like a wasted space.  The area used to be noisy 
and might have bothered classes, but there should be some good use for the area.



, y

215 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM
Lakeshore campus. It is in need of parking spaces, computer updates to new models and new 
programs like criminal justice and law enforcement. We need bigger and improved class rooms.

216 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM Lobby = Not Satisfied (too dark with all of those plants)

217 Nov 3, 2010 1:30 AM

Main Lobby - useless space at this time, don't like the plan to make it a place for students to 
congregate     I recently became aware of a staff lounge in the Library lowest floor - wasted 
space that could be used as offices

218 Nov 3, 2010 2:15 AM I really like the outside courtyards

219 Nov 3, 2010 2:30 AM none

220 Nov 3, 2010
Green spaces!! Love them!!!! they are the best part of the college!!! please, don't take them away 

 2:33 AM
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221 Nov 3, 2010 3:03 AM Building 4 - extremely old, crowded and not very technologically advanced

222 Nov 3, 2010 3:09 AM N/A

223 Nov 3, 2010 3:17 AM JLC- beautiful but needs 2nd level seating in Mainstage; real dance rooms.

224 Nov 3, 2010 3:37 AM

ONLINE: The student center on the website has really improved since i first started CLC, and it 
is so much easier to use and much better organized. I also love being able to take advantage of 
Blackboard.

225 Nov 3, 2010 4:47 AM The school store is very helpful.

226 Nov 3, 2010 5:17 AM The pathway from B building to gym is not very clean.



Center240 3 2010 42 PM d li & Center.

227 Nov 3, 2010 5:27 AM I am very happy with the way the lobby looks by the "help desk"

228 Nov 3, 2010 5:31 AM No thanks

229 Nov 3, 2010 5:49 AM
The college center is a very nice facility the classrooms are very well designed. The whole 
building is very clean and well organized.

230 Nov 3, 2010 12:42 PM staff lounge - satisfied!

231 Nov 3, 2010 12:46 PM N/A

232 Nov 3, 2010 12:55 PM no

233 Nov 3, 2010 12:58 PM n/a

234 Nov 3, 2010 1:06 PM Building E: poor ventilation and heating

235 Nov 3, 2010 1:17 PM n/a

236 Nov 3, 2010 1:27 PM
Eating area, especially for the cafeteria and resting place. I wish there are more healtier food 
choice in the campus.

237 Nov 3, 2010 1:32 PM
Lancer's needs updating or a good scubbing. It is not very appetizing to enter a filthy kitchen and 
order food.

238 Nov 3, 2010 1:34 PM

The fitness center is well equipped, but the hours of operation are not convenient.  Most people 
have time to work out after school or work and on weekends.  The fitness center closes at every 
opportunity...holidays, etc.  Why not give student workers a chance to work on evenings, 
weekends, and holidays?  Everyone would benefit.

239 Nov 3, 2010 1:41 PM No

240 Nov 3 2010Nov , 1:42 PM
A true "main entrance" to the college.�
Need for a more visible and larger area for Campus Police & Health 1:  Need for a more visible an  larger area for Campus Po ce  Health 



241 Nov 3, 2010 1:48 PM no

242 Nov 3, 2010 1:49 PM

CLC Police - there is not enough space for all the required activities; not enough secure space 
for critical functions such as evidence handling and processing; for seperate gender-based 
locker room, private washroom, and the like. It is a good department but could be a much better 
or great department provided it had administrative support.

243 Nov 3, 2010 1:53 PM

The Educational Affairs Office is overcrowded and might be better placed elsewhere on campus. 
In my opinion, it doesn't necessarily need to be right in the middle of the main area...other 
academic divisions could go there and Ed Affairs could be relocated to a larger space.

244 Nov 3, 2010 1:54 PM
Main Lobby - would like to see it maintained as a central point that looks asthetically pleasing 
and a place for small groups or individuals to socialize or study.

245 Nov 3, 2010 1:58 PM

I think the cultural message that is sent to students when their lounge is in the basement and 
unappealing contradicts what we preach about community and collaboration as means to 
empower students in their education.

246 Nov 3, 2010 2:01 PM
The main atrium - the people that smoke outside, smoke to close to the doors and when the 
doors open a lot of smoke enters the building.

247 Nov 3, 2010 2:08 PM
The Staff Lounge is nice.  IT employee office space is cramped and the IT staff is spread all over 
the campus.  It would be convenient to have a centralized IT staff.

248 Nov 3, 2010 2:09 PM
Main lobby is an eyesore.  The water features and excessive plants are not at all attractive.  It 
does not give the campus the look of an institute of higher learning. rate  not satisfied.

249 Nov 3, 2010 2:28 PM I was in Vernon Hills last semester and I was satisified with that building.
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261 Nov 3 2010 3:11 PM from the T building and the fitness center to block the wind

250 Nov 3, 2010 2:34 PM N/A

251 Nov 3, 2010 2:38 PM No

252 Nov 3, 2010 2:41 PM

Lack of conference rooms and large enough space for some division offices such as Social 
Sciences. For the size of that division, the main office space is totally unadequate and a 
dedicated conference room is needed badly.

253 Nov 3, 2010 2:41 PM

The offices in building four, the kitchen and bathrooms are seldom cleaned. The bathrooms are 
particularly bad especially when one considers that the flu season is just around the corner. 
Also, the offices are virtually never vacuumed. The kitchen floor needs to be swept and mopped 
if not on a nightly basis then please at least 2-3 times a week.

254 Nov 3, 2010

I would like to state specifically that B wing classrooms are old and dirty looking. These areas 
should NOT be assigned as session rooms when we have visitors to our campus.  Also, the A & 

 2:44 PM

s ou d O be ed as sess o oo s e e a e s o s o
B lecture halls need serious updating and cleaning as well. I would rate them all as Not at all 
satisfactory.

255 Nov 3, 2010 2:49 PM the main center area - by the receptionist - there is no sitting area anymore since they put plants

256 Nov 3, 2010 2:59 PM Love the Southlake Campus...

257 Nov 3, 2010 3:03 PM N/A

258 Nov 3, 2010 3:03 PM Ready for the new plan in the main lobby to begin.

259 Nov 3, 2010 3:06 PM The Willow Room is exceptional.

260 Nov 3, 2010 3:06 PM no

261 Nov 3 2010 , 3:11 PM
The area between the north parking lot and the buildings needs bushes just west of the sidewalk 
from the T building and the fitness center to block the wind             .



    None

262 Nov 3, 2010 3:16 PM Division offices. Social Science needs more administrative space.

263 Nov 3, 2010 3:27 PM

Hallways�
There are too many paper signs, banners, signs on posts, mismatched furniture, discarded or 
spare racks, boards, etc. It looks like the aftermath of a church rummage sale. We need 
continuity in the style of furnishings,

264 Nov 3, 2010 3:42 PM
I think the rest of the school should be like the T wing. I love being in the T wing, but then I go to 
the other wings and it all seems so outdated.

265 Nov 3, 2010 4:06 PM cafataria: satisfied

266 Nov 3, 2010 4:07 PM My  psychology teacher Sandee is one of the best she is amazing.

267 Nov 3, 2010 4:10 PM overall this campus is very state of the art

268 Nov 3, 2010 4:29 PM
The computer area in the lower level of the library. there are not enough computers for all the 
students to use. i may wait for twenty minutes before i have a chance to log onto a computer.

269 Nov 3, 2010 5:18 PM Very satisfied about the availability of classes

270 Nov 3, 2010 5:19 PM The faculty lounge is good.

271 Nov 3, 2010 6:03 PM Children's learning center is very nice and kept very well.

272 Nov 3, 2010 6:09 PM

The horticulture area, that is, the area of trees between the horticulture building and Brae Loch 
Rd - Very satisfied.�
�
The fitness trail - Very unsatisfied

272733 Nov 3, 2010Nov 3, 2010 6:13 PM None6:13 PM



,

274 Nov 3, 2010 6:36 PM Storage Space -  Not at all satisfied

275 Nov 3, 2010 6:57 PM
Stairwells:  The stairwell in the "B" wing leading down to the bookstore & Lancers is in need of 
repair as there is a step that is uneven and several people have tripped over.  (Not satisfied).

276 Nov 3, 2010 7:37 PM The Nursing Laboratory could use some updating and new equipment.

277 Nov 3, 2010 7:39 PM
The Checkerboard Court Area is very rarely utilized--even for just sitting.  Should consider 
usage in the warmer months.

278 Nov 3, 2010 8:52 PM no

279 Nov 3, 2010 8:58 PM Adjunct faculty area.  Unsatisfactoryj y y

280 Nov 3, 2010 9:12 PM

I like having vending machines located throughout the campus, it makes it easier on breaks to 
go grab a quick snack and not have to travel far. I also like the garbage cans throughout 
campus, making it easier for students to dispose of garbage properly and I think helps cut down 
on liter greatly.

281 Nov 3, 2010 9:17 PM

I answered the question satisfaction on classrooms based on the rooms in the Technology wing 
(very satisfied). I have little experience with the classrooms in the other area of the college, but 
what I have seen I would rate those classrooms not very satisfied. From the appearance to the 
technology.

282 Nov 3, 2010 9:31 PM The CLC Police Office seems to be an uncomfortable place to share information.

283 Nov 3, 2010 10:07 PM

Job Center. They are on year 2 of a five year lease, when they are done have them move out 
and the College take the space back. Put the Bookstore/financial aid/admission and records in 
there



284 Nov 3, 2010 10:17 PM
Nursing labs are rather outdated. It would be nice to have access to equipment that is actually in 
use now.

285 Nov 3, 2010 10:18 PM

Teachers offices are tight for meeting, all classrooms should have a garbage container, fitness 
center is lame with equipment and hours, and currently FURIOUS with admin offices.  On three 
different occasions last week I went to ask about spring registration and kept being told Nov. 8 
after 8 a.m.  As a result, the main class I had in my shopping cart was filled by Monday night!!! 
When admin is asked about registration and they see you lugging around a backpack they 
should let you know when priority registration for current students is!!!

286 Nov 3, 2010 10:45 PM Faculty is wonderful! Everyone is polite and helpful.

287 Nov 3, 2010 10:47 PM The floors and mirrors in the dance room and experimental theater are rarely cleaned.

288 Nov 3, 2010 11:05 PM

I really like the reading room that's right off the art gallery, but I find it odd how many people 
sleep in there, taking their shoes off and laying on the couches. I don't like that. It makes me 
uncomfortable.

289 Nov 3, 2010 11:15 PM
The tutoring center is always very helpful. I am so greatful for the tutors in there. They are 
always so patient and willing to help no matter how small the problem is.

290 Nov 3, 2010 11:16 PM The Circulation Desk of the library needs to be updated very much. It is old and scarry looking.

291 Nov 4, 2010 1:33 AM The University Center is very nice

292 Nov 4, 2010 2:06 AM

As a night time student, the cafeteria is just fine.  Back when I was a day time student I 
remember the cafeteria seating to be lacking.  The options and choices are OK for me as 
generally I am only looking for a snack and not a meal.  The prices seem to be generally 
reasonable.

293 Nov 4, 2010 2:21 AM The older buildings-A< B< C< D have terrible classroom seating.  Uncomfortable!!!



297 4 2010 16 AM Th

294 Nov 4, 2010 3:10 AM

I particularly like the Scene Shope area of the campus, it has a great selection of tools and all 
the materials necessary to build set designs for the plays.  It is a great place to hang out if you 
like constructing things, and its also fun to meet other people who are there to do the same as 
you.

295 Nov 4, 2010 3:11 AM

Overall i give Grayslake campus a 3, i'm very unsatisfied and wish i were in another district to go 
to a nicer community college. Southlake campus i give an 8 because they don't offer any good 
classes on that great campus!!

296 Nov 4, 2010 3:13 AM The study area behind the gallery is amazing! No distraction at all

297 Nov 4 2010Nov , 3:16 AM

Study area downstairs off of library.  It is supposed to be a quiet area, yet the library opens up to 
this area on the second floor, and there is always talking going on upstairs right at edge that 
overhangs above the quiet study area.  It is very distracting.  My favorite place to study, but I 
wish it was not open to second floor, or that area in library on second floor was also a quiet area.  
The other lounges are too noisy to study in 3:  e other lounges are too noisy to study in.

298 Nov 4, 2010 3:56 AM .

299 Nov 4, 2010 11:38 AM

An area of improve would not be in the phyiscal building but in the hours of the book store, 
library, and cahsiers office. Many time it arriving early is the only option to students and they do 
not have access to the above to take care of payments buying supplies or use of computers and 
printers before classes start at 8 AM

300 Nov 4, 2010 11:50 AM No

301 Nov 4, 2010 12:16 PM Student Empowerment Center. Needs to be more student friendly  and larger room.

302 Nov 4, 2010 12:36 PM

Hallways:   too many hallways are allowed to become storage areas; creates a messy 
appearance (IE, especially the area by ceramics).  And, facilities needs space so those hallways 
aren't stacked with junk either.



g cy ces a a o oo s eeded

303 Nov 4, 2010 12:57 PM

Bookstore:  I really hate having to go downstairs in a stuffy, underlit area to browse for books 
and/or purchase them.  The bookstore needs to be upstairs, with windows, and more sqyare 
footage!  I bet the school would see an increase in sales if the bookstore had a more airy, 
brighter atmosphere.�
�
Also, I really don't like giving up my purse when shopping for books.  It's intrusive!

304 Nov 4, 2010 1:14 PM Main Lobby: Very satisfied.

305 Nov 4, 2010 2:07 PM N/A

306 Nov 4, 2010

OSD - Poor.  Students disclose their personal information in an OPEN area. Though the staff are 
fantastic, the physical aspects of their location makes students unwelcome. �
Health Center - Poor. Again, the physical layout is extremely challenging for staff. I don't 
understand how emergency services would be able to access the examination rooms if needed. 

 2:12 PM
u de s a d o e e e se ou d be ab e o access e e
They simply need more space.

307 Nov 4, 2010 2:46 PM No

308 Nov 4, 2010 3:08 PM
One thing I do enjoy at this community college is there dance program and studio. If possible 
create at least one more dance studio for the performing arts center.

309 Nov 4, 2010 3:51 PM Decor inside the campus. It could look more modern.

310 Nov 4, 2010 4:01 PM
The outside view, other than the parking lot, is very pleasing to the eye. It creates a peaceful and 
relaxing state for stressed students and faculty. I thank you for that!

311 Nov 4, 2010 4:26 PM
I think the ceramics studio can use some updating.  It seems like it has not gotten any attention 
in the last 8 years except for the wall that was installed in the kiln room.



Nov 4   It find offices!

312 Nov 4, 2010 4:46 PM

The Job Center.  Although they do perform good and valuable work at Illinois Department of 
Employment Security, I think it is not appropriate to locate it on a college campus.  Providing 
reserved parking for them is impractical and unfair to CLC students and staff, crowds of stressed-
out, unaffiliated persons on campus potentially disruptive to academic operations.  It also would 
be more appropriate for the college's carreer & placement services to be located within the main 
building for students to utilize.

313 Nov 4, 2010 4:57 PM
I love the art gallery, and the hall way that sounds like a plane is taking off. it's cool. there should 
be more creative stuff like that

314 Nov 4, 2010 6:10 PM no

315 Nov 4, 2010 6:36 PM
Not all of the advisors are very helpful with planning. Some are great, but I've had some issues 
with one in particular.

313166 Nov 4, 2010 , 2010 7:06 PM It is very difficult to find administrative offices!7:06 PM  is very difficult to  administrative 

317 Nov 4, 2010 7:52 PM
Fix the order of room numbers in the A-Wing. And why is fingerprinting done in the A-Court? I 
get students asking for directions weekly.

318 Nov 4, 2010 8:10 PM no

319 Nov 4, 2010 8:24 PM No

320 Nov 4, 2010 8:44 PM Main lobby could be use for so much more then it is I feel it is waisted space.

321 Nov 4, 2010 8:51 PM
It would be great if we had conference space to sell. None of our campuses can easily 
accommodate conferences with a large meeting space and breakout rooms.

322 Nov 4, 2010 9:17 PM

I also take classes at the University Center.  I'm not sure if you are considering this building in 
your survey or consider outside the main campus.  But if you are I think it is excellent in all 
areas.



323 Nov 4, 2010 9:59 PM

Yes! Building 4! When do we get our own wing? :) The building has been know to host bugs and 
birds and the bathroom is sometimes dicey.  It's too small for our Division. Tho I'd hate to see us 
in something as sterile and cold as the T wing. �
This semester I'm teaching in the IETC building. It was sometimes way too warm, tho Facilities 
did their best to correct the situation asap. Also in the IETC building the computer/projector set-
up is on a cart that must be pushed from room to room; there is no monitor. Quite primitive and 
yet another thing to do before class.

324 Nov 4, 2010 10:15 PM

I had a bad experiencing with a classroom, a loud fan made it difficult ot hear the instructor and 
the lighting made it impossible to view the screen and the textbook at the same time. The class 
was eventually moved, but I feel it affected what I am able to learn from this class.

325 Nov 4, 2010 10:17 PM none

326 Nov 4, 2010 10:47 PM N/A

327 Nov 5, 2010 12:11 AM none

328 Nov 5, 2010 1:34 AM no

329 Nov 5, 2010 3:39 AM The LakeShore Campus has a completely insufficient study area and computer lab.

330 Nov 5, 2010 4:16 AM The theaters are beautiful.

331 Nov 5, 2010 12:55 PM Campus safety - I feel that the police are great, but the security cameras needs a lot of work.

332 Nov 5, 2010 2:48 PM My class is in the horticulture building. It is well lit, clean and accessible.

333 Nov 5, 2010 2:49 PM none



334 Nov 5, 2010 3:34 PM
stairways; hit and miss, some are pretty bad (for example, chiped paint on railing A wing near 
vending machines).

335 Nov 5, 2010 8:10 PM

The bathrooms always seem to be dirty in the evening hours when I am on campus. Also, Adobe 
CS5 STILL has not been installed on all the DMD computers when we're supposed to be 
learning with the latest software. The textbook for DMD 116 is for Dreamweaver CS5 yet the 
computers we have for class STILL have CS4 on them.

336 Nov 5, 2010 8:47 PM We need a parking garage.

337 Nov 5, 2010 9:43 PM no

338 Nov 5, 2010 10:16 PM
The Main Courtyard is nice I like it but there to me seems like something is missing more light 
would be great for the fall and winter season and for the students that stay till 10pm

339 Nov 5, 2010 11:55 PM

I can't believe that you guys didn't include the theatre/dance rooms and art studios to your 
survey. Goes to show that schools really don't care about the art and performing arts programs. I 
have never been to a sports game and don't know anyone at CLC that has yet you ask about the 
athletic fields. When it is actually warm enough to use these fields, students are out of school for 
the summer. The auditoriums/dance studios/main stage theatre are used year round....improve 
those. Add more rooms

340 Nov 6, 2010 12:18 AM No Thanks.

341 Nov 6, 2010 12:47 AM
Campus Security - very satisfied�
Health Center - very satisfied

342 Nov 6, 2010 4:07 AM

Atrium seating is very nice and overlooks beautiful garden�
Info desk area - the greens/waterfalls are very nice�
Technology building is very top notch

343 Nov 6, 2010 4:13 AM The entrance on Brae Loch seems very crowded this semester,



N 7 7 18 AM

344 Nov 6, 2010 6:35 AM
Would like to see larger tables by the the food cart near the library.  It is very uncomfortable to 
eat at the tiny tables and lower set chairs in this area as well as study while you snack.

345 Nov 6, 2010 2:22 PM

I like the coutyard area outside of the central hallway, but i wopuld prefer if smoking was moved 
futher away from the door. I understand that everyone has a right to smoke and that it is a 
personal decision, but I think it should be permitted farther away from the doors.

346 Nov 6, 2010 4:33 PM
The southlake campus is by far my favorite place to go for classes. It's so much more quiet, 
clean, and comfortable than the classrooms at Grayslake.

347 Nov 6, 2010 6:06 PM No.

348 Nov 6, 2010 6:10 PM No.

349 Nov 6, 2010 6:18 PM The directional signs in the hallway are not always easy to figure out where to go

350 Nov 6, 2010 8:55 PM Lumber Center is very nice.

351 Nov 6, 2010 9:04 PM They need an iPhone app

352 Nov 6, 2010 11:19 PM
The southlake campus has a limited amount of books in their bookstore and library should be 
larger.

353 Nov 6, 2010 11:36 PM No

354 Nov 7, 2010 4:48 AM

the parking lot is so far away. there could be a ramp and save room for another building or 
more.�
the traffic lights are terrible. there should be more than two main entrances.

355 Nov 7, 2010 7:00 AM
The bookstore. It becomes very crowded at certain times of the semester. Very cramped and 
inconvenient at times.

35635 N 7 20106 ov , 2010 7 18 AM :  none



357 Nov 7, 2010 8:05 AM None

358 Nov 7, 2010 5:06 PM
I think the signs for restrooms, vending areas, food court need to be more visable.  When I first 
started I roamed around looking.

359 Nov 7, 2010 7:22 PM NO

360 Nov 7, 2010 11:34 PM computer labs are great, great programs and ease to use.

361 Nov 8, 2010 12:12 AM n/a

362 Nov 8, 2010 12:52 AM N/A

363 Nov 8, 2010 2:07 AM Directional signs are vague at best.  Maps could be more descriptive outside and inside.

364 Nov 8, 2010 3:45 AM

The pickup and drop off of students, where the slope in the sidewalkes for the handicap.  People 
will pull in these aeres and with their cars and block these drop off for the handicap buses, and 
they willnot move even if they see the buses behind them.  There are some classes rooms that 
need to be bigger so the handicap can pull their mobitly chair or seat up into the class rooms.

365 Nov 8, 2010 5:44 AM
The students cafeteria, needs better lighting, cleaner tables and better food i. e. nutritionally 
sound food.

366 Nov 8, 2010 11:34 PM

I do like the designated "jungle" on the first floor by the Campus Information desk. I am also 
satisfied that CLC has designated areas to smoke, and not smoke. It's great to go and study 
outside on a nice day and know that I won't be bothered with the smell of cigarette smoke!



areas for eacht lt tant d llocate areas for each 

367 Nov 9, 2010 2:53 AM

There needs to be more parking for parents who are dropping off their children during the day, 
right now there are only 4 spots designated for childcare drop off, and it's very hard at times to 
find parking there or even down a ways at the visitor parking.

368 Nov 9, 2010 5:18 AM N/A

369 Nov 9, 2010 2:00 PM

Financial aide office-  In my interactions with staff there i have to say that Kate Lister has gone 
above and beyond meeting my needs as a student at CLC. She always has a helpful, pleasant 
demeanor and assists in any way she can...Kudos to Kate!

370 Nov 9, 2010 2:51 PM Need more wahsrooms for women

371 Nov 9, 2010
Spaces for adjunct faculty are important and we have been able to allocate

 2:51 PM
Spaces for adjunc  facu y are impor  an  we have been able to a
division so far.  This will be important to maintain or expand moving forward.

372 Nov 9, 2010 2:54 PM We need a bigger PE center, fitness center, and a classroom and office or two in the PE center.

373 Nov 9, 2010 2:54 PM HVAC at the college needs attention. It is either too hot or too cold all the times.

374 Nov 9, 2010 2:57 PM The HST campus does not allow  CLC to meet the current needs of our students.

375 Nov 9, 2010 3:05 PM

1. Anderson and Brandel court areas: it's nice that there are tables, but maybe more confortable 
and attractive tables and chairs would be nice to have.�
2. Some arm chairs in classrooms are not comfortable, plus some may be different colors within 
the same classroom (I don't find that very attractive).



378 Nov 2010 3:49 PM (such as T117) it would be great to have more board space

y g

376 Nov 9, 2010 3:11 PM

Adjunct work space.  Need more computers and workspace for adjuncts.  This will provide a 
more convenient and welcoming environment that would keep adjuncts ON CAMPUS and more 
accessible to students. I just leave the campus often because the computers in the adjunct office 
are being used.

377 Nov 9, 2010 3:25 PM

I taught classes at Southlake as the new addition was under construction and opened. At the 
time, the College clearly wasn't prepared to handle more than one campus. Perhaps, things 
have improved�
as the years have passed.

378 Nov 9, 2010 9, 3:49 PM

Some classrooms are difficult to teach in because the screen for the projector comes down over 
the whiteboard leaving little to no space to lecture while using the projector. In these classrooms 
(such as T117) it would be great to have more board space.             .

379 Nov 9, 2010 3:53 PM I think that building four should be replaced with a brick building connecting to the D wing.

380 Nov 9, 2010 3:55 PM The University Center is great!

381 Nov 9, 2010 4:06 PM
The early childhood area is great. The classrooms are clean and provide an environment 
conducive to learning and having fun while their parents are at work.

382 Nov 9, 2010 4:19 PM Building four is used almost constantly, has poor air and heat. Needs new carpet and paint.

383 Nov 9, 2010 4:54 PM n/a

384 Nov 9, 2010 5:08 PM The horticulture area is in good condition...

385 Nov 9, 2010 5:18 PM the library is awsome

386 Nov 9, 2010
West entrance of T building is usually full of cigartte buts and some are actually extinguished on 

 5:28 PM
g y g

the brick walls.



the kids hang out there

 trees and shrubs 

th bb it an it t rol if t the kids hang out there 

387 Nov 9, 2010 5:41 PM
Update the student cafeteria and area to a more modern feel like Starbucks.  Your school looks 
outdated

388 Nov 9, 2010 5:59 PM

I have found both Grayslake and Southlake to be not keeping up with technology this year.  I 
have never had a problem in the other three years I taught.  However this year within 3 weeks I 
had three bulbs go out in three different projectors in three different rooms. I had a video 
recorder not working.  I had to go to 3 copy machines to get a print job of a test done and none of 
them had staples.  Now the classroom I have at Southlake is without a projector and I have to 
use one that is taped to the middle of the room, blocking my view of the students, and their view 
of the screen.  I use the projector for DVDs and videos as well and now we have a tv blocking 
the whiteboard.  My students have presentations that have a audio/visual component to them.  
This lack of technology that is kept in repair in the classroom is difficult for them as well. While 
the IT department has been quick to come to our aide each time, it is very frustrating as it is 
hampering the teaching.

389 Nov 9, 2010

Keep the main lobby with its plants it is out of control now if you let

 6:19 PM

Keep e main lo y with s pl ts..   is ou  of cont  now.  you le
more, there is gonna be more trouble.. they are not grown ups, they are kids, and need more 
discipline..

390 Nov 9, 2010 6:55 PM
The stairways in the T-wing are too narrow.  they do not allow students to go in both directions 
freely.The outdoor areas are terrible  no thought, just grass and poorly maintained

391 Nov 9, 2010 7:50 PM
with little variety.  Many other campuses treat their grounds like park space, with outdoor 
classrooms, meeting areas and even places for student art and performing arts.  We have the 

392 Nov 9, 2010 9:25 PM Student Activities



395 Nov 2010 9:55 PM JLC Wing plus backstage theatre area: Very satisfied and well kept

393 Nov 9, 2010 9:29 PM

Absolutely disatisfied with the width of the starways in T building.  No clue how they ever got 
past the building inspectors. Much too narrow for going up and down simultaneously. It's just a 
matter of time before someone going one way bumps someone going the other causes someone 
to fall down the stairs and get injured.�
�
There needs to be a lot more gathering and study places for students. Students are hangin out 
all over the place (which is really a good thing!) but they are clogging up the hallways and often 
times it's hard to walk down the hallway. Also, there needs to be a wole lot more seasting areas 
for students.

394 Nov 9, 2010 9:36 PM N/A

395 Nov 9, 2010 9, 9:55 PM JLC Wing plus backstage theatre area: Very satisfied and well kept            

396 Nov 9, 2010 11:17 PM Support staff in the department in which I teach is excellent.

397 Nov 10, 2010 12:09 AM

I would not want to see our open area with the stair ways made into a student lounge.  I think 
students need places to go to work and we have those new beautiful lounges down stairs. I 
would like to see them remain open.

398 Nov 10, 2010 12:30 AM NO



the Admissions andCounseling Advising and Transfer center: the location is good near the Admissions and 

,

399 Nov 10, 2010 12:54 AM

I would like to see a public/private partnership for development on Washington Street.  This 
would be a great positive "face" of CLC to the community and a great way to engage our 
community.  It may be an annex with bookstore, coffee shop and other shops and a CLC pr, 
exhibit and lecture area.  The facility could be connected to the main campus with a well 
landscaped and lighted walkway.  The walkway would also connect the University Center.�
Lacking study/social areas that students can “own”�
Lacking areas for faculty/student informal engagement/learning�
Faculty offices should all have windows to the outdoors as recognized by LEED 
http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CategoryID=19�
Students are more likely to engage the CLC experience if they have areas that are specifically 
for them in social activity and support services.  These areas need to be more than provided for, 
they need an architectural identity.  A student services or Union building is needed now in large 
part to respond to CLCs increasing enrollment

400 Nov 10, 2010

Counseling Advising and Transfer center: the location is good near

 1:22 AM

, ,        , 
Financial Aid Offices, and now near the Women's Center and the Empowerment Center.  To 
have these offices near one another is a help to new students so that they can take care of most 
things except testing right there.�
The Counseling center layout has been restructured, and it is somewhat of an improvement.  
However,�
it does not "flow', think Feng Shui.  The way it is configured is boxy and it is difficult to manuever 
if�
a person is handicapped.  The other features, like having two desks for students to check in are 
good.

401 Nov 10, 2010 1:45 AM

The technology building is nicely designed.  I think all the other areas like the A,B,C, & D 
building need to have the classrooms revamped.  I hate the old desks in these classes.  Tables 
would also be a nice addition to these rooms.  Additionally some of these classrooms are very 
small.  The lunchroom area is very outdated.

402 Nov 10, 2010 2:13 AM Nopep



403 Nov 10, 2010 2:03 PM
Upgrade the B Section classrooms with white boards instead of chalk boards.  The chalk boards 
are difficult to see.

404 Nov 10, 2010 2:09 PM
I believe the students need a place to socialize. A nice student lounge that will keep them on 
campus.

405 Nov 10, 2010 6:02 PM

Entrance doors are always dirty, caked on dirt that everyone can see from the outside.  Parking 
lot C two entrance walkway crossings are both on curves so it is very dangerous.  They are 
conjested with dropoffs and difficult to see people crossing.

406 Nov 10, 2010 6:57 PM I believe the counclers should be rated and it should be somewhat satisfied

407 Nov 10, 2010 7:02 PM
yes behind the T-Wing all those autoshop cars all ripped apart it looks very bad could'nt the 
automotive lab find a better location for them or at least finish a project they start for a change.

408 Nov 10, 2010 8:34 PM LRC- very satisfied

409 Nov 10, 2010 9:47 PM
The main lobby and main entrance are not welcoming.  The traffic flow is horrible.  If the 
students stop to talk, no one can pass by them to get to and from the B wing and the A wing.

410 Nov 11, 2010 12:05 AM clubs and extra curricular activites

411 Nov 11, 2010 2:24 AM n-a

412 Nov 11, 2010 4:03 AM part-time faculty offices -- not even up to inadequate



p

413 Nov 11, 2010 4:50 AM

The stairwells,  they need better lighting and most of them have a very bad smell.  I am not sure 
if it is because of the materials used on the stairs themselves or what, but they are very very 
stinky!

414 Nov 11, 2010 8:03 AM Currently attending Vernon Hills Campus - Very Satisfied

415 Nov 11, 2010 1:52 PM Natural areas of campus need more managment, and care.

416 Nov 11, 2010 4:50 PM no

417 Nov 11, 2010 5:51 PM Outside areas are beautiful

418 Nov 11, 2010
toilet auto-flush is horrible. make classrooms more comfortable....warm colors...not so plain and 

 7:06 PM ''cold''

419 Nov 11, 2010 7:06 PM

I am very dissatified with the folding chairs that the college uses for every event.  I don't like that 
when�
groups come to our college, those are the chairs that we have to offer them to sit on.  Please sit 
on them yourself, they are weak and smoosh down when you sit on them.  They should be 
replaced very soon.

420 Nov 11, 2010 9:32 PM We need additional conference room/meeting room space and class room space.

421 Nov 11, 2010 9:53 PM

phone  system- i don't use it because it is clunky - requires too many steps to use for part-time 
faculty, who do not have a phone or an office on campus - much easier to use cell phone - it is 
direct and quick - students receive quick answers to their questions



,

422 Nov 11, 2010 9:57 PM

Building 4 - These people need a new space at Grayslake�
There is no reception or lounge area for students, parents, children, seniors enrolled or enrolling 
in the programs housed here. The building is a huge energy waster.

423 Nov 11, 2010 10:06 PM
Building four�
The building is old crowded, lacks sufficient airconditioning and heating.

424 Nov 11, 2010 10:17 PM No

425 Nov 11, 2010 10:17 PM No

426 Nov 11, 2010 10:29 PM
I DONT KNOW IF THIS IS A FACILITIES THING OR NOT BUT THE TEMPERATURE IS 
ALWAYS FREEZING!

427 Nov 11, 2010 10:38 PM The bookstore

428 Nov 11, 2010 10:54 PM
Southlake looks great and marked improvements are being made at Lakeshore.  Keep up the 
maintenance and progress of renovations at Lakeshore Campus.

429 Nov 12, 2010 12:29 AM the c building needs more space

430 Nov 12, 2010 4:07 AM

Library view of the lake, especially from the second floor is magnificent. "New" auditorium and 
smaller concert halls are outstanding - have seen a number of events ther and the parking, 
accessibility and accomodations are great.



434 12 2010 38 PM bb t th

431 Nov 12, 2010 5:22 AM HET�

Although "Green Roofing" is a fairly new area of "growth" I would like to see a general study 
done from a Green Roof company or two - perhaps arrange a grant to pay for such study - or 
perhaps CLC employees already familiar with the green roof projects (at least in Illinois area, if 
not elsewhere) to help conduct a study to see which existing structures at Grayslake - or even all 
campuses - can sustain such an on-going growing project.  Please involve students at-large, 
horticultural students, and maybe some SGA senators in all aspects of the study and completion 
of final outcomes, as well as in maintaining on-going projects implemented.

432 Nov 12, 2010 1:21 PM
�
The college has always supported the HET department and labs and we have been told that our 

433 Nov 12, 2010 3:34 PM None

434 Nov 12 2010Nov , 3:38 PM Main Lobby Can you please get rid of those fountains? 3:  Main Lo y.  Can you please ge  rid of ose fountains?

435 Nov 12, 2010 4:18 PM N/A

436 Nov 12, 2010 5:46 PM The Lakeshore Police Department needs major improvement.



Facilities Survey  Grayslake Campus Fall 2010

What do you LIKE about the Grayslake campus and grounds?

Answer Options Response 
Count

1227
answered que 1227stion

skipped que 504stion

Number Response Date Response Text

1 Nov 1, 2010 7:37 PM ample lounge areas

2 Nov 1, 2010 7:41 PM I love the location for me.  Easy to get around.  Kept clean.

3 Nov 1, 2010 7:42 PM
The west side of campus is kind of dull so it could use some sprucing up by the 
students taking the horitculture type classes. Otherwise the east side looks lovely.

4 Nov 1, 2010 7:42 PM I like because it is close to my house.

5 Nov 1, 2010 7:42 PM I enjoy the grounds because they are designed to be functional and beautiful.

6 Nov 1, 2010 7:46 PM Well kept, proffesional, easy to navigate.

7 Nov 1, 2010 7:48 PM

The illusion of safety.�
�
The prairie is nice.�



L h

8 Nov 1, 2010 7:49 PM beauful but i like when the snow is plowed. i slipped last winter

9 Nov 1, 2010 7:50 PM Nice green areas, just need to reverse parking lots and grass areas

10 Nov 1, 2010 7:53 PM Lawn is kept neat and clean.

11 Nov 1, 2010 7:55 PM Always clean and everything is easy to get to.  You cannot get lost at CLC.

12 Nov 1, 2010 7:56 PM
The Grayslake campus is easy to get around, big, but small enough to know where 
you're going on how to find things.

13 Nov 1, 2010 7:56 PM It's clean, open, has a nice welcoming look.

14 Nov 1, 2010 7:5

B if l d L h lib d if h L h k

7 PM

Beautiful grounds.  Love the library and gift shop.  Love the art work.  Love the 
learning atmosphere.  Love the education CLC is giving me at a very affordable 
price.

15 Nov 1, 2010 8:00 PM
The areas I've had to use are all attached to the same building so there is no 
"hopping between buildings".

16 Nov 1, 2010 8:02 PM .

17 Nov 1, 2010 8:03 PM It's conveniently located, not too hard to get around in.

18 Nov 1, 2010 8:08 PM I like that it is close and convenient.

19 Nov 1, 2010 8:09 PM Very clean.  Once inside it is easy to navigate.

20 Nov 1, 2010 8:14 PM Nice atmosphere



to get around 

1   .

21 Nov 1, 2010 8:16 PM The artwork is a great addition.

22 Nov 1, 2010 8:16 PM I liked that people are friendly and helpful.

23 Nov 1, 2010 8:16 PM ample parking,

24 Nov 1, 2010 8:17 PM It is easy to navigate because everything is clearly marked

25 Nov 1, 2010 8:20 PM Close to nearby neighborhoods.

26 Nov 1, 2010 8:22 PM

I think for the most part the layout is good and this makes it pretty easy 
to the different buildings and classes. The signage is also pretty good. It is not an 
intimidating campus as many schools are for new students. I like the library area very 

27 Nov 1, 2010 8:22 PM

I like how the building looks, aesthetically. When the bathrooms aren't carved up by 
gang graffiti they're really nice. I never went to the library looking for something and 
come back empty handed, very accessible.

28 Nov 1, 2010 8:23 PM

Technology Building is fantastic, architecture is great. Look is great. The outside 
grounds are fantastically well kept. Love the little garden outside the atrium. Student 
Art in the halls is fantastic.

29 Nov 1, 2010 8:25 PM Parking is a bit inconvenient.

30 Nov 1, 2010 8:26 PM The trees, pond, prairie are all very nice.

3311 Nov 1, 2010 8:2Nov , 2010 8:277 PM

Easily accessable. Parking is ample. Generally clean campus, inside and out. 
Seating is never an issue. Compuer labs, and all labs in general, are easily 
accessable.PM accessable



32 Nov 1, 2010 8:29 PM Not too congested

33 Nov 1, 2010 8:29 PM University atmosphere, relaxing and complete.

34 Nov 1, 2010 8:31 PM It is close to where i live

35 Nov 1, 2010 8:32 PM I like the outside foyer with the stream visible from the atrium in front of library

36 Nov 1, 2010 8:32 PM
It is pretty easy to navigate and looks very good and clean as far as community 
colleges go.

37 Nov 1, 2010 8:32 PM I like the fact that parking is very convenient making it easier to get to class.

38 Nov 1, 2010 8:34 PM The Clc campus is nice, it can be a little confussing but overall I like it!

39 Nov 1, 2010 8:35 PM
It is kept clean and manicured.  Love the trees just wish there were a few more, a 
little more nature I guess.

40 Nov 1, 2010 8:35 PM
I like the relative closeness to my house and it's ease to maneuver around campus 
without getting lost.

41 Nov 1, 2010 8:37 PM
I go there for class on Monday night. So I am not a good judge of its day time 
operations.

42 Nov 1, 2010 8:39 PM Good general appearance. Easy to reading buildings once on campus.

43 Nov 1, 2010 8:39 PM
I really like the library here in Grayslake campus. It is well organized and therir staff 
are well prepared.

44 Nov 1, 2010 8:41 PM n/a



my favoritere th Th d th favorite 

55 Nov 1 2010 8:53 PM It s clean for the most part (no graffiti gang symbols etc )

45 Nov 1, 2010 8:42 PM

I really like the entrance areas. They are very well kept and offer benches to sit on 
and nice groundcovers. I also appreciate all the signs that make it easier to find your 
way around.

46 Nov 1, 2010 8:44 PM Facility seems clean.  Pretty simplistic layout.

47 Nov 1, 2010 8:45 PM It is close to work and home. The teachers are great!

48 Nov 1, 2010 8:45 PM everything is easy to navigate to in school and the school is pretty decently clean

49 Nov 1, 2010 8:46 PM Convenience of use.

50 Nov 1, 2010 8:4

I very much like the small courtyards throughout the school. They're very scenic and 
relaxing Especially the Zen garden The courtyard near the atrium is

6 PM

laxing. Especially e Zen garden. e courtyar  near e atrium is my 
spot, except when the picnic tables are taken away. Other than that, I love the 
campus and grounds.

51 Nov 1, 2010 8:49 PM It's clean

52 Nov 1, 2010 8:50 PM Its a really relaxing enviroment at least at night which is when I take classes.

53 Nov 1, 2010 8:51 PM

The campus has great facilities, up-to-date technology, and well kept grounds.  
Everything is always clean, inside the school and outside on the grounds.  I like the 
choice of making the main lobby area into a zen garden.  It is very nice to walk 
through and sit in.

54 Nov 1, 2010 8:52 PM
I like that I live nearby.  I also think that it is a clean campus - the grounds are well 
maintained.

55 Nov 1 2010 8:53 ,  PM It's clean for the most part (no graffiti gang symbols etc )        ,  , .



I l hN 1 8 7 PM

56 Nov 1, 2010 8:54 PM Everyone is friendly.

57 Nov 1, 2010 8:56 PM Its a nice campus, not much not to like

58 Nov 1, 2010 8:57 PM Trailes

59 Nov 1, 2010 8:57 PM The campus is very open and I love the location

606 N 1 2010 80 ov , 2010 :557 PM

I love the grounds. I think they are beautiful. I wish there was more outdoor spaces 
for reading and simply enjoying that aspect of the campus. I don't think we take 
enough advantage of that element of the campus.�
I like that I feel safe at the school. I think the security team do a wonderful job. I  

h l i l l d h f ili i l d h l f l school is always clean and the facilities people are so sweet and helpful. I love them.

61 Nov 1, 2010 8:58 PM T building facilities

62 Nov 1, 2010 9:00 PM Library has many nice quiet areas to study, there is wi-fi internet.

63 Nov 1, 2010 9:01 PM Lounge areas

64 Nov 1, 2010 9:02 PM
The grounds look nice and neat. It has come a lone ways and really looks like it is 
moving with the times.

65 Nov 1, 2010 9:03 PM

The best part is that there are many different locations in which to either study or 
converse with friends and they are spread out so if one spot is noisy then you can 
walk to another. The atriums are very well kept as well.



it to use a 

N 1 9 3 PM

66 Nov 1, 2010 9:04 PM

Easy to get to (other than current construction on Route 45) and nice surrounding 
grounds that can be enjoyed in fair weather. It is nice that we don't have to walk 
outside in inclement weather to change classes or buildings. (Other than 
PE/Fitness.)

67 Nov 1, 2010 9:05 PM Easy to find class rooms. I like the tech wing with the art and music.

68 Nov 1, 2010 9:06 PM

I like that there are plenty of computer areas.  I have never had to wa
computer.  Also, the computer labs are really good because the software is always 
updated.

69 Nov 1, 2010 9:07 PM I love the tutoring center.

70 Nov 1, 2010 9:07 PM near my home.

71 Nov 1, 2010 9:07 PM The campus is open and maintains a natural feel.

72 Nov 1, 2010 9:08 PM
What I liked is that nothing is about to fall apart and it looks clean, and we have 
access to every little piece of information or resource that we need.

73 Nov 1, 2010 9:08 PM It's very well kept.

74 Nov 1, 2010 9:09 PM Most of the buildings are connected to each other and the landscaping is nice

75 Nov 1, 2010 9:11 PM its clean and close to home

76 Nov 1, 2010 9:11 PM there are lots of places to sit and study.

77 Nov 1, 2010 9:12 PM
I like that when your in the building for the most part you dont have to go outside 
again to get to anything. Everything is connected.

787 N 1 2010 98 ov , 2010 :113 PM I lik h d h ki h d l k lik k I like the openness and the trees making the grounds look like a park.



79 Nov 1, 2010 9:13 PM Safe and pretty easy to navigate

80 Nov 1, 2010 9:13 PM The courtyars

81 Nov 1, 2010 9:13 PM People are always smoking around entrance B though and it is highly annoying.

82 Nov 1, 2010 9:14 PM The fresh smell

83 Nov 1, 2010 9:14 PM Overall, very clean. Outside grounds are kept up.

84 Nov 1, 2010 9:16 PM easily accessible from home, nicely laid out right next to UCLC

85 Nov 1, 2010 9:17 PM quiet/pond or lake area view.

86 Nov 1, 2010 9:18 PM I like the meeting areas and even the landscaping aroung campus.

87 Nov 1, 2010 9:18 PM

I like that there is open space and areas to sit and study, meet, and talk to other 
students and faculty.  The outside areas are always kept and overall the campus is 
clean.

88 Nov 1, 2010 9:19 PM
Easy to get around the main buildings, signs that easily direct you where you need to 
go.

89 Nov 1, 2010 9:19 PM
I love all the windows.. they create a better atmosphere for studying.. seems less 
stuffy

90 Nov 1, 2010 9:19 PM I love the atrium.

91 Nov 1, 2010 9:22 PM It is maintained very well



92 Nov 1, 2010 9:22 PM All the greener around the campus

93 Nov 1, 2010 9:23 PM The grounds outside are well kept and clean.

94 Nov 1, 2010 9:27 PM
I love the quiet area beneath the library for studying. It's quiet, has plenty of seating, 
and is a great view of one of the more beautiful areas of the campus.

95 Nov 1, 2010 9:27 PM Bathrooms are kept clean

96 Nov 1, 2010 9:27 PM The artwork!

97 Nov 1, 2010 9:28 PM The classrooms and seats in the classrooms

98 Nov 1, 2010 9:29 PM Its clean and well maintained.

99 Nov 1, 2010 9:30 PM
The Gryslake campus and grounds bring the large campus atmosphere to the small 
town campus

100 Nov 1, 2010 9:30 PM I like how clean it looks.

101 Nov 1, 2010 9:32 PM
I like the lay out of the buildings. As a freshman this year it was easy to find most of 
my classes and I greatly aprreciated that.

102 Nov 1, 2010 9:32 PM
I like the fact that all CLC Facility are more than willing to help students who are lost 
and cant find their classrooms at the beginning of each semester.

103 Nov 1, 2010 9:34 PM study erea

104 Nov 1, 2010 9:34 PM Very clean
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105 Nov 1, 2010 9:35 PM Buildings are marked clearly.  Signage is readable.

106 Nov 1, 2010 9:38 PM It is easy to navigate.

107 Nov 1, 2010 9:38 PM Its a pleasant campus. I enjoy the artwork displayed throughout the interior.

108 Nov 1, 2010 9:39 PM It is overall a nice atmosphhere.

109 Nov 1, 2010 9:39 PM The layout of the building is easy to manuever

110 Nov 1, 2010 9:40 PM
I enjoy the teachers and the layout of the college. The disability office was very 
helpful and I appreciate the accommodations.

111 Nov 1, 2010 9:41 PM The grounds are definitely beautiful. I love that we have a lake and prairie on campus

112 Nov 1, 2010 9:41 PM Everything is clean and tidy. Very nice looking campus.

113 Nov 1, 2010 9:43 PM That all the wings are connected so you don't have to go outside

114 Nov 1, 2010 9:46 PM Very spacious

115 Nov 1, 2010 9:46 PM

Very clean and well maintained. great scenery and conditions of the 
buildings.professors are very knowledgable about what they teach as well as other 
parts of the curriculum which they do not teach.  Mostly everybody, with the 
exception of some students, are very nice and polite.

116 Nov 1, 2010 9:46 PM Openness

1111 1 2010 97 Nov , 2010 :44 O f7 PM Open feeling
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118 Nov 1, 2010 9:48 PM I've only had classes in the Technology building.  Everything is easy to get to & find.

119 Nov 1, 2010 9:49 PM well maintained.  Easy access, plenty of parking.  Equipment always in working order

120 Nov 1, 2010 9:51 PM Size, ease of transport/location.

121 Nov 1, 2010 9:52 PM Not Sure

122 Nov 1, 2010 9:59 PM
There are many student areas in which you can do work or just be with your friends 
before or after class.

123 Nov 1, 2010 9:59 PM It is clean

124 Nov 1, 2010 10:0
It is very nice for a community college.  I don't really have any complaints except 

0 PM
y y g y y p

parking.

125 Nov 1, 2010 10:02 PM It is very easy to find your way around.

126 Nov 1, 2010 10:03 PM Navigation is okay and there are a lot of places to hang out.

127 Nov 1, 2010 10:03 PM
I like the design, decorations, art work, art store, seasonal venders, cafeteria's, and 
overall "feel" of the Grayslake Campus.

128 Nov 1, 2010 10:04 PM I think it is very well kept and always looks nice.

129 Nov 1, 2010 10:07 PM I like the friendly students and also the teachers.

130 Nov 1, 2010 10:07 PM
I enjoy the quite study area behind the art work in the library. I find it to be a very 
nicely funished area with little distraction from my work.



p

131 Nov 1, 2010 10:08 PM It's incredibly clean, there are schools that fail to compete with CLC's cleanliness.

132 Nov 1, 2010 10:09 PM Campus looks clean and well kept.

133 Nov 1, 2010 10:09 PM Easy to get around. Open and clean.

134 Nov 1, 2010 10:10 PM
The courts where students have a chance to sit and do their work while waiting for 
class.

135 Nov 1, 2010 10:11 PM the campus is close to where I live and overall the school is nice and not too big.

136 Nov 1, 2010 10:12 PM Small school so its easy to get around.

137 Nov 1, 2010 10:1
I like how everything is right next to eachother and how organized the campus is. It is 

2 PM
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very easy to get around and find my way around.

138 Nov 1, 2010 10:15 PM convience

139 Nov 1, 2010 10:15 PM
I like how the overall look of the Grayslake campus is some what similar to a 
University.

140 Nov 1, 2010 10:16 PM Police presence on campus.  Friendly staff.

141 Nov 1, 2010 10:16 PM
I like the outside look and feel of a college campus. The school is growing in size and 
the newness of the T building adds to the appeal of being there.

142 Nov 1, 2010 10:16 PM
The faculty is really nice and helpful, and lake makes it more beautiful and a secular 
place to be in.

143 Nov 1, 2010 10:17 PM I really like the Art Gallery and the T wing.



g

144 Nov 1, 2010 10:18 PM The study area in the Library.

145 Nov 1, 2010 10:19 PM
The court yard by the coffee stand has a very relaxing evironment and as for the 
campus itself it has a very welcoming feeling to it

146 Nov 1, 2010 10:19 PM
Very impressed with lay out and quality of the buildings (clean and well equiped).  
Grounds are well kept.

147 Nov 1, 2010 10:19 PM Very open and bright.

148 Nov 1, 2010 10:21 PM the location of the campus is convenient.

149 Nov 1, 2010 10:22 PM It is a very beautiful campus with great resources.

150 Nov 1, 2010 10:2
i like everything about College of Lake County. Its big, have great teachers and  great 

2 PM
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size for the classrooms.

151 Nov 1, 2010 10:23 PM Like it all.  Very nice.

152 Nov 1, 2010 10:25 PM
The technology is up to date in the class rooms and I feel that most teachers use it 
effectively.

153 Nov 1, 2010 10:26 PM Solid accademics.

154 Nov 1, 2010 10:27 PM
I really like that we have the savanah and lake for biology labs and because they are 
nice to be surrounded by. I also think we have a really nice computer lab.

155 Nov 1, 2010 10:27 PM
I like that everything is centrally accessable.  That it doesn't take long to go from one 
area to the next in between classes.

156 Nov 1, 2010 10:28 PM University Center



1

157 Nov 1, 2010 10:30 PM The parking is good. The building and classrooms seem well maintained.

158 Nov 1, 2010 10:31 PM

(1) Spacious, pleasant environment, easy to find way around the building.�
(2) Grounds are simple, natural, and well maintained. �
(3) See possible student involvement in "green" planting in experimental areas, for 
enviornmental studies.

159 Nov 1, 2010 10:32 PM
Centrally located�
For the most part it is very clean and the landscaping is kept up

160 Nov 1, 2010 10:32 PM there are a variety of different sources

161 Nov 1, 2010 10:34 PM
The grounds are very open and well keep and the campus is not to spread out so I 
dont feel like im running to have to get somewhere

16216 1 2010 102 Nov , 2010 10:3344 PM nice campus - great computers available in library and classrooms

163 Nov 1, 2010 10:34 PM easy to get around. kind freindly people.

164 Nov 1, 2010 10:35 PM easy to find rooms

165 Nov 1, 2010 10:36 PM
I think they are nice to look at. Nice art and sculptors around. I think the campus is 
pretty over all.

166 Nov 1, 2010 10:38 PM Dynamic layout is interesting. Outdoor areas are nicely landscaped and designed.

167 Nov 1, 2010 10:39 PM
The outside campus grounds are beautiful, especially during the summer and fall 
months.

168 Nov 1, 2010 10:39 PM Easy access



174 Nov 1 2010 10:45 PM school

169 Nov 1, 2010 10:40 PM I like the architecture, and cleanliness.

170 Nov 1, 2010 10:40 PM great teachers!

171 Nov 1, 2010 10:41 PM Connection of buildings

172 Nov 1, 2010 10:43 PM I love the diversity ai students..teachers are always willing to help you.

173 Nov 1, 2010 10:43 PM
overall a good site, roadways need better plannning especially those coming into the 
campus, can you work with the county, state and wildwood and grayslake?

174 Nov 1 2010 10:45 ,  PM
I like the different landscapes and nature that is shown both inside and outside the 
school .

175 Nov 1, 2010 10:46 PM The campus is very accessible and clean.

176 Nov 1, 2010 10:50 PM Parking areas I use is well-lite at night (by James Lumbar entrance)

177 Nov 1, 2010 10:51 PM Easy to get around.

178 Nov 1, 2010 10:51 PM Open area and plenty room to move around

179 Nov 1, 2010 10:52 PM I like the library and the new technology wing.

180 Nov 1, 2010 10:57 PM I like the art work it looks like a "real" college



181 Nov 1, 2010 10:59 PM I love the design  the campus was built with!!

182 Nov 1, 2010 11:02 PM Clean, good snow removal

183 Nov 1, 2010 11:02 PM The theater building is top of the line!

184 Nov 1, 2010 11:03 PM

I think the outside campus and grounds are well kept and attractive.�
Inside, the library is very inviting for quiet study, especially the sitting area near the 
art gallery.

185 Nov 1, 2010 11:07 PM It is clean and easy to get to.

186 Nov 1, 2010 11:09 PM Easy to get around and locate classrooms. Comfortable atmosphere.

187 Nov 1, 2010 11:12 PM I like how clean it is

188 Nov 1, 2010 11:13 PM
I like the courts and student lounge areas, there are plenty of places to study both 
quiet and with noise.

189 Nov 1, 2010 11:14 PM Kept clean, the classrooms are a decent size, the layout of the school is good

190 Nov 1, 2010 11:15 PM Everything is pretty clean overall, and conducive to the learning process.

191 Nov 1, 2010 11:16 PM

I enjoy looking at all the artwork the students have either drawn or painted. I also like 
'Something's Brewing', good way to start my morning. I also like the theatre 
auditorium.

192 Nov 1, 2010 11:18 PM Well contained for an exorbitant number of students.



198 Nov 2010 11:24 PM ease of mobility/tidy

very relaxingI love the designated areas for non-smokers The little courtyards are very relaxing 

193 Nov 1, 2010 11:18 PM

"easy access"�
The school is easy to drive to; traffic is never a problem for my evening classes�
The school is easy to walk to from any parking spot

194 Nov 1, 2010 11:22 PM
It's open and the maps help get around the school.  The outside always looks nice 
with the landscaping.

195 Nov 1, 2010 11:22 PM
I would have to say the outside area and the fact that my friends attend CLC. Also 
the different clubs and activities that reach out to the students.

196 Nov 1, 2010 11:23 PM very clean

197 Nov 1, 2010 11:23 PM Very clean and neat.

198 Nov 1, 2010 11:24 1,  PM ease of mobility/tidy   

199 Nov 1, 2010 11:25 PM how friendly and large it is.

200 Nov 1, 2010 11:33 PM I like the architecture

201 Nov 1, 2010 11:34 PM
I do think CLC has a very nice campus. It's kept clean, and it looks nice. I really like 
the atrium area, and the chairs downstairs close to the cafeteria.

202 Nov 1, 2010 11:40 PM Easy to navigate and small.  Great security!

203 Nov 1, 2010 11:42 PM The environment

204 Nov 1, 2010 11:45 PM Tech building is very nice

205 Nov 1, 2010 11:4
I love the designated areas for non-smokers The little courtyards are

6 PM
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and I love the little pond and fountains. Very quiet and no smokers around.
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206 Nov 1, 2010 11:50 PM The size of the school

207 Nov 1, 2010 11:52 PM easy to locate classrooms. building set-up is great.

208 Nov 1, 2010 11:53 PM

I find the campus and grounds lovely!  It is a beautifully landscaped, a
walk from the back parking lot into the technology building is not as well kept as the 
rest of the campus.  So I park by the B entrance and take the longer walk to my 

209 Nov 1, 2010 11:54 PM

It is very clean and overall well kept up, unlike some college campuses w
kids vandalize. Maybe it is because they are a little older, but they seem more 
mature. I have never had anything stolen, and people have been nice about dropping 

210 Nov 2, 2010 12:01 AM I really enjoy the relaxed atmosphere

211 Nov 2, 2010 12:02 AM
I like how everything is well kept. Rarely do you find trash anywhere on the ground or 
the seating areas. Everything is clean and nothing looks disgusting.

212 Nov 2, 2010 12:07 AM the artwork

213 Nov 2, 2010 12:07 AM very clean and friendly atmosphere.

214 Nov 2, 2010 12:09 AM Usually very clean and tidy.

215 Nov 2, 2010 12:10 AM the landscape has a calming effect

216 Nov 2, 2010 12:11 AM Everything is easy to find

217 Nov 2, 2010 12:12 AM open hallways make it easy to walk to classes even when buildings are crowded

218 Nov 2, 2010 12:13 AM big area



219 Nov 2, 2010 12:14 AM they are neat and always very clean. no liter is usually around the campus.

220 Nov 2, 2010 12:16 AM the area next to the lake

221 Nov 2, 2010 12:16 AM I like the location of the campus, it's not to far from my home!

222 Nov 2, 2010 12:21 AM There is always room for all the students in the classroom

223 Nov 2, 2010 12:23 AM
It is a great college and I feel like the computor classes and lab or on the leading 
edge of technology. Great place to learn and never had a teacher I didn't like!

224 Nov 2, 2010 12:24 AM location convienent

225 Nov 2, 2010 12:25 AM That it is all connected!!

226 Nov 2, 2010 12:29 AM I like the location and the apearance.

227 Nov 2, 2010 12:29 AM
I like the yard in the back where there are sitting areas and places to just hang out 
before class starts.

228 Nov 2, 2010 12:33 AM the outside is very nice, it's always clean

229 Nov 2, 2010 12:34 AM The lake, the landscaping

230 Nov 2, 2010 12:36 AM
The area outside the library windows look great.  the central courtyard is a terrific 
space.

231 Nov 2, 2010 12:37 AM Study areas, appearance, atmosphere, over all everything except for a few things.



Nov 2   The trees and the  

232 Nov 2, 2010 12:37 AM
What I like about the Grayslake campus and grounds are the labs, study areas, and 
the cafeteria

233 Nov 2, 2010 12:42 AM It is clean and has an open feeling

234 Nov 2, 2010 12:45 AM

Library is wonderful.�
The non-smoking area outside the Atrium is great-nice little area to go to when the 
weather is nice.�
T-wing bathrooms are actually decent.�
T-Wing in general is nice.

235 Nov 2, 2010 12:45 AM It is a very clean campus.

232366 Nov 2, 2010 12:4 , 2010 12:466 AM The trees and the landscaping provided.AM     landscaping provided.

237 Nov 2, 2010 12:48 AM The grounds are well maintained and lots of green space.

238 Nov 2, 2010 12:49 AM Close to living in Lake Villa and shopping in Gurnee.

239 Nov 2, 2010 12:50 AM It is a warm and friendly atmosphere.

240 Nov 2, 2010 12:54 AM scenic view, lake adds to the ambiance.

241 Nov 2, 2010 12:57 AM
It is pretty convenient for me to get there - 1/2 hour from Lincolnshire.  It is clean and 
well kept.  I like health services.  They are very nice and efficient.

242 Nov 2, 2010 1:00 AM Easily accessible. Clean.

243 Nov 2, 2010 1:01 AM I feel safe



t outside the 

256 Nov 2 2010 1:18 AM I like that everything is interconnected and that it is easy to get around.

244 Nov 2, 2010 1:01 AM Very compact!

245 Nov 2, 2010 1:05 AM I like how it is in the middle of all the cities that go there. It's easy to find everything.

246 Nov 2, 2010 1:05 AM

I like the courtyard. Its really pretty and well maintained.  The coffee car
Library is awesome! I go there everyday! I really enjoy attending classes at the 
University Center. Its so nice and clean!

247 Nov 2, 2010 1:06 AM Convenience

248 Nov 2, 2010 1:07 AM
The campus is very clean and there are always enough computers for everyone to 
use.

249 Nov 2, 2010 1:11 AM

The grounds are kept clean.  The landscaping always looks nice.  The inside of the 
buildings are also nicely kept up...no garbage or other items laying around in the 
hallways.

250 Nov 2, 2010 1:11 AM Lots of nice open study/social areas.

251 Nov 2, 2010 1:11 AM Views of the groungs out of the windows.

252 Nov 2, 2010 1:12 AM Everything seems pretty organize.

253 Nov 2, 2010 1:15 AM Nicely laid out and kept up

254 Nov 2, 2010 1:15 AM I like the out door place with the pond, the game room, and the rest of the campus

255 Nov 2, 2010 1:18 AM Close to home

256 Nov 2 2010 1:18 ,  AM I like that everything is interconnected and that it is easy to get around      ,        
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257 Nov 2, 2010 1:18 AM

I like the T wing and the James Lumber Center for the Performing Arts. The walkway 
with the 3d art and music/sounds when I enter the T building really makes my day. 
These sections of the building are impeccably kept and the most up to date. The 
outside appearance of the building and landscaping is also a plus.

258 Nov 2, 2010 1:20 AM Very up to date, modern facilities. Always clean.

259 Nov 2, 2010 1:21 AM

For a community college, this is one of the best learning institutions I have ever 
seen.  Even though I am currently attending CLC, I feel that it is preparing me for 
college life when I transfer to a university.

260 Nov 2, 2010 1:22 AM How big it is

261 Nov 2, 2010 1:23 AM i like the teacher staff

262 Nov 2, 2010 1:24 AM

The Technology Campus is great, it has a unique architectural look and the 
classrooms within are set up very nicely so that it is easier to see what the teacher is 
doing no matter if it is on the white board or the computer.

263 Nov 2, 2010 1:24 AM
all my classes are within the same area.  less walking between classes when they 
are back-to-back.

264 Nov 2, 2010 1:25 AM The diversity and the people make it a easy learning environment

265 Nov 2, 2010 1:31 AM I'd like to see brighter furniture in the library and art gallery

266 Nov 2, 2010 1:31 AM The Library is very modern and up to date.

2626 2 2010 17 Nov , 2010 :333 f AM neatness, comfortability and aesthetic beauty



268 Nov 2, 2010 1:34 AM Social

269 Nov 2, 2010 1:35 AM Easy to get around - - everything well marked.

270 Nov 2, 2010 1:41 AM Very easy to get from one place to another.

271 Nov 2, 2010 1:43 AM Outside gathering areas

272 Nov 2, 2010 1:43 AM Beautiful and open.

273 Nov 2, 2010 1:46 AM
Plants and artwork in hallways are nice. Desks with the chair backs that lean back 
are comfortable

274 Nov 2, 2010 1:47 AM

The look of the campus is amazing. It has a modern but classic feel to it. I like both 
the two main halls a lot great for studying and close to most classes. The library and 
the study area behind the art museum and very serene and relaxing.

275 Nov 2, 2010 1:51 AM
I like the coffee cart outside the library - the T Wing is really pleasant, and I love all 
the windows around the mini courtyard garden.

276 Nov 2, 2010 1:51 AM they are kept up nicely outside.

277 Nov 2, 2010 1:52 AM I like that it is a smoke free atmosphere.  There are plenty of places to study.

278 Nov 2, 2010 1:56 AM It is very well kept and clean

279 Nov 2, 2010 1:56 AM
The grounds are always well kept which is very nice and inviting when you walk up to 
the campus

280 Nov 2, 2010 2:03 AM Walking distance.



281 Nov 2, 2010 2:04 AM
I like how safe you feel on the campus grounds. Campus police are Great! They do a 
wonderful job keeping us safe!!

282 Nov 2, 2010 2:08 AM That everything you need is right there

283 Nov 2, 2010 2:10 AM the view and cite

284 Nov 2, 2010 2:16 AM It is very easy to get around campus and find where you need to go

285 Nov 2, 2010 2:18 AM It always looks neat and clean outside.

286 Nov 2, 2010 2:18 AM
I like the open areas outside, and I like how the wings are separated according to the 
areas of study. I enjoy the library.

287 Nov 2, 2010 2:20 AM very clean and modern like a university

288 Nov 2, 2010 2:28 AM It's beautiful, well manicured and well lit.

289 Nov 2, 2010 2:32 AM I like how it hosts many events, and good student support network

290 Nov 2, 2010 2:32 AM I like that it is easy to navigate and that the grounds are well taken care of

291 Nov 2, 2010 2:36 AM

I personally think that the campus grounds are beauitful. Just in general, it is a 
peaceful learning enviroment that I enjoy quite a bit. I never see a problem with 
cleanliness either.

292 Nov 2, 2010 2:37 AM I like the way that it is set up overall.  Although the parking situation is not so good.

293 Nov 2, 2010 2:40 AM easy to navigate



,

Nov 2   teachers

294 Nov 2, 2010 2:40 AM The library, courtyards, and washrooms

295 Nov 2, 2010 2:43 AM I like the easy access, and the fact that my classes aren't so far apart.

296 Nov 2, 2010 2:44 AM It's a beautiful campus.

297 Nov 2, 2010 2:46 AM I love the quality of education available and diversity of students

298 Nov 2, 2010 2:46 AM

I like the fountains and plants in the middle of the building its sure relaxing and 
calming right when i get out of class. I also like the design of the t building. I guess 
because the environment is just very clean.

299 Nov 2, 2010 2:46 AM very well kepty p

300 Nov 2, 2010 2:54 AM Well kept/cleaned

301 Nov 2, 2010 2:56 AM We can smoke in some area of the campus.

302 Nov 2, 2010 2:58 AM Fairly opened and well maintained

303 Nov 2, 2010 3:03 AM

Seems pretty organized. Most of my classes are within the same area and that 
makes it easy for parking and getting to my classroom without walking all over the 
school.

304 Nov 2, 2010 3:12 AM Modern, clean

303055 Nov 2, 2010 3:1 , 2010 3:133 AM teachersAM



306 Nov 2, 2010 3:16 AM I like the cubicles in the library, i like the quiet areas and couches

307 Nov 2, 2010 3:21 AM
i like the Grayslake campus because its good for everything not just study good for 
finding job,join the club.

308 Nov 2, 2010 3:21 AM I love the views in the courtyards.  It's beautiful in spring/summer!

309 Nov 2, 2010 3:22 AM
Modern and fairly nice-looking.  Like all of the art exhibits in the halls, and especially 
like the Gallery

310 Nov 2, 2010 3:24 AM Very acessable and in general it is very clean.  Restrooms are always clean.

311 Nov 2, 2010 3:29 AM
it is a very friendly place with kind, knowledgeable staff and students.  it has a 
relaxed feel to it.

312 Nov 2, 2010 3:30 AM the recycling cans throughout the halls

313 Nov 2, 2010 3:32 AM The up to date facilities

314 Nov 2, 2010 3:32 AM

The grounds are beautiful and beautifully kept up.  The library is very nice and 
comfortable to be in.  The coffee shop outside the library is wonderful.  The courtyard 
outside the library is lovely as well.

315 Nov 2, 2010 3:33 AM
I am a CIT student and overall like the newer building and up to date computer 
equipment we use in the classrooms.

316 Nov 2, 2010 3:36 AM different parking lots near the different entrances makes paking close to classrooms

317 Nov 2, 2010 3:37 AM

Well patrolled by campus police. I have classes in the Horticulture bldg. (kind of by 
itself). Even with night classes, the lot is well lit, and the campus police make one 
feel safe here.
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318 Nov 2, 2010 3:39 AM

I like how generally open it is. I rarely get the feeling that I'm cramped at all. There 
are a lot of places to go around the campus. I also love the how they have the little 
pin-up stands in the "courts" for the students to hang stuff up on. I think it's a great 
idea and like it a lot. I also like the fact that it is handicap friendly, im not 
handicapped my self but i see a number of students who are and it's nice to know 
that they can get around relatively easy in our school. Lastly, I really like how 
campus has posted signs leading you to classroom numbers and court areas. Makes 
it so much easier to find new classrooms and I have never had to ask anyone for 
directions because of it.

319 Nov 2, 2010 3:43 AM I like how it is simple and kept clean, with everything in order. It is quite impressive.

320 Nov 2, 2010 3:48 AM
Close to home.�
Newer buildings have nicer classrooms, halls, elevators...

321 Nov 2, 2010 3:4

I lik h t d t l d t CLC It' d t t

9 AM

I like how many student are employed at CLC. It's a good way to get involved with 
your college while getting paid to do so. CLC is great with employing students and I 
think they should be very proud of that.

322 Nov 2, 2010 3:53 AM The ability to get to the campus

323 Nov 2, 2010 3:59 AM I like that the campus is generally clean and organized. It's an attractive campus.

324 Nov 2, 2010 4:02 AM The T building is beautiful, make the whole school look like that.

325 Nov 2, 2010 4:02 AM The people and the layout.

326 Nov 2, 2010 4:03 AM THAT IT'S BIG.

327 Nov 2, 2010 4:0

As stated before, I LOVE the theater wing in terms of appearance, it 
clean and modern. I also enjoy the commons area, however it would be appreciated 

5 AM
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if something could be done about the resonating stench of cigarettes that flows 



332 Nov 2010 4:19 AM Close together and clean

328 Nov 2, 2010 4:06 AM

The design and architecture of the campus looks great from the outside.  Also the 
landscaping and grounds always look well tended. I also like that the Web and 
Computer Design classes are in one area with the Art classes.  The auditorium and 
music facilities are outstanding!

329 Nov 2, 2010 4:08 AM

I really do like that we are able to smoke outside. There are many campuses that do 
not allow for any area. I am an actor and I love the theater. It is a beautiful building, 
because of this I would like to see it used more often.

330 Nov 2, 2010 4:08 AM

Lancer's dining area is very nice, quiet.  For those of us who are a bit "older", this is 
such a nice alternative to the very loud cafeteria, that often has VERY loud music, 
usually can not even have a conversation without yelling.

331 Nov 2, 2010 4:15 AM
I like the area with the plants and pond. I also like the abundance of windows near 
the library.

332 Nov 2, 2010 4:19 2,  AM Close together and clean.    .

333 Nov 2, 2010 4:20 AM It is a good campus and has good facilities.

334 Nov 2, 2010 4:21 AM how close the stairs are to the entrances.

335 Nov 2, 2010 4:25 AM It's well put together and easy to find things. Looks very nice too.

336 Nov 2, 2010 4:33 AM

Especially, I like the study areas. It is very convenient and comfortable. One can 
always find a quit place to study. I also like the cafeteria and the small little cafeteria 
next to the general cafeteria.

337 Nov 2, 2010 4:33 AM
I like the library very much, it helps to get down into my books and study.  Sometimes 
I actually think I am at risk of getting locked inside.

338 Nov 2, 2010 4:35 AM It is clean, except for ESL facility.



339 Nov 2, 2010 4:35 AM
It has different locations where a person can sit and do work or just relax with friends 
while waiting for the next class to start.

340 Nov 2, 2010 4:41 AM I like the design of the overall campus.

341 Nov 2, 2010 4:45 AM The fact that i know where every single room is.

342 Nov 2, 2010 4:52 AM Always kept clean and clear of any hazards.

343 Nov 2, 2010 4:56 AM Very clean and well maintained.

344 Nov 2, 2010 5:02 AM The Cleanliness and how everything is organized

345 Nov 2, 2010 5:08 AM I like that tere is a lot of green inside and outside of campus.

346 Nov 2, 2010 5:08 AM
I like that everything is very close together, and that i can easily find things around 
campus.

347 Nov 2, 2010 5:09 AM
I like the fact that there are adequate directions around which ease movement a 
round campus even if it's the first time.

348 Nov 2, 2010 5:19 AM
I like the cleanliness and the overall feel of the campus. I love the student artwork 
around the campus as well.

349 Nov 2, 2010 5:22 AM It is clean.

350 Nov 2, 2010 5:35 AM The library is awesome, and I like that the school is always clean and quiet.

351 Nov 2, 2010 5:41 AM
I like the new multicultural center, it makes it easy to sit and wait if needed and also a 
great meeting room.



352 Nov 2, 2010 5:43 AM
I've felt safe at all times. Campus safety are very nice and friendly. I attended CLC 
for 3 years and I never had a safety issue.

353 Nov 2, 2010 5:56 AM Classroom is pretty cool and the teacher is so nice.

354 Nov 2, 2010 6:05 AM That it is close to home.

355 Nov 2, 2010 6:52 AM

I really enjoy the physical education center.  I wasn't aware of it until I started taking 
a spinning class this semester, and was informed that if I was a student of CLC I 
could use the gym for free! I also like the amount of computers there are in the 
library.  You never really have to worry about one being available.

356 Nov 2, 2010 7:01 AM Clean, easy to find your way around. Many places to talk with friends and teachers.

357 Nov 2, 2010 9:52 AM I like the rural setting with the trees

358 Nov 2, 2010 10:05 AM I like the setting I feel like it's a good place to meet and greet people.

359 Nov 2, 2010 10:37 AM
Most of the areas are open and do not feel overcrowded and yet, every space is 
occupied properly. No waste of space.

360 Nov 2, 2010 10:51 AM I like that it is generally extremely clean which is always nice.

361 Nov 2, 2010 11:01 AM I like that it's clean, primped and cared for.

362 Nov 2, 2010 11:11 AM landscaping

363 Nov 2, 2010 11:23 AM I like the university center.  I also like the study area off of the art gallery.



364 Nov 2, 2010 11:41 AM Everything is very clean and seems up to date.

365 Nov 2, 2010 12:04 PM I  like  the  campus gardens and nice employes

366 Nov 2, 2010 12:09 PM Safety, clean

367 Nov 2, 2010 12:13 PM
Everyone I've encountered at the campus who works there has been extremely nice 
and helpful.

368 Nov 2, 2010 12:20 PM Conveniently located and easy to find my way around campus.

369 Nov 2, 2010 12:25 PM clean and quiet

370 Nov 2, 2010 12:26 PM i like that thier is some places you can stusy that is inside and outside

371 Nov 2, 2010 12:33 PM Its spacious , its got a lake, its OK!!

372 Nov 2, 2010 12:44 PM
They are always clean and always enough information on things going on in the 
school

373 Nov 2, 2010 12:52 PM It is very well maintained.  It feels relatively safe.

374 Nov 2, 2010 12:52 PM room, space

375 Nov 2, 2010 12:53 PM Clean and smoker are kept away from door areas.

376 Nov 2, 2010 12:53 PM maintained well



lace to 

377 Nov 2, 2010 1:03 PM I think the campus is well groomed.

378 Nov 2, 2010 1:05 PM
Very clean, easy to find where to go because of signs, flyers and posters everywhere 
shows student involvement level.

379 Nov 2, 2010 1:12 PM I think its all nice college.  I wouldn't change any thing about the building

380 Nov 2, 2010 1:19 PM
Parking is always available.  Buildings are well lit.  Kept clean and landscape looks 
well taken care of

381 Nov 2, 2010 1:23 PM Usually clean and comfortable.

382 Nov 2, 2010 1:25 PM
I like the layout of the campus as well as the T wing being new with excellent class 
rooms and facilities.

383 Nov 2, 2010 1:28 PM It's a great atmosphere I love this school.

384 Nov 2, 2010 1:32 PM I like the layout

385 Nov 2, 2010 1:39 PM The good is outweighed by the bad, so it is a moot point.

386 Nov 2, 2010 1:41 PM I love the conveince and location

387 Nov 2, 2010 1:46 PM The property is well maintained - lawns, trees, etc.

388 Nov 2, 2010 2:02 PM they are good.

389 Nov 2, 2010 2:02 PM

The landscaping in the front of the building with benches.  It is a very serene p
sit in good weather on a short break.  I like the outdoor patio by the coffee shop.  I 
like that there are tables and chairs in the D section on the 2nd floor hallway.  I like 



for studentsTh fit ll th d for students. 

390 Nov 2, 2010 2:04 PM The fields and the labs

391 Nov 2, 2010 2:10 PM Clean for the most part

392 Nov 2, 2010 2:10 PM It feels small and friendly.

393 Nov 2, 2010 2:11 PM Cleanliness,

394 Nov 2, 2010 2:16 PM Very large, clean.  Buildings look newer

395 Nov 2, 2010 2:23 PM Very accessible, and clean.

396 Nov 2, 2010 2:2

The computer labs are very fit as well as the lounges and study areas

5 PM

e computer labs are very , as we  as e lounges an  study areas 
There is a plethora of areas for students to conduct their studies and I find it useful 
and very nice.

397 Nov 2, 2010 2:27 PM

I think the grounds are very nice. I like the lake and the walk out to the lake. I really 
like the area between A and B with the inside water scene too. I like the Library and 
the quiet study area alot. It's peaceful.

398 Nov 2, 2010 2:29 PM Clean and beautiful with all the flowers.

399 Nov 2, 2010 2:31 PM I like that the campus is very accesible and easy to navigate.

400 Nov 2, 2010 2:31 PM

Overall, the Grayslake campus is very nice.  All of the buildings are connected.  The 
building exteriors are pleasant and welcoming.  The artwork hanging in the hallways 
is outstanding!



401 Nov 2, 2010 2:32 PM I like that the campus is so large and well maintained.

402 Nov 2, 2010 2:41 PM beautifully taken care of

403 Nov 2, 2010 2:42 PM all wings are connected

404 Nov 2, 2010 2:44 PM Well maintained

405 Nov 2, 2010 2:46 PM
It's easy to get from one building to the next. The library is great for studying whether 
you need a computer or not.

406 Nov 2, 2010 2:54 PM the enviornment

407 Nov 2, 2010 2:56 PM It is a very clean environment and well presented.

408 Nov 2, 2010 2:57 PM Always well kept, clean.

409 Nov 2, 2010 2:59 PM Clean, safe environment

410 Nov 2, 2010 3:04 PM It's really close to my house.

411 Nov 2, 2010 3:06 PM

I view the Grayslake campus as adequate and feel that in these times funds should 
be spent only on areas that are not adequate or that the investment would greatly 
improve the economic and educational conditions of Lake county.

412 Nov 2, 2010 3:08 PM
The Campus and grounds are always very clean and there are always Police 
patrolling which makes me feel safe.



2    so

413 Nov 2, 2010 3:09 PM

I like the cleaningness of the school, the staff is great, and I like how the teachers 
want a close relationship with their students. I enjoy that alot and its very important to 
me and im sure to other students who feel the same way as I do.

414 Nov 2, 2010 3:10 PM

I haven't actually been in the art gallery that's the Library of the Grayslake campus 
but I would like to say that it does catch my eye every time I pass. The students for 
disabilities office has also been VERY helpful to me but I believe the need more 
recognition for what they do.

415 Nov 2, 2010 3:10 PM

The Grayslake campus has some beautiful art work. There is this sculpture of a man 
and a woman sitting back to back reading that I adore. Things such as this are very 
important to me for students to broaden their minds.�
�
Also, the James Lumbar Center is a beautiful piece of architecture!

414166 Nov 2, 2010 3:1Nov , 2010 3:100 PM
The grounds are very pretty, they look like a University's quad/campus. Some 
teachers here at CLC have been great, others not so much. PM teachers here at CLC have been great, others not  much.

417 Nov 2, 2010 3:12 PM Court yard

418 Nov 2, 2010 3:13 PM Copious parking, easy to get from one building to another.

419 Nov 2, 2010 3:13 PM It seems to be well-kept.

420 Nov 2, 2010 3:14 PM The openness of it and location in central Lake County.

421 Nov 2, 2010 3:15 PM ....very open and not cluttered

422 Nov 2, 2010 3:18 PM
Everything is clean and kept in a state of good repair. The classrooms are a good 
size, comfortable, with good computer/audio/visual tools.

423 Nov 2, 2010 3:23 PM compact and easy to get around



424 Nov 2, 2010 3:29 PM Close to home, clean, easy to find.

425 Nov 2, 2010 3:33 PM many different doors to enter helps with parking

426 Nov 2, 2010 3:36 PM Professional looking for the most part, easy to get around once inside the buildings

427 Nov 2, 2010 3:36 PM
I like the fact that you can get to any department rather fast from any student parking 
lot. I also like all the available student lounges.

428 Nov 2, 2010 3:37 PM EASY TO GET TO AND CONVENIENT

429 Nov 2, 2010 3:38 PM Very well maintained and always clean.

430 Nov 2, 2010 3:38 PM I like the auditorium and C005.

431 Nov 2, 2010 3:41 PM the atmosphere during the holidays.

432 Nov 2, 2010 3:45 PM It's relatively close to home.

433 Nov 2, 2010 3:45 PM

- The courtyard areas and overall landscaping.�
 - Although the appearance of the PE building is lacking, I was impressed with the 
facilities available inside.�
 - The overall grounds of the campus are nice including the lake and natural areas.

434 Nov 2, 2010 3:48 PM
most classes are contained within interconnected buildings, so you don't have to go 
outside to get from one class to another.

435 Nov 2, 2010 3:48 PM the natural land still standing and the walking path is very nice to enjoy.



    It and comfortable

436 Nov 2, 2010 3:49 PM Clean. Technology wing sunny and inviting.

437 Nov 2, 2010 3:50 PM It's really nice and in some ways very cozy.

438 Nov 2, 2010 3:52 PM

It is a nice and cozy atmosphere. Not too much commotion going on and instructors 
are generally available (in person or electronically) to answer questions and 
concerns within the same day.

439 Nov 2, 2010 3:53 PM close to my living area

440 Nov 2, 2010 3:54 PM Compact and convenient.

444411 Nov 2, 2010 3:5Nov 2, 2010 3:544 PM It is big space and comfortablePM  is big space  

442 Nov 2, 2010 3:55 PM
Everything is fairly well laid out. I personally like the fact that the building is split into 
separate sections, such as Math, Technology, Science etc...

443 Nov 2, 2010 3:57 PM Its very new and clean. Open, and lots of space to be . Not crowded.

444 Nov 2, 2010 4:00 PM They're clean and aesthetically pleasing.

445 Nov 2, 2010 4:04 PM I like that all of the wings are connected.

446 Nov 2, 2010 4:05 PM Landscape is well maintained.

447 Nov 2, 2010 4:05 PM It is in the center of lake county, and close to every town in like county.

448 Nov 2, 2010 4:07 PM I like the fact that it is kind of big



449 Nov 2, 2010 4:11 PM Parking is very close to buildings.

450 Nov 2, 2010 4:12 PM everything

451 Nov 2, 2010 4:15 PM the campus is really nice it really makes you feel welcome

452 Nov 2, 2010 4:21 PM Accessability and design.

453 Nov 2, 2010 4:22 PM

I like it that its clean and well kept up. �
The lybrary and the books on reserve are very helpful for people who cant affor to 
buy books.�

454 Nov 2, 2010 4:35 PM
The location is convenient and in a growing community. I like the layout: it was 
difficult to navigate at first due to the symmetry, but it became easier.

455 Nov 2, 2010 4:4
i like the atrium and how open it is. I like the area by the stairs that connects the 
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wings because of all the light that comes in from the windows/doors.

456 Nov 2, 2010 4:41 PM It has many offices for many subjects you have questions on.

457 Nov 2, 2010 4:43 PM Indifferent

458 Nov 2, 2010 4:45 PM It's nice.

459 Nov 2, 2010 4:49 PM Great friendly atmosphere, Feels safe.

460 Nov 2, 2010 4:54 PM The grounds are kept very clean

461 Nov 2, 2010 4:55 PM VERY NEAT, PEOPLE FRIENDLY



d other areas 

462 Nov 2, 2010 5:03 PM the praire

463 Nov 2, 2010 5:06 PM I like how affordable it is and how little the classes can be

464 Nov 2, 2010 5:09 PM
The campus is always clean and most classrooms (that I've seen) are in good 
condition, but could use updated technology.

465 Nov 2, 2010 5:09 PM Open areas are generally clean and well kept.

466 Nov 2, 2010 5:12 PM Nice landscaping and clean parking lots.

467 Nov 2, 2010 5:21 PM
I really enjoy the library and the courtyards. It is neat that there are many different 
"hidden" areas to eat lunch and relax.

468 Nov 2, 2010 5:32 PM very clean and kept up very well

469 Nov 2, 2010 5:40 PM N/A

470 Nov 2, 2010 5:43 PM The fact there are cleen bathrooms

471 Nov 2, 2010 5:53 PM I like the location and the grounds are very nice looking.

472 Nov 2, 2010 6:01 PM
I like the division of the wings and how there are helpful signs to navigate the 
grounds.

473 Nov 2, 2010 6:09 PM
I like the cell-design, as it offers group focus within fields of study, if utilized 
effectively.

474 Nov 2, 2010 6:11 PM

i like how it is very clean nicely set up easy to get to the classrooms  an
on the campus  i like the secruity services that the campus offers for the students and 
facuilty



475 Nov 2, 2010 6:13 PM The grounds are pretty and maintained very well.  It is a very nice looking campus.

476 Nov 2, 2010 6:13 PM Nothing to write home about.

477 Nov 2, 2010 6:13 PM The layout of the main area.

478 Nov 2, 2010 6:16 PM Everything it's a nice place all around.

479 Nov 2, 2010 6:17 PM It looks nice very well put. Makes you feel welcome

480 Nov 2, 2010 6:19 PM
I like the map of the school meaning where certain classes are in their designated 
halls.

481 Nov 2, 2010 6:20 PM The space and the study areas

482 Nov 2, 2010 6:22 PM
The teachers are very friendly and they really care about your education and are 
willingly to help you with work and help students understand the lecture/course.

483 Nov 2, 2010 6:32 PM

The campus is always clean, especially the bathrooms. The outdoors are always well 
kept and presentable, to the point where students feel comfortable being  outside the 
building, but its not so ornate that people are afraid to enjoy nature or walk on the 
grass.

484 Nov 2, 2010 6:39 PM quiet and it has an education-friendly environment.

485 Nov 2, 2010 6:51 PM Well kept- nice gardens and outdoor areas-

486 Nov 2, 2010 6:52 PM It is kept clean and has a nice overall appearance.



t and the 

487 Nov 2, 2010 6:53 PM The staff they are really nice

488 Nov 2, 2010 6:54 PM I like that there are so many little places to sit and work around the building.

489 Nov 2, 2010 6:59 PM Easily accessible, attractive, modern.

490 Nov 2, 2010 6:59 PM Pretty clean and well lighted.

491 Nov 2, 2010 7:00 PM
I like the open court area. I enjoy the landscaping. The brick needs some 
improvement.

492 Nov 2, 2010 7:07 PM The campus has been well designed, and is attractive & well maintained.

493 Nov 2, 2010 7:11 PM It is generally clean and tidy and the staff are very helpful.

494 Nov 2, 2010 7:13 PM
i like how clean and nice everything looks. i also like how easy it is to find ne 
classrooms.

495 Nov 2, 2010 7:13 PM P.E. Center is nice.

496 Nov 2, 2010 7:19 PM
I like how there are seats throughout the whole grounds, inside and out. I never have 
any problam finding a place to sit

497 Nov 2, 2010 7:27 PM Convenient parking.

498 Nov 2, 2010 7:39 PM
very assessable entrances throughout campus--staff and faculty very courteous and 
informative

499 Nov 2, 2010 7:40 PM

I like how open most of the study areas are. For example Anderson cour
Atrium. I also like that there is student work desplayed throughout different parts of 
the school.



3 o help2  PM       help

500 Nov 2, 2010 7:40 PM pretty flower

501 Nov 2, 2010 7:42 PM It is fairly clean and easy to traverse.

502 Nov 2, 2010 7:45 PM
I take most night classes and I like the fact that the parking lots are well lit.  It is 
always clean.

503 Nov 2, 2010 7:52 PM Very clean and organized.

504 Nov 2, 2010 7:58 PM

I like the atrium and the area where the coffee cart is best.  Lots of light and not 
stressful.  The class rooms seem small considering the number of people they cram 
in there.  I fear if there were ever a fire in our area.�
I like that I see security sitting in the parking lot when I leave.  I know there was a 
robbery one night and since that episode I've seen alot more security around. I carry 
Mace just in case.

505 Nov 2, 2010 8:01 PM I like that the Campus is very clean, and everything is accessible

506 Nov 2, 2010 8:03 PM It's beautiful and practical.

507 Nov 2, 2010 8:03 PM

i like how all staff members are helpful. and the instructors are very efficient. I also 
like that there are various helpful resources to understand the subjects, such as the 
writing center and the math labs.

508 Nov 2, 2010 8:15 PM Mostly everyone is so helpful when you ask them any questions or concerns.

509 Nov 2, 2010 8:29 PM It is very open with the amount of space that the college has.

515100 Nov 2, 2010 8:Nov , 2010 8:322 PM is very nice and people are friendly all the profesors take their time t is very nice and people are friendly all the profesors take their time to



511 Nov 2, 2010 8:41 PM clean & pretty

512 Nov 2, 2010 8:43 PM Very clean, great people everywhere!

513 Nov 2, 2010 8:47 PM its clean, relativley quiet, everyone seems friendly

514 Nov 2, 2010 8:47 PM easy to find where to go

515 Nov 2, 2010 8:48 PM it is very need, and has alot of facilities a student can use for his her class works.

516 Nov 2, 2010 8:54 PM I like that the grounds are generally well-maintained.

517 Nov 2, 2010 9:00 PM I like that is has the feel of a University and not that of a Community school.

518 Nov 2, 2010 9:03 PM
I think the grounds are very clean, which suprises me because there is so much foot 
traffic everyday.

519 Nov 2, 2010 9:04 PM The beautiful plants.

520 Nov 2, 2010 9:04 PM I like the libary because its quite and its a nice place to do homework

521 Nov 2, 2010 9:04 PM
The resting places - between buildings and by the lake. It gives a nice place to hang 
out and enjoy the beauty.

522 Nov 2, 2010 9:06 PM The lake, the building construction.

523 Nov 2, 2010 9:06 PM
The grounds are well kept up.  I like how the staff pick up the trash and keep our 
campus looking beautiful.



5 N 2 9 6 PM

524 Nov 2, 2010 9:07 PM I like the cleanliness of the school.

525 Nov 2, 2010 9:08 PM
The Grayslake Campus is a very pretty campus.  The grounds are maintained very 
well.

526 Nov 2, 2010 9:08 PM

I like that it is mostly connected and you don't have to walk outside in winder.  The 
grounds themselves are very pretty (although I'd love to see more outdoor seating 
areas).  I like all the trees we have, and that they look pretty in all seasons.   Our 
facilities work very hard to keep it clean.   The tech building...nice and sunny!

527 Nov 2, 2010 9:08 PM outside looks nice, inside is old and needs updating

528 Nov 2, 2010 9:09 PM I like everything just fine.

529 Nov 2, 2010 9:10 PM Clean and generally well maintained

530 Nov 2, 2010 9:11 PM Parking is free

531 Nov 2, 2010 9:13 PM
They are extremely well kept up and beautiful.  I have been to other colleges and 
universities and i have not sen any nicer.

532 Nov 2, 2010 9:13 PM The location, improvements and the service provided by the stuff personel

533 Nov 2, 2010 9:14 PM The computer labs are pretty much up to date.

534 Nov 2, 2010 9:15 PM The campus is easy to get around.

5353 N 2 2010 95 ov , 2010 :116 PM
I like the private study area and I really like the cleanliness and simplicity of the new 
t h i Al th t d t id i ll k t d b tif l tech wing. Also, the courtyard outside is very well kept and beautiful.



536 Nov 2, 2010 9:16 PM
I like that most of the areas (except the PE Center) at the Graylake campus can all 
be reached internally. This is nice during the winter months.

537 Nov 2, 2010 9:16 PM Appearance is nice and open and well kept up.

538 Nov 2, 2010 9:17 PM
Public areas are kept very clean.  Landscaping is well maintained.  Parking lot is well 
lit.

539 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM
For the most part, public areas are kept clean (sometimes lacking in Lancers).  
Plenty of parking.  Library area and larger office are nicely kept.

540 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM The grounds are lovely.

541 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM
Landscaping is beautiful. �
New signage for entering the diffferent wings is very helpful.

542 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM Most people are friendly

543 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM
I work in the Technology building and it is great.  I think the whole building is clean, 
easy to navigate, has nice wall decor, and in general represents CLC well.

544 Nov 2, 2010 9:19 PM

I like the police presence on campus.  I never feel uncomfortable with my 
surroundings, or unsafe.�
It's also kept very clean, and I appreciate that.

545 Nov 2, 2010 9:21 PM
Spacious, attractive grounds and landscaping; Japanese garden;atrium area, 
performing arts building, technology building.

546 Nov 2, 2010 9:22 PM park-like settings, manicured lawns, wildlife, beautiful trees.

547 Nov 2, 2010 9:22 PM Very clean and well maintained



N 2 9 2 PM

548 Nov 2, 2010 9:23 PM Very nice physical appearance.

549 Nov 2, 2010 9:24 PM The T Building

550 Nov 2, 2010 9:24 PM the facilities are nice and usually pretty clean

551 Nov 2, 2010 9:25 PM Overall the campus is clean, but looks 40 years old.

552 Nov 2, 2010 9:26 PM
It is usually clean and not dirty and gross with trash and stuff. I also like the plants 
and trees.

553 Nov 2, 2010 9:26 PM Grounds and building are generally well maintained

554 Nov 2, 2010 9:27 PM
Faculty/Staff parking is close to doors, but we could use some more space during the 
morning.Willow Lake is beautiful. The quad out back facing the lake is nice.

555 Nov 2, 2010 9:28 PM lots of green space

556 Nov 2, 2010 9:29 PM All the plantings...

557 Nov 2, 2010 9:29 PM New Technology wing is beautiful facility.  Library is great.

558 Nov 2, 2010 9:30 PM

The grounds are kept up better than the washrooms/classrooms.  The classrooms 
need to be updated rather than "build new additions.  CLC should first fix what we 
already have.

55955 N 2 2010 99 ov , 2010 :332 PM V tt i th i I lik th d Very pretty in the spring. I like the geese around.



,

to navigate.  

dscaping. I love 
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560 Nov 2, 2010 9:34 PM AM, things are always clean and bright. Plants and Artwork always nice.

561 Nov 2, 2010 9:35 PM It is convienent

562 Nov 2, 2010 9:35 PM

The landscaping is truly beautiful and well maintained.  I like the peacefulness of the 
Atrium Courtyard.  I love the art on all three campuses - indoors and out.  I love the 
indoor plants throughout campus.

563 Nov 2, 2010 9:36 PM

Spread out and very clean. Nice landscaping. Everything in the T-wing rooms, 
hallways and computer lab. The artrium, library and theater are very nice. The staff 
lounge is very nice. I personally like the area by the information desk. Much more. 
The great walkway around the grounds.

564 Nov 2, 2010 9:38 PM Seems very clean and official lookingy g

565 Nov 2, 2010 9:43 PM It is a nice blend of nature and technology.

566 Nov 2, 2010 9:43 PM

I love the nature outside, walking paths, outside sitting areas and lan
common gathering areas, coffee in the atrium, the gallery and the library, both the 
books and the study spaces.

567 Nov 2, 2010 9:43 PM
The grounds are beautiful and the outside appearance of the Grayslake campus is 
lovely.

568 Nov 2, 2010 9:43 PM
I love the courtyard with the babbling brook.  A great place to sit.  I like the look of the 
main atrium with all the plants and water features.

569 Nov 2, 2010 9:45 PM I like the scenery and the green areas surrounfing the campus.

570 Nov 2, 2010 9:45 PM Clean,spacious, well kept.

571 Nov 2, 2010 9:4

I think that new students and visitors find the campus layout very easy 
Most of the offices for student services are located in the same general area.  The 
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signs and maps are useful.  Individuals with disabilities find the campus very 
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572 Nov 2, 2010 9:49 PM The open areas, the general feel of the campus and hallways.

573 Nov 2, 2010 9:50 PM Campus grounds are well maintained, clean and well lit in the night.

574 Nov 2, 2010 9:51 PM
The natural spaces and the nature path. I also like the general look of the buildings 
except the areas that somewhat hide the heating/air cooling systems.

575 Nov 2, 2010 9:51 PM

Art Gallery - I love it!�
Comm Arts suite of offices - it's great.�
Computer labs in Tech building are great.

576 Nov 2, 2010 9:51 PM I love that it is very clean.

577 Nov 2 2010 9:54Nov ,  9: PM The buildings and grounds are clean and well kept up54 e bu ngs an  grounds are clean an  we  kept up.

578 Nov 2, 2010 9:55 PM
I like that we are grafitti-free! I love the proximity to the lake. I like the art around 
campus.

579 Nov 2, 2010 9:56 PM Community gardens behing the Horticulture building.

580 Nov 2, 2010 10:00 PM
Technololgy Building and the horticulture building.  Performing arts program is 
awesome! Gallery and ceramics programs, and, the lake!

581 Nov 2, 2010 10:01 PM Location, overall appearance and cleanliness.  Walking trail is very nice.

582 Nov 2, 2010 10:05 PM The Technology Building

583 Nov 2, 2010 10:06 PM It's easy to get around.
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Labs reflect in the More for lab work is 

584 Nov 2, 2010 10:06 PM
Nice areas such as the garden with the pond and the area that leads ito the 
technology building, atrium.

585 Nov 2, 2010 10:08 PM Usually the grounds are pretty well kept.

586 Nov 2, 2010 10:10 PM it

587 Nov 2, 2010 10:11 PM
I like the layout. I like that certain divisions are set up in different wings (e.g. nursing 
in D wing).

588 Nov 2, 2010 10:15 PM The cleanliness; the landscaping, the T wing, the atrium, the library

589 Nov 2, 2010 10:1

Some of the facilities are very nice, but some are dated. The appearance of the main 
entrance is welcoming, but other entrances are not. The grounds are well-
maintained. Parking has improved, but it is disappointing the numbe

6 PM
maintained Parking has improved, but  is disappointing the number
park in staff/faculty lots in the evenings.

590 Nov 2, 2010 10:21 PM
I like the easy access to the parking lots, the trees throughout the campus and the 
beautiful pond

591 Nov 2, 2010 10:22 PM

It's a clean, modern-looking facility overall, with lots of light. the campus is pretty, 
especially looking from Willow Lake area. Unfortunately, from the parking lots, it's 
hard to see that. Landscaping looks great. Utilities like heat, air conditioning and 
electricity are working well most of the time.

592 Nov 2, 2010 10:23 PM Easy excess to the various destinations and classrooms.

593 Nov 2, 2010 10:2

location in the county is good.�
Labs should reflect technology available in the industry. More space for lab work is 
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 should  technology available   industry.  space 

needed for growth.
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594 Nov 2, 2010 10:28 PM I love the enclosed garden between the library and T wing.

595 Nov 2, 2010 10:32 PM Wonderful building and grounds

596 Nov 2, 2010 10:33 PM Campus and grounds are always clean!

597 Nov 2, 2010 10:41 PM Everything seems organized and the college has a good overall appearance.

598 Nov 2, 2010 10:46 PM Clean, I am pleased that CLC recycles.

599 Nov 2, 2010 10:48 PM Parking lots are a good size, definitely first come, first serve for close parking

600 Nov 2, 2010 10:4
Generally open feel of the campus outdoor areas; the atrium and library area are 
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comfortable. Traffic flow and parking are good.

601 Nov 2, 2010 10:52 PM landscaping, as well as theatre and auditoriums are very nice.

602 Nov 2, 2010 10:58 PM very clear

603 Nov 2, 2010 10:59 PM The campas is not big but very comfortable feeling I have.

604 Nov 2, 2010 10:59 PM
The view, buildings, library, art gallery, walking distance to University Center for 
dinner.

605 Nov 2, 2010 11:00 PM I like the open atmosphere; I feel comfortable going anywhere to study
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606 Nov 2, 2010 11:03 PM

I love the courtyard that has the tables with umbrellas, and I love the atrium 
area...when it is clean and set up with tables and chairs.  But, LEAVE THEM THERE!  
Half the time I go there and there are tables for something else set up.

607 Nov 2, 2010 11:06 PM The library and student lounges.

608 Nov 2, 2010 11:11 PM
OUtward apperance is good. adding the turn lane road going out to the 45 enterance 
will be very nice

609 Nov 2, 2010 11:14 PM Proximity of everything there.  I never feel like something is too far away.

610 Nov 2, 2010 11:17 PM It is usually very clean which gives it an inviting and classy appearance.

6116 N 2 2010 111 ov , 2010 11:228 PM Th i l i d l8 PM The campus is always nice and clean.

612 Nov 2, 2010 11:33 PM It's an impressive Campus from the street but we need to update the areas .

613 Nov 2, 2010 11:35 PM Easy to navigate.

614 Nov 2, 2010 11:39 PM kept clean and presentable

615 Nov 2, 2010 11:41 PM lake, theater

616 Nov 2, 2010 11:41 PM Clean and well maintained

617 Nov 2, 2010 11:42 PM I like the outdoor areas on campus. I also like the library.



618 Nov 2, 2010 11:51 PM The outdoor grounds are well kept, the buildings could use some modernization.

619 Nov 2, 2010 11:52 PM Organized, helpful staff, teacher

620 Nov 2, 2010 11:53 PM It's clean and close to home.

621 Nov 2, 2010 11:54 PM That its vary clam campus

622 Nov 2, 2010 11:54 PM
It is a very easy campus to get around. The new T building is very nice. I also like the 
study areas that are given in the library.

623 Nov 2, 2010 11:59 PM
I really like how the Grayslake Campus gives it's students the resources to further 
their education by bringinig in colleges to talk to the students

624 Nov 3, 2010 12:0
I usually work in the T building so it is beautiful. I like the sidewalks and the outdoor 
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area to sit.

625 Nov 3, 2010 12:09 AM I like that there is always enough parking

626 Nov 3, 2010 12:14 AM
peaceful setting with the lake and benches (more benches would be nice)�
separated from the roads - campus feel

627 Nov 3, 2010 12:17 AM Yes, it is mostly clean and well organized.

628 Nov 3, 2010 12:19 AM Very friendly

629 Nov 3, 2010 12:22 AM The grounds are very nice and well maintained.

630 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM The new sidewalks are a good development.



It is popular and  well built; however we need more staffs and courteous staff 

631 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM

members this time especially in Financial aid office where staff members do not have 
time for students and treat veterans and students as if they are wasting their time. 
Too much delay in processing time for the FAFSA obliging students to drop from 
classes and making them feel unwelcome.

632 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM

Technology Building is airy and modern looking.�
�
The grounds are very nice.

633 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM It is a very open campus, very easy to get around and has a very welcoming staff.

634 Nov 3, 2010 12:24 AM I appreciate the natural areas and also the connectivity of the campus.

635 Nov 3, 2010 12:30 AM

The Campus is very attractive.  There are plenty of green spaces.  It is always kept 
clean, which must be a monumental task considering the number of people who pass 
through everyday.

636 Nov 3, 2010 12:33 AM The organization structure of each department.

637 Nov 3, 2010 12:48 AM
It is always very clean and I feel safe with the security walking and driving around the 
facility.

638 Nov 3, 2010 12:55 AM plants and ambiance

639 Nov 3, 2010 1:03 AM Everything is connected and easily accessible.

640 Nov 3, 2010 1:04 AM the meeting areas, "something's brewing",



est or do 
641 Nov 3, 2010 1:07 AM

Very clean! Light! Airy! Classrooms are quiet ... no outside distractions. Well 
equipped for handicapped.

642 Nov 3, 2010 1:11 AM

The study cubicles in the library, they are very helpful to study for a t
homework that requires serious concentration. I use them all the time for my 
assignments.

643 Nov 3, 2010 1:21 AM Clean.

644 Nov 3, 2010 1:23 AM
Love all the plants, pond, trees, general grounds upkeep is very nice. I like the atrium 
at the main entrance too. Lovely.

645 Nov 3, 2010 1:29 AM
It is very serene.  I study on the second floor by the windows and looking out is very 
peaceful.

646 Nov 3, 2010 1:3

The grounds are beautiful and well-kept.  The building are generally good - nice light 
in the T-Bldg.  Good traffic flow patterns in the buildings - good arrangements of 

0 AM offices, classrooms, meeting spaces in general

647 Nov 3, 2010 1:31 AM
It is a very simple school appearance it is nice. The ways to get to class is relative 
easy to navigate around.

648 Nov 3, 2010 1:31 AM It's easy to get around and directions are well-marked.

649 Nov 3, 2010 1:53 AM It's easy to find my way around campus.

650 Nov 3, 2010 1:57 AM Freedom

651 Nov 3, 2010 2:01 AM I like the closeness of the buildings. .

652 Nov 3, 2010 2:05 AM I like the study areas in the middles of each wing. I dont really have any complaints.



658 Nov 3 2010 2:33 AM sculptures

653 Nov 3, 2010 2:15 AM
The outside courtyards on campus are really nice.  The food is pretty good.  It is 
really easy to find your way around.  The gym is really nice too.

654 Nov 3, 2010 2:16 AM
I think the campus grounds are wonderful. It would be nice to have some additional 
seating outside and picnic tables. Our facilities and grounds do a wonderful job.

655 Nov 3, 2010 2:18 AM
for the most part very clean, I think people need to learn how to clean up after 
themselves.. but facilities is doing a great job!

656 Nov 3, 2010 2:30 AM I like that the entire campus is very clean.

657 Nov 3, 2010 2:33 AM
I like that there are a lot of places where you can study. (study group rooms, 
individual study places, etc)

658 Nov 3 2010 2:33 ,  AM
I like the fact that we have art displayed in many areas, especially the outdoor 
sculptures .

659 Nov 3, 2010 2:36 AM That there is a lot of light in the common areas.

660 Nov 3, 2010 2:42 AM nothing particular. everything is fine.

661 Nov 3, 2010 3:03 AM
The exterior of the main building looks excellent as well as the interior. Also, the 
surrounding green areas are very well maintained.

662 Nov 3, 2010 3:06 AM It tends to be well kept and clean.

663 Nov 3, 2010 3:09 AM Big layout and parking lot

664 Nov 3, 2010 3:11 AM The prairie.
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front of the 

675 Nov 3 2010 4:47 AM It is big and a lot of people can find something to do

665 Nov 3, 2010 3:13 AM

Everyone is very accessible. The library staff is very helpful. Student activities are 
well publicized around campus and there is always something to do or someone to 
talk to.

666 Nov 3, 2010 3:17 AM Easy to get from one place to another.

667 Nov 3, 2010 3:27 AM
I like that everything is connected. All classes are inside, and it is easy to travel from 
class to class.

668 Nov 3, 2010 3:28 AM the campus feels very accepting and easy to adjust to.

669 Nov 3, 2010 3:3

I like the atmosphere and the friendly environment. I also love all the areas that easy 
to sit down and study or socialize. The grounds are always kept really nice, and I 
absolutely love having the somethings brewing cart by the library. Now if onl
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could get a jimmy johns cart too! I also wish there were more healthy options to 
choose from at the cafeteria. The school is always very clean and well run.

670 Nov 3, 2010 3:52 AM Very clean and well kept.

671 Nov 3, 2010 3:58 AM
I enjoy how all the teachers are very helpful and actually make school prpetty fun. 
There are also great class offered!

672 Nov 3, 2010 4:09 AM Its a very nice campus to be a commuity college. I like the court yard and library

673 Nov 3, 2010 4:12 AM it is very clean, and the library is a perfect place to study, its always quiet.

674 Nov 3, 2010 4:35 AM

The quad area during the spring time area and that outdoors area in
library with the waterfall. It's my favorite place to study when the weather is nice 
outside.

675 Nov 3 2010 4:47 ,  AM It is big and a lot of people can find something to do             .



676 Nov 3, 2010 5:06 AM There is never trash on the floor.

677 Nov 3, 2010 5:17 AM
I like the tables and study areas outside the buildings as well as the lake and soccer 
field.

678 Nov 3, 2010 5:27 AM All in all it is a clean campus.

679 Nov 3, 2010 5:31 AM Courtyard, ponds, zen garden

680 Nov 3, 2010 5:49 AM I enjoy the landscape of the campus especially the courtyard by the lake.

681 Nov 3, 2010 5:55 AM JLC and T wing

682 Nov 3, 2010 6:40 AM Accessibility

683 Nov 3, 2010 9:54 AM They are clean and well maintained

684 Nov 3, 2010 12:16 PM

Seating for students outside classrooms is an improvement.  Brighter lighting is nice.  
Landscaping is generally good.  Main lobby with plants & water is great.  Recycling 
centers are a plus.  Coffee cart in atrium is a welcome addition.

685 Nov 3, 2010 12:18 PM
Well-maintained and clean. Grounds are beautiful in general, especially areas where 
there are flower beds or other plantings.

686 Nov 3, 2010 12:20 PM

The grayslake campus is very easy to get around.  I think students like the fact that 
everything is very well labeled and you can ask just about anyone where things are, 
etc.  The grounds are very well maintained by a few select groundsmen.  I think this 
campus is well equipped with facilities and areas for the students as well as faculty 
and staff.
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687 Nov 3, 2010 12:34 PM clean and a good learning enviornment

688 Nov 3, 2010 12:42 PM small campus, easy to navigate.

689 Nov 3, 2010 12:45 PM Open areas, grass, trees

690 Nov 3, 2010 12:46 PM Small enough campus, as to not get lost in

691 Nov 3, 2010 12:48 PM It is attractive with open spaces and appealing greenery.

692 Nov 3, 2010 12:55 PM Easy to walk to classes

693 Nov 3, 2010 12:5
Beautiful grounds.  Ponds, water fountains inside & outside, brick building, nice 
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interior- bright and clean

694 Nov 3, 2010 1:01 PM It's seems very clean and organized

695 Nov 3, 2010 1:05 PM There is a lot of green areas outside, not all pavement.

696 Nov 3, 2010 1:06 PM Compact size, pretty landscaping

697 Nov 3, 2010 1:10 PM Its a very nice place.

698 Nov 3, 2010 1:14 PM It's very much like home.

699 Nov 3, 2010 1:17 PM Library and computer lab availability.



,

t, the parking 

700 Nov 3, 2010 1:21 PM The grounds are usually kept pretty neat.

701 Nov 3, 2010 1:21 PM It's small or the perfect size.

702 Nov 3, 2010 1:23 PM Generally, CLC is a lovely campus.

703 Nov 3, 2010 1:27 PM Too crowded becuase of the limited land.

704 Nov 3, 2010 1:30 PM
OPen feeling.  not closed in.  very clean and modern, but not too much so. Invites 
you to sit and use the facilities

705 Nov 3, 2010 1:32 PM Beautiful grounds and buildings.

706 Nov 3, 2010 1:3
In general, very clean.  I like that the buildings are connected.   In the winter, we don't 
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have to walk outside in the snow to get from one building to another.

707 Nov 3, 2010 1:38 PM
Open feeling and friendliness and helpfulness of staff in most offices  Campus has a 
green,clean feel and is welcoming to visitors and students alike

708 Nov 3, 2010 1:39 PM
The grounds are well kept and well planted, and the buildings are obviously kept as 
clean as possible under the pressure of a high volume of traffic.

709 Nov 3, 2010 1:40 PM

I think that the grounds have a very clean look.  The grass is always cu
lots are always clear, and I see them (staff) outside working all of the time.  The 
landscaped areas are always neat and clean.   �

710 Nov 3, 2010 1:41 PM
I like what's new at our campus. The technology building I believe should be an 
example for how the rest of the campus should be.

711 Nov 3, 2010 1:42 PM The Child Care Center is nice.

712 Nov 3, 2010 1:42 PM
Very neat and clean. Bathrooms could you use an update and more cleaning 
regularly.
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713 Nov 3, 2010 1:49 PM Everything is neat and orderly for the most part.

714 Nov 3, 2010 1:53 PM Its is well kept.

715 Nov 3, 2010 1:54 PM
The polished floors, brick structure, lighting, and cleanliness of the buildings are 
good.  The maintained landscaping of the grounds and athletic fields are very good.

716 Nov 3, 2010 1:55 PM

I like the technology wing, and the atrium and the courtyard.  I like them because of 
the light, and plants, and new feel.  I really like having the tables in the courtyard as 
well.  I also like the lawn area off the main lobby.  However, it is hard to enjoy 
because of the large smoking area.

717177 Nov 3, 2010 1:5 , 2010 1:588 PM
I really like the pond outside the library....would like to see some more tables for 
studying or meeting out there.PM studying or meeting out there

718 Nov 3, 2010 2:01 PM How clean the facilities are.

719 Nov 3, 2010 2:05 PM

The grounds are very nice. In general a clean campus. COuld probably use some 
paint. I like the way the Student Services Office turned out. Nursing Ed needs to be 
bigger.

720 Nov 3, 2010 2:08 PM
Grounds kept clean. They put up wind barriers in winter.  Fairly good at plowing the 
parking lots.

721 Nov 3, 2010 2:09 PM They always seem to be well maintained.  The flowers were very nice this summer.

722 Nov 3, 2010 2:09 PM It's clean & spacious.

72372 N 3 2010 23 ov , 2010 :009 PM Th At i d th d t id f th At i The Atrium and the garden outside of the Atrium



pp

724 Nov 3, 2010 2:09 PM The art that is on display throughout the campus.

725 Nov 3, 2010 2:12 PM The Facilities crew does a remarkable job keeping the campus clean & neat.

726 Nov 3, 2010 2:14 PM Usually very clean outside.

727 Nov 3, 2010 2:16 PM The building is clean, staff I have dealt with are pleasant.

728 Nov 3, 2010 2:18 PM

We are slowly upgrading our equipment and technology to meet what is required in 
today's educational environment.  However, we are not keeping up with current 
technology needs.  I am very pleased with the technology building overall.

729 Nov 3, 2010 2:21 PM Well... It's large and mostly clean.g y

730 Nov 3, 2010 2:28 PM Commute not bad.

731 Nov 3, 2010 2:29 PM The campus and grounds are for the most part pleasing to the eye.

732 Nov 3, 2010 2:31 PM

I think the maintenance staff does an exceptional job keeping the outside well kept 
and free of anything unsightly. The windows are cleaned, garbage emptied and lawn 
mowed etc. Inside the areas I frequent are also kept very tidy and with a clean 
appearance such as floors, walls and trash receptacles.

733 Nov 3, 2010 2:34 PM They keep the grounds pretty nice!

734 Nov 3, 2010 2:35 PM I love the teachers and the faculty, they are always so helpful.

735 Nov 3, 2010 2:3
Most of the resources, services, and opportunities of a 4 year school, with the 
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convenience and familiarity of a junior college.



d to see there 

736 Nov 3, 2010 2:39 PM

I like the Grayslake campus because of its proximity to my home.  I like the layout of 
the campus because of the ease of access to the parking lots.  It makes sense that 
the parking lots are in front and buildings are clustered further back in a centralized 
location.  I like the fact that I can park close to the fitness center and then walk 
directly to the library.  During the summer/fall months, I enjoy looking at the various 
plantings growing in the surroundings, especially in front of Bldgs. A/B.  The Asian 
themed sitting garden is really beautiful, although I have not utilized this area.

737 Nov 3, 2010 2:39 PM It is very peaceful and relaxing almost everywhere you go.

738 Nov 3, 2010 2:41 PM Cleanliness

739 Nov 3, 2010 2:41 PM
I really feel that other than building 4 the rest of the campus is well maintained. 
Grayslake is really a lovely campus.

740 Nov 3, 2010 2:44 PM The grounds are beautiful.

741 Nov 3, 2010 2:49 PM spacious

742 Nov 3, 2010 2:53 PM The grounds and layout of the buildings is very nice.

743 Nov 3, 2010 2:59 PM They always look nice, and do a wonderful job in keeping up with the snow removal!

744 Nov 3, 2010 3:03 PM

It's a clean campus. I like the boxes for trash & recycling and am gla
are also waste baskets in the classrooms now, too. The restrooms are kept clean, 
too. The language lab which I use weekly is very nice as well as Sandra, the lab 

745 Nov 3, 2010 3:03 PM The grounds are beautiful. The guys do a nice job.

746 Nov 3, 2010 3:06 PM
It is a comfortable campus. Most buildings are connected. In the winter, the 
groundskeepers do an amazing job with snow removal.
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747 Nov 3, 2010 3:06 PM THE JAMES LUMBER CENTER.

748 Nov 3, 2010 3:16 PM Open. Room for expansion. Welcoming.

749 Nov 3, 2010 3:20 PM Everything is very clean and generally, well-kept.

750 Nov 3, 2010 3:22 PM Various places to sit outside.

751 Nov 3, 2010 3:25 PM Pleasant and close to home.

752 Nov 3, 2010 3:27 PM
Generally, things are kept very well clean and neat. The staff is very helpful in 
keeping thing that way.

753 Nov 3, 2010 3:2
The outside of the campus and grounds are attractive, the inside is not inviting, 
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except for the Atrium area and the TECH Wing.

754 Nov 3, 2010 3:31 PM Close to homw

755 Nov 3, 2010 3:37 PM
Classrooms with tables, the atrium with the glass tables and comfortable chairs, the 
exterior grounds

756 Nov 3, 2010 3:42 PM
I like that the grounds are kept looking beautiful. I like that the campus is always 
clean.

757 Nov 3, 2010 3:43 PM
Some of the social areas are beautiful.  I have always felt safe which I believe is the 
most important.  I am not on campus a lot, but when I am, I am satisfied.

758 Nov 3, 2010 3:50 PM Inviting place

759 Nov 3, 2010 3:52 PM its big, and it has a very nice view.



760 Nov 3, 2010 3:56 PM wide open spaces

761 Nov 3, 2010 4:04 PM
the grounds are good, there is always a parking spot. the teachers are effective and 
willing to help if needed.

762 Nov 3, 2010 4:06 PM clean and pretty

763 Nov 3, 2010 4:07 PM teacher, tutors for writing and math center are very nice and helpful.

764 Nov 3, 2010 4:10 PM
The grounds are well kept. There is a strong sense of security  hear. The library data 
bases are the best I have ever seen. The teachers are high in quality not quantity.

765 Nov 3, 2010 4:29 PM
The school is nice. For the most part the atmosphere is nice and the activites that go 
on are nice as well.

766 Nov 3, 2010 4:34 PM Well kept and clean.

767 Nov 3, 2010 4:36 PM It is clean and each area serves its purpose.

768 Nov 3, 2010 5:10 PM I love the new butterfly garden, and adding interest to outdoor areas.

769 Nov 3, 2010 5:18 PM It's a very well kept campus which is very important

770 Nov 3, 2010 5:19 PM The atrium, main lobby. I love the plants everywhere.

771 Nov 3, 2010 5:27 PM
I have had all good teachers since I have been attending CLC. They have been very 
good at teaching and helping me when I am not understanding the topic

772 Nov 3, 2010 5:29 PM layout of buildings-easy access from one building to the next



that stands out 

773 Nov 3, 2010 5:36 PM

While I generally like the campus and grounds, there's really nothing 
so much that when I think of the Grayslake campus, I think, "Wow...********* is really 
great there."

774 Nov 3, 2010 5:40 PM the lake, the Atrium, the boulder plaza

775 Nov 3, 2010 5:43 PM
I think the campus is very calm, bright and inviting.  I think the custodians do an 
excellent job of keeping the building and grounds clean and clutter free.

776 Nov 3, 2010 6:03 PM the outside grounds are kept very nice

777 Nov 3, 2010 6:09 PM
I like the "idea" of the fitness trail. We should have a trail that is usable for students, 
staff and community for walking and jogging.

778 Nov 3, 2010 6:13 PM Easy access and parking, most buildings are connected.

779 Nov 3, 2010 6:23 PM things are generally located in a nice proximity to each other

780 Nov 3, 2010 6:30 PM
Love the art, particularly the farmhouse display in the hallway to the T wing, and the 
Boulder garden.   Love the people.

781 Nov 3, 2010 6:36 PM Usually very neat and well kept.

782 Nov 3, 2010 6:47 PM plenty of parking

783 Nov 3, 2010 6:57 PM i like that it looks clean

784 Nov 3, 2010 6:57 PM
Attractive, grounds are well maintained.  Building is also well maintained.  Friendy 
confines!

785 Nov 3, 2010 6:58 PM
I think the exterior of the buildings is appealing and the grounds are attractive and 
well maintained



d the building.  

786 Nov 3, 2010 7:14 PM the friendly atmosphere.  extremely nice and helpful people

787 Nov 3, 2010 7:18 PM
What i like about the campus is that it is an easy layout and even if im not sure about 
finding something i can usually find it without to much fuss or help

788 Nov 3, 2010 7:24 PM I felt that it was fairly open and seemed to have a very nice tone about it.

789 Nov 3, 2010 7:29 PM

the building is eay to use and parking is basically well designed aroun
The natural lighting in each court is good and important for all particpants at CLC 
especailly in the winter months.  The attention to the court outside of the Library and 

790 Nov 3, 2010 7:30 PM General appearance is always good.

791 Nov 3, 2010 7:36 PM Overall good school

792 Nov 3, 2010 7:37 PM There are nice areas outside to relax.

793 Nov 3, 2010 7:39 PM
Atrium and Japanese Garden; JLC area; hosting events outside near Willow Lake 
and in Parking Lots

794 Nov 3, 2010 8:06 PM Beautiful lake and landscaping...lots of outdoor seating when weather is nice.

795 Nov 3, 2010 8:19 PM
I like the outside area in the middle of the campus. It's relaxing and nice to just hang 
out there for a bit.

796 Nov 3, 2010 8:22 PM
They are open and welcoming.  Plenty of room to sit and spread oyt if necessary.  
Very well kept.

797 Nov 3, 2010 8:41 PM easy access to classromms

798 Nov 3, 2010 8:51 PM Great architecture, organization



forThe landscaping Trees are everywhere and it promotes a nice atmosphere for 

799 Nov 3, 2010 8:52 PM It is relatively clean

800 Nov 3, 2010 8:58 PM The ponds, building structures, and inside connectivity are very nice and open.

801 Nov 3, 2010 9:12 PM

I like the location, convenient class times and options, (such as day/night/online) and 
have had some very great and outstanding professors. I like that the prices for tuition 
have always remained reasonable, however financial aid I am not happy with but that 
is not in control of CLC. I like how many different options there are for degree's and 
certificates.

802 Nov 3, 2010 9:17 PM Open areas for walking.

803 Nov 3, 2010 9:23 PM The grounds area is well kept and looks very nice upon entering the college

804 Nov 3, 2010 9:3
The landscaping Trees are everywhere and it promotes a nice atmosphere
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students.

805 Nov 3, 2010 9:50 PM easy to navigate where i need to go

806 Nov 3, 2010 10:07 PM Nice mature trees and landscaping, still open land left, the pond is nice.

807 Nov 3, 2010 10:17 PM
I like the plants and the comfy chairs outside of the cafeteria. I like the Prarie outside, 
and I like the pond. The parking is pretty good, and I feel safe on campus.

808 Nov 3, 2010 10:18 PM Compact

809 Nov 3, 2010 10:20 PM i really enjoy the library, it is a great place to study with lots of space



in the 
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810 Nov 3, 2010 10:45 PM Clean!

811 Nov 3, 2010 10:46 PM

Landscape is attractive and maintained. Sidewalks are kept cleared an
Lighting along walkways is usually working. Washrooms are spotless and well 
stocked. Hallways are usually clean of debris. Classrooms are clean, lights are 

812 Nov 3, 2010 10:47 PM Beautiful atmosphere and very easy to find a place to sit.

813 Nov 3, 2010 10:57 PM

Since the building has expanded piecemeal, it is confusing to maneuver 
different wings. However, the signage is wonderful, so getting lost is reduced. The 
grounds are pretty and well kept. The lighting in the parkling lots are sufficient. The 

814 Nov 3, 2010 11:05 PM Big, looks nice, spacious, the atrium.

815 Nov 3, 2010 11:07 PM The atmosphere is very nice.

816 Nov 3, 2010 11:13 PM Easy to get around

817 Nov 3, 2010 11:15 PM

I like the over all feel you get when you walk through the doors. I fee
famiiar place. The classrooms are generally easy to find, and if I am having trouble 
finding something, there is always a staff member that is willing to help me.

818 Nov 3, 2010 11:16 PM
The trees are pretty when the seasons change. The newly built buildings look nice. 
Facilities does a nice job of cleaning up around the buildings.

819 Nov 3, 2010 11:19 PM Landscaping,

820 Nov 3, 2010 11:24 PM

Great that most buildings are connected and people don't have to go ou
for students to gather near the lake and be outside between classes is nice.  The 
outside area by the Atrium.  Showcasing student work throughout campus.

821 Nov 3, 2010 11:29 PM Well kept and clean. I also feel safe when I'm on campus.

822 Nov 4, 2010 12:17 AM Very clean



oor areas, when 

823 Nov 4, 2010 12:28 AM I like how clean everything is. I also like the facilty

824 Nov 4, 2010 12:28 AM The staff, students, and faculty are great people.

825 Nov 4, 2010 12:49 AM I like the scenery surrounding the campus.

826 Nov 4, 2010 12:53 AM
The art displays, the outdoor courtyards and being able to get cash and food on 
campus.

827 Nov 4, 2010 12:56 AM
Plenty of parking, wish there were more oppotunities for a premier parking space. 
"Contests", raffles, etc

828 Nov 4, 2010 2:06 AM
It looks much better than when I started and there was one permanant building and 
four mobile trailers for classrooms.

829 Nov 4, 2010 2:1
I have been attending CLC off & on since 1979 - I am constantly impressed with the 
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upgrades to the facility!

830 Nov 4, 2010 2:21 AM They are very clean and have a safe wide open feeling.

831 Nov 4, 2010 2:21 AM Lanscaping, recycling bins, lighting.

832 Nov 4, 2010 2:24 AM Ease of vetting around. Signage is helpful.

833 Nov 4, 2010 2:26 AM
The best thing in the Grayslake Campus is the Business Division Lab, the faculty is 
great and are always willing to help and very knowledgeable.

834 Nov 4, 2010 2:30 AM

I like the open feeling of the Technology building, and the open outd
weather permits.  I also like that they layout of buildings allow for quick access to all 
areas, even when going from a class in Building D or T back to your car in Lot 6/7.  I 

835 Nov 4, 2010 2:31 AM What I like about the campus it has greats study areas.
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836 Nov 4, 2010 2:34 AM Usually plenty of parking. Easy to navigate

837 Nov 4, 2010 2:36 AM
Enjoy the nature area surrounding the Grayslake campus. The parking lots are 
adequate. Professor Offices are easily accessible. Rooms are standard.

838 Nov 4, 2010 3:06 AM The atmosphere and the classes offered there.

839 Nov 4, 2010 3:10 AM

I like the out door areas such as the courtyard and the designated smo
While I am not a smoker, i do like to enjoy the scenery in these spots because they 
have very nice views, and they are nice locations to relax at during breaks from 

840 Nov 4, 2010 3:11 AM

There is nothing i'm truly fond of. The food is very gross too, it is just
kept. The Southlake campus is so nice and well kept and beautiful and the Grayslake 
campus just looks like a dump to be honest!! The Southlake campus also gives off a 

841 Nov 4, 2010 3:13 AM Study areas, gym

842 Nov 4, 2010 3:1
Location. The diversity and variety of classes.  The instructors.  The grounds are well-
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groomed and clean.

843 Nov 4, 2010 3:19 AM Easy to navigate, smoking court

844 Nov 4, 2010 3:21 AM

The best part about the Greys lake campus has to be the study areas, 
everywhere and theres options for  if you want a place to chat with your freinds or be 
alone(in quiet) and study.

845 Nov 4, 2010 3:23 AM The buildings are all connected. T building is modern, up to date technology.

846 Nov 4, 2010 3:51 AM The grounds look great.  The administrative offices look great.

847 Nov 4, 2010 3:55 AM Its clean

848 Nov 4, 2010 4:10 AM

I LOVE waiting to see what flowers will be planted, or new arrangemen
landscaping Year round!!!!! Always always neat and well cared for....I love the LIVE 
plants inside CLC also always so green and healthy....Always room for more plants!!



 of landscaping 

849 Nov 4, 2010 4:16 AM It is clean and convenient

850 Nov 4, 2010 4:32 AM The openness of the building structure.

851 Nov 4, 2010 4:38 AM the cleanliness

852 Nov 4, 2010 4:54 AM Lots of parking. Clean. Friendly.

853 Nov 4, 2010 4:56 AM The art around the college.

854 Nov 4, 2010 5:14 AM

Very friendly enviorment! Beautiful campus design, the outside is full
and places to read peacefully! Lots of space and places to study! Lots of things to do 
on down time as well. Tons of computers and the library is really helpfull! The staff is 

855 Nov 4, 2010 5:57 AM Spacious and great libary.

856 Nov 4, 2010 6:30 AM I love the teachers and the classes are incredibly interesting.

857 Nov 4, 2010 10:39 AM plenty of restrooms and good signage

858 Nov 4, 2010 11:38 AM For the most part the campus is well maintained and clean both inside and out.

859 Nov 4, 2010 11:50 AM Very clean and lighting in parking area is very good (at night) and it feels safe.

860 Nov 4, 2010 12:16 PM I like that there are a lot of events on campus that include free food.

861 Nov 4, 2010 12:33 PM I like that overall the Grayslake facility appears to be clean and well maintained.



k far away).  

862 Nov 4, 2010 12:36 PM
Great grounds and exterior.  General clean appearance thanks to work by the 
facilities staff.  (I've never seen graffiti.

863 Nov 4, 2010 12:45 PM I like the open grounds at the entrance of campus.  I like the inner courtyard.

864 Nov 4, 2010 12:57 PM

Its open feeling, plenty of parking (although sometimes you have to par
I'm a evening student and the lighting is pretty good.  I don't feel unsafe when 
returning to my car.

865 Nov 4, 2010 1:14 PM I think the teachers are great! Nice school. Lots of classes!

866 Nov 4, 2010 1:14 PM Love the Atrium and the T-Wing

867 Nov 4, 2010 2:07 PM I like the study areas

868 Nov 4, 2010 2:11 PM It is well kept and maintened.

869 Nov 4, 2010 2:12 PM Physical layout and appearance

870 Nov 4, 2010 2:22 PM The natural setting around it.

871 Nov 4, 2010 2:23 PM Trees

872 Nov 4, 2010 2:23 PM
VERY well maintained. Also the Technology building has nice desks where students 
can easily use a laptop and larger students aren't cramped.

873 Nov 4, 2010 2:46 PM Cleanlyness

874 Nov 4, 2010 3:08 PM
Its such a beautiful campus. I like going to the library because it makes me feel so 
serene just going there and seeing a lake view as I attempt to study.



875 Nov 4, 2010 3:09 PM Clean

876 Nov 4, 2010 3:20 PM how none are judging and everyone is very friendly

877 Nov 4, 2010 3:29 PM
I like the integration of the buildings with the prairie.  There are many windows that 
allow the natural surroundings to soften the straight lines and angles inside.

878 Nov 4, 2010 3:51 PM I like the technology building.

879 Nov 4, 2010 3:59 PM
Essential needs are covered; necessary supplies can be bought, social locations are 
prevalent and scattered, and everything is absolutely user-friendly.

880 Nov 4, 2010 4:01 PM
I like the atmospere at the Grayslake campus. It feels like a college and not just a 
building. I also love the location.

881 Nov 4, 2010 4:26 PM Clean, easy to navigate, lots of modern things in the new building.

882 Nov 4, 2010 4:37 PM
The buildings are very attractive and energizing-looking.  I especially like the open 
spaces in the upper floors of the technology buildings.

883 Nov 4, 2010 4:47 PM
I like most of my teacher, I also like the program that am in the class that I have 
taken have been very useful

884 Nov 4, 2010 4:57 PM It's cozy I guess

885 Nov 4, 2010 5:03 PM the parking, the lighting, the layout, everything

886 Nov 4, 2010 5:19 PM
I like the area behind the art gallery in the library its quiet and very conducive to 
studying and cleaner than most areas.

887 Nov 4, 2010 6:08 PM The size of the green areas is good and the pond is attractive.



out feeling in the 
888 Nov 4, 2010 6:09 PM

I enjoy walking the halls/corridors because they are wide.  There is an openness that 
makes the whole building brighter.

889 Nov 4, 2010 6:09 PM

There are plenty of places to sit or stand while talking to people with
way of others.  The college has done a great job of keeping up the courtyards and 
indoor courts.  I feel comfortable with the number of security features such as 

890 Nov 4, 2010 6:10 PM It's clean

891 Nov 4, 2010 6:36 PM
It is generally kept very clean, the security services are good, and there are plenty 
areas for students to eat or study in between classes.

892 Nov 4, 2010 6:37 PM
It's very easy to navigate and get around the campus. There is always someone to 
go to for help if it;s needed.

893 Nov 4, 2010 7:11 PM
Well laid out plan-ample parking(though at peak times there is a long walk from 
parking to classrooms)

894 Nov 4, 2010 7:52 PM all the areas to just relax around campus

895 Nov 4, 2010 7:52 PM ample parking

896 Nov 4, 2010 8:03 PM i love how all the classes i want are always availible.

897 Nov 4, 2010 8:04 PM The Feeling and Look

898 Nov 4, 2010 8:10 PM I like the courtyard area especially when there are performances going on.

899 Nov 4, 2010 8:15 PM I like the environment and the proffesors and all the help a student can get to do well.

900 Nov 4, 2010 8:24 PM I like the quiet study areas.



Most important 

 well-maintained. 
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901 Nov 4, 2010 8:44 PM All the open space

902 Nov 4, 2010 8:51 PM Nicely kept up

903 Nov 4, 2010 9:17 PM

I like that it is very open and that it appears uncrowded.  You feel like you are on a 
university campus rather than in the middle of a town or residential neighborhood 
which I feel is important.

904 Nov 4, 2010 9:20 PM
Our campus grounds are park quality. �
It is a joy to drive on to the campus everyday - in every season!

905 Nov 4, 2010 9:24 PM Cleanliness and atmosphere

906 Nov 4, 2010 9:57 PM

Most of the grounds and rooms are well maintained and kept clean.  
to access spaces (classrooms, washrooms, administrative offices) are easy to 
access and usually straightforward to find.

907 Nov 4, 2010 9:5

I like the setting: trees and ponds. The facility is kept very clean and
Again, a special shout out to Facilities, who have done an excellent job these past 3 
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snowy winters with snow removal.

908 Nov 4, 2010 10:15 PM Clean, orderly, well taken care of.

909 Nov 4, 2010 10:17 PM very clean and friendly people:)

910 Nov 4, 2010 10:47 PM The campus and grounds are landscaped very nicely and all is kept very clean.

911 Nov 4, 2010 10:49 PM
i like the science wing, because thats where i spend most of my time. the labs are 
good and i like the equipment we use.

912 Nov 4, 2010 11:28 PM I like that the grounds are always mowed.

913 Nov 4, 2010 11:31 PM its large and theres plenty of places one can go



ld enjoy the lake 

torn down by the 

ts) as well as 

914 Nov 4, 2010 11:35 PM very friendly

915 Nov 4, 2010 11:38 PM It is clean and well kept.

916 Nov 4, 2010 11:45 PM

the grounds for the most part are beautiful. it would be nice if we cou
more with an actual walking path around it. i realize that it is a preserved area, but 
i've been to other preserves that have beautiful paved paths that even handicapped 

917 Nov 5, 2010 12:00 AM
I like that the campus is very clean and easy to get around. The outside and the 
inside are both very open and clean.

918 Nov 5, 2010 12:11 AM
I like the way it is set up, it is easy to find rooms. Plenty of computers, books, etc. 
Always looks clean, which is wonderful.

919 Nov 5, 2010 12:20 AM there is a lot of space

920 Nov 5, 2010 12:2
The flow of the buildings from one to the next--once you understand where 
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everything is, getting around is fairly easy.

921 Nov 5, 2010 12:40 AM I like CLC's Grayslake campus all around!

922 Nov 5, 2010 1:21 AM

1.  I like what you did with the landscape where the old building was 
Lake Count Job Center.�
2.  I like the well lit parking lot and safety feel of the security cameras.�

923 Nov 5, 2010 1:22 AM
The grounds are always kept clean. Also, I think it is easy to access all areas (there 
are a lot of short cuts). I like that there are numerous computer labs.

924 Nov 5, 2010 1:34 AM I like the fact that its next to a small lake

925 Nov 5, 2010 1:56 AM

there is plenty of room to do work between classes (such as the cour
good accomidations for computers in the library and the open computer lab in the 
technology building.

926 Nov 5, 2010 2:25 AM All the various classes it offers,locations.



927 Nov 5, 2010 3:39 AM The art/ "gift shop" in the LRC.

928 Nov 5, 2010 4:16 AM The open feel.  The spaces to be outside.

929 Nov 5, 2010 4:29 AM location; land area big enough for potentionally making the campus bigger

930 Nov 5, 2010 4:49 AM It is easy to manuver and easy to find your class.

931 Nov 5, 2010 4:59 AM
The grounds around the campus are beautiful and open and the building itself is very 
bright and open feeling as well.

932 Nov 5, 2010 11:07 AM Open, airy.

933 Nov 5, 2010 12:46 PM Very well kept, gives good impression to all

934 Nov 5, 2010 12:55 PM The diversity of people that you encounter.

935 Nov 5, 2010 1:21 PM
I think it is an attractive campus.  I think the landscaping is good and it seems to be 
well maintained, you do not see litter blowing around.

936 Nov 5, 2010 2:46 PM
I like the Class size. No too crazy about night schedules. Sometimes is hard to find a 
suitable course on the 5 PM to 10 PM time frame.

937 Nov 5, 2010 2:48 PM The campus is a beautiful showcase for our school and county.

938 Nov 5, 2010 2:49 PM open and inviting atmostsphere

939 Nov 5, 2010 3:34 PM
Lots of green space & trees. Exerior walkways are typically kept clean of dirt, trash 
and snow. The pond is nice.



ing up and 
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940 Nov 5, 2010 4:48 PM
i like the student contributions to the decor and art and being able to see their 
projects on display

941 Nov 5, 2010 4:55 PM I love the meeting areas in the school.

942 Nov 5, 2010 5:01 PM the landscape

943 Nov 5, 2010 5:54 PM
Well maintained, secure and easy to navigate around.  Classroom size is good - it is 
not overcrowded.

944 Nov 5, 2010 6:27 PM Lots of parking.

945 Nov 5, 2010 8:47 PM In general, I like the campus and am happy to work here.  The coffee cart is nice.

946 Nov 5, 2010 8:55 PM The coffee shop, the study areas, and the greenhouse.

947 Nov 5, 2010 8:59 PM

Basically clean. Facilities and Grounds Dept do a very good job in keep
maintaining the building and grounds. I like the improvements recently made to make 
it more helpful to students.

948 Nov 5, 2010 9:21 PM

I think the campus is modern and attractive in appearance.  The buildi
maintained inside.  The parking lots are maintained and recent restriping makes it 
easy to pull into a single space. The grounds are maintained and attractive.

949 Nov 5, 2010 9:24 PM

What i like about the Grayslake campus ground is that its not hard to 
for the first couple days their are people there to help you find your way. Also their 
tour for the freshmen semiar when i attended was really good as well.

950 Nov 5, 2010 9:25 PM

I think the campus is modern and attractive in appearance.  The buildi
maintained inside.  The parking lots are maintained and recent restriping makes it 
easy to pull into a single space. The grounds are maintained and attractive.

951 Nov 5, 2010 9:43 PM library

952 Nov 5, 2010 10:00 PM The buildings are all close together and the campus has a nice layout.



 is Illinois, its 

953 Nov 5, 2010 10:16 PM
The T wing is absolutly wonderful hense why i have written somehwat becasue that 
section seems to be the only section that is 'upgraded'.

954 Nov 5, 2010 10:33 PM The people and the friendly amosphere.

955 Nov 5, 2010 11:00 PM clean environment (especially bathroom)

956 Nov 5, 2010 11:55 PM

The lounge areas outside are nice, but I think for it's locations, which
often too cold during the school year to enjoy these areas. The school should focus 
more on building better lounges within the school.

957 Nov 6, 2010 12:18 AM
It's nicely mapped out....A, B, C, D, are all together....one floor ontop of each other.  It 
was created with little pockets of space for students to camp out and work or relax.

958 Nov 6, 2010 12:47 AM The fact that I'm pretty safe and secure overall when on the campus.

959 Nov 6, 2010 12:51 AM Great location.

960 Nov 6, 2010 1:42 AM
I like the T wing because of all the windows and the artwork displayed there, it looks 
very clean and modern.

961 Nov 6, 2010 2:54 AM I really like how the Grayslake campus has a variety of areas and things to go to.

962 Nov 6, 2010 3:17 AM easy to go around and very helpful staff

963 Nov 6, 2010 4:07 AM

Grounds are beautifully maintained/a lot of open space�
art sculptures around campus are beautiful�
Pond/nature factors/ducks make the campus feel cozy and comfortable

964 Nov 6, 2010 4:13 AM Large hallways, many common areas, variety of artwork,and gallery.

965 Nov 6, 2010 6:35 AM I love the many outside garden areas.



966 Nov 6, 2010 6:37 AM It is a very peaceful yet professional environment.

967 Nov 6, 2010 12:24 PM The overall atmosphere is good.

968 Nov 6, 2010 1:43 PM green open space, friendly staff

969 Nov 6, 2010 2:22 PM
I like the open-ness of the campus. Everything is accessable. I really like the lounge. 
It is a cool place to hang out. I hope they dont change it into a meeting room.

970 Nov 6, 2010 2:35 PM The grounds are generally clean inside and outside. The grass and bushes are cut.

971 Nov 6, 2010 3:36 PM Very mondern and updated.

972 Nov 6, 2010 3:48 PM Tech building is great!

973 Nov 6, 2010 4:03 PM I like the openess of it, and the how it is very clean.

974 Nov 6, 2010 4:11 PM It is easy to get around, I have not gotten lost yet.

975 Nov 6, 2010 4:33 PM I like the general layout, its easy to find classrooms and teacher's offices.

976 Nov 6, 2010 5:44 PM I like the fact that it is kept clean and the neat looking.

977 Nov 6, 2010 6:01 PM CLC is located in a good area. PM classes are available at times I can attend.

978 Nov 6, 2010 6:06 PM My girlfriend's there. Like outside benches.



e lawn, flowers, 

979 Nov 6, 2010 6:07 PM Appealing to the eye. Functional and layed out pretty well.

980 Nov 6, 2010 6:10 PM
I like the closeness of everything and the outdoor benches for sitting out in between 
classes.

981 Nov 6, 2010 6:18 PM It's clean

982 Nov 6, 2010 7:43 PM The grounds are idyllic and very pleasing.

983 Nov 6, 2010 7:52 PM There is always parking spots, bathrooms are always clean

984 Nov 6, 2010 8:55 PM
Parking lots are well maintained in the winter.  I have never had any issues with any 
of the facilities.

985 Nov 6, 2010 9:04 PM Theachers and community within the campus

986 Nov 6, 2010 9:11 PM
I think that it is kept very clean and free of garbage.  In the winter months the lots are 
kept pretty driveable.

987 Nov 6, 2010 9:36 PM

Overall, clean appearance and beautiful grounds. Maintenance of th
trees... It all looks nice from the outside. On the inside, office professionalism and 
welcoming attitude is great and helpful.

988 Nov 6, 2010 9:43 PM Cleanliness; ample parking

989 Nov 6, 2010 10:54 PM
I like the Band C courts they are very nice for you to hang out with your friends when 
your not in class. I also like the coffee court.

990 Nov 6, 2010 11:19 PM
clean atriums, accessible, signs and directions. bulletin boards filled with informatio, 
and health center is very accesible to students.

991 Nov 6, 2010 11:36 PM
I like the trees, Willow Lake and the artistic pieces that are located throughout the 
grounds.  These things that are well kept really "enhance" the campus areas.
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992 Nov 7, 2010 12:16 AM
Very attractive facilities generally. The library is very nice, as are the commons 
areas.

993 Nov 7, 2010 2:43 AM I love the fact that is clean, and everyone does keep it clean.

994 Nov 7, 2010 5:42 AM
The layout, I like the openness you feel when walking through the campus. Very fond 
of the University building the stairway looks like a water slide from afar.

995 Nov 7, 2010 7:00 AM
Beautiful, well kept grounds. The campus itself on the interor as well. Clear hallways, 
pleasant atmosphere. Easy to get around and find your way.

996 Nov 7, 2010 7:18 AM ITS BEAUTIFUL AND EASY TO GET AROUND.

997 Nov 7, 2010 8:05 AM There are lots of places to meet and hang out with friends.

998 Nov 7, 2010 4:1
I like the openess of the study/dining areas. There is never a sense of being in a 
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cave.

999 Nov 7, 2010 5:06 PM Small

1000 Nov 7, 2010 6:46 PM I like the feel of the Grayslake campus. Everything is well kept.

1001 Nov 7, 2010 6:51 PM
I like that all of the buildings are accessible from any parking lot. Once you are inside 
a building, you don't have to go back outside to get to another building.

1002 Nov 7, 2010 7:08 PM Ease of getting around to different buildings

1003 Nov 7, 2010 7:22 PM The only things that I like about this school is the way the teacher teaches us.

1004 Nov 7, 2010 10:40 PM
The campus is usually always clean, the parking lots are always cleared when the 
snow falls.
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1005 Nov 7, 2010 11:16 PM I like how everything is clean, new looking and easy to find.

1006 Nov 7, 2010 11:34 PM have not thought about it.

1007 Nov 7, 2010 11:43 PM
Everything is easily accessible/easy to find...lots of parking available...never have to 
walk too far

1008 Nov 8, 2010 12:06 AM I like the library staff.

1009 Nov 8, 2010 12:12 AM Most things are fairly accessible

1010 Nov 8, 2010 12:41 AM

I enjoy the rock garden, the area around the library's two entrances, an
Technology wing the most out of the entire school because of their balance of foot-
traffic and noise (rock garden: noisy, but nice scenery; area around library: varies 

1011 Nov 8, 2010 12:5
I like the overall environment, it's laid-back and comfortable.  I feel safe with security 
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guards carrying guns.

1012 Nov 8, 2010 1:07 AM I like how clean everything looks/seems. And I like the benches outside.

1013 Nov 8, 2010 3:32 AM The grounds are clean and neat.  Nicely landscaped.

1014 Nov 8, 2010 3:45 AM That you do have carts for the handicap to get around the campus in.

1015 Nov 8, 2010 4:09 AM Clean and close to home

1016 Nov 8, 2010 5:12 AM I like the the size of the campus and the student events that are held here.

1017 Nov 8, 2010 5:44 AM
The courts, Brandel court, Anderson court, very convenient for the students,  
improved outside grounds  are a welcome change.



for more 

1018 Nov 8, 2010 9:42 AM GREAT Parking system!

1019 Nov 8, 2010 3:39 PM
i like the landscaping that has been added in the past few yrs it seems more relaxing 
now

1020 Nov 8, 2010 5:34 PM
I like the feeling of a developing campus community.  The development of outdoor 
spaces lends itself to feel more like a 4 year university.

1021 Nov 8, 2010 5:36 PM

The things i like about this campus is that its a big campus and it allows 
classes making it easier for people to chose classes. The people that work here do 
help you a lot like the financial aid people and the advisors and counselors help us to 

1022 Nov 8, 2010 5:45 PM I like the environment, but I think it could be much better

1023 Nov 8, 2010 6:14 PM the avaibility to open grounds to students

1024 Nov 8, 2010 6:20 PM I like that it's very spacious, and bigger than most community colleges.

1025 Nov 8, 2010 6:40 PM
How clean the areas are and how theirs no violence, also how if things are lost the 
security calls us to notify and let us know that our belongings have been found.

1026 Nov 8, 2010 7:04 PM easy to get from one section to the other

1027 Nov 8, 2010 7:08 PM It is pretty easy to find things. The lay out of the Campus is easy to learn

1028 Nov 8, 2010 7:32 PM Very spread out, and very clean, easy to navigate around

1029 Nov 8, 2010 8:04 PM
I like the security on campus, I havent felt scared walking to my car during my night 
classes.

1030 Nov 8, 2010 8:40 PM I like the general appearance of the campus and how well kept it is.
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1031 Nov 8, 2010 11:22 PM
It's easy to navigate around the campus/buildings. Everything is clearly marked and 
easy to find. The campus is always clean and organized.

1032 Nov 8, 2010 11:34 PM

The campus always appears clean inside and out. And the landscap
kept up nicely, year round. I also like how there are a lot of atriums where students 
can do homework or hang out with other friends.

1033 Nov 8, 2010 11:44 PM

is clean in good order�
�
�

1034 Nov 9, 2010 1:12 AM
I love hearing the calming music as I enter T building.  It's wonderful and makes 
evening start of on a positive note.

1035 Nov 9, 2010 2:10 AM The campus is very clean.

1036 Nov 9, 2010 2:22 AM
Every wing is lettered and numbered making it easier to find whatever room you are 
looking for.

1037 Nov 9, 2010 2:26 AM Very open scenic setting

1038 Nov 9, 2010 2:53 AM landscaping, overall appearense.

1039 Nov 9, 2010 4:10 AM Easy to get around, nice computer lab, lighted parking area

1040 Nov 9, 2010 4:42 AM
It is easy to find rooms, the parking is sufficient, it is well decorated inside and out. It 
has a business like yet friendly environment.

1041 Nov 9, 2010 5:18 AM

I really like the learning resources center and the library. It gives me a coz
feeling and I feel like I can study all day there. The furniture is very comfortable and 
the lawn and garden outside the coffee place in front of the library is very beautiful! I 

1042 Nov 9, 2010 9:33 AM Easy to reach from north side of the city.

1043 Nov 9, 2010 10:25 AM Very Convinent, Rather large facility



 as the 

1044 Nov 9, 2010 2:00 PM
I absolutely LOVE the fountain garden area outside of the Atrium..it's very calming 
and pleasant.

1045 Nov 9, 2010 2:26 PM The people.

1046 Nov 9, 2010 2:45 PM its well maintained

1047 Nov 9, 2010 2:47 PM the plants, both inside and outside

1048 Nov 9, 2010 2:48 PM Well maintained

1049 Nov 9, 2010 2:51 PM

The green space, trees and landscaping; options to be outside, such
Japanese Garden.  All major spaces are connected through interior corridors 
(exception - building 4 and E building).

1050 Nov 9, 2010 2:51 PM People

1051 Nov 9, 2010 2:52 PM The open feeling like a regular 4 year institution.

1052 Nov 9, 2010 2:53 PM Most of the buildings can be accessed without going outside.

1053 Nov 9, 2010 2:54 PM They are very well maintained

1054 Nov 9, 2010 2:56 PM Most of the campus is well laid out and very well kept.

1055 Nov 9, 2010 2:57 PM Grounds crew does a very good job!  Inside custodial does as well.

1056 Nov 9, 2010 3:02 PM Very well maintained, very clean



1057 Nov 9, 2010 3:05 PM
The grounds are almost always very clean. The green areas (outside and inside/like 
the main lobby) are great.

1058 Nov 9, 2010 3:07 PM
I enjoy the open airness of the grounds and the wonderful plants that are throughout 
the campus. The friendly atmosphere when students are present.

1059 Nov 9, 2010 3:10 PM
The campus/grounds always look clean and well kept.  The facilities department 
(secretaries and work men) are always courteous and prompt.

1060 Nov 9, 2010 3:11 PM Well maintained. Open feel. The staff lounge is comfortable, quiet, and very nice.

1061 Nov 9, 2010 3:12 PM Clean, spacious

1062 Nov 9, 2010 3:25 PM Willow Lake.

1063 Nov 9, 2010 3:26 PM Campus and grounds are kept clean.

1064 Nov 9, 2010 3:26 PM It is professional appearing.

1065 Nov 9, 2010 3:27 PM Always clean, well maintained.

1066 Nov 9, 2010 3:28 PM I like the statue of the two readers.  I like the performing arts wing.

1067 Nov 9, 2010 3:35 PM Clean and nicely kept in appearance - love the Japanese garden area;

1068 Nov 9, 2010 3:40 PM
I love the art gallery and meeting room in the LRC. The entire first floor of the library 
is aesthetically pleasing.

1069 Nov 9, 2010 3:45 PM The college overall is laid out pretty well.



day 
1070 Nov 9, 2010 3:48 PM i like the grounds - the natural setting is beautiful

1071 Nov 9, 2010 3:49 PM

The campus is spacious. There is a large amount of people on this campus every
and although it can feel crowded at times the general flow of people is never 
overwhelming.

1072 Nov 9, 2010 3:53 PM I think our grounds are well maintained. They look beautiful.

1073 Nov 9, 2010 3:54 PM Pretty campus.  Landscaping nice.

1074 Nov 9, 2010 3:55 PM I like that you do not need

1075 Nov 9, 2010 4:00 PM
The Grayslake campus and grounds are very pleasing to the eye. It's always clean 
and

1076 Nov 9, 2010 4:06 PM Well kept

1077 Nov 9, 2010 4:06 PM
I like the lay out of the campus. There are 4 bukings, they are cleary marked, it 
makes it easy to find classrooms.

1078 Nov 9, 2010 4:19 PM
It is beautiful, I love the gallery and art on walls, and the grounds are well 
landscaped.

1079 Nov 9, 2010 4:21 PM
Architecture, but tech in the classrooms, chairs, drapes, blackboards/whiteboards 
and carpet need replacing.

1080 Nov 9, 2010 4:57 PM Very nice appeal, nice welcoming layout.

1081 Nov 9, 2010 4:59 PM I believe the grounds as a whole are very well maintained in all seasons.

1082 Nov 9, 2010 5:08 PM It's cleanly.
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1083 Nov 9, 2010 5:14 PM

Willow Lake is a treasure, from the sunlight sparkling off the waves t
effect when the lake still and looks like a mirror.  I understand the importance of 
leaving tall grass grow around the shore to act as a vegetative buffer, but I'd like to 

1084 Nov 9, 2010 5:14 PM

The campus is very clean and pleasant. The grounds are well cared 
different seasons and enjoy the changes that occur and the campus reflects nature 
so beautifully! I find that our surroundings affect our peace of mind and how we 

1085 Nov 9, 2010 5:16 PM The grounds with all the natural prairie grasses and wetlands are beautiful.

1086 Nov 9, 2010 5:18 PM

areas to chill outside every door�
the library is very good and easy to find information for research paper the website is 
the best

1087 Nov 9, 2010 5:21 PM well maintained

1088 Nov 9, 2010 5:26 PM The newer buildings, such as T

1089 Nov 9, 2010 5:28 PM well maintained and clean.

1090 Nov 9, 2010 5:28 PM The gymnasium is nice, Lancers and the Willow room are good, the library is good.

1091 Nov 9, 2010 5:28 PM The buildings are connected and kept clean.

1092 Nov 9, 2010 5:41 PM I love the Japanese Garden ares

1093 Nov 9, 2010 5:42 PM

Everything is generally clean and running on schedule.  If something nee
addressed it is done quickly.  Examples: IT help for instructors having computer 
problems; HVAC addresses temperature issues in classrooms; custodial addresses 

1094 Nov 9, 2010 5:59 PM Usually my rooms and the computer/projector capability.

1095 Nov 9, 2010 6:10 PM
I like that the buildings have been connected (at least the ones I've been to), 
especially during cold weather.
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d shows.  

1096 Nov 9, 2010 6:13 PM They are clean

1097 Nov 9, 2010 6:19 PM the pounds and plants

1098 Nov 9, 2010 6:45 PM It is easy to get around.

1099 Nov 9, 2010 6:55 PM Visually pleaseing

1100 Nov 9, 2010 6:58 PM
Compared to other schools, the Grayslake campus is well maintained and has an 
attractive appearance.

1101 Nov 9, 2010 7:20 PM its very nicely set up

1102 Nov 9, 2010 7:3

Well kept lawns and flower beds, the lakes, the Willow Lake Veterans 
the fitness trail.�

8 PM The interiors are generally clean and well kept. Staff does a great job.

1103 Nov 9, 2010 7:44 PM landscaping and cleanliness

1104 Nov 9, 2010 7:50 PM

Love, love, love our performing arts space and all the great concerts an
Also love our library -- always helpful staff and track down what I need, plus just nice 
space.  I also like the atrium outside the library, nice flex space for just hanging out 

1105 Nov 9, 2010 7:52 PM Police walking around, friendly enviornment, food/item sales

1106 Nov 9, 2010 8:01 PM
I think that the individuals that work on the facilities/grounds are great. I like the 
prairie and lake areas.

1107 Nov 9, 2010 8:05 PM For the most part every time I come to the campus it is usually clean and presentable

1108 Nov 9, 2010 8:37 PM The incorporation of nature



t someone needs 

t over what 

1109 Nov 9, 2010 9:02 PM

I love the fountains and plants in the main lobby, it is a huge improvemen
we had and i always enjoy walking through.  I think it is a great first impression of the 
college if visitors walk in through the main entrance.

1110 Nov 9, 2010 9:12 PM Clean, airy, and safe environments

1111 Nov 9, 2010 9:21 PM
I like that there are different areas for the students to study in, the entire campus is 
kept and looks very clean and organized.

1112 Nov 9, 2010 9:24 PM Clean, inviting

1113 Nov 9, 2010 9:25 PM It has come a long way and looks beautiful

1114 Nov 9, 2010 9:29 PM

The grounds are beaultifully maintained (kudos to facilities!).  Excep
to be on goose poop patrol.�
�

1115 Nov 9, 2010 9:34 PM I like that it is easy to find where I am. it isn't easy to get lost.

1116 Nov 9, 2010 9:36 PM Small campus feel, very clean, nice atmosphere

1117 Nov 9, 2010 9:55 PM The grounds are always very well kept. In-regards to plantings and landscape.

1118 Nov 9, 2010 9:56 PM All buildings are close together and easily accessible.

1119 Nov 9, 2010 10:30 PM They are generally well kept.

1120 Nov 9, 2010 10:49 PM
The general appearance is very open and welcoming. Also maintenance of facilities 
is great -- Always clean and nice to know facilities takes pride in our campus.

1121 Nov 9, 2010 11:32 PM Technologoy Building and Student Activities



t is sufficient, 

icrowaves, the 

1122 Nov 9, 2010 11:49 PM I like that it feels like you are at home.

1123 Nov 9, 2010 11:58 PM I like how it seems peaceful at all times.

1124 Nov 10, 2010 12:09 AM
Since most of my teaching is done in the technology building - I do like the facilities 
we share.

1125 Nov 10, 2010 12:30 AM Clean, easy to find your way around

1126 Nov 10, 2010 12:54 AM
The natural area around it.  The architecture of the University Center and the 
Performing Arts Center, and the T building looks alright

1127 Nov 10, 2010 1:03 AM attractive surrounds

1128 Nov 10, 2010 1:18 AM Modern up to date campus design, wonderful up to date equipment

1129 Nov 10, 2010 1:22 AM

To me it is relatively safe, even at night.  The lighting of the parking lo
and it is kept�
quite clear in the winter.  I have fallen on ice a few times, though, and so has my 

1130 Nov 10, 2010 1:45 AM
They grounds are well maintained.  I like the entrance area by B.  There is a nice 
sitting area outside.

1131 Nov 10, 2010 2:13 AM

Comfy blue chairs, the electronic bathroom doors, hallway space, m
computer lab and writing center, and the picnic benches outside when it's warm. That 
the temperature is set at 68 degrees because it saves us money. I like the 

1132 Nov 10, 2010 2:44 AM I love how everyone is friendly in helping you find your way around.

1133 Nov 10, 2010 3:24 AM appearance, location, landscape

1134 Nov 10, 2010 9:03 AM Sone teacher



hildren. This 

However, the 

1135 Nov 10, 2010 12:26 PM location on the campus and the upgrades it is going through.

1136 Nov 10, 2010 2:03 PM It has a pleasant natural surrounding.

1137 Nov 10, 2010 2:09 PM They are kept very clean and groomed.

1138 Nov 10, 2010 2:31 PM centralized and contiguous

1139 Nov 10, 2010 3:18 PM
The grounds and building interiors are generally very clean and well kept with a few 
exceptions (see below).

1140 Nov 10, 2010 4:04 PM
convienance and close to home.  Campus is set up very nicely and easy to navigate. 
parking is ample and access to all classes is good.

1141 Nov 10, 2010 4:4
I think Grounds does a great job with the looks of the outside, despite their limited 

9 PM
g j , p

personnel.

1142 Nov 10, 2010 5:24 PM

I love the chilrens center that the campus provides for students with c
makes it so efficiant for single parents like myself to bring their children to the same 
school. This also helps us save on gas and time.

1143 Nov 10, 2010 5:29 PM

For the most part, the outside and inside areas are kept pretty clean.  
bathrooms could be kept a little better especially during the Fall and Spring 
Semesters at times.  There is litter also at times in the stairwell leading to the 

1144 Nov 10, 2010 5:53 PM It is in a good enviroment, it looks nice.

1145 Nov 10, 2010 6:02 PM
James Lumbar center is wonderful.  Coffee cart is nice but do the snacks need to 
cost so much?  The grounds are always attractive and well maintained.

1146 Nov 10, 2010 6:57 PM That there is always someone around to help you out

1147 Nov 10, 2010 7:02 PM the buildings are kept clean and the grounds always looks very well kept up.



t the help desk 

derful.  The 

long with the 

1148 Nov 10, 2010 7:19 PM Clean and in good repair. Bldgs are connected

1149 Nov 10, 2010 7:53 PM

I like that it's easy to find your way around with the signs, the people a
are very nice and helpful. I like the plants and music in certain parts of the building, it 
has a calming effect

1150 Nov 10, 2010 8:34 PM
I like the tutoring center, good hours of tutors, but they should have someone there 
for science and math on Saturdays as well.

1151 Nov 10, 2010 9:47 PM I like the green areas and the asian garden.

1152 Nov 10, 2010 10:39 PM

It is a beautiful campus.  The grounds, flowers, plants and art are won
people who work there are amazing and very helpful.  The maintenance men and 
police officers do a wonderful job, there are just a couple of minor things I have listed 

1153 Nov 10, 2010 10:43 PM

Campus: Japanese garden, Atrium w/ waterfall effect in main lobby a
plants, sustainability movement, windows, skylights, particulartly the windows in the 
library, the fact we,ve been recycling since the 70's (?)�

1154 Nov 10, 2010 11:23 PM Kept clean

1155 Nov 10, 2010 11:29 PM i like how its kept very clean and nice

1156 Nov 11, 2010 12:05 AM its very big as a campus and the faculty and staff is very friendly and helpful.

1157 Nov 11, 2010 12:10 AM The helpfulness of the people in the Admissions office.

1158 Nov 11, 2010 12:22 AM Clean and easy to get around

1159 Nov 11, 2010 1:35 AM
The greenery and the horticulture is wonderful and the maintenance workers are all 
very friendly and helpful.

1160 Nov 11, 2010 1:43 AM Very clean, good atmisphere and friendly people that helped whith directions.



t the campus. 

yp

ffordable, it 

1161 Nov 11, 2010 2:24 AM
its roomy and there are a lot of options at the school. I like small class sizes and the 
teachers are easily reached for help.

1162 Nov 11, 2010 2:55 AM

Grounds are clean of well maintained. CLC has a nice open feel abou
Good use of plant life about the campus. �
�

1163 Nov 11, 2010 3:47 AM Its easy to get to.  I don't have much experience there.

1164 Nov 11, 2010 4:50 AM many students artwork or projects displayed throughout the building.

1165 Nov 11, 2010 5:46 AM The convenience to my house.

1166 Nov 11, 2010 12:53 PM The campus has a very open feel due to the open spaces around the campus.

1167 Nov 11, 2010 1:5
There is a very wide range of areas and practices to fit needs of all class types. It Still 

2 PM
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provides a good service eventhough it has somewhat of a dated facilitie.

1168 Nov 11, 2010 1:56 PM I like that the campus is big and that it meets all of the students needs.

1169 Nov 11, 2010 4:50 PM friendly

1170 Nov 11, 2010 5:07 PM
i like that we have couches down stairs and we can actuallty go and have a nice time 
with friends

1171 Nov 11, 2010 5:08 PM

the diversity is the best by far. i feel that because this campus is so a
ushers in and encurages people from many backgrounds. it makes walking the halls 
a very refreshing and new expierience each and every time.

1172 Nov 11, 2010 5:51 PM Very nice scenary outside , fountain inside is very nice

1173 Nov 11, 2010 6:53 PM In general, the grounds are clean and well maintained.



 of  comfort to 

1174 Nov 11, 2010 6:53 PM Generally in good condition.

1175 Nov 11, 2010 6:59 PM It's easy to navigate.

1176 Nov 11, 2010 7:06 PM

I love the main lobby it is a nostalgist area of the college offering a bit
those entering our college. I  would like to see one of the water ponds removed and 
have some tables and chairs added to the area.

1177 Nov 11, 2010 7:11 PM its all together

1178 Nov 11, 2010 8:15 PM
Exterior, courtyards (sunpoint court/bus stop) landscaping around perimeter road, 
veteran's memorial

1179 Nov 11, 2010 9:31 PM
The grounds are kept immaculate, sidewalks into our building are kept clean in all 
seasons.  Grounds does an amazing job maintaining.

1180 Nov 11, 2010 9:31 PM Easy to navigate.

1181 Nov 11, 2010 9:38 PM the lake is pretty

1182 Nov 11, 2010 9:41 PM food court

1183 Nov 11, 2010 9:44 PM Generally speaking, the grounds appear to be neat and well-maintained.

1184 Nov 11, 2010 9:45 PM Trees and plantings

1185 Nov 11, 2010 9:46 PM
I like that all the math classrooms have tables for the students.  I like that all the math 
classrooms are smartrooms.

1186 Nov 11, 2010 9:54 PM Neat, clean, well-kept



 to also keep the 

1187 Nov 11, 2010 9:57 PM

Pond�
T Building offices�
LRC study area overlooking pond

1188 Nov 11, 2010 10:06 PM Thank you for the landscaping and wonderful art.

1189 Nov 11, 2010 10:16 PM The grounds and facilities are well taken care of.

1190 Nov 11, 2010 10:17 PM
The natural features such as the butterfly garden, japanese garden and pond.  Also, 
like all the natural light.

1191 Nov 11, 2010 10:17 PM
I think the aesthetics that have been improved have really added to a nice feel on 
campus.

1192 Nov 11, 2010 10:26 PM open space

1193 Nov 11, 2010 10:38 PM The grayslake campus is fine.

1194 Nov 11, 2010 10:42 PM
I like the open space.  The campus is kept very clean and outside lots are tidy.  I like 
the relaxed atmosphere of the campus buildings.

1195 Nov 11, 2010 10:42 PM Exterior appearance, maintenance.

1196 Nov 11, 2010 10:47 PM The grounds are very well maintained.

1197 Nov 11, 2010 10:54 PM

Overall, the campus and grounds are in very good shape.  Important
base boards in the bathrooms clean.  If cleaning is done periodically at that level, 
then CLC can keep old but well maintained buildings for a long time.

1198 Nov 11, 2010 10:58 PM Consideration for disability parking

1199 Nov 11, 2010 11:11 PM Has the "college" feel.



from the 

1200 Nov 11, 2010 11:52 PM

spacious, clean�
�
use of tables and chairs in most classrooms in "A" wing

1201 Nov 12, 2010 12:19 AM Very well kept.  Very attractive landscaping

1202 Nov 12, 2010 12:29 AM their is a lot to do places to hang

1203 Nov 12, 2010 12:53 AM
I like the fact that the campus has an overall clean appearance and security is 
usually present to maintain a safe campus.

1204 Nov 12, 2010 1:10 AM The general appearance of the campus.

1205 Nov 12, 2010 2:04 AM The grounds are always nice and well maintained. Campus is clean

1206 Nov 12, 2010 2:13 AM Clean environment, I like the fact that it is patroled in the evening

1207 Nov 12, 2010 4:07 AM
Beautiful grounds, lots of room for expansion, well laid out building plans, scdattered 
buildings makes for plenty of grass, landscaping and nice scenery.

1208 Nov 12, 2010 4:24 AM I like the technology and university center.

1209 Nov 12, 2010 5:22 AM

The outside grounds, the general look of the building as you drive up 
entrances. At night generally well lit, but see below.  The acoustic rendering of the 
performance spaces at CLC Grayslake are top notch.

1210 Nov 12, 2010 5:48 AM Its open and easy to find things for the most part

1211 Nov 12, 2010 1:21 PM
It is one of the most beautiful campuses around however, it would be nice if the 
walking path was paved.

1212 Nov 12, 2010 2:09 PM It is very clean and vvery inviting



ronment from 

llege uses as a 

1213 Nov 12, 2010 2:13 PM The grounds are beautiful, the campus could use come renovation.

1214 Nov 12, 2010 2:34 PM
Grayslake is very organized and clean. We offer a lot of great activities to our 
students.

1215 Nov 12, 2010 2:35 PM I like the look and feel of the drive up lancer lane with the island and the trees

1216 Nov 12, 2010 2:42 PM prairie space

1217 Nov 12, 2010 2:53 PM Ease of getting into a building from any parking lot.

1218 Nov 12, 2010 3:32 PM I like the flow of the Grayslake Campus as well as the layout.

1219 Nov 12, 2010 3:34 PM Most everything is in one connecting set of buildings.

1220 Nov 12, 2010 3:38 PM
I love that outside you can sit on a nice day and have a beautiful view anywhere on 
campus.

1221 Nov 12, 2010 4:14 PM For the most part this is a very clean campus.

1222 Nov 12, 2010 4:18 PM

It's not very restrictive in terms of socializing.It's a very different envi
high school settings.Also everything is very convenient for me to find.The campus 
itself is placed in the center of a lot of social areas like restaurants and such.

1223 Nov 12, 2010 4:39 PM Clean, fairly good signage to departments

1224 Nov 12, 2010 5:46 PM

I really enjoy the CLC Picnic and the Holiday Celebration that the co
means�
of bring all staff together with each other and to  provide oportunities for cultural 

1225 Nov 12, 2010 5:46 PM i like the way it looks...it's nice



1226 Nov 12, 2010 5:55 PM Overall well maintained, functional spaces.

1227 Nov 15, 2010 2:55 PM The outside grounds are pretty



ds?  What 

2 Nov 1 2010 7:40 PM during class

Facilities Survey  Grayslake Campus Fall 2010

What do yo
issues or problems have 

u DISLIKE about the Grayslake cam
you observed?

pus and groun

Answer Options Response 
Count

1187
answered 1187 question

skipped 544 question

Number Response Date Response Text

1 Nov 1, 2010 7:37 PM parking, pe/fitness area, cafeteria/bookstore being downstairs

2 Nov 1 2010 , 7:40 PM
There aren't any student parking lots near the T wing. In B Wing, can hear music from the D wing 
during class   .

3 Nov 1, 2010 7:41 PM Parking is to far in the bad weather.

4 Nov 1, 2010 7:42 PM
Seems all the close parking spots are for faculty and a lot go unused at night leaving the rest of 
us a further walk in/out; especially during the winter months.

5 Nov 1, 2010 7:42 PM I have observed that classrooms look dirty.

6 Nov 1, 2010 7:42 PM goose poop; cigarette butts on the sidewalk right outside the doorways

7 Nov 1, 2010 7:45 PM

I'm a new student, 58 years old - very keen on first impressions.  I have noticed the south 
entrance to the B building is in disrepair, the floor, the doors don't open properly - often unclean.  
Nothing I would care to brag about.   Somewhat dissheveled appearing.



healthy food choices in the 

8 Nov 1, 2010 7:46 PM

computer area in the library, main floor is not staffed properly, young students (staying behind 
the desk) not monitoring the area very well, I was there to use the equipment and there were 
students using their phones, eating, drinking and leaving garbage.  It was very disruptive to hear 
people using their phones.

9 Nov 1, 2010 7:46 PM The tech campus.  Taking the college classes at the tech campus sucks.

10 Nov 1, 2010 7:48 PM

The room temperatures are inconsistent. �
�
Students should be given easy access to campus crime statistics.�
�
Parking sucks. Students are always in staff lots.

11 Nov 1, 2010 7:49 PM parking lost to far from doors

12 Nov 1, 2010 7:50 PM See above

13 Nov 1, 2010 7:53 PM
Need more room for students to study and for students to socialize. Dining area is really small. A 
lot of geese feces on the sidewalks.

14 Nov 1, 2010 7:55 PM n/a

15 Nov 1, 2010 7:56 PM There is not enough quiet study areas.

16 Nov 1, 2010 7:57 PM

Food selection and eating atmosphere, especially at night.  Not many 
cafeteria and definitely not in the vending machines.  The cafeteria is a depressing place to eat, 
especially when you just got off work and are embarking on a 3 hour night class.  Ambiance is 

17 Nov 1, 2010 8:00 PM Sometimes parts of parking lots are blocked off for no apparent reason.



uiet for others to study.22 Nov    concentrate. nice some restrictive to  for others to study.

18 Nov 1, 2010 8:02 PM

I don't like how noisy the computer lab area of the library is. Always feel it was an imposition 
when I have asked for help at the help desk. Sort of interrupted the social time at the help desk. 
Need the air more recyled. All the people breathing I feel its not vented adequately. And 
sometimes extremely hot.

19 Nov 1, 2010 8:03 PM
Things are often in disrepair.  The bathrooms are always a mess, and the automatic appliances 
cause more problems than they fix.

20 Nov 1, 2010 8:03 PM Washrooms need an overhaul and tiny desk tops in the A wing are too tiny for open books.

21 Nov 1, 2010 8:05 PM

The parking lots are so far from the buildings. The inclement weather makes it very miserable to 
get to the buildings because of the wind whipping around it. If it is raining, you will be drenched 
even if you wear a long rain coat and carry an umbrella.

22 Nov 1, 2010 1, 2010 8:08 PM
I dislike that there are some students that are loud while others are trying to focus and 
concentrate. Would be nice if some areas could be restrictive to be q8:08 PM  Would be  if  areas could be   be quiet

23 Nov 1, 2010 8:09 PM PARKING!!!!!!!!

24 Nov 1, 2010 8:10 PM
access to the parking lots, lighting and security for night classes can be scary. it is a long walk to 
available parking in the lots outside of the auditorium

25 Nov 1, 2010 8:14 PM None

26 Nov 1, 2010 8:16 PM Parking is so far from the building at peak class times.

27 Nov 1, 2010 8:16 PM
Desk tops are too small to even be able to write on both sides of a notebook, have to fold things 
over or only write on right side.

28 Nov 1, 2010 8:16 PM Bathrooms sometimes are dirty.



Where is our student union? 

29 Nov 1, 2010 8:16 PM

1. the handicap parking by building c is a joke. half the people who park there are not handicap, 
but use some ones handicap pass. and most of the people parking there usually have at least 
1/3 of thier car parked on the sidewalk.�
2. gum on the sidewalks is out of control.�
3. every time i try to buy a beverage out of the machines in the cafeteria, there is always a 
beverage on the slide mechanism, so you do not get what you select but what the previous 
person selected.�
4. you need to better enforce the state smoking policy. people smoke right next to the exit 
entrance door,  not 15 feet away as mandated by the state. paint some lines or something to get 
smokers away from the front door.�
5. those little desks suck. get rid of them and replace with the long tables that hold four people 
per side.

30 Nov 1, 2010 8:20 PM Traffic that backs up into both entrances.

31 Nov 1, 2010 8:20 PM

I dislike walking in or out of a building and I have to hold my breath as I walk past all the people 
smoking. I attended Winona State University as an undergrad and my senior year, Winona 
became a smoke free campus and it took awhiele for them to pass it, but when it did, it was so 
nice to walk around campus breathing fresh air.

32 Nov 1, 2010 8:22 PM

I think the student lounge area is very uninviting and not anywhere I would like to sit and relax 
before classes or really for any time. I think the counseling waiting area could use some 
updating, it gets very bottle necked when there are alot of students waiting to meet with a 
counselor.

33 Nov 1, 2010 8:22 PM
I think the library should have a larger selection of CDs. It'd be nice if we had more computer 
accessible to the students at all times, I know we have more but half the time they're blocked off.

34 Nov 1, 2010 8:23 PM

Generally lack of area for the Students to congregate and be social. 
Why is our student activities department so segregated? We have one office tucked in the corner 
of B-Wing which represents like six different offices and yet we have an entire office dedicated to 

35 Nov 1, 2010 8:25 PM Facilities are good, but class offerings at other campuses could be improved.



there have been multiple 

47 N 1 8 41 PM

36 Nov 1, 2010 8:27 PM Occasionally a dirty toilet.

37 Nov 1, 2010 8:29 PM Ceramics studio is far from parking lot when carrying heavy materials and pots

38 Nov 1, 2010 8:29 PM None that comes to mind.

39 Nov 1, 2010 8:32 PM

the parking lots are so poorly lit that they are dangerous and are why 
rapes in the parking lots.�
�

40 Nov 1, 2010 8:32 PM It does still look like a community college.

41 Nov 1, 2010 8:32 PM When walking in having all those smokers around the entrances.

42 Nov 1, 2010 8:35 PM The parking kinda sucks.

43 Nov 1, 2010 8:35 PM

I dislike the parking situation.  The issues are that parking is always far and come winter, people 
do not know how to park so they will probably be parking in two parking spots.  I hope that there 
will be a plow team to reduce this trouble.

44 Nov 1, 2010 8:37 PM No complaints.

45 Nov 1, 2010 8:39 PM

Depending on the direction of arrival, a car is almost mandatory to reach the campus. �
�
Student driving is often bad--too fast, kids angling across parking lots, rushing through stops 
signs, etc.

46 Nov 1, 2010 8:39 PM The parking lots are really small. They do not have alot of space for us.

47 N 1 2010ov , 2010 8 41 PM / :  n/a



here the smokers need to 

faculty to use them Theylt d Th 't th faculty to use them. They 

t.  There are two main 

,

48 Nov 1, 2010 8:42 PM

I do not like that the classrooms do not have windows. And I also do not like that the bathrooms 
for men and women are often not next to each other and there are no signs to find them. It often 
takes a lot of looking around if you are somewhere on campus where you usually aren't, and 
don't know your way around.

49 Nov 1, 2010 8:44 PM
Some odf the rooms in the a and b buildings could use some updating.  Fresh paint, new carpet 
or clean the carpet.  Window blinds need to be repaired in many of the rooms.

50 Nov 1, 2010 8:45 PM
I will never park near the T building entrance. There are too many places someone could be 
hiding. At night, it feels like I'm putting my self in a vulnerable position.

51 Nov 1, 2010 8:45 PM

the smoking area is no enforced at our school in the court yard area w
be 15 feet away from the door. there is so many spider webs in the windows of the school that 
need to be hosed down because it makes the school look really dirty.

52 Nov 1, 2010 8:46 PM Larger lockers to hold books in the gym locker area.

53 Nov 1, 2010 8:46 PM
During the fall/winter, the campus can get a little cold inside. But I guess that's really not up for 
me to decide, and everyone probably feels differently about it.

54 Nov 1, 2010

Far to many faculty parking lots and spaces There aren't that many

 8:47 PM

Far to many facu y parking lots an  spaces. ere aren  at many 
are always about 90% empty and could be used by students. You could pole that faculty and see 
how many of them park in what lots and make off there appropiate amount of spots and then 

55 Nov 1, 2010 8:49 PM It's pretty noisy

56 Nov 1, 2010 8:50 PM
The cafeteria needs a larger selection of healthy foods. Too much junkfood is no good for the 
brain. People don't get the nurishment needed, which makes the cafeteria counterproductive.

57 Nov 1, 2010 8:51 PM

I think that the bookstore is a place where the campus needs improvemen
reasons for this complaint:  small size of the store and the price of the books.  While I know there 
is only so much that a school can do to lower prices, the book prices in the store are 20-30% 

58 Nov 1, 2010 8:52 PM

I"ve observed more problems with people speeding around the perimeter.  Perhaps some speed 
bumps and/or additional signage would be helpful on days when student attendance and parking 
activity is at a high volume.y g



g g p

59 Nov 1, 2010 8:53 PM

they go at.  The curriculum "crams" a lot of material into just 8 weeks and I along with many 
other people don't completely comprehend the material.  And I don't think we spend enough time 
with everything to be able to understand everything.  Along with the fact that some classes are 
only available at certain times.  I strongly prefer morning classes so then I can get all my classes 
done in the morning then have lots of time in the afternoon to do homework.  Some classes such 
as linux operating system, digital evidence recovery, and the cisco courses to name a few are 
only available at night.

60 Nov 1, 2010 8:53 PM

There is not enough places for students to study. Example in the b and a courts there aren't 
enough chairs or desks. Parking is pain, why charge for parking when there are not enough 
spots in the first place

61 Nov 1, 2010 8:54 PM Nothing at the moment.

62 Nov 1, 2010 8:56 PM goose poop

63 Nov 1, 2010 8:56 PM I have an issue with the bathrooms and the automatic flushing system, it wastes a lot of water!

64 Nov 1, 2010 8:57 PM

All the smokers that sit on the benches and take over Entrance B.  The signs are not promotely 
displayed indicating that the area is NON-SMOKING and for those of us with asthma it is a 
gauntlet we have to walk thru everyday in order to get to parking lot 5.

65 Nov 1, 2010 8:57 PM I would like for the campus to be completely smoke free.



,

A and B wing are also a little 

71 Nov 1   .

66 Nov 1, 2010 8:57 PM

Some of the bathrooms in the older parts of the building are not very up to date. I really don't like 
the library area bathrooms.  I think we could do a lot more with the library area. I'm not sure what 
but I think it could be a bigger draw. I also think the computer work area beside the math lab 
could use an overhaul. It seems so outdated and crowded. The lighting isn't that good and it 
makes everyone tired. If we could make it more visually exciting and brighter I think it would 
help. I also think some of the workareas for music or Cad could be put off to the side with work 
tables so people could spread out and work on team projects. I really think we should be thinking 
more in terms of teams and working with computers as an aide to the team process. I also think 
the area is so busy and its hard to think clearly down there. It feels like an airport terminal with 
all the coming and going. I guess it is between to highly used area but still. I think if you could 
use an affinity study it would lesson traffic. Can teachers have some control over the 
temperature in the classrooms. Depending on the time of day and the location of the room we 
can get burned alive in some of the classrooms. The math lab has amazing lighting and I love 
going there, but it gets hot. Some of the music rooms are chilly in winter.g g , g y

67 Nov 1, 2010 8:58 PM not enough sunlight in A and B bldgs (have not had classes in C or D bldg

68 Nov 1, 2010 9:00 PM The dining room needs windows.  People come there to relax and eat.  It feels like a dungeon.

69 Nov 1, 2010 9:02 PM

Very institutionalized feel, no windows in class room. more picnic tables outside spread out not 
just ocncentrated in one spot. also there are those really annoying loud kids on the balcony by 
the library next to the stairs all day long, constantly screaming using inappropriate language 
disturbing everyone else. numerous complaints have done nothing.

70 Nov 1, 2010 9:03 PM

The desks in the classrooms seem very old, the lounge areas in the 
dated and there are not enough places for people to plug in their computers so they sometimes 
stretch a cord out to be able to plug in their laptop creating a trip hazard.

71 Nov 1, 2010 , 2010 9:04 PM Parking.9:04 PM Parking



are great but there areWh I lik th lib d Th themselves are great but there are 

72 Nov 1, 2010 9:04 PM Traffic...parking and leaving campus is sometimes a bottleneck.

73 Nov 1, 2010 9:05 PM The parking lot is so far.

74 Nov 1, 2010 9:06 PM
I have not observed any issues or problems but I feel that some of the social areas (such as 
anderson court) could be updated and/or have more seating.

75 Nov 1, 2010 9:07 PM Parking is difficult this year.

76 Nov 1, 2010 9:07 PM parking

77 Nov 1, 2010 9:07 PM Better lighting in the parking lots.

78 Nov 1, 2010

What I don't like is the library and computers The computers themselves

 9:08 PM

at  don't e is e rary an  computers. e computers 
so many people that need them, but most people are playing games or on facebook. Sometimes 
too it gets too loud, and people raise their music where everybody can hear.

79 Nov 1, 2010 9:08 PM Parking can be a big issue at times

80 Nov 1, 2010 9:09 PM
Parking is crazy far away from entrances, not enough close parking, school is more and more3 
crowded every year, not enough classrooms

81 Nov 1, 2010 9:11 PM pretty mundane, ordinary campus

82 Nov 1, 2010 9:11 PM The computer and writing labs are not big enough and fill up quickly.

83 Nov 1, 2010 9:12 PM
Some of the bathrooms are pretty bad. The Library is too small. Not too many places to sit that 
are quiet.

84 Nov 1, 2010
I would like to see more visiable security in the parking lots after the late night classes. (the ones 

 9:13 PM that end 9:30 or later)
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85 Nov 1, 2010 9:13 PM In room A111 the desk are really close together it's annoying

86 Nov 1, 2010 9:13 PM People are always smoking around entrance B though and it is highly annoying.

87 Nov 1, 2010 9:14 PM Trash

88 Nov 1, 2010 9:14 PM The library computer lab is always crowded.

89 Nov 1, 2010 9:16 PM none

90 Nov 1, 2010 9:17 PM study area/projector screen shaking at some classes.

91 Nov 1, 2010

I think that the way the campus is layed out is confusing. It is easy to ge
from building A to B to C. There needs to be a better way of using signage to direct people in the 
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right direction.

92 Nov 1, 2010 9:18 PM Some of the bathrooms are a little old and toilets seem to be out of order at times.

93 Nov 1, 2010 9:19 PM Technology building is difficult to get around in, posted directions are not as clear.

94 Nov 1, 2010 9:19 PM

everything seems out of date... the computers in the classrooms tak
computer labs dont have enough computers and I spend more time waiting in line to use one 
then I do on the actual computer.  Library is extremely noisy!! Soccer fields were in terrible 

95 Nov 1, 2010 9:19 PM
I hate the parking lot. You can never find a spot in visitor parking if you are a visitor and there is 
no parking near the Tech Building so you have to walk from the Performing Arts building.

96 Nov 1, 2010 9:19 PM
The classroom I am in now is always cold -- summer or winter.�
It's also hard to find my way around; need to have maps posted throughout.

97 Nov 1, 2010 9:22 PM instructor offices are very cramped



d choices could be of a 

d as might be thought. When 

98 Nov 1, 2010 9:23 PM
The bathrooms are horrible and look as though they are not cleaned well.  My concern is germs 
since the bathroom is the #1 area of contracting viruses.

99 Nov 1, 2010 9:27 PM

I think the cafeteria could really use some improvement. I think the foo
greater variety. I also think the only vegetarian options shouldn't be a frozen boca burger or 
salad.

100 Nov 1, 2010 9:27 PM students smoking in the path of entering the building.  I don't want my daughter to breath that in.

101 Nov 1, 2010 9:27 PM Talking while people are workin- anywhere!

102 Nov 1, 2010 9:28 PM
The parking lots are a disorganized mess and incredibly dangerous. Seems like there's no one 
keeping an eye on how fast people are going through the lots.

103 Nov 1, 2010 9:29 PM
Not enough bathrooms/ bathrooms often have doors that don't lock properly in the individual 
stalls / aren't consistently clean.  Faculty offices are too small.

104 Nov 1, 2010 9:29 PM None.

105 Nov 1, 2010 9:30 PM

The restricted areas for student parking are not as clearly designate
I parked at the begining of my freshman year to attend the new student orientation I had a ticket 
on my car when I returned as the sign stating the area was not for students was posted at a 

106 Nov 1, 2010 9:30 PM I dislike that there never seems to be enough room for people.

107 Nov 1, 2010 9:32 PM The resources established for the students are not easily accessible or well known

108 Nov 1, 2010 9:32 PM
More arcade games that students are familiar with, like Mortal Kombat, should be added to the 
Student Lounge

109 Nov 1, 2010 9:34 PM Parking lot

110 Nov 1, 2010 9:34 PM There is nothing that I dislike



lot fills up fast, you have to 

ts are very 

low and everyone has to 

111 Nov 1, 2010 9:35 PM

MORE LIGHTS IN THE PARKING LOT!  Evening classes the parking 
park quite a distance from the buildings and the parking lot is not lit up on the far ends.  The 
lights are there.  I am concerned about safety.

112 Nov 1, 2010 9:36 PM there is always trash everywhere inside. place just kind of looks outdated and patched in places.

113 Nov 1, 2010 9:38 PM
It feels somewhat closed off and cold. Also, it is extremely difficult to contact any admin or 
counselors, etc.

114 Nov 1, 2010 9:38 PM The grounds around parking lot could be nicer but its not unpleasant.

115 Nov 1, 2010 9:39 PM
The rooms can get very messy and there are not many places to wait when you are waiting for 
an advisor or something of that nature. It is very cramped and stressful.

116 Nov 1, 2010 9:39 PM Parking is too far away on rainy days

117 Nov 1, 2010 9:40 PM The parking lot.

118 Nov 1, 2010 9:41 PM

I hate studying in the library, but I am forced to most of the time. The sea
uncomfortable and are squeaky, the desks have too much writing and there is simply not enough 
room for everyone to study comfortably.

119 Nov 1, 2010 9:41 PM
The concrete paths near the D wing going into the entrance are kind of oddly placed. Hate all the 
smoking that goes on as well.

120 Nov 1, 2010 9:43 PM Just that the parking is so far away from the buildings, but guess no point in complaining.

121 Nov 1, 2010 9:46 PM not enough parking

122 Nov 1, 2010 9:46 PM

parking is horrible at times.  Plowing in the winter time seems to be s
drive through the snow.  parking lots are poorly lit.  too few seating in the courts within the 
building.

123 Nov 1, 2010 9:46 PM Canadian Geese and there droppings.
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124 Nov 1, 2010 9:47 PM Parking for students

125 Nov 1, 2010 9:48 PM The chairs in the computer labs are getting old. Please replace them.

126 Nov 1, 2010 9:49 PM nothing at this time

127 Nov 1, 2010 9:49 PM parking, moving sidewalks???

128 Nov 1, 2010 9:51 PM Not enough food!

129 Nov 1, 2010 9:52 PM Not Sure

130 Nov 1, 2010 9:59 PM Layout can be confusing at times.

131 Nov 1, 2010 9:59 PM

Parking has been a problem since the school opened.  I first attende
have seperate motorcycle parking so that they aren't taking an entire car space, and when they 
are parked in the marked no parking zone, they are ticketed and or towed.

132 Nov 1, 2010 10:00 PM Parking is a major issue!  There needs to be more available for students.

133 Nov 1, 2010 10:02 PM

Where people smoke... it seems to be where non smokers have to wa
by smoking when I feel I shouldn't have to be.  It is not something I think about all the time, but if 
I had to find a dislike that is what I would say.

134 Nov 1, 2010 10:03 PM
More decoration would be good.  A free-style approach would be cool.  Allow students to paint or 
otherwise decorate, and those who dislike the artwork can paint over it.

135 Nov 1, 2010 10:03 PM None

136 Nov 1, 2010 10:04 PM
The only thing i would have to say is the walk from the parking lot to the technology building is 
pretty far and with winter and snow coming its quite a hike.
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137 Nov 1, 2010 10:07 PM
I don't like some of the workers in the financial aid office, they make you feel rushed and bad 
about your situation. They do not make the students comfortable.

138 Nov 1, 2010 10:07 PM
I dislike the absense of decorations of some sort in a majority of the campus and the outside 
appeal is very minimal.

139 Nov 1, 2010 10:08 PM The building should be more circular, it's got relatively no shortcuts.

140 Nov 1, 2010 10:09 PM Distant of parking to classroom.

141 Nov 1, 2010 10:09 PM Not enough seating during peak hours.

142 Nov 1, 2010 10:10 PM Like I mentioned above, the kitchen for your inspired chefs.

143 Nov 1, 2010 
I have noticed that some teachers have a hard time figuring out how to use the projector and 
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audio systems but besides that everything is clean and organized.

144 Nov 1, 2010 10:12 PM
The washrooms are not always clean and the toilets don't flush properly in the A & B-wing of 1st 
floor.

145 Nov 1, 2010 10:15 PM i feel like it could be more challenging

146 Nov 1, 2010 10:15 PM
I wish that there was more places for students to socialize.Also, i wish the workout center was a 
little bit bigger.

147 Nov 1, 2010 10:16 PM

People smoking near the entrance to the Technology building.  Abso
staff to keep noise levels down, even staff themselves speaking at high volume next to students 
studying.

148 Nov 1, 2010 10:16 PM

I hate that I have to park way out in order to find parking. I think the b
should increased to allow parking for students as well as teachers. I do not like walking all the 
way down the hill, past the teacher lot, and across the student lot at 10:30pm. Now that its going 

149 Nov 1, 2010 10:16 PM that there is no direct public transport that come from my house (in vernon hills) to CLC.
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150 Nov 1, 2010 10:17 PM

The study areas are very close so it can be annoying when there are peop
each other studying. People are very territorial while studying which can lead to disruption while 
studying

151 Nov 1, 2010 10:18 PM

The Parking Lot; there are not enough spaces for the students. I find
to classes simply becuase they had to circle around so many times in order to find a spot to park 
in.

152 Nov 1, 2010 10:19 PM

There should be some way of allowing parking in closer-in to the buildi
normal school day is finished.  The spaces normally used by faculty are empty, why can't those 
spaces be used from 5 or 6 pm on?

153 Nov 1, 2010 10:19 PM A lot of concrete and not so much flowers.

154 Nov 1, 2010 10:21 PM it needs more cleanliness.

155 Nov 1, 2010 10:21 PM

There is no consistent seating (with regular tables and chairs) in the area near 
would like to be able to have a coffee and a snack and study for a test before my evening class.  
There are a few tables on the second floor outside the library which are perfect for that, but there 

156 Nov 1, 2010 10:22 PM Alot of litter.

157 Nov 1, 2010 10:23 PM nothing

158 Nov 1, 2010 10:25 PM

Parking is terrible. The school needs updating. I feel like I'm in a 1980'
The fitness center definitely needs a lot more equipment. Your options for working out (mainly 
free weights and benches) are extremely limited.

159 Nov 1, 2010 10:25 PM Parking lot needs more lighting

160 Nov 1, 2010 10:26 PM Sports center could use improvement.

161 Nov 1, 2010 10:27 PM

I believe that there is not enough space for students to hangout freel
I believe a common area for students to be able to connect and feel united would make the 
campus a lot more student friendly.

162 Nov 1, 2010 10:27 PM

I wish people wouldn't smoke in the areas near where the daycare is.  
enterance by where the bus drop off is, and that is where the 10 minute daycare parking is.  I 
have to walk my children through their smoke to go inside.  I would like to see the no smoking 



they need to be further 

d out so we dont 

163 Nov 1, 2010 10:28 PM Parking is always a problem for most students.

164 Nov 1, 2010 10:31 PM At the student bus station, a sheltered partial enclosure would be useful during the winter.

165 Nov 1, 2010 10:31 PM It does take awhile to orient yourself to the layout of the building-can be somewhat confusing.

166 Nov 1, 2010 10:32 PM

Too many smokers hang out RIGHT outside of the Entrances/Exits---
away. Maybe they don't mind having carcinogens for breakfast, lunch or dinner, but I prefer 
REAL food!!!

167 Nov 1, 2010 10:34 PM It is sometimes VERY cold in the class rooms and on the campous during the winter

168 Nov 1, 2010 10:34 PM
Needs some sort of food court open in the evenings instead of just coffee and muffins at the 
coffee cart - maybe a subway or pizza hut?

169 Nov 1, 2010 10:34 PM Nothing

170 Nov 1, 2010 10:35 PM no issues or problems

171 Nov 1, 2010 10:36 PM I haven't observed any that I can think of.

172 Nov 1, 2010 10:38 PM
Parking lots fill up quickly, and though the layout is interesting, it can sometimes be difficult to 
navigate.

173 Nov 1, 2010 10:39 PM
The older looking bathrooms seem to need a little bit more regular attention, as well as some 
beautifying.

174 Nov 1, 2010 10:39 PM
Traffic control could be better, and pedestrian walkways to the Horticulture campus could be 
made safe to cross the street

175 Nov 1, 2010 10:40 PM

I dont like the parking, I feel the there should be student parking more sprea
have to walk a mile, or some sort of permitted parking for students like myself that are only 
taking 1 class right now. I feel that I should be able to park closer because I am in and out in less 



Very difficult to get a place.  

176 Nov 1, 2010 10:40 PM the smoking area is too close to the doors.. gross

177 Nov 1, 2010 10:41 PM
Study area are often disheveled and dirty.  Eating area and hallways in basement are ugly and 
often have trash.

178 Nov 1, 2010 10:43 PM
laid out like a 50's shopping center.  poor internal signage and wayfinding.  finding restrooms is 
a challange (can you have smaller signs?)

179 Nov 1, 2010 10:45 PM
Sometimes the school is dirty or messy.  I believe that it can be too loud at times, even in places 
that are supposed to be quiet.

180 Nov 1, 2010 10:48 PM some of the desks are old

181 Nov 1, 2010 10:51 PM Counselors seem to need more room.

182 Nov 1, 2010 10:51 PM none so far

183 Nov 1, 2010 10:52 PM
Beige and plain. Too many kids stuffed at the tables, taking up walking room leading to the 
library.

184 Nov 1, 2010 10:59 PM I sometimes find it difficult to navigate my way through the building.

185 Nov 1, 2010 11:02 PM

Lack of parking spaces, places to meet and study are always busy.  
Computers in the library are always taken and usually by teenagers who are just hanging, not 
working. Very few places to print from.  Library week end hours are limited.  It should be open 

186 Nov 1, 2010 11:02 PM The cafeteria should not be in a basement.

187 Nov 1, 2010 11:03 PM

The study rooms in the library could benefit from sound proofing.�
Computers in the labs are very slow -- need an upgrade.�
The AV equipment in classrooms could also stand an upgrade.

188 Nov 1, 2010 11:09 PM
At the beginning of each semester, there is never enough parking for the students. Students 
should not have to park in the grass.
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189 Nov 1, 2010 11:12 PM I don't like how hot it gets inside.

190 Nov 1, 2010 11:13 PM There's nowhere to take a nap.

191 Nov 1, 2010 11:14 PM

the classrooms are bland and the chairs are unconfortable, some classrooms are co
than others, the bathrooms have a weird smell to them and make them unplesant to go into, the 
offices are small, and the parking lot is big but there are more students then parking spots now.

192 Nov 1, 2010 11:15 PM

All the automated items in the restroom (toilets, and faucets mainly) 
purposes, but I feel like they waste more water than necessary. I feel like with the amount of 
money saved on the water bill alone could be used to apply to other things to help improve the 

193 Nov 1, 2010 11:16 PM
I havn't observed any issues. The only thing I dislike is the parking, which can sometimes be too 
far away.

194 Nov 1, 2010 11:18 PM

Parking lot is a little too tight; especially in the winter moving in and ou
dangerous. For some odd reason, the grass near Building B is blocked off from walking 
on...maybe this is due to litter problems, which is abhorrent in itself.

195 Nov 1, 2010 
There aren't enough areas for students to sit and eat without going to the lunch room.  The desks 
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are too small; more rooms need the tables.

196 Nov 1, 2010 11:22 PM It doesn't FEEL like a college. Just high school 2.0.

197 Nov 1, 2010 11:24 PM
Study areas below library are often filled with sleeping, not working students. Sometimes difficult 
to find a space to work.

198 Nov 1, 2010 11:25 PM not enough space for quiet or study area

199 Nov 1, 2010 11:27 PM The parking lots are too dark.  Please improve the lighting for the safety of the staff and students.

200 Nov 1, 2010 11:33 PM The courts are usually messy with wrappers on the tables.

201 Nov 1, 2010 11:34 PM

I really dislike the jungle area, but i know changes are being made for 
problem, but the classes before me in my bio lab don't clean up very well, and that is why I am 
somewhat satisfied by the equipment and science labs.
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202 Nov 1, 2010 11:37 PM
I don't care for the older classrooms as they feel dingy.  The older bathrooms feel dingy and not 
as sanitary as well.

203 Nov 1, 2010 11:40 PM
Some classrooms are poorly organized in terms of type of desks and seats.  Some classes are 
too small.  More quiet study areas.

204 Nov 1, 2010 11:42 PM The smoking section outside in the middle, it smells up everything

205 Nov 1, 2010 11:45 PM
Some of the older classrooms dont have windows. Parking can be difficult and very far from the 
entrances.

206 Nov 1, 2010 11:46 PM

There isn't much you can do about this, but the parking lot is full of spee
have difficulty even finding a spot... any spot! I was late to class once after driving around for 30 
minutes before I finally took a visitor's parking space in order to go to class at all. Some of the 

207 Nov 1, 2010 11:52 PM lack of parking close to the technology building.

208 Nov 1, 2010 11:57 PM Parking is too far from building.

209 Nov 2, 2010 12:00 AM
The disconnect between administrative departments.�
The procedures and time lines are not clearly spelled out

210 Nov 2, 2010 12:01 AM There is not enough seating in some of the social areas

211 Nov 2, 2010 12:02 AM
Main lot on south side closed at critical hour for parking...  People just circling.  No direction to 
park elsewhere.

212 Nov 2, 2010 12:02 AM

I feel like some areas are outdated, giving them a dusty look. Some 
at the school for a while and the dull colors make it look and feel dusty and old. Specifically the 
upper floor of the library.

213 Nov 2, 2010 12:07 AM getting from class to class

214 Nov 2, 2010 12:07 AM none.



215 Nov 2, 2010 12:10 AM none yet,

216 Nov 2, 2010 12:11 AM
The lighting in the student lot is horrible making it feel unsafe after dark. Employee lighting on 
the other hand it bright

217 Nov 2, 2010 12:11 AM The halls look plain

218 Nov 2, 2010 12:12 AM needs more quiet places to sit and study

219 Nov 2, 2010 12:13 AM far parking for students

220 Nov 2, 2010 12:14 AM
at certain busy times of the day, leaving the school parking lot on the Washington st side can be 
difficult due to congested traffic.

221 Nov 2, 2010 12:16 AM nothing

222 Nov 2, 2010 12:21 AM The way people drive in the parking lots

223 Nov 2, 2010 12:23 AM I wish it was closer to my home so I would not have to drive so far in the snow!!

224 Nov 2, 2010 12:25 AM Not enough quiet reading/ study areas

225 Nov 2, 2010 12:29 AM I do not like how the courts get so packed and it is so small.

226 Nov 2, 2010 12:33 AM
i think that parking is a big issue especially if you have to park all the way in the outer parking 
lot.

227 Nov 2, 2010 12:34 AM The women's bathroom on the lower level of the C wing frequently only has cold water
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228 Nov 2, 2010 12:36 AM
There is no place to sit outside the west side doors of the T wing.  there is too much turf grass 
across the whole campus.

229 Nov 2, 2010 12:37 AM

The fitness center could use some improvement (more space, cleaner, more equ
computer areas should be regulated for ONLY school purpose during times when study are in 
need of silence and a computer. Areas that should be quiet area, such as the area behind the art 

230 Nov 2, 2010 12:37 AM

What I dislike about the Grayslake campus and grounds is the workou
missing wieghts and it would be nice if the equipment were updated.  I also think that there 
should be less smoking areas around campus

231 Nov 2, 2010 12:43 AM
Too much instructer parking.   I have been a property tax payer and a student {customer}. sinc 
1975.  Only in education is the customer not worthy of the preferred parking.

232 Nov 2, 2010 12:45 AM

Most bathrooms have issues-toilets flush when you don't want them 
want them to!�
There is no student parking close to campus!�

233 Nov 2, 2010 12:46 AM It seems very outdated and needs to be brought back to life. Modernize a little.

234 Nov 2, 2010 
The painted areas could be improved by refreshing them with new paint.  Lancers Cafe could 
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provide a wider range of food choices.

235 Nov 2, 2010 12:49 AM Really like the school and I am impressed with courses offered.

236 Nov 2, 2010 12:50 AM it could use a little more color. Seems a tad blah.

237 Nov 2, 2010 12:54 AM

The lack of parking needs improvement, especially at the beginning o
frustrating  that there has been at least one time that I know of that a huge section of the parking 
lot gets blocked off for a driving course of some sort. That parking lot cannot afford to lose that 

238 Nov 2, 2010 12:57 AM

I hate that I have to park so far away.  The new 'blackboards' (the glass ones
with a different chemical because the markers are not easily seen.  The cafeteria could be 
improved - the design and flow.

239 Nov 2, 2010 1:00 AM Pet peeve....there is discarded chewing gum everywhere.

240 Nov 2, 2010 1:01 AM

I do not like that the grounds police can use radar on students.�
The coffee cart prices are to high.�
The dining prices are to high.
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241 Nov 2, 2010 1:05 AM Outside some of the buildings its a little dull.. could use some color!

242 Nov 2, 2010 1:06 AM Traffic

243 Nov 2, 2010 1:07 AM

Every time I have gone to the financial aid office I have found there t
waiting to be worked with.  Upon speculation, I have noticed that no matter how long the line is, 
the people working the front desk at the financial aid office move with absolutely no sense of 

244 Nov 2, 2010 1:11 AM

The women's bathrooms.  Something needs to be done about the au
think they are a good idea, but they flush ALL the time, and I don't see how they are saving water 
or money.  And it's not just in one of the bathrooms...they do it all over campus.

245 Nov 2, 2010 1:11 AM Sometimes confusing getting from one building to another.

246 Nov 2, 2010 1:11 AM Shortage of outdoor lighting.

247 Nov 2, 2010
Parking lots in winter time(so slippery!!!).The college should do something to reconstructing 
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them.

248 Nov 2, 2010 1:13 AM Parking can be a pain. Nothing to cry over though.

249 Nov 2, 2010 1:15 AM

1. Parking is usually far away, not well lit at night, and suffers bad tra
�
2. Room A146 is so poorly laid out that the light switch is behind the big projector screen. Our 

250 Nov 2, 2010 1:15 AM Too many people smoke

251 Nov 2, 2010 1:18 AM Expensive

252 Nov 2, 2010 1:18 AM

The parking is quite far from my class - I have to allow about 15 minu
my class, and I'm on a tight schedule.  I also came with my baby daughter once, and there was 
nowhere for me to change her diaper - you need baby changing stations in the bathrooms.

253 Nov 2, 2010 1:18 AM

It was hard to rate the classrooms and student areas with the rating c
technology building has great class and social space, as does the JLC. I have found that the 
main floor classrooms and social areas (A and B wings), however, are less than optimal. These 
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254 Nov 2, 2010 1:20 AM Goose poop on the path to the Tech campus.

255 Nov 2, 2010 1:21 AM I have not had any problems.

256 Nov 2, 2010 1:22 AM None

257 Nov 2, 2010 1:23 AM it is difficult to find parking at times

258 Nov 2, 2010 1:24 AM

Many of the bathrooms throughout the older buildings do not meet th
new bathrooms in the technology campus they are often dirty and do not have toilit paper in the 
stalls.

259 Nov 2, 2010 1:24 AM its a long walk from the parking lot.  not much can be done about that though.

260 Nov 2, 2010 1:25 AM the classroom seats are uncomfortable

261 Nov 2, 2010 1:29 AM parking lot to far for some.

262 Nov 2, 2010 1:31 AM I dislike all the brochures and advertisements about the clubs, and events

263 Nov 2, 2010 1:31 AM
Parking lots, there is not enough parking available, especially when other activities are taking 
place.

264 Nov 2, 2010 1:33 AM
wish there was way to connect all the basement levels of the different wings, wish the gym was 
closer to the main building

265 Nov 2, 2010 1:35 AM
Not enough lighting in the parking lots.  When getting out of class at 9pm and walking to car by 
myself, would like a bit more light.

266 Nov 2, 2010 1:41 AM Parking is way too small.  Not enough spaces.
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267 Nov 2, 2010 1:43 AM
I dislike the fact that we have an amazing horticultural department yet we are using Chemlawn to 
treat our lawns on campus grounds.

268 Nov 2, 2010 1:46 AM

Tables in a and b wings are always taken during the day.  Parking lo
students especially in the winter because we often have to park very far away and it is almost 
always icy

269 Nov 2, 2010 1:47 AM
The classrooms feel a bit outdated with the small cramped desks. The walk from the parking lot 
is also super long.

270 Nov 2, 2010 1:51 AM
Parking lot.  I guess it can't be helped, but having to park so far and walk through yards and 
yards of snow can be pretty brutal.

271 Nov 2, 2010 1:51 AM

The SMOKING outside-- I thought they had to be 15 feet from the doors- 
out to the big area outside the main lobby are right by the doors!! You have to walk through a 
cloud of smoke to get air.

272 Nov 2, 2010 1:56 AM The parking lots are ridiculous. It is hard to find parking

273 Nov 2, 2010 1:56 AM the stairways are very bare and its not welcoming at all it needs to get some attention

274 Nov 2, 2010 2:02 AM just the smoking in the main walkways.

275 Nov 2, 2010 2:03 AM Not enough close parking.

276 Nov 2, 2010 2:04 AM Nothing.

277 Nov 2, 2010 2:08 AM the parking lots/sidewalks have a lot of goose poop on the sidewalks especially by the t building

278 Nov 2, 2010 2:10 AM Parking...i have to walk 5 min to get to the building.

279 Nov 2, 2010 2:16 AM So far nothing has appeared in my view has dislike
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280 Nov 2, 2010 2:18 AM As mentioned above, the horticulture building, especially for hort. students looked horrible.

281 Nov 2, 2010 2:20 AM nothing

282 Nov 2, 2010 2:28 AM
I would like to see security in the lots more often, I rarely see them, and I go to night classes so 
it's always dark out when I leave.

283 Nov 2, 2010 2:32 AM The bathrooms, not enough computers in the library

284 Nov 2, 2010 2:32 AM I dislike the wait in the Financial aid office

285 Nov 2, 2010 2:36 AM
The only problem I have is how far I have to walk from my car to the classrooms. However, that's 
my own lazziness coming into play. I haven't see anything worth mentioning that I dislike.

286 Nov 2, 2010

Parking is tough.  My classroom is horrible. There is paper on the ce
missing.  My chemistry lab really needs work also.  The equipment is old and makes it hard to do 
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our labs.

287 Nov 2, 2010 2:44 AM
Parking, The parking lot is DANGEROUS. There should be campus police dedicated to just the 
parking lot area. People drive very agressively.

288 Nov 2, 2010 2:46 AM
The game room looks trashy it needs new equiptment in there. The computers in there are old 
and its just not very welcoming to go in there.

289 Nov 2, 2010 2:46 AM not enough parking

290 Nov 2, 2010 2:54 AM Not enough parking

291 Nov 2, 2010 2:58 AM Classroom furniture is very old and awkward

292 Nov 2, 2010 3:12 AM Parking is far from classes.



if they are students, but 

airs are not  high enough to 

inter -- especially room 

293 Nov 2, 2010 3:13 AM parking

294 Nov 2, 2010 3:16 AM not enough space for people to chill and relax, have more couches and quiet areas

295 Nov 2, 2010 3:21 AM Nothing...everything is pretty great!  I love CLC!

296 Nov 2, 2010 3:22 AM

I take an art class and we have very little natural lighting in it.  The ch
comfortably paint (and I am tall).�
�

297 Nov 2, 2010 3:29 AM it is very spaced out and i occasionally take wrong turns.

298 Nov 2, 2010 3:30 AM campus is slightly dated

299 Nov 2, 2010

there seem to be more gangbanger types hanging about  don't know 
they are always in the parking lot by the gym  it makes me very uncomfortable to be out there 
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now that it is dark earlier

300 Nov 2, 2010 3:32 AM All the wings look the same so it has taken awhile to become familiar with where everything is.

301 Nov 2, 2010 3:33 AM Nothing really comes to mind.

302 Nov 2, 2010 3:36 AM toilets flushing while being used

303 Nov 2, 2010 3:37 AM

Some of the classrooms in the Horticulture building are cold in the w
H110.�
The back of the horticulture building doesnt have sufficient lighting for our Landscape 

304 Nov 2, 2010 3:39 AM
In the winter time, not many students venture outside. Therefore, it seems like a lot of the hang 
out spots for students are cut short.

305 Nov 2, 2010 3:43 AM There is nothing that I truly dislike.



lder, and I don't think 

, so far to walk! The 

lecture-style setting that, 

306 Nov 2, 2010 3:48 AM Parking lots too crowded, walk very far to get to the building

307 Nov 2, 2010 3:49 AM

I dislike the PE fitness center. The equipment is old, the treadmills are o
anyone carries a radio with them to listen to the television. Everyone has an iPod or headphones 
now. A ton of fitness centers have television on the treadmills. CLC could use something like 

308 Nov 2, 2010 3:53 AM
I do not like the way parking is. I do not qualify for a handicap sticker but, I do have issues with 
walking long distance at time without pain.

309 Nov 2, 2010 3:59 AM

Parking is terrible- especially in the winter months. So messy, so cold
computer lab on the third floor of the library is the most accessible print lab available, but too 
often the computers are taken up by people on facebook or playing games. This can be 

310 Nov 2, 2010 4:02 AM

There is no real problem with it just looks a bit old that's all�
and maybe some better positioned staircases could help but that seems hard to add on so 
maybe elevators or signs to tell people where the nearest staircase could be to help out the 

311 Nov 2, 2010 4:02 AM There are too many stairs.

312 Nov 2, 2010 4:03 AM NOTHING i LOVE IT.

313 Nov 2, 2010 4:05 AM

The classroom I go to everyday for a language class is in a tradition 
even my teacher admits, is not conducive to learning a language. Also, the bathrooms 
(especially in the center of the campus) are in need of a renovation. While a majority of the time 

314 Nov 2, 2010 4:06 AM
We need more "close to the buildings" parking -- especially in bad weather, but I don't know 
where you'd put it.

315 Nov 2, 2010 4:08 AM
The prices of food in the cafeteria seem VERY high!  I try very hard to bring my own lunch, as 
the quality and coast of cafeteria items is really not worth it!!

316 Nov 2, 2010 4:15 AM classrooms are outdated.

317 Nov 2, 2010 4:19 AM Gross bathrooms. Not nice desks and equipment.

318 Nov 2, 2010 4:20 AM The amount of parking on campus isn't enough.



disabled but can not get a 
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319 Nov 2, 2010 4:21 AM the lancers dining area is to small.

320 Nov 2, 2010 4:25 AM Parking is pretty far away from the actual building.

321 Nov 2, 2010 4:29 AM

I really don't like anything about the Grayslake campus. I am partially 
handicap pass and have to walk almost a mile from my car to the entrance. The study areas of 
the campus are crowed with loud students and almost every other area of the campus is crowed 

322 Nov 2, 2010 4:33 AM I have not really observed any issues or problems on the Grayslake campus or grounds.

323 Nov 2, 2010 4:33 AM
The bathrooms, some are used a lot and get dirty faster and others are not used as much.  Lack 
of chairs and tables in the courts, sometimes it seems as if they just disappear.

324 Nov 2, 2010 4:35 AM Some area are really nice while others are dirty and poor.

325 Nov 2, 2010
While talking to a cashier, there is no privacy. As people are walking by, they can hear personal 
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information about a person. Same with the Consumers ATM.

326 Nov 2, 2010 4:41 AM The parking lot is a bit hectic at times.

327 Nov 2, 2010 4:44 AM
Clasrroms are small and sometimes cramped. Also, during the evening classes it is hard to find 
a parking spot.

328 Nov 2, 2010 4:45 AM People always crowd the cafeteria.

329 Nov 2, 2010 4:52 AM
Not much graduating class activities. Chance for students to get to know fellow graduating 
students. Activities and gatherings for students graduating the same time as the others.

330 Nov 2, 2010 4:56 AM We could use better parking.

331 Nov 2, 2010 5:02 AM I havent had issues



to bo at CLC about 20 min 

d. the campus 
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't find any option. I'm taking 

332 Nov 2, 2010 5:08 AM

I think that there could be an easier way to find a parking spot. I have 
before my class so that i can find a spot close to the door because i have some foot problems 
and i'm in pain by the time my class is over.

333 Nov 2, 2010 5:09 AM
The parking lot problem is still an issue eventhough it has been spokena about a number of 
times

334 Nov 2, 2010 5:10 AM Parking!  It takes ten to fifteen minutes to get to class from the lot.

335 Nov 2, 2010 5:19 AM
The disgusting amount of cigarette butts on the ground outside. People should be more 
considerate when throwing away their butts.

336 Nov 2, 2010 5:32 AM Needs to be more colorful in spring and summer. Especially in the quad

337 Nov 2, 2010 5:35 AM Parking can be a hassle.

338 Nov 2, 2010

offices are very cramped, student lounges and meeting rooms are very crampe
has too much free lawn space. cafeteria is dirty looking, most of the bathrooms look very dirty. 
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commons spaces are uncomfortable and many have broken tables and chairs. not enough 

339 Nov 2, 2010 5:43 AM none

340 Nov 2, 2010 5:56 AM

I wanna take two classes but they are on the same day and time.Don
about the taking classes for the spring 11, i already had plan to enroll in auto electrical I and i 
wanna take administration office system (AOS) such as computer basic or comprehensive word 

341 Nov 2, 2010 6:05 AM Need more lighting and a security presence at night.

342 Nov 2, 2010 6:52 AM
I don't know how much you could do about this, but I really do not like how the toilets flush while 
you are still using the bathroom.

343 Nov 2, 2010 7:01 AM There are too many technological issues in the library when it comes to printing and copying.

344 Nov 2, 2010 7:37 AM
Need recycling bins in classrooms as well as garbage cans or else people just throw everything 
into garbage and in your attempt to be somewhat green that's a pretty big thing to lack



uilding T). There's lots of 

ing an ID for some 

king lot to campus it 

345 Nov 2, 2010 9:52 AM Parking can be difficult, especially at night.

346 Nov 2, 2010 10:05 AM The smoking areas are disgusting.

347 Nov 2, 2010 10:37 AM Nothing

348 Nov 2, 2010 10:51 AM
The softball field could use some work. Other than that the dirt which needs to be turned 
because it is hard as a rock the field is nice.

349 Nov 2, 2010 11:01 AM
To far to walk from parking lot for after hours (evening) class students especially us older folks 
seeking to get an education but have to walk sometimes up to a 1/4 mile to get to class.

350 Nov 2, 2010 11:11 AM parking

351 Nov 2, 2010 
there is not enough comfortable outdoor seating areas the cafateria and resturant could be 
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updated.

352 Nov 2, 2010 11:41 AM

Student parking lots are very far away from the building (especially B
goose poop on the sidewalks. There are not enough comfortable lounging areas for students to 
eat and study inside -- especially when the weather is bad.

353 Nov 2, 2010 12:04 PM NONE

354 Nov 2, 2010 12:09 PM
Handicap parking is horrible - located far from most classes - especially the technology wing - 
parking in general is overly crowed at times

355 Nov 2, 2010 12:13 PM

1) Would like to have student ID available again.  I am missing out on us
significant savings on college student discounts and I don't want to have to carry around my paid 
invoice for ID, which is not acceptable in many places anyway.  I can't believe the school can't 

356 Nov 2, 2010 12:20 PM Long walk from parking lot

357 Nov 2, 2010 12:26 PM

For woman and men that have short time promblem walking from the par
can be a long walk, would be nice if thier was an area where you could park if you are pregant, 
not looking forward to the winter walking that long walk.



happened last winter.I had a 

e evenings and even during 

358 Nov 2, 2010 12:33 PM There are days i wish the walk wasnt so long from the parking lots!!

359 Nov 2, 2010 12:44 PM THere are NO Student Ids

360 Nov 2, 2010 12:52 PM close in parking is difficult to find during peak class hours.

361 Nov 2, 2010 1:03 PM

Classroom locations and relative information is not easily seen �
I have also been frustrated with the lack of co-operation from the counselers and advisors.�
The office is slow to respond to requests for information and/or appointments.

362 Nov 2, 2010 1:05 PM
Student parking can get pretty far from the building, especially in the winter- I know there may 
not be much to change about this issue though.

363 Nov 2, 2010 1:10 PM
1. The student parking lots are not ideally situated around the campus. 2. Drivers do not pay 
attention to pedestrians or traffic signs.

364 Nov 2, 2010
the parking lot is far from the building especially for a pregnant person to walk and when it starts 
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to snow.

365 Nov 2, 2010 1:14 PM
I find the maze to be hard to locate where I am going and I also am not sure where to park to 
possibly enter the maze at a location closer to may classroom

366 Nov 2, 2010 1:19 PM
classrooms although equipped with LCD projectors and computers still seem very plain looking 
and outdated carpet and wall paint

367 Nov 2, 2010 1:23 PM

On really heavy snow fall, the parking lots were not cleaned up, this 
very hard time parking & leaving the parking lot.�
Also last night, the loutside lightw were not turned on and it was dark outside already. (Around 

368 Nov 2, 2010 1:24 PM

No one even thinks about parking. Way too much is blocked off in th
the day dozens of empty spots are available in the lots for faculty and staff. I do not take classes 
in the winter because, quite frankly I don't want to slip on ice or freeze before getting to class.

369 Nov 2, 2010 1:25 PM dd

370 Nov 2, 2010 1:32 PM parking is so far away



dimly lit.  It 

hed basement that is old 

hile surrounding 

371 Nov 2, 2010 1:39 PM See questions #3 and #4.

372 Nov 2, 2010 1:46 PM

The buildings are very dated and old looking.  The hallways and lounge areas are 
doesn't look like there have been many updates in the A, B, C or D wings since the late 70s or 
early 80s.

373 Nov 2, 2010 1:53 PM
The parking lot is very badly lit, it can be very scary coming out of night class and walking the 
long distance to your car.

374 Nov 2, 2010 2:02 PM smoking next to the outdoor.

375 Nov 2, 2010 2:02 PM

The worst place in the school is Lancers.  I feel like I am in an unfinis
and dirty.  It is way too long of a walk on a short break.  I like to have a cup of tea on break and I 
have to walk from 2nd floor D to the Lancers in the basement.  I am always late back to class 

376 Nov 2, 2010 2:04 PM the equipment and also the areas to study are too small

377 Nov 2, 2010 2:04 PM Geese poop on sidewalks

378 Nov 2, 2010 2:06 PM

Certain administrator(s) working in the library speak(s) louder than necessary w
students are studying. Not all administrators do. Other administrators lower their voices very 
much.

379 Nov 2, 2010 2:08 PM The parking lots. Never enough parking.

380 Nov 2, 2010 2:10 PM Parking is tough.

381 Nov 2, 2010 2:11 PM Non at the moment.

382 Nov 2, 2010 2:16 PM
Somewhat confusing my first few weeks figuruing out my way around, but I only have 2 night 
classes a week so maybe I just don't get enough practice on the layout! :)

383 Nov 2, 2010 2:23 PM Wish there were more options to choose from for public transportation.



k quality and freshness for 

hairs. Their very 

384 Nov 2, 2010 2:25 PM
The cafeteria is a little appalling. If it could look more like a social area instead of an elementary 
cafeteria I may be satisfied.

385 Nov 2, 2010 2:27 PM

The cafeteria is gross and so is a lot of the food there. It seems to lac
the price. The bathrooms are not kept up all the time either. Some of the sinks don't work and the 
toilets flush while I'm mid-pee. It makes me feel dirty.

386 Nov 2, 2010 2:29 PM The congested parking lots during the winter due to the snow covering up the lines.

387 Nov 2, 2010 2:31 PM N/A

388 Nov 2, 2010 2:41 PM The exit and entrance. One lane is a pain and it take forever to go home then

389 Nov 2, 2010 2:42 PM i sometimes get lost/take a longer route because I don't know which stairs lead to where

390 Nov 2, 2010 2:44 PM Can be hard to navigate for a new student, classrooms are a little outdated, I hate the chairs.

391 Nov 2, 2010 2:46 PM
The parking at the Technology building. On wet days the most direct route is often muddy. The 
only way to avoid that is to make the walk even longer.

392 Nov 2, 2010 2:59 PM Parking crowded

393 Nov 2, 2010 3:04 PM People drive like idiots in the parking lots.

394 Nov 2, 2010 3:06 PM I dislike nothing.

395 Nov 2, 2010 3:08 PM
It would be nice for there to be more parking available by the D wing.  So far, I have only noticed 
Faculty parking there.

396 Nov 2, 2010 3:09 PM

The only thing I dislike about the campus/grounds is the classroom c
uncomfortable and I can't seem to find a chair in my class that is made for a left handed person 
such as myself, and some technology equipment in the room needs to be updated.



d in the library ONCE and 

or the number of students. I 

just to walk the last half of 

397 Nov 2, 2010 3:10 PM

The campus is VERY outdated and to me always feels dirty. I studie
maybe it was my ADHD but it was almost distract but how incredibly out dated it was. I also have 
an issue with the how the campus around the beginning of each semester has still not become 

398 Nov 2, 2010 3:10 PM
Classrooms could look a bit more professional. In some of my classrooms, I feel back in middle 
school again, rather than in college.

399 Nov 2, 2010 3:10 PM

The parking lot I believe is a major issue, not enough parking spots f
also believe the administration/advisors offices do not have the amount of people needed to 
fulfill students needs such as helping them transfer (too many students and not enough 

400 Nov 2, 2010 3:12 PM Bathrooms and outdated computer software

401 Nov 2, 2010 3:13 PM Some areas not labeled, difficult to find certain room numbers.

402 Nov 2, 2010 3:13 PM None.

403 Nov 2, 2010 3:15 PM .....geese

404 Nov 2, 2010 3:18 PM No complaints.

405 Nov 2, 2010 3:23 PM some of the classrooms in building C are a bit crowded with the table layouts

406 Nov 2, 2010 3:33 PM parking so far away

407 Nov 2, 2010 3:36 PM

The student parking is SO inconvenient.  I drive all the way from Zion, 
mile just to get to my classroom in the evenings.  When inclement weather is being experienced, 
the trek is more difficult.  I have taken on line classes just to avoid the walk, however I really 

408 Nov 2, 2010 3:36 PM
I havent really observed any problems or anything but i do think that some of the student 
furniture and some equipment is out dated.

409 Nov 2, 2010 3:38 PM Not enough areas to work with other students in a group setting.



dungeon-like. �

h. lockers are 

410 Nov 2, 2010 3:41 PM
there is really no place in the computer labs for student to meet as a group. not really a place 
where students can meet with the teachers.

411 Nov 2, 2010 3:45 PM
The courses, and programs are to easy, and do not adequately prepare students to be 
competitive in the job market.

412 Nov 2, 2010 3:45 PM

- Students need a social area that is enjoyable to be in. Current areas are 
 - Students also need quiet areas to study, in addition to areas to be noisy that won't disturb 
classrooms and offices.�

413 Nov 2, 2010 3:48 PM
the parking lots are so far removed from the buildings themselves, it takes a long time to walk 
the distance.

414 Nov 2, 2010 3:48 PM

computers have OS that is 10 years old.  some bathrooms are not large enoug
needed for students with disabilities. small desks in B and D buildings are very uncomfortable 
and have no space to put study materials, this distracts students from their class content and is 

415 Nov 2, 2010 3:49 PM
Parking so far from building, especially in bad weather, or at night.�
No student lounge area for "older" students.

416 Nov 2, 2010 3:50 PM It needs a little bit more cleaning

417 Nov 2, 2010 3:52 PM
More tables in the classrooms instead of those small half desks. With books, laptaps and other 
paraphernalia the small desks are just that TOO SMALL.

418 Nov 2, 2010 3:54 PM Interior needs to be updated. everything look outdated

419 Nov 2, 2010 3:54 PM None

420 Nov 2, 2010 3:55 PM
Nothing really. There's sufficient parking, the grounds are in good shape, and the building is 
pretty darn clean.

421 Nov 2, 2010 3:57 PM Parking!

422 Nov 2, 2010 4:00 PM I can't remember observing any problems.



�

423 Nov 2, 2010 4:04 PM to long to walk to park.

424 Nov 2, 2010 4:05 PM chalk board in majority of my classrooms

425 Nov 2, 2010 4:07 PM Not enough computers.

426 Nov 2, 2010 4:11 PM Desks in the classrooms are very old, small and need to be upgraded.

427 Nov 2, 2010 4:15 PM
the parking lot, when its winter time sometimes there is no parking close to bulding but i guess 
that's not too bad.

428 Nov 2, 2010 4:21 PM No problems.

429 Nov 2, 2010

Some classrooms are very cold in the winter when it should be warm.
Vending machines dont usually work�
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Limited Printing

430 Nov 2, 2010 4:35 PM
Basement needs more storage rooms. I almost felt out of place when walking to my ceramics 
class due to the mass amounts out items being stored in the hallway.

431 Nov 2, 2010 4:41 PM People standing around in the middle of the hall.

432 Nov 2, 2010 4:41 PM
How some of the stairs are to narrow to walk, going up or down, specially the ones on the 
Technology building.

433 Nov 2, 2010 4:43 PM The curtain in the PEC.  It is too close to the south baseline of the volleyball practice courts.

434 Nov 2, 2010 4:45 PM It smells like cigarettes between the C, A, and B wings where the in door pond is.

435 Nov 2, 2010 4:49 PM Ive hear a lot of people complain about parking, I have never had problems myself.
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436 Nov 2, 2010 4:52 PM Not enough directions to get to where I am going.  It's a big place and a bit confusing.

437 Nov 2, 2010 4:53 PM Parking seems very far away.

438 Nov 2, 2010 4:54 PM I don't dislike anything

439 Nov 2, 2010 4:55 PM

FOOD PRICES ARE TOOOOOOO HIGH�
�
THEIR SHOULD BE MORE COMPUTERS IN THE LIBRARIES

440 Nov 2, 2010 5:03 PM people in cars bumping loud music

441 Nov 2, 2010 5:06 PM
The parking space is way too small and it takes a long while to get to talk to advisors and 
counselors for choosing classes

442 Nov 2, 2010

The main issue I have is that there is not enough close parking. I rea
priority parking, but in the cold cold winter (at night!) it's quite a long walk from the end of the 
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parking lot.

443 Nov 2, 2010 5:09 PM

Smoking is a big problem. Besides having to enter through a gauntle
there are cigarette buts everywhere. Just look at the cracks out front of any entry.  Please 
eliminate smoking from the campus.

444 Nov 2, 2010 5:10 PM
I don't like that you guys have small desk for some class rooms. i think there should be tables so 
we can actually put all our material on top of a table.

445 Nov 2, 2010 5:12 PM
Lack of outdoor benches and tables surrounding campus, especially near wing C. The traffic 
flow for parking around campus especially near buildings B and C.

446 Nov 2, 2010 5:21 PM

The computer labs fill up to fast. More space and computers are nee
up, it would decrease the amount of students that have to wait to use a computer. I also dislike 
the absence of windows in most of the class rooms. In a three hour block class, it creates a 

447 Nov 2, 2010 5:32 PM all the goose droppings, and too many spaces are for teachers thar arent being utilized.

448 Nov 2, 2010 5:33 PM The parking is too far from the building.



tings are not effectively 

tivity is going on.  The 

449 Nov 2, 2010 5:40 PM N/A

450 Nov 2, 2010 5:43 PM Office of Student Disibilities, I feel like that they dont know about my disibilitie

451 Nov 2, 2010 5:45 PM
The Financial aid office is a joke. It's a wonder anything ever gets done in there!�
Why are they not issuing CLC id cards???

452 Nov 2, 2010 5:53 PM
The parking lot. Doesn't seem to be enough parking spaces that aren't located a mile away from 
the building.

453 Nov 2, 2010 6:01 PM
The parking lot is awkward and there is usually a long distance to walk and the is lots of parking 
space that is not used that could be put to better use

454 Nov 2, 2010 6:09 PM

The ineffective use of depts. not in class-room. but corridors. wall pos
displayed. They should reflect the fields, or inform about other aspects of the field. The unused 
space should open a students mind to think, learn, and or apply the information they are 

455 Nov 2, 2010 6:11 PM nothing comes to mind

456 Nov 2, 2010 6:13 PM

I think a Staff lot is a Staff lot is a Staff lot and shouldn't matter what ac
general public and staff and students don't know when it will be considered a STAFF lot and 
when it will not -- so THEREFORE if it was always treated like a staff lot everyone would know!!

457 Nov 2, 2010 6:13 PM Parking at the T building is very far away. Too many stop signs

458 Nov 2, 2010 6:13 PM lack of garbage cans in classrooms

459 Nov 2, 2010 6:16 PM none at this point.

460 Nov 2, 2010 6:19 PM
The parking lots! They're way too many students and not enough parking spots or lots for that 
matter. More parking lots need to be added if land is available.

461 Nov 2, 2010 6:20 PM Computer lab. Parking lot
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462 Nov 2, 2010 6:22 PM

There are not enough access to certain classes, at least at night because 
the afternoon and some classes don't have many opening and if they do it's limited or it overlaps 
with other classes that I need to take as well.

463 Nov 2, 2010 6:32 PM

The only issue I have found is that, I've been a student at the Graysla
years, and this semester is the first time I found out that there is a rec room. It's practically 
invisible, and it's not really advertised. There have been times where I've had nothing to do 

464 Nov 2, 2010 6:39 PM none

465 Nov 2, 2010 6:51 PM need more parking by the Technology building

466 Nov 2, 2010 6:52 PM

I would like to see more security patrolling the sidewalks and parking 
entrances.  They drive around in SUVs, but I would like to see them actually get out and make 
sure the sidewalks are safe.

467 Nov 2, 2010 6:53 PM too crowded in small hallways

468 Nov 2, 2010
I don't feel that the bathrooms are easy to find-- if you're new and/or in a hurry- not being able to 
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locate the nearest one is inconvenient

469 Nov 2, 2010 6:59 PM Some older classrooms have the small little desks. I like tables.

470 Nov 2, 2010 7:00 PM
I don't like the parking. It seems to be too crowded at both start and end of classes. I think 
students should be able to park closer to campus.

471 Nov 2, 2010 7:07 PM
Parking can sometimes be a problem.   Finding a quiet area to study is definitely a problem.  I 
ususally have to leave the campus or go sit in my car to get anything done.

472 Nov 2, 2010 7:11 PM The parking is horrible when trying to get a spot around 10:45 Mon/Fri.

473 Nov 2, 2010 7:13 PM
the student lounge next to the lunch room is very rundown. the parking lots do not have enough 
spaces.

474 Nov 2, 2010 7:13 PM
The chairs on the classrooms are really unconformable and small.  The Campus overall is very 
nice, there aren't any flaws which i can point at.



, however I think it could be 

475 Nov 2, 2010 7:19 PM
The layout of the building it really convienent. If you decide to change anything like that hopefully 
you will be able to keep the ease of it

476 Nov 2, 2010 7:21 PM
Not straightforward to get around;  Buildings not well labelled or defined; Faculty vs. student 
parking areas not always well-defined.

477 Nov 2, 2010 7:27 PM None

478 Nov 2, 2010 7:40 PM

Parking would probably be one of the biggest issue that I have found
worse. For example most time when I come to school there is not enough parking in a certain 
area that would be more benifitial to where I have to go.

479 Nov 2, 2010 7:40 PM parking issues

480 Nov 2, 2010 7:42 PM
The lack of walkways from the North parking lot to the Technical building. Students have to climb 
over snow drifts or through mud to get the the building.

481 Nov 2, 2010 7:45 PM That there are no trash recepticals in the class rooms.

482 Nov 2, 2010 7:52 PM Not enough student parking.

483 Nov 2, 2010 7:58 PM Safety is the biggest issue.

484 Nov 2, 2010 8:01 PM
I don't like the Parking Lots there are never any parking spots, I think they need to add another 
parking lot onto the grounds.

485 Nov 2, 2010 8:03 PM there is nothing i don't like about the Grayslake campus

486 Nov 2, 2010 8:15 PM Nothing at all.

487 Nov 2, 2010 8:29 PM The parking sucks!
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488 Nov 2, 2010 8:32 PM
we have no ID's and i cnt use the fitness center, and some other people don't take the time to 
help you

489 Nov 2, 2010 8:43 PM A hole in a classroom roof.

490 Nov 2, 2010 8:47 PM

its sometimes  very cold. I DO NOT LIKE the Financial aid office, the 
all. Most of the people I have spoken to at the office are rude and not willing to help. Financial 
aid are not up to date with technology and informing people. they are also short staff, and not 

491 Nov 2, 2010 8:48 PM

The computers in the library are few compare to the student populati
functioning, and are closed. these makes it hard for students to do certain assignments that 
demand the use of a computer.  Not everyone have a labtop, therefore more computers should 

492 Nov 2, 2010 8:54 PM

I wish the whole campus was non-smoking because I find myself oft
smoking area to enter the building.  Also, I think the staircase locations could be labeled better.  I 
know students who wait for the very slow elevators because they don't know where the stairs 

493 Nov 2, 2010 9:00 PM I do not dislike the Grayslake campus.

494 Nov 2, 2010
The ceilings in many of my classrooms have leaks. It seems like some computers and fast and 
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some are slow.

495 Nov 2, 2010 9:04 PM Smokers.  They should have their own area to stand in.

496 Nov 2, 2010 9:04 PM This is my first semester in Grayslake campus and so far i dont think i dislike something

497 Nov 2, 2010 9:04 PM

Ceiling tiles are falling down everywhere and have huge holes. The a
bad, especially for people with breathing problems. It's either way too hot or way too cold. There 
are nice buildings like the tech building and really old areas that need updated.

498 Nov 2, 2010 9:06 PM
Distance to parking, availability of parking, narrowness of D-Wing hall, HVAC noise in T-Wing 
classrooms, location of bookstore,

499 Nov 2, 2010 9:06 PM I think there should be more quiet study areas for students.

500 Nov 2, 2010 9:07 PM
I do not like the parking lot, there are just way too many students. I understand though that there 
is not much that anyone can do about that.
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501 Nov 2, 2010 9:08 PM I think that the automatic flushing toilets are wasting a lot of money.

502 Nov 2, 2010 9:08 PM

Smoking too close to the entrances...makes it tough to walk outside some
overabundance of geese.  The antiquated technology for student info (old TV sets with VERY 
fuzzy reception).  Lack of matching furniture in some areas.  The whole downstairs in the C-wing 

503 Nov 2, 2010 9:08 PM
bathrooms are pretty gross, general appearance could use updating, furniture, office areas, 
some offices are brand new and nice, others are old and musty.

504 Nov 2, 2010 9:09 PM I like everything just fine.

505 Nov 2, 2010 9:10 PM Very confusing, not inviting, not student friendly

506 Nov 2, 2010 9:13 PM

There are few places for students to congregate and/or study.  You can
because there is no place to meet!  There are no places for clubs to meet as well, sound proof, 
relax, etc.

507 Nov 2, 2010
Restrooms are not always clean and people use some spaces to meet that are not really 
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apropiate for them (second floor between the library and the entrance of the technology building

508 Nov 2, 2010 9:14 PM

The Grayslake has a dated appearance, it's not modern looking, excep
sick of seeing that pale cream institutional look in the hallways. The faculty offices are too small, 
once there are more than 2 students in the office, it is too crowded to move around. There are no 

509 Nov 2, 2010 9:15 PM Much of the campus looks old and outdated. There's no one central gathering area for events.

510 Nov 2, 2010 9:16 PM
I think lancers is extremely ghetto and attracts the worst kind of crowd to hang out in it, instead 
of people who want to study and learn.

511 Nov 2, 2010 9:16 PM

There is no central "welcome" area for people when they enter the co
through the C wing entrance. It would be nice to have a welcome center to direct students where 
to go, and provide information about the college for new students.

512 Nov 2, 2010 9:16 PM Parking is terrible and you have to walk far distances.

513 Nov 2, 2010 9:17 PM Chemisty labs need to be renovated.  Faculty offices need painting, etc.
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514 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM It's difficult negotiating the geese.

515 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM
Water pooling in staff parking lot #1 and the sidewalk going from the Technology Building to staff 
parking lot #1.

516 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM Not enough parking

517 Nov 2, 2010 9:19 PM

The office we're housed in (A116) needs some work on its heating/coo
system.  It's generally super cold and you can feel a breeze blowing through the 'makeshift 
vents'.  At other times, it's so hot we have to install temporary exhaust fans.

518 Nov 2, 2010 9:21 PM

The most obvious problem is there is no logic to the configuration of
the numbering of rooms. Most buildings are configured with dead ends, poor handicap 
accessibility, poor flow of traffic through the campus.

519 Nov 2, 2010 9:22 PM Parking is far away. This hill is brutal in the winter time.

520 Nov 2, 2010 9:22 PM Parking for automotive students is too far away and cuts into class time.

521 Nov 2, 2010 9:22 PM
It needs to be a NON SMOKING CAMPUS!!!! NO SMOKING ANYWHERE ON CLC 
PROPERTY!

522 Nov 2, 2010 9:23 PM
Lots of old furniture that is not student-friendly, especially larger students.  Students want tables 
and chairs, not the tab arm desks.

523 Nov 2, 2010 9:24 PM It needs to be updated.

524 Nov 2, 2010 9:24 PM
the new blackboards are harder to see the markers and the computers in the classrooms arent 
really set up to accommodate teachers to show videos.

525 Nov 2, 2010 9:25 PM

The Grayslake campus looks like an OLD high school.  Beige cinder
looking.  Furniture from the 70's!  Some "poorer" institutions look more modern and have 
updated facilities with open bright spaces.  CLC is dark feeling and gloomy -- mostly in a dark to 

526 Nov 2, 2010 9:27 PM
The campus has a 60s/70s feel to it in the old sections. I think if we plan on branding this place, 
it should be a place that looks and IS more modern.
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527 Nov 2, 2010 9:28 PM
We need to have an area for students to gather informally.  I would also like to see more science 
labs.

528 Nov 2, 2010 9:28 PM

*Students have no place to be when they are not in class, waiting for c
go to the student lounge because its in the basement- no windows, stale air etc.�
*Lack of space for programming such as Thrive, student events, college visits - need community 

529 Nov 2, 2010 9:28 PM inadequate staff parking

530 Nov 2, 2010 9:29 PM Very limited parking at certain times of day

531 Nov 2, 2010 9:29 PM
Furniture in older classrooms is outdated.  Small chairs and "arm rest" desktops are very 
uncomfortable for students.

532 Nov 2, 2010 9:30 PM See #3

533 Nov 2, 2010 9:32 PM In the winter some areas need a little more attention with salt and shoveling.

534 Nov 2, 2010 9:34 PM PM,not as clean. A and B 2end floor not very well lighted.

535 Nov 2, 2010 9:35 PM parking is far (winter)

536 Nov 2, 2010 9:35 PM

The Veterans memorial was a good idea, but it lacks the aesthetics 
this project headed and who is in charge?  I thought there was going to be a bronze sculpture.�
�

537 Nov 2, 2010 9:36 PM

Bathroom toliets flush way too much in every section except the T-w
sections need updating. It is often way too cold in summer and way too hot in winter in the T-
wing. The art in the T-wing hall is too noisy. Make at least one spot in the courtyard so that a 

538 Nov 2, 2010 9:38 PM No good central point to tell students to center connected to central parking.

539 Nov 2, 2010 9:39 PM

parking needs some improvements, administrative offices especially 
be bigger or have a waiting room, there was a lot of congestion when the year started, maybe 
have some extra room to use for high volume times
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540 Nov 2, 2010 9:43 PM
There needs to be much more lighting around campus and in the parking lots.  It is way too dark 
at night all across campus.

541 Nov 2, 2010 9:43 PM
I have had some problems with classroom technology and lighting. It seems to boil down to not 
enough oversight and review of the state of the equipment in classrooms.

542 Nov 2, 2010 9:43 PM

The inside in some areas is reminiscent of the 60's.�
The Cashier's office which receives some heavy traffic often blocks the hallway when 
registration is going on.�

543 Nov 2, 2010 9:43 PM There is not nearly enough parking by the library and tech. building.

544 Nov 2, 2010 9:45 PM Wish there was more parking

545 Nov 2, 2010 9:47 PM
As a non-smoker, I would prefer to have more distance between the doorways and designated 
smoking areas.  From a visitors perspective, it must not look very inviting.

546 Nov 2, 2010 9:49 PM Maybe a little outdated, but still great.

547 Nov 2, 2010 9:50 PM

Entrance to building C is littered with papers and brochures.  This area 
"first look" at the college when business people are entering to attend conferences in C wing 
lower level.

548 Nov 2, 2010 9:51 PM

It's not GREEN or environmentally low impact enough. We need to h
turbines and other visable signs of environmental technology.  As a college we should be a 
leader in using the latest technology. This should be a priority.

549 Nov 2, 2010 9:51 PM

Inadequate space for adjuncts to work.�
Inadequate space for adjuncts to meet privately with students.�
Computer labs in B wing are poorly organized.

550 Nov 2, 2010 9:51 PM n/a

551 Nov 2, 2010 9:54 PM not enough bathrooms !

552 Nov 2, 2010 9:54 PM The bathrooms are messy.
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553 Nov 2, 2010 9:55 PM

Smokers stand too close to doors and leave cig butts lying around. Lib
was built before computer research. VERY few places for students to have quiet study. There 
are no "smart" rooms equipped with computer, internet, ppt, word, video equipment, 

554 Nov 2, 2010 9:56 PM A big pile of construction material north of the PE building.

555 Nov 2, 2010 10:00 PM

A good portion of the college is painted all the same color which is very 
from the 40's to 60's.  Learning should be colorful, inviting, and stimulating, not sterile, one color 
and concrete walls.

556 Nov 2, 2010 10:01 PM

The layout of this place is terrible.  I am constantly getting lost because 
layout of the buildings.  The architect should be shot.  Vegetation needs a bit more attention, 
especially around the buildings.  All of the plants that have been planted need some attention 

557 Nov 2, 2010 10:05 PM
Nothing as such, but I wish the Coffee cart needs way more changes. The cakes are stale at 
times. They need more variety.

558 Nov 2, 2010 10:05 PM Many areas of the campus are to hot in the winter.

559 Nov 2, 2010 10:06 PM The "Jungle" is annoying.

560 Nov 2, 2010 10:06 PM Overall, there are no dislikes, just some improvements that would be nice as stated below.

561 Nov 2, 2010 10:10 PM need more parking spaces

562 Nov 2, 2010 10:11 PM I wish there was more room in the cafeteria.

563 Nov 2, 2010 10:15 PM
the central staircase, the "pond" and plants - wouldn't it be great to have these areas be common 
computer areas?

564 Nov 2, 2010 10:16 PM

Parking has improved, but in the evenings many students park in the s
exiting the college at 10 p.m., I do not want to walk to the far lots to my car. Typically most 
students have left, and it is very quiet.�

565 Nov 2, 2010 10:21 PM No place to sit outside
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566 Nov 2, 2010 10:22 PM Roof leaks in several areas in heavy rains.

567 Nov 2, 2010 10:23 PM The washrooms need better up keep.

568 Nov 2, 2010 10:28 PM Parking can be difficult and far away.

569 Nov 2, 2010 10:32 PM nothing

570 Nov 2, 2010 10:41 PM

Some places such as the cafeteria and the pe room could really use an upgra
fitness center because it seems like all the machines are in bad shape, and so are the locker 
rooms.

571 Nov 2, 2010 10:48 PM
During the winter the sidewalks and access ramps need to be kept much cleaner so that the 
handicapped, students and visitors can get into school much more safely.

572 Nov 2, 2010 

Older buildings such as Bldg. 4 are inadequately ventilated; restroom 
standard and the classrooms are crowded. Food service at GLC is sub-standard; it's a shame 

10:49 PM that food is served in a basement. Conference rooms should be available, without scheduling, 

573 Nov 2, 2010 10:52 PM
students park in staff lot year-round.  visitors park in staff lot, and students park in visitor parking.  
also the layout of the building seems to be difficult to grasp for new students.

574 Nov 2, 2010 10:58 PM nothing

575 Nov 2, 2010 10:59 PM
I do not like the food (subs and pizzas that sit out) at Lancers.  It would be nice if the Willow 
Room offered dinner.

576 Nov 2, 2010 11:03 PM

The main staircase area is a complete waste of space that could have s
Also, there are places by the doors that still smell like smoke.  Smokers need to be monitored 
better.  Finally, the outside garbage receptacles, especially by the entrance to the James 

577 Nov 2, 2010 11:03 PM It would be nice if there were more parking areas around each building.

578 Nov 2, 2010 11:06 PM Uncomfortable chairs throught the campus.  Desk is too little.
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579 Nov 2, 2010 11:09 PM see all the geese

580 Nov 2, 2010 11:09 PM

I dislike the geese. My book bag is on wheels, like luggage and the goose poop 
makes it difficult to walk to and from the car. I understand they are attached to the area because 
of some of the trees that have berries. But I don't like them.

581 Nov 2, 2010 11:11 PM parking not always the best, sometimes a hassel

582 Nov 2, 2010 11:14 PM

I DISLIKE how smokers are treated like second rate citizens.  I fully un
reasons against smoking, but doesn't mean that they should be treated any different than a 
person who doesn't smoke.  It's is a terrible thing when you simply don't feel welcome by staff or 

583 Nov 2, 2010 11:17 PM The parking lot situation at times is very full or unorganized.

584 Nov 2, 2010 11:28 PM It can be hard to find parking at times.

585 Nov 2, 2010 
Alot of non-students on Campus just hanging around doing nothing but taking up space and 
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causing problems. Loud groups giving the school a bad first impression when you walk in.

586 Nov 2, 2010 11:38 PM Poorly located parking lots. Not one building is adequately served.

587 Nov 2, 2010 11:39 PM poor traffic flow

588 Nov 2, 2010 11:41 PM

we need a "union" area for students to gather, host activities, and inc
year institutions have like restaurants, computers, and meeting spaces. we need more 
permanent outdoor seating, benches, swings

589 Nov 2, 2010 11:41 PM None

590 Nov 2, 2010 11:42 PM

I really dislike all the automatic equipment in the bathroom, the toilet 
the sinks hardly work.  I don't like that there is no garbage cans in any of the classrooms, I know 
it is to help recycling but it is kind of lazy and what if it has to be thrown away immediately.

591 Nov 2, 2010 11:51 PM The buildings could use some modernization.
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592 Nov 2, 2010 11:52 PM not hat clean

593 Nov 2, 2010 11:54 PM
Again, one of the only problems I experience is the lack of computers available to students in the 
library area.

594 Nov 2, 2010 11:59 PM

I dislike how a vast number of students have taken over the main cour
Sometimes they stand right by the doors, so cigarette smoke still comes inside the school. I 
really wish that the non-smokers could take back that area.

595 Nov 3, 2010 12:03 AM classrooms are often dirty and smelly

596 Nov 3, 2010 12:04 AM
Elderly have to walk very far when attending classes. Need closer parking for seniors who do not 
have handicapped parking.

597 Nov 3, 2010 12:09 AM

The athletic building is not attached to the main building and it kind o
going there to work out but that is a lame complaint. The campus does not bother me much at 
all.

598 Nov 3, 2010 

no really good study lounge area�
lacking space for students in the advising and counseling hall - too busy in the walkways and not 
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very private; �

599 Nov 3, 2010 12:17 AM
I dislike like the large numbers of fabric chairs in the library because of caution with the increase 
of bed bugs.  Also they make a lot of noise.

600 Nov 3, 2010 12:19 AM I wish I could park closer

601 Nov 3, 2010 12:22 AM Close parking is very limited.

602 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM
More trees would encourage outdoor meetings in the warm  weather.   There is not enough  
seating areas, Smokers make most entrances uninvitilng.

603 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM

Shortage of staff members making the few that are work feeling overw
students as if they are wasting their time. They need to work more efficiently. We need a better 
organization in that office where students wait too long to be seen.

604 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM

Parking is too far from the building, especially on cold, windy days.  
Washrooms in the Technology Buiilding are too small.  There really is no place to put books or 
back packs.�
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605 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM
Some of the maps are hard to follow when you first pull into the school because it is such a big 
campus.

606 Nov 3, 2010 12:24 AM
Though I'm somewhat satisfied with the science labs I'm not satisfied with the number of the 
labs.  We have to much cramped into to few labs (BIO).

607 Nov 3, 2010 12:30 AM The walking trail needs some work.  But I gather there are some plans to work on it.

608 Nov 3, 2010 12:33 AM The copy machines.

609 Nov 3, 2010 12:48 AM

Sometimes the bathrooms can be really dirty. Also some of the classrooms are sma
stains on the carpet. The lighting can be dingy in there as well and the technology does not 
always work in the classrooms.

610 Nov 3, 2010 1:03 AM None

611 Nov 3, 2010 1:04 AM It's not very welcoming, also the classrooms are usually cold...

612 Nov 3, 2010 1:07 AM The Geese deficating on the walkways by building T.

613 Nov 3, 2010 1:07 AM

Too far from the student parking lots to the buildings, especially for one w
handicapped, but not enough to merit handicapped parking.  Too many geese and the mine-
fields they leave behind.  Also, while flowering crabs are beautiful in the spring, they are a dirty 

614 Nov 3, 2010 1:11 AM

The students have been increasing over time and it is becoming a ser
spots. I quite don't understand why there is a whole different parking spot for the faculty and staff 
and that lot is always half empty, and I say that because I pass by there every day. They should 

615 Nov 3, 2010 1:23 AM

The bathrooms are kind of gross and the automatic flushers are waaaaayyy 
flush several times per use, wasting enormous amounts of water and giving the user an 
unpleasant splash.

616 Nov 3, 2010 1:26 AM
I dislike the automatic flushing toilets.  In some bathrooms the toilet flushes four or five times per 
use.

617 Nov 3, 2010 1:29 AM
Parking can be a pain sometimes.  I really don't have much to complain about as far as the 
college in general. I do feel that you could use more people in the Financial Aid office.
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618 Nov 3, 2010 1:30 AM

Parts of the campus are dated, need faculty offices, need places for a
students, some areas need new furniture, classroom cleanliness is sometimes a problem, noise 
issues from Atrium and coffee cart affect some classrooms

619 Nov 3, 2010 1:31 AM No Track, overall satisfied with the grounds otherwise

620 Nov 3, 2010 1:31 AM
Parking areas are quite far, especially for building T. I don't feel especially safe at night and it 
will be difficult during inclement weather.

621 Nov 3, 2010 1:43 AM

Sometimes depending where I'm there is no cellphone reception. For examp
there are classrooms there with no cell service... If I'm needed in case of an emergency I'm not 
reachable...

622 Nov 3, 2010 1:53 AM It would help if there were more places where the students can just chill and hang out.

623 Nov 3, 2010 1:57 AM ugly

624 Nov 3, 2010

Building 4 could use some modernization. Printers in the classroom are ou
rooms in the classrooms. Better tables and chairs. Hallways in building 4 are crowded with 
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supplies. Need more space to move.

625 Nov 3, 2010 2:05 AM I cant really think of anything that I dislike.

626 Nov 3, 2010 2:15 AM
I dont like the automatic toilets.  They always flush when they arent supposed to.  It takes way 
too long to get in to see a councilor too.  I hate going to them just because of how long it takes.

627 Nov 3, 2010 2:16 AM Same old, student gathering areas are lacking.

628 Nov 3, 2010 2:18 AM There are to many of the same post on every table! not needed.

629 Nov 3, 2010 2:30 AM Parking lot always seems full... but besides that everything is good.

630 Nov 3, 2010 2:33 AM

I don't like that there are not enough places for the events on campus. 
conference room for the clubs and organizations.�
Not enough space in the offices for Student Activities!!�
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631 Nov 3, 2010 2:33 AM

last semester I had a issue with the hours online being different from 
offices.  Specifically the admission and registration office.  I had to leave work early to get there 
on time, and the office was closed.  The only person in the office refused to open the door to 

632 Nov 3, 2010 2:36 AM

The cafeteria is very dark and does not look like a warm place to be.
It is very inconvenient to go back and forth from the main campus to the University Center when 
classes are back to back.

633 Nov 3, 2010 2:42 AM Some classrooms have really dark light!

634 Nov 3, 2010 2:54 AM Parking far from classes, not enough quiet study areas, toilets not functioning or too dirty

635 Nov 3, 2010 3:03 AM
It is starting to become a little crowded. Parking lots are a bit too far away from the premises. 
The PE center lacks a swimming pool.

636 Nov 3, 2010 3:05 AM

the inside of the buildings look very old, most classrooms don't have any ou
windows, so the rooms are very dark. The desks are way to small, there is not enought room for 
taking note on them. I also think the classrooms should have more technology which would 

637 Nov 3, 2010

Parking for staff is often full and I have to park far away in the studen
as I complete this survey my fingers are stiff from the cold air blowing in on me!  No matter how 
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much I complained, nothing was done about the cold air in my office las fall and winter and now 

638 Nov 3, 2010 3:09 AM Big layout and parking lot

639 Nov 3, 2010 3:11 AM

Not enough trees and interesting bushes.  Too many turns to get to W
faculty lot and I have to cross the student lot where there always seem to be students and cars 
to run over/into.

640 Nov 3, 2010 3:13 AM
There aren't many issues, except that parking is crazy during the week. However, that is 
something the campus can't help.

641 Nov 3, 2010 3:17 AM A bit sterile in design.

642 Nov 3, 2010 3:27 AM N/A

643 Nov 3, 2010 3:28 AM the wifi isn't fast.
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644 Nov 3, 2010 3:37 AM

Many classrooms need to be updated with better technology. The fit
new equipment. There are really no negative things I can say about CLC, but there is always 
room for improvement.

645 Nov 3, 2010 3:58 AM the only thing I do not like is in the courtyard, how it smells like smoke all over the hallways.

646 Nov 3, 2010 4:09 AM No real dislike

647 Nov 3, 2010 4:12 AM the parking lots are too far away from the school

648 Nov 3, 2010 4:35 AM Would like to see a larger gym area and a more accessible social / lounge area

649 Nov 3, 2010 4:47 AM The parking lot can get filled.

650 Nov 3, 2010 5:03 AM Increase the student parking lots.

651 Nov 3, 2010 5:06 AM Overpriced coffee, that is all.

652 Nov 3, 2010 5:17 AM I think the pathway from B building to gym is kind of dirty.

653 Nov 3, 2010 5:27 AM The parking lot. I feel parallel Parking would fit more cars

654 Nov 3, 2010 5:31 AM smoker's court, bathrooms are gross

655 Nov 3, 2010 5:49 AM

some of the classrooms are different temperatures from some that are co
terribly hot. And i wish that all the math classrooms had dry erase boards and not the hard to see 
chalk boards that most seem to have.

656 Nov 3, 2010 5:55 AM Grand stair case smells too much like cigarettes.
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657 Nov 3, 2010 6:40 AM Parking close to the buildings at night.

658 Nov 3, 2010 9:54 AM

Sometimes during snowing days the shoveling process has been de
for people working or studying at early hours ,but for sure very inconvenient for people working 
or studying at night

659 Nov 3, 2010 12:16 PM

Parking lot is chaotic.  Need better traffic enforcement, pedestrians wa
crosswalks, many cars speeding or blowing stop signs etc.  Campus itself looks aged, crowded 
& run down.  Self-flushing toilets repeatedly flush, wasting water.  Sinks or towel dispensers 

660 Nov 3, 2010 12:18 PM

Socializing space for students. Removing the extra plants from the lo
was a way to buffer the sound from the area from reaching into nearby classrooms.�
�

661 Nov 3, 2010 12:20 PM

There are a couple groundsmen that I think need to be replaced so th
more productive and get more done during the day.  We have a huge campus and I have seen 
on a number of occasions some guys just sitting around not doing anything or roaming the 

662 Nov 3, 2010 12:26 PM parking is always a problem, and i am sure that it always will be a problem...

663 Nov 3, 2010 12:34 PM library atrium seating is cheap and flimsy

664 Nov 3, 2010 12:40 PM

The biggest issue pertains to parking. Not only the for staff but for vis
With community outreach, when scheduling meetings, people cringe if they have to come to 
campus because parking is a challenge and they have such a long walk, especially fall, winter 

665 Nov 3, 2010 12:42 PM narrow hallways, older buildings need upgrading, too dark.

666 Nov 3, 2010 12:45 PM
old carpet, old desks, old tables, projector in the room I teach in D202 is not good (when light 
colored print is projrcted you can not see it) need updated technology in the classroom.

667 Nov 3, 2010 12:46 PM The parking - seems to be far away from major door entrances.

668 Nov 3, 2010 12:48 PM Parking is far from classrooms.

669 Nov 3, 2010 12:55 PM the parking
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670 Nov 3, 2010 12:58 PM Geese dropping,  congregating & smoking right at the doorways

671 Nov 3, 2010 1:01 PM None

672 Nov 3, 2010 1:05 PM

Faculty offices are all over, some not even close to their division offices.
Sometimes it is difficult to tell who works here.�
Cafeteria needs more space, better seating, better esthetics.�

673 Nov 3, 2010 1:14 PM My enough parking spaces, it's always a Hastle finding somewhere to park in the morning.

674 Nov 3, 2010 1:16 PM

The staff lounge and student lounge areas both need improvement i
furniture needs replacement. Additional parking is needed for both students and staff, it is hard 
to find parking throughout the day, and addtional safety phones should be added to the parking 

675 Nov 3, 2010 1:17 PM At first, was not clear which parking lot to use. Also, the layout is confusing.

676 Nov 3, 2010

The smoking area right outside the main Lobby is gross. Looks tacky 
standing there in full view puffing away. They stand so close to the doors that the main lobby 
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often smells like smoke.

677 Nov 3, 2010 1:21 PM The washrooms can be a little better and cleaner.  THey smell bad alot of times.....

678 Nov 3, 2010 1:23 PM Naturally, I would prefer to park closer to my class.

679 Nov 3, 2010 1:27 PM
Computer lab, which is not provided well, needs more people who know about a computer 
whennever needed fixing computer printer.

680 Nov 3, 2010 1:30 PM
Would like more of that "sit and use" this bench, retainig wall, etc.  gives on eownership of 
location, The parking lot is not at all accessible to main entrance.

681 Nov 3, 2010 1:32 PM
The main entrance. The students hanging around and being very loud and disrespectful. Doesn't 
give a good impression of the College for someone visiting the campus.

682 Nov 3, 2010 1:34 PM The heating and air conditioning is antiquated.  We freeze in summer.
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683 Nov 3, 2010 1:38 PM
Crowds in hallways as students do not have enough places to gather;bathrooms need updating 
in older areas they are clean but not really efficient

684 Nov 3, 2010 1:39 PM

Although this will sound like an old, old song, the campus buildings were 
era and a smaller student body. Many areas are cramped, including many staff and faculty 
offices. New programs, including new degree programs, that legitimately need laboratory or 

685 Nov 3, 2010 1:40 PM

Many of the Facilities (custodial) staff are wondering around, some are smo
doing nothing for very long periods of time, and at days at a time.  Many of these staff hide all 
day long in the "pit." These issues needs to be addressed - it creates very low employee morale 

686 Nov 3, 2010 1:41 PM

I feel that most of the classrooms are drab. They badly need new carpe
Most of the desks in the classrooms are out of date and uncomfortable. I think tablet chairs are a 
thing of the past, not enough room to write on and not enough for left handed people. Also, the 

687 Nov 3, 2010 1:42 PM Too choppy and no flow to the campus.  Hard to give people directions.

688 Nov 3, 2010 1:42 PM Bathrooms could you use an update and more cleaning regularly.

689 Nov 3, 2010
The washrooms could use an upgrade.  They are dark, and you can't effectively wash your 
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hands with the limitation on the faucets.

690 Nov 3, 2010 1:49 PM

Certain functions like custodial, are hit or miss. Overall, they do a fan
vents outside windows, stairwells, and such are not cleaned except once in a blue moon. There 
needs to be a consistency in the process of keeping the college, as a whole, clean ALL OVER! 

691 Nov 3, 2010 1:54 PM
Lighting could be improved along some of the walkways and in the parking lots.  The location of 
some of the offices and services need to be more functional.

692 Nov 3, 2010 1:55 PM

I dislike the old buildings in front of the T-wing and C-wing.  Alot stud
view presented of the campus is one of a dilapidated, outdated campus.  �
I dislike having the cafeteria in the basement with no natural light.  Even though the renovations 

693 Nov 3, 2010 1:58 PM
It would be nice when the weather is warm to take a class outside but often times there is goose 
feces and no picnic tables to sit on. I dislike that the smoking areas are near entrances/exits.

694 Nov 3, 2010 2:01 PM I have not found any issues or problems

695 Nov 3, 2010 2:05 PM
Problems with classrooms being too small and technology poor. Lighting bad in a lot of 
classrooms.



for the bookstore prior to 

the lobbies and stairwells.  

d faculty offices. 

but it does bother me when I 

There are 

e to be. When entering the 

696 Nov 3, 2010 2:09 PM Signs indicatilng where the various buildlngs are located.  The ones we have a not very clear.

697 Nov 3, 2010 2:09 PM Smoking right outside the exits.

698 Nov 3, 2010 2:12 PM Parking can be problematic if you start after 8 a.m.    Good thing I like to walk!

699 Nov 3, 2010 2:16 PM

The Financial Aid office is difficult to deal with when getting vouchers 
new semester. There should be a separate area that can take the vouchers to move things along 
quicker. �

700 Nov 3, 2010 2:18 PM

Out of date decor and 70's style not up to code facilities, specifically 
The James Lumber Center is in need of an audio system upgrade to handle the amount and 
quality of shows that they present.  Especially with the ticket prices they charge.  C005 is in 

701 Nov 3, 2010 2:28 PM Cars park way too far from building.

702 Nov 3, 2010

I do not like the addition of administrative offices in former classroom spaces an
Everytime we have a AQIP project, we hire an administrator and then create an office for them 
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and their staff. This is a huge waste of space and money!�

703 Nov 3, 2010 2:30 PM

Part time faculty offices for Com Arts feel like working in a messy storage room.  
insufficient faculty stations and little or no supplies available.  Just to be able to print, requies 
one to have to hunt down paper.  A poor excuse for a communal faculty office.

704 Nov 3, 2010 2:31 PM

There is not enough signage directing people to where they would lik
JLC, they are frequently lost and the information desk is very far away from that entrance. Even 
as you walk down the hallway there should be more signs directing them to which way is the A, 

705 Nov 3, 2010 2:34 PM N/A

706 Nov 3, 2010 2:38 PM
The layout of some faculty and staff offices proves to be counterproductive to help or assisting 
our students.

707 Nov 3, 2010 2:39 PM

Generally, I am satisfied with most things on the Grayslake campus 
see someone who is obviously NOT handicapped using a handicap parking space.  I do believe 
those people should be called out and either issued a parking ticket or have their vehicle towed.  

708 Nov 3, 2010 2:39 PM Nothing
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ing, as 3rd shift parks 

t never sure which desk will 

d used plates taken from 

709 Nov 3, 2010 2:40 PM
Parts of the building are filthy including stairwells and bathrooms. Other problems include 
maintaining appropriate and consistent temperatures in classrooms, offices, and hallways.

710 Nov 3, 2010 2:41 PM
Continual SMOKING outside of the doorways, even though there is supposed to be a policy 
about such.

711 Nov 3, 2010 2:41 PM

I am a gardener and know that annual plants are expensive and not very 
like to see more perrenial plants on campus.  They are easier to maintain and more economical. 
It would be nice to have some shade perrenials planted in the planters by building four.  The 

712 Nov 3, 2010 2:44 PM Old & dirty classrooms.

713 Nov 3, 2010 2:49 PM parking - too hard to find

714 Nov 3, 2010 2:53 PM
Lancers/Willow Room appear dirty, overpriced and somewhat unorganized.  I am also not sure 
what the purpose of the large room behind Lancer's is for.

715 Nov 3, 2010

I will randomly see trays of discarded lunches sitting on top of garbage cans, 
from recruitment. Sometimes I'll catch it on a Friday as I head out and see it Monday morning 
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coming back in. I don't think this is the kind of thing we'd want enrolling and possibly new 

716 Nov 3, 2010 2:59 PM

Only that they grounds can't get to Parking lot 8 first thing in the morn
there, so it makes it really difficult to get parking as they don't leave until 7:00 am... and that's 
when I start work.  :-(

717 Nov 3, 2010 3:03 PM

Part-time teacher's office is very small. I have a drawer in a desk, bu
be available to sit at and often don't have access to a computer if there are others in the room at 
the time. Also, there is no real space to meet with students, which makes having office hours 

718 Nov 3, 2010 3:03 PM

The fact that the recycling bin tops are a dumping ground for boxes an
the Willow Room. Mom does not work here...could people please clean up after themselves? It 
makes me very embarrassed...especially the bin across from Admissions.Our signage really 

719 Nov 3, 2010 3:06 PM
The part-time faculty office (B162) is sorely lacking in basic supplies most of the time. Items 
such as staplers and tape are non-existant.

720 Nov 3, 2010 3:06 PM The D wing.

721 Nov 3, 2010 3:11 PM
There needs to be garbage cans by each bathroom door so we don't have to touch the 
doorknobs.



better this year (near pottery 

ber of areas where 

le to sit and chat. It is 

722 Nov 3, 2010 3:14 PM
When there are events in the A, B, etc. courts it is often too crowded to get through the 
walkways/hallways.

723 Nov 3, 2010 3:16 PM All the fliers strewn about.

724 Nov 3, 2010 3:20 PM
The room numbering and general signs inidcating where things are seem to be 
confusing/lacking.

725 Nov 3, 2010 3:22 PM

Parking for staff and students.  I am glad to see they are enforcing it 
outside needs to be monitored, especially in the spring and summer).  Staff parking fills up and 
then we have to park way out at the end of the student lot.

726 Nov 3, 2010 3:27 PM

The No Smoking policy near doorways need to be enforced. There are a num
shrubs were place at the junction of sidewalks and roadways -specifically by the C-wing 
entrance, but at other locations as well. This is a hazard to pedestrians. These bushes should be 

727 Nov 3, 2010 3:29 PM

The main lobby. It's ugly with too much greenery. It doesn't invite peop
disgusting seeing all the smokers 'hanging out' outside of the building. Smoking is an addiction 
and if a designated area is conveniently assigned for smokers, why not allow as many breaks, 

728 Nov 3, 2010 3:31 PM The parking lot is too far away from the school

729 Nov 3, 2010 3:37 PM
Not enough computer labs, classrooms with little desks that are hard for students to work on, not 
enough comfortable areas for studying

730 Nov 3, 2010 3:42 PM
I do not like that the campus inside is so cold. I do not like that many tables in the courts and 
cafeteria are so wiggly and it makes it hard to find a good seat to eat or study.

731 Nov 3, 2010 3:43 PM When it rains, the parking lot floods.

732 Nov 3, 2010 3:50 PM nothing

733 Nov 3, 2010 3:52 PM it needs to be maintained better, more often and better. and it also needs more color.

734 Nov 3, 2010 3:56 PM parking, signage



lassrooms around that 
p

ng can be done about that. 

735 Nov 3, 2010 4:06 PM n/a

736 Nov 3, 2010 4:07 PM none

737 Nov 3, 2010 4:10 PM
The lack of parking near the campus, its just not very safe. Especially for night classes that get 
out after eight p.m.

738 Nov 3, 2010 4:27 PM Goose poop on sidewalks into Bldg "T".

739 Nov 3, 2010 4:29 PM
the parking in the winter is not plowed very well. parking is always a mess even not during the 
winter and fall months.

740 Nov 3, 2010 4:34 PM
Pretty dated in many areas.  COuld use a facelift.  Common areas should be made to feel more 
cozy, instead of sterile.

741 Nov 3, 2010

The layout of the campus can get rather confusing. Particularly finding c
circle above the main lobby. Better signage up in some areas would be helpful.�
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742 Nov 3, 2010 5:18 PM Too much lawn. Should have more gardens.

743 Nov 3, 2010 5:18 PM Nothing I dislike

744 Nov 3, 2010 5:19 PM Too many blackboards; not enough white boards (at least in the A wing)

745 Nov 3, 2010 5:27 PM
It is very difficult to contact anybody in the financial aid office. When you call the best you can do 
is leave a message and then there is no return call.

746 Nov 3, 2010 5:29 PM
parking. never seem to get close enough in inclement weather. It'd be nice if there was parking 
specified to buildings on the west side of campus.

747 Nov 3, 2010 5:36 PM

I'm not too fond of the layout of the campus, but I don't suppose anythi
Navigating from entrances to classes can be somewhat confusing and convoluted.  Parking is a 
real pain as well...especially for those of us who attend classes at night and have to park out in 



I exaggerate when I say 

t, lots of holes.  There are 

748 Nov 3, 2010 5:40 PM building 4 should be covered in matching brick as opposed to the current brown metallic siding

749 Nov 3, 2010 5:43 PM
My only issue, and this is being picky, is the weeds that overtake the beautiful landscaping.  
Especially the big bed outside of the B entrance.... it is overcome with unsightly weeds!  Ick!

750 Nov 3, 2010 5:58 PM Hallway congestion.  Not enough room when students change classes.  Small stairways

751 Nov 3, 2010 6:03 PM looks a bit dark and some areas are looking old and worn out.

752 Nov 3, 2010 6:09 PM

Our campus is made up of concrete, bricks and asphalt. I don't think 
that our best natural setting is confined to our furthest southeast corner (some of which was just 
taken to make room for more concrete and asphalt.) Even here, you can only reach the beauty of 

753 Nov 3, 2010 6:13 PM None

754 Nov 3, 2010 6:23 PM drab lacking aesthetic appeal

755 Nov 3, 2010 6:36 PM With all the various "Wings," it's confusing to navigate, especially for first time guests.

756 Nov 3, 2010 6:47 PM parking distance, uncoverd walkways

757 Nov 3, 2010 6:57 PM
i dont like the long wait with administration. Some of the office workers are rude and need to 
leave their problems at home.

758 Nov 3, 2010 6:57 PM There is nothing I truely dislike about the Grayslake campus.  I feel that this is a great campus.

759 Nov 3, 2010 7:14 PM

foolishing spending of money.�
foolish spendingof money.  for instance  build a dental lab at grayslake campus, then, tear it 
down and move it to lakeshore.  what a waste? who made that decision.   Now, a better one,  the 

760 Nov 3, 2010 7:16 PM

Athletic fields need maitence.  The baseball field fence is falling apar
multiple holes on the game soccer field and practice socer field. The fittness center is to small to 
support power lifting for athletes, need to develop room for a platform and free-weight areas.  



ental or accidentally been 

761 Nov 3, 2010 7:18 PM
the only thing i dont like is the parking lot i feel as there should be more people out in the parking 
lot during busy times and at night.

762 Nov 3, 2010 7:24 PM I mostly did not like it's location, it was to close to a town/city area for my taste

763 Nov 3, 2010 7:29 PM Some classrooms are too small for the amout of students that need to be served.

764 Nov 3, 2010 7:36 PM No issues

765 Nov 3, 2010 7:37 PM
Parking is a major problem, but I understand that is has to be far because of the amount of 
people at CLC.

766 Nov 3, 2010 7:39 PM
Slow elevators; uneven temperature control because of building remodeling; insufficient large 
classroom space (holding 40-50).

767 Nov 3, 2010 7:50 PM parking is a major issue. The campus overall needs updating.

768 Nov 3, 2010 8:06 PM Never a consistent temperature...offices/classroom....

769 Nov 3, 2010 8:19 PM
I dislike the automatic flushes on the toilets in the bathroom. They repeatedly flush over and 
over. It is very frustrating.

770 Nov 3, 2010 8:41 PM
need bigger desk and chairs, it makes hard to concentrate on the subject for three hours when a 
chair or desk is too small and uncomfortable.

771 Nov 3, 2010 8:52 PM torn upm roads. Lack of parking.

772 Nov 3, 2010 8:58 PM Very windy in bad weather!  Students drive too fast and cause too many accidents.

773 Nov 3, 2010 9:12 PM

Since I started there has been a creepy janitor who has maybe incid
able to find my classes every semester and he seems to hang around the area my class is in or 
follow me to the parking lot. I have not jumped to conclusions but it is strange he seems to be 
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774 Nov 3, 2010 9:17 PM More crosswalks provided for pedestrian traffic.

775 Nov 3, 2010 9:23 PM

Really wish we could greatly improve  our lancers and willow room ea
that we pay for food, I don't think it is appropriate to sell pizza that has hardened and yellowed 
from sitting out for awhile at full price. Presentation of the food should reflect the price.  Many 

776 Nov 3, 2010 9:31 PM The chairs. Some are uncomfortable

777 Nov 3, 2010 10:07 PM
Outdated bathrooms, dingy tile on the floor. Very confusing campus because of all the add on's--
very confusing til you get used to it as a new student--doesn't flow right.

778 Nov 3, 2010 10:17 PM I hate the cigarette smoke outside of all the enterances. The computers are rather slow.

779 Nov 3, 2010 10:18 PM Elevators too slow

780 Nov 3, 2010 
i dislike the smoking are by the lake, it is so pretty there and i do no think it should be a smoking 
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area

781 Nov 3, 2010 10:45 PM Sometimes there's not enough space where it's quiet enough to study.

782 Nov 3, 2010 10:46 PM

Walkway lighting is occasionally left flickering or burned out for a wee
boards - between classes - is impossible to erase. It leaves blotches of images that make it 
tough to use with students (T220, for example). The ceiling projector is so dim that it's useless or 

783 Nov 3, 2010 10:57 PM

Sometimes the classrooms used are in different areas from the depar
science classrooms versus where the labs are located. The student desks in the classrooms are 
very uncomfortable, especially for long classes. The teacher's desk is too high in the classrooms 

784 Nov 3, 2010 11:05 PM

I don't like how many people who do not actually attend clc come to 
more crowded than it should be. Also, people smoke too close to the doors and the smoke 
makes me sick.

785 Nov 3, 2010 11:07 PM the parking lot is too far from the D wing for students.

786 Nov 3, 2010 11:13 PM None



in campus, and I use the 
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ld be a lot more clean. 

k so I hear that 

787 Nov 3, 2010 11:15 PM

Two days a week I have to walk from the University Center to the ma
croswalks, but the way people misuse the sto signs is very frustrating. It would be nice to know 
that the campus police are there to monitor things a little more.

788 Nov 3, 2010 11:16 PM Parking is very far from everywhere.

789 Nov 3, 2010 11:19 PM Womans washrooms, more often than not, are filthy.

790 Nov 3, 2010 11:29 PM

The smoking area outside is not monitored well. Students are regular
frisbee, and listening to loud music with no regard of other students and their safety while 
utilizing this area. All too often do I hear students discussing alcohol and drugs, from using to 

791 Nov 3, 2010 11:40 PM
Need more emergency phones in the parking lot. Need more tables in lounge to study at. 
Security should patrol more at night in the parking lot.

792 Nov 3, 2010 11:52 PM PARKING IS TO FAR AWAY

793 Nov 4, 2010 12:17 AM Outdated appearance

794 Nov 4, 2010 12:28 AM I always have trouble findings a parking spot in the morning

795 Nov 4, 2010 12:28 AM

I feel that a lot of the Grayslake campus is outdated. The washrooms cou
Most of the time the women's bathroom by the Brandel court is dirty. One toilet keeps over 
flowing and hasn't been fixed. It's had a plastic bag over it for 2 weeks now. The garbage in the 

796 Nov 4, 2010 12:49 AM

Working in the C building is not fun.  My office is above a loading doc
continuously during the day.  I also have allergies and asthma and have to deal with poor 
ventilation in the laboratories I teach in.  There is not enough room for students to to congregate 

797 Nov 4, 2010 12:53 AM The directories are very confusing. The buildings are not that complex, but the signage is.

798 Nov 4, 2010 12:56 AM Chemistry and science equipment a little outdated.

799 Nov 4, 2010 2:06 AM
In general it is nice.  Sometimes if I get there at the wrong time it is a long walk from my car to 
the building, but I don't really know that anything can be done about that.
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800 Nov 4, 2010 2:18 AM

Parking - there is plenty of it - but when taking night classes - the wa
un-nerving. It would be nice if some of the faculty parking (which is closer to the building) was 
available for night students.

801 Nov 4, 2010 2:21 AM

I dislike the the way the school busses park to close to the high traffi
parking lot. A drivers view is blocked and the bus drivers got to know that people have a hard 
time seeing traffic.�

802 Nov 4, 2010 2:21 AM People smoking in doorways.  The entire Campus should be no smoking.

803 Nov 4, 2010 2:24 AM Parking insufficient.

804 Nov 4, 2010 2:26 AM No big issues. The faculty in the admissions office are not very polite.

805 Nov 4, 2010 2:30 AM

There is not a place to put down your books when using the restrooms 
some of the older areas the restrooms are just downright scary by the time I arive for my evening 
classes.  I would also like to see more light around the buildings and in the parking lots. As an 

806 Nov 4, 2010

At times there are not enough open computers in the library. I also ge
near the library area. Wait times can be significant in a lot of the offices (financial aid & advisors) 
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and there might not be seating for everybody.

807 Nov 4, 2010 3:06 AM I do not dislike anything, the Grayslake Campus is completely comfortable to me.

808 Nov 4, 2010 3:10 AM

The only real problem i noticed was one time when i was trying to fin
stumbled into a room i do not think students are ment to be in lets jsut say.  I am not sure if this 
was a one time circumstance that this door was open, or if its always open, but it did not feel like 

809 Nov 4, 2010 3:11 AM

I think CLC overall is very poor except for the technology building. It 
there is never any room left to study at a table and do homework. There are no chairs and tables 
left sometimes in the afternoon. Also, hardly any computers left when i want to use one. It seems 

810 Nov 4, 2010 3:13 AM The parking

811 Nov 4, 2010 3:16 AM

The student parking lot is so far away from the buildings.  The wide open area 
windy, and it is a very long walk to class or the car on a cold or snowy winter day.  I don't always 
feel safe in the parking lot.  Also, the school should have some sort of security in place.  Anyone 

812 Nov 4, 2010 3:19 AM Long lines, traffic



ften over crowded( a lot of 

e clean and neat are 

 with students.  There needs 

to hold my breath and 

813 Nov 4, 2010 3:21 AM

Some problems I have noticed are, the computer lab in the libray is o
its because people are on Facebook) and the class rooms are sometimes really too small to fit 
everyone in easily.

814 Nov 4, 2010 3:23 AM

Smoking outside entrances continues to be allowed. Old sections whil
frankly kind of dumpy with out of date finishes, bulletin boards, signage, posters on doors, and 
advertisements. Campus does not have a modern, uniform appearance throughout the campus. 

815 Nov 4, 2010 3:51 AM

The faculty office desks are not computer friendly or friendly to meet
to be more picnic tables outside for the students to hangout or benches along the sidewalk 
outside the T building.  The library (math center, library computers) looks too crowded.

816 Nov 4, 2010 3:55 AM Hard to find some classrooms

817 Nov 4, 2010 3:56 AM
The Courtyard, I am not at all satisfied with that area.  It sinks of smoke and inside the building 
as well.

818 Nov 4, 2010 4:10 AM

I hate that students hang around all the exits chain smoking and I have 
almost run out the door....so I won't inhale the smoke and toxic fumes.  Its getting colder so the 
students don't want to go to the smoking areas to smoke one day they will be inside the 

819 Nov 4, 2010 4:16 AM I have not had any problems

820 Nov 4, 2010 4:32 AM Parking..

821 Nov 4, 2010 4:54 AM Bathrooms Could be nicer

822 Nov 4, 2010 4:56 AM The parking lot needs more lights.

823 Nov 4, 2010 5:14 AM Offices don't open early enough.

824 Nov 4, 2010 5:57 AM Parking lot by the b wing.

825 Nov 4, 2010 6:30 AM the walk from the parking lot to the building is brutal in cold winter weather.
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 really hate having to walk 

k area is over-crowded 

826 Nov 4, 2010 10:39 AM areas to meet with teachers and students outside of classroom not adequate

827 Nov 4, 2010 11:38 AM
I am not at all happy with the desks,  I often feel cramped and unable to function, since most of 
the class room have desks rather than tables this affects most of my classes.

828 Nov 4, 2010 11:50 AM No issues or problems

829 Nov 4, 2010 12:16 PM

Administration, staff, and faculty are placed in front of students. Stud
out of the Student Empowerment Center for the staff of Student Life to held their meeting. If it is 
called Student Empowerment Center, then it must be for the students. Students should not have 

830 Nov 4, 2010 12:33 PM I've observed an issue with student parking.

831 Nov 4, 2010 12:36 PM

lack fo space for students; lack of meeting space for small groups.   
Lack of a uniform attention to the upkeep and appearance and usefulness of spaces.  �
Proliferation in recent years of paper announcement tacked up and then not taken down.

832 Nov 4, 2010 

I dislike the location because of the road conditions of Route 45 at th
makes it difficult to enter during high traffic times. I dislike the lack of seating in the courtyard 
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area outside of information center area.

833 Nov 4, 2010 12:57 PM

The smokers who hang around the doors smoking their cigarettes.  I
through their smoke to enter/exit the building.  �
�

834 Nov 4, 2010 1:14 PM I dont like that I have to walk far in the winter but thats anywhere lol

835 Nov 4, 2010 1:14 PM

No security cameras; very poor directional and parking signage; our wor
(it's an old storage room); very old furniture in our "office" and only one shared computer for 12+ 
people (???); not enough speed limit signs on campus streets; the food in the cafeteria is awful; 

836 Nov 4, 2010 2:07 PM The cafateria because it to high on prices.

837 Nov 4, 2010 2:12 PM Spotty accessibility for wheelchair users

838 Nov 4, 2010 2:23 PM Not good use of lakes and water
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839 Nov 4, 2010 2:23 PM

Most of the classrooms in the old section still have the old student des
person is large, or has a laptop, these desks are crap!! And they're even worse when taking a 
test because the desktop is smaller than the 8-1/2 x 11 paper the tests are printed on!! Who 

840 Nov 4, 2010 2:46 PM
Parking lot is too far from main activities and classrooms.  It is a far distance to walk in bad 
weather.

841 Nov 4, 2010 3:06 PM
Student parking on the north side of the campus is too far from the classroom buildings.  
Dodging bird droppings doesn't help matters either.

842 Nov 4, 2010 3:08 PM none

843 Nov 4, 2010 3:20 PM so far I have no dislikes

844 Nov 4, 2010 3:29 PM

Parking near an entrance is difficult.  The trek to the building at night
unpleasant.  A parking structure may offer some balance between convenience and an open 
nature-friendly campus.

845 Nov 4, 2010 3:51 PM The student lounge and dining area. It could be better maybe.

846 Nov 4, 2010 3:59 PM There are very few computers during peak library times.

847 Nov 4, 2010 4:01 PM

Some things I dislike about the college are the size of some of the offi
aid, counseling) because they get crowded and spill out into the hallways.  Even though this may 
be irrevelent, I disliked some of the faculty who made me feel low and disrespected in their 

848 Nov 4, 2010 4:26 PM Parking situation can be improved, but I am not sure how.

849 Nov 4, 2010 4:37 PM

It would be nice is there was student parking around all sides of the campus.  
from some of the buildings out to the student parking,�
�

850 Nov 4, 2010 4:46 PM
Smoking laws remain unenforced.   Smokers routinely smoke right next to doorways.  
Designated smoking areas should be clearly marked and placed at least 15 feet from any door

851 Nov 4, 2010 4:47 PM

I know several students in a math class and they were told they wou
homework and a student went for help and was told she, by her teacher that the teacher did not 
have any time and to go ask a student. the thing is these teachers are receiving a very nice pay 
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852 Nov 4, 2010 4:57 PM I'm not sure.

853 Nov 4, 2010 5:03 PM nothing.

854 Nov 4, 2010 5:19 PM
The cafeteria needs a lot of work, its disorganized, not very clean and needs more of a welcome 
feeling.

855 Nov 4, 2010 6:08 PM
The campus could use many more trees and the one that we have are not properly watered or 
trimmed.

856 Nov 4, 2010 6:09 PM The classrooms could be more inviting.  Some of the chairs and equipment looks obsolete.

857 Nov 4, 2010 6:09 PM

Many of the small classroooms are crammed with desks to the point 
around and is a potential safety hazard.  For example, one of my teachers can't hand something 
to the students in the back of the classroom when seats in the middle of the class are occupied. 

858 Nov 4, 2010 6:10 PM general layout is kind of weird and just ugly brick

859 Nov 4, 2010 6:22 PM

1) There is no easy access to the sidewalk on the North or East sides o
faculty in 7A who needs to roll a cart from their parked car North toward C, B, or Performing Arts 
has only the driveway at the west end of the lot for smooth rolling.  Any faculty in 7A who needs 

860 Nov 4, 2010 6:36 PM
The parking is usually chaotic and events on Saturdays are usually very loud in the hallways and 
not respectful to the fact that classes are going on.

861 Nov 4, 2010 6:37 PM N/A

862 Nov 4, 2010 7:06 PM Parking is horrible

863 Nov 4, 2010 7:11 PM

I like the classromms with tables-more room to work and study.Very 
desks-can barely fit an open binder-you have to balance it while your trying to work and take 
notes.The microbiology lab is always having problems.The incubator has malfunctioned 

864 Nov 4, 2010 7:52 PM the parking lots get very crowded and can be dangerous



) is very unpredictable: it 

d the A, B, C & D wings 

 people falling on the icy  

865 Nov 4, 2010 7:52 PM not enough classroom space

866 Nov 4, 2010 8:03 PM parking!!!! not enough and tooooooo far

867 Nov 4, 2010 8:04 PM the help when lost

868 Nov 4, 2010 8:10 PM The limited parking in during morning classes.

869 Nov 4, 2010 8:15 PM I don't think there are enough computers

870 Nov 4, 2010 8:24 PM
The parking lots, sometimes there are never spots.  Also half the time there are no computers to 
use, they are usually all taken.

871 Nov 4, 2010 8:44 PM Too much gose poop outside in social areas

872 Nov 4, 2010 8:51 PM

Parking is too far away, particularly in bad weather. There are lots of
walkways and it is difficult to trek things in and out from such a distance. The biggest complaint I 
hear from people visiting our campus is how distant the parking is from the buildings.

873 Nov 4, 2010 9:17 PM
I don't like the fact that I have to walk so far from my car to the door of my building, but other than 
that I'm generally happy with the campus and grounds.

874 Nov 4, 2010 9:20 PM The main lobby "gardens".

875 Nov 4, 2010 9:24 PM Goose Poop

876 Nov 4, 2010 9:57 PM

The heating/air-conditioning in the A-wing rooms (offices & classrooms
can be freezing with a cold draft in one room and warm and stuff in another.  Also, some rooms 
are very difficult to find for those not already familiar.  The room numbers in the A-wing are all 

877 Nov 4, 2010 9:59 PM

For many years I feared I had some type of learning disability as I foun
very confusing. I always felt I was walking in circles, and secretly wished I could drop bread 
crumbs so as to be able to find my way out. Finally I mentioned this to a colleague,and lo and 
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878 Nov 4, 2010 10:17 PM i like it!

879 Nov 4, 2010 10:47 PM At times, locating a parking spot can be difficult. Additional parking lots would be beneficial.

880 Nov 4, 2010 10:49 PM

i dislike the traffic buildup on 45 turning left into the campus, there sh
lane. and also when leaving the campus, there should be a left turn lane onto 45 and a seperate 
right turn lane for those going right on 45, otherwise it gets way too backed up with a single lane 

881 Nov 4, 2010 11:28 PM

I do not like that the sidewalks in the winter are always slippery and 
grounds because of ice.  I do think that the school needs to improve the student areas and give 
more places for students to sit and study.

882 Nov 4, 2010 11:31 PM some of the old classrooms have uncomfortable seating making it hard to pay attention in class

883 Nov 4, 2010 11:35 PM The parking its so far and it takes 5 to 15 mins to get to the doors.

884 Nov 4, 2010 

It is institutional looking lacks any character or distinction, it is unimpress
a mile for the school, and you have to cross a road to get to class. The workout center should be 

11:38 PM
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open as late as the gym is open, Why does it close an hour before the gym closes. Night classes 

885 Nov 4, 2010 11:45 PM

what i would like to see are washrooms that are actually cleaned. the was
in the library is highly used, but it is horribly dark, has no place to change a diaper, and isn't ever 
really clean. i don't know if facilities doesn't have the proper equipment (a power floor 

886 Nov 5, 2010 12:00 AM There is not enough parking close to the entrances for the amount of students that go there.

887 Nov 5, 2010 12:11 AM

Some of the electronic equipment seems difficult to figure out. I had 
this year trying to watch a movie or something online. It took a long time for someone to figure 
out the correct way to get it to work. It just seems like all the equipment in every room is 

888 Nov 5, 2010 12:20 AM that there arent a lot of places to study

889 Nov 5, 2010 12:21 AM

The classrooms need major attention in A wing (where I teach)--light
overhead screen that cannot be turned off, systems that are tempermental, teachers should 
have keys to their rooms, and more.

890 Nov 5, 2010 1:34 AM its getting small for all the people that come here



the washrooms could be 

e time we do not have 

891 Nov 5, 2010 1:56 AM Financial aid is worthless.  Nobody in there knows what they are doing.

892 Nov 5, 2010 2:25 AM

some of the washroom doors are broke and don't close all the way,  
cleaner, there is dirt on the floors    The coffee cart needs help more workers, we get 10 minutes 
breaks from class at night and it takes 10 minutes alone to just be in line.

893 Nov 5, 2010 3:39 AM
It's not manicured - just a few random trees here and there. Parking has always and probably 
always be an issue. The library and computer lab should be separate.

894 Nov 5, 2010 4:16 AM Slippery floors in winter.

895 Nov 5, 2010 4:29 AM cafeteria area-just needs to be updated and more welcoming

896 Nov 5, 2010 4:59 AM
The campus can be slightly cramped and getting around isn't always the easiest thing as the 
placements of classrooms and offices is sometimes confusing.

897 Nov 5, 2010 11:07 AM NA

898 Nov 5, 2010 12:46 PM smoking at entrances

899 Nov 5, 2010 12:55 PM .

900 Nov 5, 2010 1:21 PM
Parking lots are quite far from the classrooms.  On a cold winter night that make make for a very 
cold and very long walk.  Not sure what you can do about that.

901 Nov 5, 2010 2:46 PM

As for the Technologies we need to be ahead of the curve most of th
current versions of the software. We are learning base on previous versions. Corporations need 
people with knowledge of current software. Hard to find a job with obsolete skills!

902 Nov 5, 2010 2:48 PM The parking and Lancer drive is congested. Right now, the rte 45 construction is a problem.

903 Nov 5, 2010 2:49 PM none
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904 Nov 5, 2010 3:34 PM

Not enough baby changing stations in men's rooms. Not enough space 
they crowd in the walkways and doorways (second floor outside the library in particular, and 
outside of some more popular faculty offices near A court hall ways). Not enough parking close 

905 Nov 5, 2010 3:42 PM need more signs directing the rooms and different buildings

906 Nov 5, 2010 4:48 PM i have a hard time trying to navigate sometimes, especially building b classrooms, i get lost

907 Nov 5, 2010 4:55 PM The parking, no matter where you park, is quite a walk.

908 Nov 5, 2010 5:50 PM Parking is too far. It makes it harder during winter time and rainy season

909 Nov 5, 2010 5:54 PM

Usually there are not enough computers available in the library.  Some o
especially in the health science department should have tables instead of desks.  The books are 
so big and the desks are so little, there is not enough room.

910 Nov 5, 2010

Adobe CS5 STILL has not been installed on all the DMD computers w
learning with the latest software. The textbook for DMD 116 is for Dreamweaver CS5 yet the 

 8:10 PM
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computers we have for class STILL have CS4 on them.

911 Nov 5, 2010 8:47 PM

The heating and air conditioning system is terrible.  My office is either 
all times.  Classrooms are inconsistent with the technology and chalkboards, etc.  We need 
more classroom space!  We need a cafeteria like the one at university center.  It would be so 

912 Nov 5, 2010 8:55 PM
Parking! I have witnessed numerous accidents in the parking lot.  I lunch in my car and have 
also witnessed many hit and runs.  It makes me worried about parkingin the student lots.

913 Nov 5, 2010 8:59 PM

Some of the wing markers on the sides of the building (A,B,C,D,T) are a 
Wing marker that you can't see it above the trees.�
�

914 Nov 5, 2010 9:21 PM

It's hard to find your way from one building to another.  There is insu
signage directing students/parents/visitors to desired destinations.  Building names blend into 
the color/texture of the buildings, making them difficult to see unless you're very close to them.  

915 Nov 5, 2010 9:24 PM

The thing i like about the grayslake campus is that the parking lots ge
hard to find a spot then to ge to class. Also, the classrooms for math classes should have 
whiteboards instead of chalkboards.

916 Nov 5, 2010 9:25 PM

It's hard to find your way from one building to another.  There is insu
signage directing students/parents/visitors to desired destinations.  Building names blend into 
the color/texture of the buildings, making them difficult to see unless you're very close to them.  
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917 Nov 5, 2010 9:43 PM dirty classrooms

918 Nov 5, 2010 10:00 PM
Sometimes, it is hard to find classrooms because some signs on the walls are unclear or 
inaccurate.

919 Nov 5, 2010 10:16 PM

I really dont like how tiny the offices are or some of the bathrooms nee
then that the campus is nice i would like more lighting fo us late night students the parking lots 
can be very scary. OH and the Parking something needs to be done its horrible. soooo far away 

920 Nov 5, 2010 10:33 PM None

921 Nov 5, 2010 11:00 PM Too small parking lot and too expensive coffee cart

922 Nov 5, 2010 11:55 PM

I dislike that there are chairs and tables placed everywhere in the sc
as study/lounge space but whomever set up these chairs and tables must have forgotten that 
laptops existed. students must have an extension cord for their laptops in order to sit at a table 

923 Nov 6, 2010 

I wish there were more outlets for laptops to be plugged in and anoth
from student areas.  Hallways are the hangout for kids because they don't want to disturb those 
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studying or walk down to the cafeteria.

924 Nov 6, 2010 12:47 AM PARKING

925 Nov 6, 2010 12:51 AM
Counseling and Advising wait times. Need more coverage during peak times (ie.before 
registration) 2hr wait is unacceptable.

926 Nov 6, 2010 2:54 AM There isn't much I dislike I seem to really enjoy being at the Campus.

927 Nov 6, 2010 3:17 AM no good gathering area

928 Nov 6, 2010 4:07 AM

Difficult walking to University Center/dangerous�
C entrance is another main entrance and should be more welcoming�
There are still many outdated (old) signs up such as in the courts - those pink round dot signs 

929 Nov 6, 2010 4:13 AM Trouble with traffic flow on Brae Loch Rd and Lancer Ln
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 the equipment such as the 

930 Nov 6, 2010 6:35 AM Could use more study areas specifically with "tables" for studying.

931 Nov 6, 2010 6:37 AM Some areas are way too crowded with students.

932 Nov 6, 2010 12:24 PM It's so big!!

933 Nov 6, 2010 2:35 PM
I think women's washrooms need to be updated and the some of the water fountains have low 
water pressure. Chalk blackboards should be removed for dry erase boards.

934 Nov 6, 2010 3:14 PM
The classrooms in the C wing are too small.  If there is a class of 30 students you are sitting on 
top of one another.  Need larger rooms should be more like building T.

935 Nov 6, 2010 3:36 PM The layout is some what set up for accidents to occur.

936 Nov 6, 2010

The parking lots are a problem. I am referring to the lot North of the T
the one I use. In the winter it can sometimes be a sheet of ice. Some sort of a covered walkway 

 3:48 PM would be really helpful for winter and rainy days. Water does pool in several areas, and it is hard 

937 Nov 6, 2010 4:03 PM It is confusing, and sometimes hard to find classes.

938 Nov 6, 2010 4:11 PM The parking lots are so far from the entrance doors.

939 Nov 6, 2010 4:33 PM

Most of the classrooms are dirty with a lot of stains on the carpet and
overhead, has problems working. Some of the staff, especially in the financial aid office are rude. 
I had a question once and the girl who was there turned away from me in the middle of my 

940 Nov 6, 2010 5:44 PM
I'm not sure if this falls under this, but i think that the clubs and groups should be more known 
and visible for people who want to join.

941 Nov 6, 2010 6:01 PM Everything is fine.

942 Nov 6, 2010 6:06 PM Parking is limited. Lots of accidents on one curve. Fire drills are difficult.
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943 Nov 6, 2010 6:07 PM It seems that faculty parking is not suffiecient -OR- enforcement of car tags is not occuring.

944 Nov 6, 2010 6:10 PM
I would like to see more parking closer to the Fieldhouse for parents and grandparents who 
come to visit. (My grandfather has a walker and I play on 2 sports teams.)

945 Nov 6, 2010 6:18 PM Parking for night classes is impossible

946 Nov 6, 2010 7:43 PM If the bookstore could be open later, that would be great.

947 Nov 6, 2010 7:52 PM n/a

948 Nov 6, 2010 8:55 PM
Lighting in the parking lots is a concern -- taking night classes can be a little disconcerting when 
walking to car after class.  Never see a security guard in the main lot patrolling at night.

949 Nov 6, 2010 9:04 PM None

950 Nov 6, 2010 9:11 PM The bathrooms could use some updating

951 Nov 6, 2010 9:36 PM

The issues regarding posters in the hallways and pillars. One group s
post posters, and only one poster per day per hallway/pillar. Otherwise, the campus will look 
messy and cluttered.

952 Nov 6, 2010 10:51 PM

The T Wing, inexplicably, becomes rather hot on Sunday afternoons. 
the open�
computer lab. It'd be nice if it didn't consistently become an oven. Why Sundays?

953 Nov 6, 2010 10:54 PM
I dislike the parking at Grayslake campus. There never seems to be any reasonably close 
parking spaces when i get to school, I always end up parking very far away.

954 Nov 6, 2010 11:19 PM bathrooms are not very clean in the b building, caferteria needs cleaning.

955 Nov 6, 2010 11:36 PM

I really don't like going to Lancers.  I think that the area where the sa
cooking is done needs to be entirely re-designed, with newer equipment, fresh paint and new 
light fixtures.  I think more people would use Lancers on a daily basis if that area was cleaner 
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956 Nov 7, 2010 12:16 AM

Virtually no faculty offices. When I take classes, I'm surveyed about 
instructor. This is a silly question, because there are no offices so of course most instructors 
have no office hours. Much of the classroom furniture is uncomfortable to sit in. The computer 

957 Nov 7, 2010 4:48 AM
the bookstore is all the way downstairs in the basement. It is not very convenient to walk in for a 
fast pen/hilighter on breaks.

958 Nov 7, 2010 5:42 AM the D- wing is very cold.

959 Nov 7, 2010 7:00 AM
Many parking issues, especially with the increasing number of students in attendance at the 
college.

960 Nov 7, 2010 7:18 AM NONE

961 Nov 7, 2010 8:05 AM There is no swimming pool.

962 Nov 7, 2010
Unless you are walking down certain hallways that already have art placed on them, the school 
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and hallways over all is not very aesthetically pleasing.

963 Nov 7, 2010 5:06 PM
I find that sinks in the restrooms are broke fairly often.  The parking, no matter where you park it 
is a long walk to the door even if you get a close spot.

964 Nov 7, 2010 6:46 PM
The parking lot is a bit hazardous due to some drivers. I wish there were more people patrolling 
the lots.

965 Nov 7, 2010 6:51 PM Nothing.

966 Nov 7, 2010 7:08 PM
Parking is awful.  It is a very long walk, especially for night classes when it's cold, from your car 
to the building!

967 Nov 7, 2010 7:22 PM I don't have any issue yet

968 Nov 7, 2010 10:40 PM
Some classrooms are very dirty or their equimpent doesn't work.  The library never has enough 
computers for students to use.
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969 Nov 7, 2010 11:16 PM

Although my main areas of the campus are very nice, I do not like how 
really old, and dingy.  some have dirty carpet and not enough light..... very gloomy compared to 
the rest of the campus.

970 Nov 7, 2010 11:19 PM Parking lot is like a mile away.

971 Nov 7, 2010 11:34 PM parking

972 Nov 7, 2010 11:43 PM
I think there needs to be more lighting outside from building exits and through parking lots. I use 
the "D" building and it's a little creepy leaving night classes because it is so dark.

973 Nov 8, 2010 12:06 AM I don't like the tennis courts locked up.

974 Nov 8, 2010 12:12 AM I can't really think of anything that i dislike.

975 Nov 8, 2010 

Food selection and price is absolutely horrible in the Lancer's Cafeter
overpriced; I could go to Aldi and get a greater quantity [and quality, especially when fish is 
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served] of food for the same price).

976 Nov 8, 2010 12:52 AM I wish the cafeteria sold healthier snack options, like apples and oranges.

977 Nov 8, 2010 2:07 AM

Parking is too far away from bldgs B and C for me.  I don't like walking a
away.  Also, the chairs in bldg C are very uncomfortable and I would prefer tables instead of 
desks because my binder where I take notes doesn't fit on a desk.  Often, the rooms are too cold 

978 Nov 8, 2010 3:32 AM Just need more parking.

979 Nov 8, 2010 3:45 AM When the people stand in groups in the hallway, it is very hard to get around to your classes.

980 Nov 8, 2010 4:09 AM Parking is so far away from bldg entry

981 Nov 8, 2010 5:12 AM
I don not like the fact that it seems as if the financial aid office is understaffed and it is always 
crowded at the beginning of semesters and paper work takes 6 to 8 weeks to be looked at.



982 Nov 8, 2010 5:44 AM Restrooms  in B and C buildings(the ones I use) could use a redo.

983 Nov 8, 2010 9:42 AM speeding cars

984 Nov 8, 2010 3:39 PM
the parking is not fun its only on one side of the school and you can park really c.lose or get 
stucking walking the whole school for a small class or to come in and do make up work.

985 Nov 8, 2010 5:01 PM The parking lots are too dark at night.

986 Nov 8, 2010 5:34 PM Parking is a struggle.  The arboretum needs updating and refinment

987 Nov 8, 2010 5:36 PM
The parking lot can sometimes get crowded and the officers llike stopping people alot and dont 
give warnings instead they give tickets for first offenses.

988 Nov 8, 2010 5:45 PM I see a lot of space that could be used for different things that could improved the campus

989 Nov 8, 2010 5:51 PM Parking lot, too far

990 Nov 8, 2010 6:14 PM too many cigarette butts in the grass

991 Nov 8, 2010 6:20 PM The parking seems to be an issue, fitting everyone's car and such.

992 Nov 8, 2010 6:40 PM Nothing.

993 Nov 8, 2010 7:04 PM when parking lots are closed for no reason

994 Nov 8, 2010 7:08 PM

Not enough computers in Labs�
Gym/Basketball courts could use an update�
Workout room needs to be bigger
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995 Nov 8, 2010 7:32 PM None for the moment,

996 Nov 8, 2010 8:04 PM

In the beginning, I felt like I had a lack of guidance and what to do as an 
think a step by step letter sent to me would help me greatly especially when it came to taking 
placement test, getting classes set up, etc..

997 Nov 8, 2010 8:40 PM Some areas seem underdeveloped ( D parking lot)

998 Nov 8, 2010 11:22 PM

Parking can be a hassle, especially at the beginning of any semester an
Sometimes, classrooms do not fit with the class. For example, I've had classes with a few 
students in a very large classroom and other times I've had a large class size in a small room, 

999 Nov 8, 2010 11:34 PM

One thing I dislike about the Grayslake Campus is the Bookstore. Jus
started, I went to purchase my textbooks and was very unpleased with the bag-check security 
they had. I felt like I was honestly at the DMV. We couldn't even take a small purse in with us! I 

1000 Nov 8, 2010 11:44 PM sometime is tools all around in tec. lab

1001 Nov 9, 2010 2:10 AM Other than the layout, there's nothing really.

1002 Nov 9, 2010 4:42 AM The drab colors in the building.

1003 Nov 9, 2010 4:44 AM

The security officers ask students for their name and ID number with
They then do not explain what they are doing, just that they have to make sure "we" are all 
students. This concerns some students

1004 Nov 9, 2010 5:18 AM
I'd have to say that there was not enough light (it's kind of dark) in the Lancer cafeteria (across 
the bookstore). Also, it's hard to find vegetarian foods in the cafeteria.

1005 Nov 9, 2010 9:33 AM Parking, student that taking art classes have to park to far from the Art department.

1006 Nov 9, 2010 10:25 AM Some of the teacher can be very demanding; to the point of being very rude.

1007 Nov 9, 2010 2:00 PM

I have encountered on numerous occasions overcrowding and an ina
computer to complete my work in the LRC. My suggestion..although lofty..is to expand this area 
and put more computers and printers in, to facilitate better study.
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1008 Nov 9, 2010 2:26 PM

Wasteful spending on a noisy hallway in the tech building, and a vet
directory maps are very outdated and a joke.  If they would correct those maps to be actually 
helpful like a mall directory is, there wouldn't be a need to post people all around the campus 

1009 Nov 9, 2010 2:45 PM can be a little noisy at times

1010 Nov 9, 2010 2:47 PM stairways and common areas don't seem to be cleaned often enough

1011 Nov 9, 2010 2:51 PM

Lack of flexible lab space - once we designate a lab for a specific disc
specialized it is difficult to respond to emerging technologies or share the space among 
departments.

1012 Nov 9, 2010 2:52 PM The parking is terrible.  There aren't enough lots for Faculty and Staff.

1013 Nov 9, 2010 2:52 PM
Parking and storage issues. lack of sufficient faculty and staff parking. inadequite storage for 
Automotive shop cars

1014 Nov 9, 2010 2:53 PM Smoking outside the entrances. I believe ALL CLC campuses should be smoke free.

1015 Nov 9, 2010 2:54 PM Not enough facility parking

1016 Nov 9, 2010 2:54 PM

Every year we put new sod along the sidewalks because our ground
snow. Why don't we just put stones along the side so we do not have the expenses of resoding it 
every year.

1017 Nov 9, 2010 2:56 PM

I believe that parking has gotten very competitive for Staff. I think the campus nee
opportunities for collaborative studying. This would include rooms where technology was 
available to assist students in working together. I know Lancer's has been updated over the last 

1018 Nov 9, 2010 2:56 PM Food here is terrible--Both Lancers and the Willow room need work on the way they look as well.

1019 Nov 9, 2010 3:02 PM

Not enough social and study spaces for students.  �
I'm surprised how bad the cafeteria offerings are.  So unhealthy, expensive.  Why don't we have 
a MacDonalds, or even better a Panera or a Subway (the subway sandwiches there now taste 

1020 Nov 9, 2010 3:05 PM
I think it is often confusing for students the way the buildings are designated (A, B, C, D, T) and 
how they connect, it doesn't make for a smooth flow.
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1021 Nov 9, 2010 3:07 PM

It doesn't appear that students have enough places to hang out or stu
hanging out in quieter places where there are no tables or chairs and they sit on the floor (like in 
the T-wing.

1022 Nov 9, 2010 3:10 PM
The older buildings are in need of updating floors (right inside the B wing entrance and restroom 
floors).  The restroom facilities (toilets and sinks) seem to be difficult to keep running properly.

1023 Nov 9, 2010 3:11 PM Not enought work space and computers for adjunct staff.

1024 Nov 9, 2010 3:24 PM
Coffee cart is too noisy to be by the library.  Sandwiches and salads overpriced.  Maybe a 
different vendor.

1025 Nov 9, 2010 3:25 PM Too much mowed grass.

1026 Nov 9, 2010 3:28 PM
Sometimes the students have difficulty logging on to the computers.  Sometimes the equipment 
is unplugged.

1027 Nov 9, 2010

Goose poop on the sidewalks sometimes.  Smokers too close to the 
inhale it when you walk in or it leaks through my office window (even though I am on the thrid 
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floor).

1028 Nov 9, 2010 3:40 PM

Several of the bathrooms seem to have a permanent unpleasant odor.  
WASTE of the toilets.  They continually flush when a person is using and not using the toilet.  It's 
uncomfortable, noisy and wasteful!

1029 Nov 9, 2010 3:45 PM Not enough faculty office space.  Not enough space for meeting with students.

1030 Nov 9, 2010 3:48 PM
some of the office areas are outdated.  there aren't enough conference rooms for staff meetings, 
and we often have to meet in classrooms, which isn't always the best environment for a meeting.

1031 Nov 9, 2010 3:54 PM
Can get pretty congested in hallways.  No dedicated space for vendors or special promotional 
events, aside from Atrium.  Seems to be a serious lack of available classroom space.

1032 Nov 9, 2010 3:55 PM I really like the campus. There is not anything that I have to complain about.

1033 Nov 9, 2010 4:00 PM There is a shortage of parking spaces.
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1034 Nov 9, 2010 4:06 PM Student Traffic-There are pockets of students who block foot traffic in the main corridors

1035 Nov 9, 2010 4:06 PM

I dislike the cafeteria. The food selection is not very healthy and does no
many different diets, gluten free, lactose free, vegetarian, or vegan. The apperanc as well could 
use work. The walls can be painted to update the look of the cafeteria.

1036 Nov 9, 2010 4:19 PM
We are missing a central area for information and directions especially for people unfamiiar with 
the campus.

1037 Nov 9, 2010 4:21 PM The classrooms aren't kept as clean as expected.

1038 Nov 9, 2010 4:34 PM

No real front entrance.  Walking path is not completed.  Exit on to rou
Smoking area is in a very desirable location which is unfair to nonsmokers.  Smoking rules are 
not upheld.  There is too much smoking close to the building.

1039 Nov 9, 2010 4:44 PM

I have already taken the survey, but forgot to mention this. I spend mos
and the windows are filthy. It is embarrassing how dirty they are, especially when everything 
else is so clean. There should be a regular maintenance program that includes washing 

1040 Nov 9, 2010 4:54 PM n/a

1041 Nov 9, 2010 4:57 PM
Ecological issues that are still being addressed. Not enough outside sitting space that can be 
used as a classroom. All outside spaces are dominated by smokers.

1042 Nov 9, 2010 4:59 PM

Unless an entrance is used extensively, upkeep tends to be slack.  F
entrance near the library loading dock could use some cleaning.  It also is skipped for snow 
shoveling quite frequently in the winter.

1043 Nov 9, 2010 5:08 PM campus cops making nit picky citations.

1044 Nov 9, 2010 5:14 PM

C Wing--1st floor hallway, between Financial Aid and the Admissions 
console, there are often trays and used dinner plates, often with unfinished food, sitting there.  
This is not only very tacky, but it gives a bad first impression for the many visitors and new 

1045 Nov 9, 2010 5:14 PM

For the most part there is not much that I do not like. It is frustrating w
cause deliberate damage to equipment or buildings out of spite or carelessness. It feels like they 
are violating your home and it affects all of us. A total lack of respect.

1046 Nov 9, 2010 5:16 PM

Where is the main entrance to CLC?  There isn't one.  If the C entrance 
information booth there.  The glass lounge should be better utilized.  Since it is glass it should be 
kept presentable.  Meetings could be held almost anywhere else.  This open space could be 
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1047 Nov 9, 2010 5:18 PM I think that the withdraw fail date for classes should be a lot longer than it is already

1048 Nov 9, 2010 5:26 PM Worn-out seating in library

1049 Nov 9, 2010 5:28 PM

students need more common areas that are established and welcom
study.  Dining Services is a "step back" for most HS students coming to CLC.  Need expanded 
options and much better facilities.

1050 Nov 9, 2010 5:28 PM

The HVAC systems are ancient in the areas I have seen - some of th
to be original purchases, and are 30 years obsolete.  The duct work and control systems are in 
similar need of replacement.

1051 Nov 9, 2010 5:28 PM

The A and B wing need renovation. While clean, their finishes look ou
enough quality student study or gathering places. Lancer cafeteria while recently improved, still 
imparts the look and feel of early warehouse.

1052 Nov 9, 2010 5:41 PM Old ugly out dated student areas.

1053 Nov 9, 2010 5:59 PM See number 2  I would also like to have waste baskets in our classrooms.

1054 Nov 9, 2010 6:10 PM The stairways get crowded and hard to move through during peak times.

1055 Nov 9, 2010 6:13 PM
people, other than staff, park in the parking lot designated to staff. should be more control over 
this

1056 Nov 9, 2010 6:19 PM
the kids that act like kids, and they control every thing,  lancers costs to much.. no one can afford 
to eat there and it is not very clean any more

1057 Nov 9, 2010 6:45 PM Not that much parking

1058 Nov 9, 2010 6:55 PM

Classrooms contain old furniture.  Tables wobble, writing on boards 
cushions have holes. Some classrooms have hanging cables, holes in the wall, and pillars 
obstructing students' view of the board.

1059 Nov 9, 2010 6:58 PM
Students need a place for socializing, like a student center or union, which would include a 
cafeteria.
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1060 Nov 9, 2010 7:20 PM there should be more staff to help in financial aid and other services like that.

1061 Nov 9, 2010 7:38 PM

Heavily-used entrance and stairwell doors in need of paint, the cluttere
(newspapers everywhere), the tabletop displays along the C Wing windows (biology wing), poor 
signage, lines of students in the hallways waiting outside Admissions/Financial Aid/Counseling

1062 Nov 9, 2010 7:44 PM parking is a problem

1063 Nov 9, 2010 7:50 PM

Already discussed above in #2-3, but we badly need to plan/renovat
plantings.  We have way too much turf -- we need to include some of the sustainable green 
infrastructure solutions that we are trying to promote/teach about with new IGEN sustainability 

1064 Nov 9, 2010 7:52 PM far parking on busy days,

1065 Nov 9, 2010 8:01 PM I dislike that people are smoking right next to the c-wing doors.

1066 Nov 9, 2010
Being a smoker when the weather is nasty we are either forced to huddle in a very tight group 

 8:05 PM
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(when it rains)

1067 Nov 9, 2010 8:11 PM We are in need of an overall renovation

1068 Nov 9, 2010 8:37 PM
not enough signage telling students not to park in faculty lot.  People driving the wrong way 
down a one-way street.  Bathrooms are randomly located.

1069 Nov 9, 2010 9:02 PM

The quality of food in Lancers is poor.  Even fresh the quality is below average, 
time the food sits out for a long time and much of the time it is dry by the time I try to eat there at 
night.  It would be nice if they improved it for those of us who work at night or have classes at 

1070 Nov 9, 2010 9:12 PM
Many of the automatic bathroom sink faucets do not work.  During the winter time, I will get 
shocks from using the sinks.

1071 Nov 9, 2010 9:21 PM
I dont like how the administration offices are so "small" and hectic, it would be better if there was 
more room and less crowding.

1072 Nov 9, 2010 9:29 PM

Get rid of the geese! Tired of walking in goose poop. Hire a couple o
them away!�
�



fore; there's a space issue. 

der desks, move 

 facilities for specific 

1073 Nov 9, 2010 9:34 PM

Parking fills up pretty quick and I've seen people park in the grass be
Same with some of the classes. My English Comp. class is at the university center because 
there was no space available on campus.

1074 Nov 9, 2010 9:36 PM Nothing

1075 Nov 9, 2010 9:39 PM junk cars etc.behind building 12

1076 Nov 9, 2010 9:55 PM See improvement section.

1077 Nov 9, 2010 10:30 PM

Thanks for asking.  Some people throw trash on the floor, place gum un
furniture without returning it, do not erase boards, etc.  I believe that old, dated, and potentially 
unsafe chairs in hallways should be permanently removed.  They make the place look shabby.  

1078 Nov 9, 2010 10:49 PM
Washrooms - automatic sinks don't work well, flush sensors work too well! Communal meeting 
spaces - some are nice, wish there were more!

1079 Nov 9, 2010 11:32 PM NO Security Sometimes, Chances of Getting possession of your own stolen at high risk

1080 Nov 9, 2010 11:49 PM It is so many students and not enough parking.

1081 Nov 10, 2010 12:09 AM
We need more student access sites in the technology building. Pleaces where tables can be 
used to have students sit and work on projects with their lap tops.

1082 Nov 10, 2010 12:30 AM I don't really have any complaints

1083 Nov 10, 2010 12:54 AM

Lack of identity on Washington Street.  Lack of identifiable areas and
purposes such as student social areas, study areas and faculty/student information 
learning/meeting areas.  Facilities needed include a student services building or Union.  A 

1084 Nov 10, 2010 1:03 AM
not enough faculty parking spaces for adjunct faculty, who often arrive later than others, 
especially in the winter weathre.

1085 Nov 10, 2010 1:18 AM parking shortage by tech/automotive area



ll inviting.  The personnel 

d. Especially in the A, C, 

tic, hate that they flush 

1086 Nov 10, 2010 1:22 AM

I greatly dislike Lancer's cafeteria.  It is gloomy and does not feel at a
who work there are courteous and do a good job, but the placement of the cafeteria in the 
basement is not a good choice.  It should be a place where students and staff can relax and 

1087 Nov 10, 2010 1:45 AM I dislike the distance of the parking lots to the buildings.

1088 Nov 10, 2010 2:13 AM
The toilets always flush on you, the glass lounge is crowded, parking is scares. Also often times 
the bathrooms smell bad.

1089 Nov 10, 2010 2:44 AM So far I have no issues.

1090 Nov 10, 2010 9:03 AM The labs,WE dont have the right tools,Or the dont even work.

1091 Nov 10, 2010 12:26 PM many areas need to be updated, restrooms could be renovated

1092 Nov 10, 2010 2:09 PM Parking

1093 Nov 10, 2010 3:18 PM
Don't like the appearance of all the giantic banners hanging off of second floor railings.  It really 
makes the atrium and court areas look cheap and messy.

1094 Nov 10, 2010 4:04 PM no problems at all.

1095 Nov 10, 2010 4:49 PM

I hate the spontaneous flushing of the toilets--love that they're automa
seemingly at will, wasting gallons of water.�
The floors in the washrooms never seem clean.  You can see on the base cove how far up the 

1096 Nov 10, 2010 5:24 PM
The parking lot D is too far from the building which is the side where the children center is 
located.

1097 Nov 10, 2010 5:29 PM

I believe that the general appearance inside the building can be improve
and D wings.  The building seems and feels old and outdated especially in the hallway and court 
areas.  They are in huge contrast to the Technology Building, Southlake Campus, and even the 

1098 Nov 10, 2010 5:53 PM people parking where they are not suppposed to.



lace to gather.  They have 
y ,

e ineffective.  They are 

lsewhere (the study 

1099 Nov 10, 2010 6:02 PM Doors to buildings and rooms are not cleaned well enough.

1100 Nov 10, 2010 6:57 PM The parking is ridiculous there is no where to park half the time

1101 Nov 10, 2010 7:02 PM Lancers is very dirty most of the time and paying for your food takes half your break.

1102 Nov 10, 2010 7:19 PM
Lack of student services and lack of student services area that is easily accessible and in one 
area

1103 Nov 10, 2010 7:53 PM The parking is pretty far away but I haen't had any other problems.

1104 Nov 10, 2010 8:34 PM
Classroom one person seats, like in my chemistry classroom on B level. I prefer long big tables 
like in Southlake, otherwise theres no room to write.

1105 Nov 10, 2010

No, comfortable place for students to gather.  The clubs don't have a p
to meet in the hallways.  If they try to meet in the Multicultural area by the couches, the offices 

 9:47 PM
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within the Multicultural area complain that they are making too much noise.  Even on Fridays 

1106 Nov 10, 2010 10:39 PM

The attempt at water conservation with the self-flushing toilets is quit
quite wasteful!  You move and it flushes, you wipe and it flushes, you try to sit down and it 
flushes.  I cannot tell you how many times I have been in the process of using the facilities and 

1107 Nov 10, 2010 10:43 PM

Campus: not enough quiet and private space to study in the library or e
rooms in the library are not soundproofed, in fact there is a gap between the �
�

1108 Nov 10, 2010 11:23 PM Dark at night

1109 Nov 11, 2010 12:05 AM nothing in particular

1110 Nov 11, 2010 12:10 AM Lancer's dining area.  It is SO DREARY!

1111 Nov 11, 2010 12:22 AM Too crowded



flexibility with the 

 of 3 in C-wing first floor for 

to look at a book and take 

for very small groups 

y p

ng onto Rt. 45 seems to be 

1112 Nov 11, 2010 1:35 AM

The lack of comfortable places for students to congregate. The areas are 
and with the higher amount of students who congregate, there is becoming a very big lack of 
space.

1113 Nov 11, 2010 1:43 AM Nothing yet.

1114 Nov 11, 2010 2:24 AM

not enough computers open at times to do your work. I could use more 
schedules for classes. I work a full time and part time job and I do no like doing poorly because I 
can not always attend class. When being there is part of your grade.

1115 Nov 11, 2010 2:55 AM There are very few private study areas or even areas for study. The library is often overcrowded.

1116 Nov 11, 2010 3:47 AM I'm not clear where visitor parking is.

1117 Nov 11, 2010 4:03 AM

battery (non-rechargable) operated sinks that frequently don't work (2
more than a month!); inconsistent classroom equipment (from lighting to computers; get the 
extra chairs out of classrooms!); way too much mowed grass (whatever happened to 

1118 Nov 11, 2010

The desks are outdated and not user friendly when students are trying 
notes. Table and chair set ups are much easier for classroom productivity. More room for part 

 4:31 AM
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time faculty to use for office space.

1119 Nov 11, 2010 4:50 AM
not enough parking. lack of monitoring of crosswalks.  almost run over several times!  lancers 
cafe menu is horrible and needs to be changed.

1120 Nov 11, 2010 5:46 AM

Nothing to dislike but nothing spectacular either.  The problem of exiti
in progress.  However, it saddens me to see that the newly poured turn lane was just cut up to 
work on.

1121 Nov 11, 2010 12:53 PM
Parking can be challenging. Upon first arriving, it is difficult to navigate the buildings, but that 
does get better after a short time.

1122 Nov 11, 2010 1:52 PM
Parking lots cover alot of the property, but they are not very convenient to building access. There 
is very little stowage areas to accomidate support equipment.

1123 Nov 11, 2010 1:56 PM i have nothing that i dislike about the campus.

1124 Nov 11, 2010 4:50 PM not enough police visual



bit sterile because 

e grass; unsafe and 

f trash cans with dirty 

ayout of the offices.  There 

1125 Nov 11, 2010 5:07 PM
i dislike some of the boards from the class rooms cuz you have to use them with chalk and not 
markers

1126 Nov 11, 2010 5:08 PM could use more chairs and tables in some areas of the corridors and open areas.

1127 Nov 11, 2010 5:51 PM
Bathrooms are not very nice or updated, cafeteria is okay but lunch area is not very fresh looking 
or updated

1128 Nov 11, 2010 6:53 PM I think there should be more low maintenance,  natural plantings instead of cured lawns.

1129 Nov 11, 2010 6:53 PM Parking calls for very long walks and in the winter this is uncomfortable to say the least.

1130 Nov 11, 2010 7:05 PM could be cleaner outside and brighter inside

1131 Nov 11, 2010

No doubt the college needs additional parking spaces.  The college seems a 
there aren't places for students to hang out, I'd like to see additional benches and tables  

 7:06 PM
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outside. People in general  need places to meet, all we have is the Willow lake area which 

1132 Nov 11, 2010 7:11 PM to many jerkoffs!!

1133 Nov 11, 2010 8:15 PM

Parking is a continual problem, now we're having students park on th
unsightly. My main critcism is the lack of a welcoming, accessible student union.It's shameful 
that with 18,000 students we don't offer a clean, well-lighted place to relax and study.

1134 Nov 11, 2010 9:31 PM
Goose droppings on the sidewalk to the twing. they do the best job they can keeping it clean but 
it's a thankless job.

1135 Nov 11, 2010 9:31 PM

The campus is not as clean as it used to be.  Trays are stacked on top o
dishes for days at a time.  Washrooms are not cleaned frequently enough.  Toilet paper and 
paper towels need to be filled daily.

1136 Nov 11, 2010 9:32 PM

The admissions and enrollment process is complicated by the poor l
is no main waiting area.  Students get easily frustrated by the process and our break up of 
offices makes for extra confusion and wait time.

1137 Nov 11, 2010 9:38 PM parking lot



h work to be shown 

d safely.�

t level.  The out field 

g

1138 Nov 11, 2010 9:41 PM parking lots and lots of accidents

1139 Nov 11, 2010 9:44 PM The B entrance garden area across from the new butterfly garden could use some attention.

1140 Nov 11, 2010 9:45 PM
Not enough parking and it is so far away.  LSC has the parking garage closeby and you don't 
need to scrape your windows.

1141 Nov 11, 2010 9:46 PM

There are far too many rooms that are too small and do not allow for enoug
on the chalkboard/whiteboard while  the projector in being used.  When A124, A124A and A111 
were remodeled the lights in those rooms were not relocated to correct placement to light-up the 

1142 Nov 11, 2010 9:53 PM Too much grass & not enough natural area. Some washrooms are very dirty.

1143 Nov 11, 2010 9:54 PM Sometimes sidewalks and parking areas are not de-iced early in the morning in the winter.

1144 Nov 11, 2010

Need sidewalks connecting the whole campus so we can walk aroun
The layout makes it very difficult for seniors and parents with children to find and get to their 

 9:57 PM
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classes.�

1145 Nov 11, 2010 10:06 PM No centrallized welcome and information center.

1146 Nov 11, 2010 10:16 PM No student life facilities.  Need for classrooms and parking.

1147 Nov 11, 2010 10:17 PM I hate how smokers stand so close to the building and you can smell smoke inside.

1148 Nov 11, 2010 10:17 PM I have had a lot of trouble with the technology in Room D132.

1149 Nov 11, 2010 10:26 PM

I would like to see our mens' baseball field renovated.  The outfiel is no
fence is dangerous.  These two areas could cause injury to the atheletes that practice and 
compete on this field.

1150 Nov 11, 2010 10:26 PM smoking near the entrance at B wing



zing space (not a redo of the 

1151 Nov 11, 2010 10:42 PM
Students have a long haul from the main building ( T ) to the tech building to attend Cooking 
classes in the kitchens.

1152 Nov 11, 2010 10:42 PM No place for adjunct faculty  to meet quiety with students or hold office hours,

1153 Nov 11, 2010 10:47 PM
There is a lack of a central entrance to the campus that creates a strong, welcoming and positive 
impression.

1154 Nov 11, 2010 10:54 PM

We need more study space, computers for computer lab, and sociali
main lobby though) for students.  The carpeting in the library needs replacement and the chairs.  
The bathrooms and stairwells in the technology building were built too narrow.  Please don't do 

1155 Nov 11, 2010 11:11 PM
Very confusing flow of campus. It is easy to get lost and difficult to explain to people how to get 
anywhere.

1156 Nov 11, 2010 11:40 PM classrooms are limited. technology is sooooo outdated in the classrooms

1157 Nov 11, 2010 

some rooms too hot, some too cold�
�

11:52 PM plumbing in washrooms unreliable & unpredictable

1158 Nov 12, 2010 12:29 AM then automotive students should be able to park in the clost parcking lot in winter

1159 Nov 12, 2010 12:53 AM
i dislike the fact that there isn't more help for job placement after completing a technical program 
i.e hvac.

1160 Nov 12, 2010 1:10 AM The projector does not work appropriately (room A123).

1161 Nov 12, 2010 1:47 AM
allowing people to smoke to close to the door also the garbage can with all the cigarettes butt on 
the top make a stinks enter.

1162 Nov 12, 2010 2:04 AM ALL Bathrooms need to be cleaned more often and need to smell better.

1163 Nov 12, 2010 3:43 AM They don't have HID PROXIMITY



ity Center and walk to the 

time AFTER events are 
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1164 Nov 12, 2010 3:47 AM
I do not like the backboard in my math class because it is not clean and hard to see it.  Although 
I complained about it for the administrator and my teacher, it is not improved.

1165 Nov 12, 2010 4:07 AM

College Night parking is IMPOSSIBLE !!!!!  I had to park at the Univers
T building (4 - 5 blocks away)  where I teach. I'm amazed that no one was injured in the huge 
traffic mess we had outside a month ago. Please arrange for shuttle buses or at least have some 

1166 Nov 12, 2010 4:24 AM
the main bldg with cafeteria and administration is outdated.  maybe more windows and tv 
screens.

1167 Nov 12, 2010 5:14 AM The dining area in Lancer cafe is a little small.

1168 Nov 12, 2010 5:22 AM

Take great care that parking lot lights remain ON sunbstatntially for a 
finished at CLC - there are specifically 3 times when the outside lights near the JLC/PAB were 
NOT on both during and after a Lake Forest Symphony concert - that has to cease and be fixed.  

1169 Nov 12, 2010 5:48 AM Few study areas outside of the library wich tends to get a bit noisy

1170 Nov 12, 2010 
The LRC is too hot and stuffy to work in. The bathrooms in the Technology Building are too 

10:32 AM
y g

small.

1171 Nov 12, 2010 12:12 PM
classes that are required for degrees are not always offered in reasonable periods. some 
classes are offered every 18-24 months only.It is about the money and not a students education.

1172 Nov 12, 2010 1:21 PM

Before the start of each semester:�
please make sure that all the burnt out lights are changes�
the tables are cleaned.�

1173 Nov 12, 2010 2:09 PM there is a lot of congestion getting out of the parking lots

1174 Nov 12, 2010 2:10 PM
It is hard to navigate.  I think the student areas on the lower level are pretty depressing--esp 
Lancers.

1175 Nov 12, 2010 2:13 PM Out of date and could be cleaner.

1176 Nov 12, 2010 2:34 PM nothing



,

1177 Nov 12, 2010 2:35 PM I do not like a lot of the aging finishes

1178 Nov 12, 2010 2:42 PM generic look of all the public spaces

1179 Nov 12, 2010 3:32 PM Class rooms are very outdated and the technology provided in most is very sub-par.

1180 Nov 12, 2010 3:34 PM Copy machines often are on the blink.

1181 Nov 12, 2010 3:38 PM
Winter time.  I know it's difficult to keep up with snow removal, but the parking areas are a pain 
to try to walk in the winter time.  Entirely too slippery.

1182 Nov 12, 2010 4:14 PM

The LRC area does not have proper escalations in the offices . It is usually very hot in these 
areas and makes it very difficult to work comfortably. I have heard that this is the case in several 
other offices around the college as well.

1183 Nov 12, 2010 4:18 PM Parking spaces is really my only issue.

1184 Nov 12, 2010 5:46 PM

Our college doesn't provide area's for students to be outside and enjoy each others company.�
The main lobby area is only for a certain calabri of student, many students feel out of place.�
Please look around and see what can be done to nurture an enviroment of student creativity.

1185 Nov 12, 2010 5:46 PM

smoking....people are not following the signs and no one is inforcing the rules.  i suffer from 
asthma and its hard to walk by smokers for me, as it in the past has been a triger for an attack 
for me. i also am a mom and hate my son inhalling the smoke.

1186 Nov 12, 2010 5:55 PM Signage and directions. At times, wide fluxuation in temperature.

1187 Nov 15, 2010

A big issue is the amount of  papers, flyers, notices, announcements that are pasted all over the 
walls, stairways, etc. Not only is it very unsightly, but the very messiness detracts from the 
professional atmosphere of the college. It looks like a junior high school, and not a college. 
Moreover, these signs are hastily pasted and not secured properly and then remain on the walls, 
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doors, etc, well past the date of the activity.
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Facilities Survey  Grayslake Campus Fall 2010

What IMPR
like to see take place?

OVEMENTS to the Grayslake campus or grounds

Answer Options Response 
Count

1089
answered 1089 question

skipped 642 question

Number Response Date Response Text

1 Nov 1, 2010 7:37 PM Improve fitness/pe facility

2 Nov 1, 2010 7:41 PM Closer parking or maybe a walk way that is covered for the bad weather.

3 Nov 1, 2010 7:42 PM Opening the above parking spots to the general public.

4 Nov 1, 2010 7:42 PM You already seem to be improving areas on an ongoing basis.

5 Nov 1, 2010 7:45 PM
Keep it clean and in good repair.   Also, parking for evening students is SO hard to find - I get a 
little nervous walking into the dark parking lot at 9 pm - I feel vulnerable.

6 Nov 1, 2010 7:46 PM How about the bookstore having weekend hours?

7 Nov 1, 201Nov , 2010 7:46 PM The ABR program should have its own building. 7:46 PM The ABR program should have its own building



p p
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8 Nov 1, 2010 7:48 PM

�
Coffee cart needs to offer more savory choices on food for those of us who can't or don't care to 
eat a lot of sweets.�

9 Nov 1, 2010 7:49 PM something about ducks and poop

10 Nov 1, 2010 7:50 PM See above

11 Nov 1, 2010 7:53 PM

Bushes in the middle isle of the Lancers Road should be trimmed back around the curve near 
the James Performing Arts Building. Since enrollment is increasing need to have a bigger 
commons area for the students.

12 Nov 1, 2010 7:55 PM Maybe just overall refreshing. i.e. painting.

13 Nov 1 2010Nov , 7:56 PM Group study rooms and quiet study areas 7:  Group study rooms an  quie  study areas.y

14 Nov 1, 2010 7:57 PM

snack machines.  Offer pre-made salads etc.  It would be great if we could make our own coffee 
drinks down there.  We have coffee, espresso makers at work so I know they are available.  You 
need at least a skeleton kitchen staff at night.  There are a ton of evening students and it does 

15 Nov 1, 2010 7:59 PM Sand Volleyball courtsg g p g y p y

16 Nov 1, 2010 8:02 PM

later and no one else is walking out to car its very unsettling with large dark areas on the way to 
the car.�
Can hardly wait until winter when its dark at 5.�

17 Nov 1, 2010 8:05 PM
The chairs in the computer classes need improving as they sometimes don't work when you 
have to adjust for varying heights. The classrooms could be painted a more welcoming color.

18 Nov 1, 2010 8:09 PM PARKING!!!!!!!!

19 Nov 1, 2010 8:10 PM increased lighting and security prescence in the lots at night
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20 Nov 1, 2010 8:16 PM
I would add trash can in the classrooms. Because when you come in to the classrooms you see 
trash left on the floors I asume because there are no trash cans in the rooms.p p g g g

21 Nov 1, 2010 8:16 PM

PARK ON SIDEWALK"�
2. because you have a problem With people spitting gum on the sidewalks, STOP SELLING 
GUM !�

22 Nov 1, 2010 8:21 PM
Except for Tech building, almost all the other classrooms need new carpeting, white boards, 
different bigger desks, Fitness facilities are outdated and need extreme updatingg p y

23 Nov 1, 2010 8:22 PM

the new arbor was installed last year and better signage for the building so that when you drive 
by it you see a beautiful area that represents the horticulture building. I would also like to see a 
more inviting student lounge area that looks a bit more updated and professional.p g y g p

24 Nov 1, 2010 8:22 PM

currently have that could encompass a drum set and a couple of other musicians comfortably. 
All the current practices spots are just big enough for one person and it makes sense for 
musician to have a place to practice with other musicians. The fact that we don't have one is g p y

25 Nov 1 2010Nov , 8:23 PM

for students to walk. The grounds outside are so beautiful but we don't often get a chance to 
enjoy them.�
� 8:  

26 Nov 1, 2010 8:25 PM None g y p y,

27 Nov 1, 2010 8:27 PM

make studing and relaxing a much more enjoyable experience at CLC. We all get stressed from 
homework and difficult daily problems and to sit in a nice comfy couch would be a blessing. 
(Downstairs couches usually occupied)

28 Nov 1, 2010 8:29 PM Parking in back of school for ceramics students

29 Nov 1, 2010 8:31 PM
i have a rocommendation regarding the classes.  some classes are offered only during the day 
and that makes it hard for the people who are working to attend.g y p p g g g

30 Nov 1, 2010 8:32 PM

and to increase student safety. The walkway between the main campus and the gym is wasted 
land. If the field must be left as useless space then at least put in a covered walkway so that 
students don't have to trudge through awful weather because of the poor layout of the parking lot 

31 Nov 1, 2010 8:32 PM Better construction of some of the rooms, newer desks and chairs and updated computers.
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37 1 2010 39 PM

32 Nov 1, 2010 8:34 PM The library is too small.  More books are needed.

33 Nov 1, 2010 8:34 PM
When registering for class office employees can be more helpful. As a first time student, Clc 
could of told students that each building is lacked and named.

34 Nov 1, 2010 8:35 PM Better parking situation.

35 Nov 1, 2010 8:35 PM Nothing.

36 Nov 1, 2010 8:37 PM More more trees and landscaping. g g

37 Nov 1 2010Nov , 8:39 PM

2. Bike/walking paths along the south side of Washington (both east and west),  and from Gages 
Lake Road cutting into the east side of the campus  would perhaps seriously cut down on auto 
traffic 8:  traffic.

38 Nov 1, 2010 8:39 PM I would like to see a bigger parking lot.

39 Nov 1, 2010 8:41 PM n/a

40 Nov 1, 2010 8:42 PM
More signs to find washrooms, more garbagecans, better lighting in the parkinglots at night 
(farther to the back it gets very dark)

41 Nov 1, 2010 8:44 PM
Second floor centers of A and B buildings need some nicer seats.  The 3 person bench with no 
back seems a bit 1970ish.



p
lot You have to walk tong lot. You have to walk to 
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42 Nov 1, 2010 8:45 PM

I would like to see a pull down shelf in each of the bathroom stalls so I have a place to put my 
books when I use the bathroom. There is no way I would ever use the shelves provided, great 
way to have your stuff taken. I don't like leaving my books by the door in the bookstore either, 
again, great way to have your stuff taken. I would also like to have a dress code that says you 
can not allow your underpants to show. How old are these kids! They are adults, it's time to pull 
up your pants!

43 Nov 1, 2010 8:45 PM

a lot of the class rooms have outlets falling out of the wall. we could use more outlets for 
students who bring laptops for school work. some class rooms could use a  new coat of paint. a 
lot of the doors are really squeaky.

44 Nov 1, 2010 8:46 PM
A place to store book bags or laptop computer bags in the gym area.  An overhaul of the 
conselor staff ethics would not be a bad idea either.p g y gy g

45 Nov 1, 2010

the main street to get onto the main campus from the far lower parking

 8:47 PM

the main street to get onto the main campus from the far lower parki
far around to get across the street especially in the winter when there is snow. It is very 
inconvienent.

46 Nov 1, 2010 8:49 PM There needs to be more quieter study areas

47 Nov 1, 2010 8:50 PM Better food

48 Nov 1, 2010 8:51 PM No major improvements come to mind.  The college is doing a fine job!

49 Nov 1, 2010 8:52 PM see above - it's a lovely campus.

50 Nov 1, 2010o , 0  8:53 PM Aside from more classes in the morning, everything's fine.0 8 53 s de o o e c asses e o g, e e s e
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51 Nov 1, 2010 8:54 PM Can't think of anything right now.

52 Nov 1, 2010 8:57 PM
More prominate signs and better policing of the areas just outside of entrances where smokers 
hang out.

53 Nov 1, 2010 8:57 PM Smoke free grounds.

54 Nov 1, 2010

See above. Also the music rooms could use more technology and a revamp. It looks like an after 
thought down there on the first floor. And the little music cubes upstairs are so sad I've seen 
students trying to work on group projects almost kill themselves to get more than three people 
i t th Th d d i t i l

 8:57 PM

into those rooms. They need more space and more equipment including outlets to work through 
problems. Also I think it would be great if we had a recording studio. I think the students would 
love that and it would get a lot of use. Plus with the caliber of the facilities over there I think it 
would be great to have our own students recording on  campus in a proper recording studio. �
Anyway I could go on and on...�
�
I love the school and love the hours I've spent there.

55 Nov 1, 2010 8:58 PM more light, more airy, smart boards

56 Nov 1, 2010 9:00 PM
There are so many tables for four people to sit at and study but most are used by only one 
person at a time.  We need smaller 1-2 people study tables.

57 Nov 1, 2010 9:02 PM better technology in the classrooms. and better training for the teachers to use it

58 Nov 1, 2010
Create a more welcome setting around the ponds that you have on campus, like gazebo, fishing 

 9:02 PM
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dock picnic tables, picnic shelters, etc
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59 Nov 1, 2010 9:03 PM

install an outlet with a cover on it for each cubical because right now only the wall outlets can be 
used. I don't know if this is the location to place this suggestion, but in the library computer labs, 
it would be nice if there were a set of computers that just had Facebook blocked on them so 

60 Nov 1, 2010 9:04 PM
Move parking closer and have the T-building sidewalk covered for pedestrians walking to their 
cars

61 Nov 1, 2010 9:04 PM

Perhaps a real snack bar, not just the coffee cart that occasionally gets congested.  A stop sign, 
flashing red, or crossing guard between the intersection of University Center and the 
Employment/Tech building entrance/exit.

62 Nov 1, 2010 9:06 PM
Update the decor, it looks a little 80's.  But there is nothing that is bad enough that it needs 
improvement.

63 Nov 1, 2010 9:07 PM There are plenty of spots to get coffee and smoothie type drinks but not to get a soft drink

64 Nov 1 2010Nov , 9:07 PM More lighting in the parking lot and more of the "campus feel" 9:  More ghting in e parking lo  an  more of e campus feel".

65 Nov 1, 2010 9:08 PM I will like to see an improvement in the upstairs library.

66 Nov 1, 2010 9:09 PM Perhaps its time for a new addition and longer  check out times for movies in the library...

67 Nov 1, 2010 9:11 PM More computers for us to use in order to print papers.

68 Nov 1, 2010 9:12 PM
I would like if the Library was bigger so if I wanted to read there would be room and it would be 
quiet.

69 Nov 1, 2010 9:13 PM

1.  more administrative staff training so if asked a question they don"t know the answer to, they 
will know how to refer it to someone who can answer the question. �
2.  better course descriptions explaining proficiency in software or prerequisites

70 Nov 1, 2010 9:13 PM Better baseball field



76 1 2010 17 PM

, bathrooms.  There should 

lib

would like see the  bathrooms.  There should 

71 Nov 1, 2010 9:13 PM cramped classrooms

72 Nov 1, 2010 9:13 PM
I wish there were more comfortable and quiet places to study other than the library.  Those 
tables in the commons are uncomfortable and people sitting there are usually too loud.

73 Nov 1, 2010 9:14 PM Better trash handling

74 Nov 1, 2010 9:14 PM More study areas/More computers in the library

75 Nov 1, 2010 9:16 PM none

76 Nov 1 2010Nov , 9:17 PM library 9:  rary

77 Nov 1, 2010 9:18 PM
I would loike to see better equipment in some of the labratories. Some of the eqipment is 
outdated, and there isn't always enough for each student.

78 Nov 1, 2010 9:18 PM Update bathrooms and some of the older classrooms that need more or newer desks.

79 Nov 1, 2010 9:19 PM technology updates and expansion...

80 Nov 1, 2010 9:19 PM The parking lot.

81 Nov 1, 2010 9:22 PM better areas to meet with instructors

82 Nov 1, 2010
I would like to see the general areas cleaner.  Table surfaces, floors

 9:23 PM
I   to   general areas cleaner.  Table surfaces, floors,
not be cutbacks when it will protect student and faculty safety in the long run!



of the interior less88 1 2010 29 PM th I lik th f the interior less 

and the grounds93 Nov 1 2010 9:32 PM To be very honest im quite happy with what im seeing on the campus and the grounds

83 Nov 1, 2010 9:27 PM Larger desks in some of the classes

84 Nov 1, 2010 9:27 PM I would like to see a coffee cart with more reasonably priced items on it.

85 Nov 1, 2010 9:27 PM See above

86 Nov 1, 2010 9:27 PM Food offered and appearane of dining area.

87 Nov 1, 2010 9:28 PM More supervision in the parking lots.p

88 Nov 1 2010Nov , 9:29 PM

properly.�
�
Overall in the campus I would like to see the overall colors/appearance 9:  Overall in e campus,  would e to see e overall colors/appearance o

89 Nov 1, 2010 9:29 PM None.

90 Nov 1, 2010 9:30 PM Improvement in the attitudes of some of those in the admin/cashier's office would be nice.

91 Nov 1, 2010 9:30 PM

More places for students to sit in between breaks - some days it takes 15 minutes to find an 
open spot to sit in. Also, maybe more computers. It can sometimes be difficult to find an open 
computer to use.

92 Nov 1, 2010 9:32 PM
I would like to see beter classrooms for all classes. My theater 121 class is in the makeup room 
and it is very frusterating for the teacher and the students

93 Nov 1 2010 , 9:32 PM To be very honest im quite happy with what im seeing on the campus     ,          



99 1 2010 41 PM and th ti

94 Nov 1, 2010 9:34 PM N/A

95 Nov 1, 2010 9:34 PM New lab equipment

96 Nov 1, 2010 9:38 PM Making contact easier with the institution.

97 Nov 1, 2010 9:39 PM
More hospitable, less institutional.  New Chairs, couches, etc. The cafe is a scary place; kind of 
dark, old looking.

98 Nov 1, 2010 9:40 PM Make sure all the equipment works in the classrooms.

99 Nov 1 2010Nov , 9:41 PM
I would love to see new chairs for the library, more power outlets in the library to power laptops, 
and a cafeteria that has a reasonable selection of appetizing food 9:   a cafeteria at has a reasonable selection of appe zing food.

100 Nov 1, 2010 9:41 PM No more smoking

101 Nov 1, 2010 9:43 PM
Possibly a covered walkway to the buildings during the Winter months when the snow and wind 
are blowing.

102 Nov 1, 2010 9:43 PM
Make sure that the classroom have one operating systems. My teacher for the CIT256 is so 
upset that his classroom has Windows 7.

103 Nov 1, 2010 9:46 PM more parking

104 Nov 1, 2010 9:46 PM

better lighting in the parking lots.  More seating arangements in the court yards as well at tables 
outside for students.  I do not really know what can be done about the parking spaces or the 
plowers but get them out sooner maybe.

105 Nov 1, 2010 9:47 PM Regulate temp in classrooms



t bl f l t d t

106 Nov 1, 2010 9:48 PM The chairs in the computer labs are getting old. Please replace them.

107 Nov 1, 2010 9:49 PM noting at this time

108 Nov 1, 2010 9:51 PM More vending machines/food.

109 Nov 1, 2010 9:52 PM

Better maintenance of the class rooms. The boards are terrible. They are either not cleaned, or 
cleaned with the wrong cleaning supplies. In one class the dry erase boards were blackened 
from the wrong cleaning solution. Could not even read the board. In another room the chalk 
board was cleaned with the wrong material and the chalk would not write on the board. Again 
this made it difficult to read the board.

110 Nov 1, 2010

The old classrooms in the A & B wings still have the old high school-style desks with the flip top. 
Th i ibl t it t ith l t d VERY f

 9:57 PM
These are impossible to sit at with a laptop and are VERY uncomfortable for larger students. 
They all need to be replaced with tables and chairs.

111 Nov 1, 2010 9:59 PM New technology for classrooms.

112 Nov 1, 2010 9:59 PM Parking, Parking & Parking

113 Nov 1, 2010 10:00 PM More parking

114 Nov 1, 2010 10:02 PM

I am not sure this is something that could be fixed, but sometimes with the parking lot the spaces 
are so far away from the door that I feel a little unsafe when I leave at night.  It is fine during the 
day because there is always a police car sitting there, but at night they are not there and to walk 
through an empty parking lot to the far end is sort of scary.  Otherwise I don't know what can be 
improved because I haven't found something I don't like!



120 1 2010 10 PM re di tant d

115 Nov 1, 2010 10:03 PM The lab equipment is really poor.  Decoration is severely lacking.

116 Nov 1, 2010 10:03 PM
I can't think of any at the moment, maybe because I like the Grayslake campus just the way that 
it is!y ( p y ) y

117 Nov 1, 2010 10:07 PM

students and be friendly, instead of treating them like second class citizens. It clearly shows that 
some of them do NOT like working with students, and do not like their jobs. I personally work in 
retail, and love working with the customers: if I didn't like working with customers, I wouldn't be 

118 Nov 1, 2010 10:07 PM
Make the outside of the building seem more attractive and inviting with less brick and cement. 
More quiet study areas would be nice, seperate from lounge areas.

119 Nov 1, 2010 10:08 PM Heating Lamps for smokers.

120 Nov 1 2010Nov ,  10:09 PM reduce distant of parking to classroom maybe covered parking:09 duce s  of parking to classroom.  maybe covere  parking.

121 Nov 1, 2010 10:10 PM
Any improvements would do. As long as some progress is made toward making it a better 
school.

122 Nov 1, 2010 10:11 PM
possibly a bit more lighting in the parking area because it is pretty dark when you take night 
classes.

123 Nov 1, 2010 10:12 PM More computer labs that are open and easily accessible will be very helpful to students.

124 Nov 1, 2010 10:15 PM I would like to see more places for students to sit outside and interact with eachother.

125 Nov 1, 2010 10:16 PM
Library staff walking through study areas regularly to ensure people aren't talking loudly or 
having cell phones going off.

126 Nov 1, 2010 10:16 PM See above.



136 Nov 2010 10:23 PM none

127 Nov 1, 2010 10:16 PM
More frequency of local bus service to and from the CLC campus to make commuting easier for 
the students who can not afford to buy a car.

128 Nov 1, 2010 10:17 PM
Maybe see the Library study area extended and more classes rooms. Some class room are filled 
up to thirty people like my last MTH 108, particularly the math classes are crowded.

129 Nov 1, 2010 10:18 PM

More parking space, Garbage cans and recycling bins in EVERY classroom. Just because you 
don't put a garbage bag in a classroom, doesn't mean that the students will stop producing 
garbage....it just ends up on the floor instead of the appropriate place, being the garbage bin.

130 Nov 1, 2010 10:19 PM Trying to improve on making so more relaxing places

131 Nov 1, 2010 10:19 PM Same as above.

132 Nov 1, 2010 10:19 PM More flowers and bushes.

133 Nov 1, 2010 10:21 PM the cafeteria and the lancer lounge should look more appealing.

134 Nov 1, 2010 10:22 PM More computers in the computer lab and more books.

135 Nov 1, 2010 10:22 PM i dont like the parking, its is very far away

136 Nov 1, 2010 1,  10:23 PM none 



142 1 2010 10 PM t tement d th k th ti )

137 Nov 1, 2010 10:25 PM Expand the fitness center and update the college to a more 2010 feel.

138 Nov 1, 2010 10:25 PM Parking lot needs more lighting

139 Nov 1, 2010 10:26 PM Better sports center.

140 Nov 1, 2010 10:27 PM
I would like to see more space for students to hangout freely. I would also like to see more 
artwork and inviting material.

141 Nov 1, 2010 10:31 PM More displays of student art work.

142 Nov 1 2010Nov ,  10:32 PM (see above statement and then ask me that question again ):32 (see  above s a  an  en as  me at ques on again.

143 Nov 1, 2010 10:34 PM I dont see any that need to be made

144 Nov 1, 2010 10:34 PM N/A

145 Nov 1, 2010 10:35 PM nothing at the moment

146 Nov 1, 2010 10:38 PM More parking.

147 Nov 1, 2010 10:39 PM
Consider bike trail that connects to sidewalk on southern parking lot (staff lot off of Brae Loch 
next to fire station).

148 Nov 1, 2010 10:39 PM Stop lights and crossing lights at Horticulture campus intersection



drivers who are in a hurry154 1 2010 10 PM lk th ree th th drivers who are in a hurry.

149 Nov 1, 2010 10:40 PM Motorcycle parking, better fitness area and carpet replaced with tile in heavily trafficked areas.

150 Nov 1, 2010 10:40 PM bike path going all the way from washington to brae loch

151 Nov 1, 2010 10:41 PM

Hallways in A, B, & C wings are ugly with too much posted on the walls and bulletin boards -- 
there is so much you can never see what is important and what is not.  Many out of date posters.  
T wing is very, very nice and should be a model for the rest of the campus.

152 Nov 1, 2010 10:43 PM Daycare in the evening

153 Nov 1, 2010 10:45 PM Just a neater and more student friendly environment in all areas of the campus!

154 Nov 1 2010Nov ,  10:50 PM Have walkways over the cross streets in the parking lots to avoid the:50 Have wa ways over e cross st ts in e parking lots to avoid e 

155 Nov 1, 2010 10:51 PM The automatic toilets flush too many times while in the stalls.  It is a waste of water.

156 Nov 1, 2010 10:51 PM Right now Im not really sure,this being my first year come back to me next year

157 Nov 1, 2010 10:52 PM Cleaner, brighter decor.

158 Nov 1, 2010 10:56 PM

We need a new and improved college menu.  Our lunch area should have way more to choose 
with healthier choices at reasonable prices.  Some of the food is just horrible looking.  They 
serve he same stuff to elementary schools, and we are grown adults.

159 Nov 1, 2010 11:02 PM
More meeting areas.  More printing facilities, more computer terminals in the library.  Longer 
library hours.  Week end lab hours for computer labs.



hich is one of theI' f ill de, which is one of the 

160 Nov 1, 2010 11:07 PM Would like to see more perennial gardens/plantings of native plants.

161 Nov 1, 2010 11:09 PM Bigger parking lot.

162 Nov 1, 2010 11:12 PM Get more gym equipments

163 Nov 1, 2010 11:13 PM Maybe some more areas to sit down outside.

164 Nov 1, 2010 11:14 PM more parking space, and everything stated above

165 Nov 1, 2010 

I'm s re as the camp s f rther e pands there ill be more room made

11:15 PM

m sure as the campus urther expands, there w  be more room ma
larger problems as of right now, but I would also like to see more studying areas made available 
(there almost always seems to be no room to find a place to study, especially around peak 
hours) and another little thing I would like to see that I've found on other college campuses is 
hand sanitizer stations. I think this would be a great replacement for the automated bathroom 
toilets and sinks. This would make me feel especially good around cold and flu season to just be 
able to sanitize my hands quickly and go.

166 Nov 1, 2010 11:16 PM Maybe more of an outside area to sit and relax (other than the smoking area).

167 Nov 1, 2010 11:18 PM

I would like to walk on the grass. It is very strange to me seeing what are presumably rather 
expensive chains wrapped around the grass area, even if the grass is well manicured, because I 
would expect humans to be allowed to frolic wherever they please.

168 Nov 1, 2010 11:22 PM Have tables in all the lecture rooms.



else174 1 2010 11 PM Oth th I d it I thi k thing else.

169 Nov 1, 2010 11:22 PM More club advertisement

170 Nov 1, 2010 11:24 PM More Parking between the north and south lots in the vacant area between them.

171 Nov 1, 2010 11:25 PM just a little bit more spread out in the libraryp g g p g

172 Nov 1, 2010 11:27 PM

�
Please put timers or sensors on the lights in the common areas.  This should definitely be done 
for the lights that are directly under the skylights.  It seems like a huge waste of energy to have 

173 Nov 1, 2010 11:29 PM gym needs a pool

174 Nov 1 2010Nov ,  11:33 PM Other than what I mentioned above it is all good I cannot think of anything:33 er an what  mentione  above,  is all good.  cannot n  of any

175 Nov 1, 2010 11:34 PM The jungle area. it needs to be more student friendly.

176 Nov 1, 2010 11:37 PM Some renovations to the above.

177 Nov 1, 2010 11:40 PM The cafeteria needs to be upgraded/remodeled.  The food quality needs to be upgraded.

178 Nov 1, 2010 11:40 PM More quiet study rooms and/or areas

179 Nov 1, 2010 11:42 PM Better, healthier food in the cafeteria. The food provided now is not fresh, not healthy, not good!



180 Nov 1, 2010 11:46 PM

More citations for speeding/hazardous driving in the parking lot. I often see a single security car 
parked in the first spot... what he's doing there, I don't know. Most of the speeding takes place at 
the other end, and I never see people getting pulled over. Besides that, I think our campus is 
clean and beautiful!

181 Nov 1, 2010 11:53 PM I suppose the the grounds from the back parking lot into the tech building

182 Nov 1, 2010 11:54 PM

I would like more table space for photography students to cut frames  and mount pictures 
(requires use of a large cutter that takes up most of a table), maybe a separate room nearby. I 
know that is probably unrealistic, because who could monitor the students in a different room?�
I have no real complaints.

183 Nov 2, 2010 12:02 AM
Lunchroom is dismal and uninviting.  Prices are way too high and quality is institutional and has 
way too much junk food.  This whole operation could use a facelift.

184 Nov 2, 2010 12:02 AM

I would like to see the library redone. The lower level near the entrance is nice, but upstairs it 
feels and looks old. The wooden cubicles look like they've been there for years, and I would like 
to see them replaced with something more modern and easier to sit at.

185 Nov 2, 2010 12:07 AM n/a

186 Nov 2, 2010 12:07 AM n/a

187 Nov 2, 2010 12:09 AM New microscopes for microbiology.



193 2 2010 12 AM none

188 Nov 2, 2010 12:10 AM none

189 Nov 2, 2010 12:13 AM more parking spaces

190 Nov 2, 2010 12:14 AM

i would like to see a stop sign at the first intersection when you turn into the campus from 
Washington st. making left turns out from the parking lot can be almost impossible at certain 
times.

191 Nov 2, 2010 12:16 AM the desks are not very comfortable some are too small.

192 Nov 2, 2010 12:16 AM
I think it would be wonderfully exciting if the Grayslake campus became a four year college and 
had dorms!

193 Nov 2 2010Nov ,  12:23 AM none:23 

194 Nov 2, 2010 12:29 AM
More sitting areas with tables. I bring my laptop all the time, and my neck starts to hurt when I 
have to use my lap as a table.

195 Nov 2, 2010 12:33 AM I think the desks in some classrooms need some major work.

196 Nov 2, 2010 12:34 AM MORE recycling!

197 Nov 2, 2010 12:36 AM

More native plants.  Bio-swales.  upgrades to the greenhouse to bring it more in line with 
industry standards.  a hoophouse (cold frame) for improved instruction in growing techniques, in 
compliance with industry standards.  And how about a green roof.

198 Nov 2, 2010 12:37 AM
Regulation of computer areas should be enforced. The need to be quiet in silent areas should be 
enforced.

199 Nov 2, 2010 12:37 AM I would like to see a new workout facility other than that its a very nice campus to attend to



205 2 2010 12 AM

y

200 Nov 2, 2010 12:42 AM more seating outsidey q y p p

201 Nov 2, 2010 12:45 AM

Expand parking lots, please!�
Make some faculty offices bigger, especially the math faculty offices; when there are five other 
students including me in one office, in addition to our professor and his office mate, it can get a 

202 Nov 2, 2010 12:46 AM Wind power,solar pannels, more modern look like the tech building.

203 Nov 2, 2010 12:48 AM
Painted areas to be repainted with more welcoming and inviting colors.  Provide a wider and 
healthier range of food choices in the Lancers Cafe.

204 Nov 2, 2010 12:49 AM See more online courses and more parking.

205 Nov 2 2010Nov ,  12:50 AM add more color:50 add more color.

206 Nov 2, 2010 12:54 AM Improved parking options. No smoking in locations that all students/faculty must use.g y g

207 Nov 2, 2010 12:57 AM

admissions.  (i.e. how can a graduate from an accredited upper tier private college be required 
to take Freshman English? - I didn't - but the process that I had to go through was silly.) There 
should be more employees in financial aid - the lines at lunch time are very long.

208 Nov 2, 2010 1:00 AM More places to sit and enjoy nice weather outside.

209 Nov 2, 2010 1:01 AM Fix what I said in #4.

210 Nov 2, 2010 1:01 AM

The Hortticulture Building grounds are in need of major landscape design. Hard to say we have 
an excellent program the way the grounds look. This is one place where I think you do judge a 
book by it's cover!

211 Nov 2, 2010 1:05 AM Flowers added in the spring. More coffee carts in other places on campus!



216 2 2010 11 AM d li th d

g center updated in the Also, would like see the and testing center updated in 

212 Nov 2, 2010 1:06 AM Better food service

213 Nov 2, 2010 1:07 AM Improved food in the cafeteria.  Some of the food there is very gross.

214 Nov 2, 2010 1:11 AM

I like how we recycle at the campus, but you really wouldn't know that if you aren't paying 
attention.  I think the recycle bins/areas need to be more prominent...or painted to stand out.  
Maybe also have the instructors talk about where they are in location to your current class room 
on the first day of class.  I didn't even know anything about them during my first semester...I just 
thought it was weird there were no garbage cans in class.

215 Nov 2, 2010 1:11 AM Cafeteria a little dreary in the basement.

216 Nov 2 2010Nov , 1:11 AM
Sheltered walkways to and from lots because student lots are far from rhe buildings.  Also 
increased lighting along paths and in lots 1:  increase  ghting along pa s an  in lots.

217 Nov 2, 2010 1:12 AM I think, if the college will able to put more computers in study areas - it will be nice.

218 Nov 2, 2010 1:15 AM I would like all the equipment, including printers, in the computer/DMD labs to work.

219 Nov 2, 2010 1:15 AM Less smoking areas

220 Nov 2, 2010 1:18 AM Chapter

221 Nov 2, 2010 1:18 AM see above

222 Nov 2, 2010

I would like to see the A and B wings updated (Carpeting and classroom space up to date like 
the technology building). Also, I would like to see the writing center and testin

 1:18 AM
 technology building).  I   to   writing center 

terms of carpeting and furniture as well.



pp ,

on there too228 2 2010 31 AM

ght maybe more lights or 

cou th (li ites) l l ver se on there too

walk so cars  night maybe more lights or 

223 Nov 2, 2010 1:21 AM Everything is perfect about the campus and grounds.

224 Nov 2, 2010 1:22 AM More parking p p g g

225 Nov 2, 2010 1:24 AM

secondary parking lot is a great option but it is often extremely difficult to bare the walk from the 
parking lot to the building during the coldest parts of the winter. I am not sure if there is even a 
way to fix this but I would at least like to bring it to your attention.

226 Nov 2, 2010 1:25 AM a improvement to the parking lots

227 Nov 2, 2010 1:29 AM shuttle to building

228 Nov 2 2010Nov , 1:31 AM

It would be great if we could have monitors to show events and advertise for clubs like they have 
at hotels and airports in brandel and anderson courts to replace all the hanging flags etc. you 
could offset the costs by allowing (limites) local businesses to advertise 1:  ld offset e costs by allowing m  oca  businesses to ad ti

229 Nov 2, 2010 1:31 AM More parking

230 Nov 2, 2010 1:33 AM get the TVs in the lounge fixed

231 Nov 2, 2010 1:41 AM More parking and better security.

232 Nov 2, 2010 1:43 AM

Get rid of Chemlawn and have students maintain the lawns. Make campus grounds more 
sustainable and environmentally friendly, less grass and more native plants. We need a hoop 
house too.

233 Nov 2, 2010 1:46 AM Parking pass for pregnant students so that we can park in one of the lots closer to the building

234 Nov 2, 2010

update the classrooms a bit maybe new desks and maybe something done with parking if the 
walk wasn't so long and seems a bit dangerous walking out to cars at ni

 1:47 AM
 wasn t  long and seems a bit dangerous walking out to  at

more security in parking lots



240 2 2010 03 AM tt

235 Nov 2, 2010 1:51 AM
I guess it'd be nice if the bathrooms could be cleaned more than once a day.  More sunlight is 
never a bad thing, so maybe more windows to let in daylight.

236 Nov 2, 2010 1:51 AM
Move the smoking areas totally away from the entrances- or better yet, make it a smoke free 
campus.

237 Nov 2, 2010 1:52 AM
I would like to see an improvement in the toliet flushing function on the toliets because they flush 
too often.

238 Nov 2, 2010 1:56 AM Parking lots

239 Nov 2, 2010 2:02 AM a designated spot for smokers.

240 Nov 2 2010Nov , 2:03 AM Better parking 2:  Be er parking.

241 Nov 2, 2010 2:04 AM Noting

242 Nov 2, 2010 2:08 AM more work study jobs

243 Nov 2, 2010 2:10 AM Parking!!!!!!!

244 Nov 2, 2010 2:18 AM More plants.

245 Nov 2, 2010 2:20 AM more seating areas to wait for class

246 Nov 2, 2010 2:28 AM Nothing, it's great!  I'm just most worried  about campus safety that's all.



y g, y g

252 2 2010 43 AM ff d t ent ti

247 Nov 2, 2010 2:32 AM
The bathrooms to be remodled, for more computers, and cleaner windows in the library second 
floor.

248 Nov 2, 2010 2:32 AM
maybe some more people working in the financial aid office so you don't have to wait a hour to 
speak with someone about a 10 sec question, g y g , gg

249 Nov 2, 2010 2:36 AM

into dorms for the near future. I know that I would have loved to have some type of afforable 
living area within walking distance of the campus. By having that avaible for new students like 
myself, I can be able to get some experience with being on my own, but still be close to home. I 

250 Nov 2, 2010 2:37 AM

I would like the classrooms to be up to date.  The desks are horrible.  Its hard to do our work on 
these tiny desks we get.  I would like the parking lot to be set up differently.  I have to walk really 
far to get to my chemistry class.  Their is no close parking lot.

251 Nov 2, 2010 2:40 AM The hallway by the auditorium from B wing to JLC could be opened

252 Nov 2 2010Nov , 2:43 AM More coffee carts and more student activities on campus 2:  More co ee carts, an  more s ud  ac vities on campus.

253 Nov 2, 2010 2:44 AM Improve parking lots.

254 Nov 2, 2010 2:46 AM

The game room, the career center, more big tables in the library, and it would be awesome if 
there is just one separated room for tutoring besides that it is by the computers, its just seems 
crowded and hard to concentrate in there

255 Nov 2, 2010 2:46 AM more parking spots

256 Nov 2, 2010 2:54 AM
Whiteboards instead of chalkboards. The chalk breaks and theres none left, plus it gets hard to 
read when you sit far away.

257 Nov 2, 2010 2:58 AM Pretty good as is.

258 Nov 2, 2010 3:12 AM A real cafeteria, or maybe I haven't found it yet????



264 2 2010 30 AM up th or

j p

plaint. The campus is fine as different not serious  The campus is fine as 

259 Nov 2, 2010 3:13 AM parking

260 Nov 2, 2010 3:16 AM
make more spaces where people could talk in between their classes, etc. more places like the 
atrium, the courts, the library couches and cubicles,etc

261 Nov 2, 2010 3:21 AM Less smoking!  Gross!

262 Nov 2, 2010 3:22 AM Arrange parking so students don't have to walk so far.

263 Nov 2, 2010 3:24 AM Parking

264 Nov 2 2010Nov , 3:30 AM update the interior 3:  date e interi

265 Nov 2, 2010 3:32 AM
I would like to see new and better desks in many of the rooms.  They are very small and difficult 
to write on- especially if you are left handed.

266 Nov 2, 2010 3:33 AM
Continue investing in computer equipment for the various CIT related courses.  We need up to 
date materials to properly learn.

267 Nov 2, 2010 3:36 AM stop the toilets from flushing all the time

268 Nov 2, 2010 3:37 AM
Improve heating in horticulture building. Install lighting in back of horticulture building for night-
time classes.p y g

269 Nov 2, 2010 3:39 AM

right by the coffee area. There was noise from the coffee stand, library and students walking 
about which made it difficult to hear some of the readers. It would be nice if there was a 
specialized room set away for events such as these. There may be already and I'm not aware 

270 Nov 2, 2010
Maybe more remodeling in different areas, but it's not a serious com

 3:43 AM
Maybe more remodeling in  areas, but it s  a  complaint.
is really.



(

276 2 2010 03 AM NOTHING ITS A GREAT CAMPUS

g

271 Nov 2, 2010 3:48 AM more coffee carts...  around the building including the tech building  (debit card friendly)

272 Nov 2, 2010 3:49 AM

I think overall the CLC Grayslake campus is good. It's easy to figure out the building, the 
greenery in the main lobby is a nice touch, and having a somethings brewing cart in the library is 
the best! I love CLC!p y, p p

273 Nov 2, 2010 3:59 AM

very pricey), and student study/social areas that are not commonly being used for other 
functions. I'm all for blood drives and college fairs and book fairs, but too often these events take 
up needed space for students to meet/study/socialize.

274 Nov 2, 2010 4:02 AM
Make it look nicer�
and to improve the parking lot system.

275 Nov 2, 2010 4:02 AM A pit area for the Main Stage Theater.

276 Nov 2 2010Nov , 4:03 AM NOTHING ITS A GREAT CAMPUS 4:      . y

277 Nov 2, 2010 4:05 AM

area. Also, a refreshed Lancer's Deli (complete with menu overhaul). I am generally pleased as 
punch to be a student at CLC, I find that it is a great school and even without these changes, I 
will still enjoy attending classes here. Although I realize this for the physical appearance of the 

278 Nov 2, 2010 4:06 AM
Updated equipment in the computer design and web design labs. And private offices for the 
faculty. (Hard to have a meeting when others are meeting in the same room.)p , p

279 Nov 2, 2010 4:08 AM

that the point of white brick walls is conformity, cleanliness and unity. But! The halls and 
classrooms have a feeling of "prison". Add some color. My favorite areas are the foyers because 
of the light and open feeling that is evoked. Add that feeling to the classrooms.

280 Nov 2, 2010 4:08 AM Better food quality in cafeteria.

281 Nov 2, 2010 4:15 AM more updated

282 Nov 2, 2010 4:19 AM New bathrooms. New desks. New courtroom furniture.



288 2 2010 33 AM ma th ll

283 Nov 2, 2010 4:20 AM
There needs to be an expansion for parking or something done to make it easier to park and to 
not have to fight for a parking space.

284 Nov 2, 2010 4:21 AM a larger salection of books for reseach in the library.

285 Nov 2, 2010 4:25 AM Move some parking closer to the building.

286 Nov 2, 2010 4:29 AM

More quiet areas. Cleaner brighter bathrooms, less loitering, better parking, cleaner more 
updated dinning facilities. More attention to students that are actually there to learn not hang out 
with friends because mommy and daddy said they have to go to school.

287 Nov 2, 2010 4:33 AM I am pretty happy with the campus and the grounds at the Grayslake Campus.

288 Nov 2 2010Nov , 4:33 AM
Maybe better signs would let people know that there are other bathrooms and not just the big 
main ones off the main hallways 4:  in ones off e main ha ways.

289 Nov 2, 2010 4:35 AM I wrote in 2.

290 Nov 2, 2010 4:35 AM
During winter, drivers can't find the parking spaces because of the snow. There should be some 
type of help so no one is guessing on where to park.

291 Nov 2, 2010 4:41 AM The financial aid office could use some assistance.

292 Nov 2, 2010 4:45 AM Parking lots need to be bigger or something wtih the parking lots

293 Nov 2, 2010 4:52 AM More landscaping outside the buildings, flowers, bushes, etc. Better scenery.

294 Nov 2, 2010 4:56 AM Just the parking lot.



300 2 2010 22 AM A tt

295 Nov 2, 2010 5:02 AM Dont have any in mind at the moment

296 Nov 2, 2010 5:08 AM
More veding machines (for drinks more that food). I would also like to see more maps around 
campus.

297 Nov 2, 2010 5:09 AM Improvement in the car-parking system

298 Nov 2, 2010 5:10 AM Parking,  maybe  multilevel parking w a breezeway to the buildings.

299 Nov 2, 2010 5:19 AM Cleaner washrooms and less cigarette butts

300 Nov 2 2010Nov , 5:22 AM A better looking cafeteria 5:   be er looking cafeteria.

301 Nov 2, 2010 5:32 AM
Needs more computer labs and needs to improve appearance of outside and temperature of 
rooms. The signs reprinting clc need to be update to show. More modern look.

302 Nov 2, 2010 5:35 AM The addition of Apple computers to the labs.

303 Nov 2, 2010 5:41 AM

i would like to see more nature on the campus, remodel of bathrooms and cafeteria, more 
commons spaces that are comfortable/equipped for the needs of students, the use of energy 
saving lights that produce more lighting in the building.

304 Nov 2, 2010 5:43 AM More designated outdoor space. Like the "Zen Garden."

305 Nov 2, 2010 5:56 AM Have plenty option.

306 Nov 2, 2010 6:05 AM Move the Unemployment office to another location.



312 2 2010 11 AM

g up -- remove dead 

ou id t th t th di

front entrance  up  remove dead 

307 Nov 2, 2010 6:52 AM A bigger library!

308 Nov 2, 2010 7:01 AM Less difficulties printing in the library.

309 Nov 2, 2010 7:37 AM ".          "

310 Nov 2, 2010 10:05 AM
Closer parking, sometimes I'm late to class because I had to park my far so far down in the 
parking lot that it makes me late to class.

311 Nov 2, 2010 10:37 AM
Some times is hard to find a close parking space, but if you add parking lot buildings it will 
change the open look of the campus, besides I know that I can use a little walking.

312 Nov 2 2010Nov ,  11:01 AM

Even though there are a lot of windows (glass areas) and require lots of time; I'm not impressed 
with the lack of cleaning cob webs and dirt from the windows. Not seen very much from the 
outside in but from the inside out the windows are very dirty:01 ts e in bu  from e inside ou  e windows are very rty.

313 Nov 2, 2010 11:01 AM See number 4.

314 Nov 2, 2010 11:11 AM covered walkways from D building to parking lot---better food selections

315 Nov 2, 2010 11:41 AM See No. 4.

316 Nov 2, 2010 12:04 PM Parking spaces

317 Nov 2, 2010 12:09 PM more lights in parking lots

318 Nov 2, 2010 
1) The main front entrance & surrounding area landscaping needs fixin

12:13 PM
1) The main   & surrounding area landscaping needs fixing
plants & weeds.  2) Would like to have Saturday availability to use the HIT lab in the C-wing.



y g y

324 2 2010 12 PM t

Cafeteria needs  outside chain food  need to be invited to 

319 Nov 2, 2010 12:25 PM

I would like to see sidewalks across the grassy area at the ends of the parking lots. Particularly 
when it is raining and snowing and windy, walking several blocks out of my way to stay on 
pavement is frustrating and annoying.

320 Nov 2, 2010 12:33 PM The desks are somewhat unconfortable. I think the parking lots need more lighting

321 Nov 2, 2010 12:33 PM Cant think of any

322 Nov 2, 2010 12:39 PM Turn more 'grass' into natural prairies that require less maintenanceg g

323 Nov 2, 2010 12:44 PM

In the Lancer Cafe the pizza looks like its been sitting there for hours. Its like the evening 
students get the leftovers from the day. �
Study groups should be available and other things

324 Nov 2 2010Nov ,  12:52 PM More private to semi private study areas Quiet space:52 More private to semi-private study areas. Quie  space.

325 Nov 2, 2010 12:53 PM Food service. there sould me more item availble, other than hot dogs and hamburgers.

326 Nov 2, 2010 12:53 PM my class does not have computers .. i think it will be good to have them

327 Nov 2, 2010 1:03 PM Better navigation aides in the buildings and parking lots.

328 Nov 2, 2010 1:05 PM
More student lounges/social areas! All I know about is the cafeteria or other chairs and tables in 
an empty space. We need a fun area for students to "hang out" :D.

329 Nov 2, 2010 1:14 PM
Possibly renumber or label the rooms so they make more sense.  Maybe it is the internal 
directional signs that need improvement.

330 Nov 2, 2010
Cafeteria needs a major revamp.  Perhaps outside chain food vendorS need to be invited to 

 1:19 PM
  a major revamp.  Perhaps vendorS

campus to add to food variety and service.  The lower level has lots of underutilized potential.



y

for teachers336 2 2010 41 PM d or bl ts for teachers

y p

y is/are in the study like see that so when he/they is/are in the study 

331 Nov 2, 2010 1:23 PM y p y y pBetter lighting outside, quicker pickup of snow if parking lot.

332 Nov 2, 2010 1:24 PM

Making anything more than regular maintenance upgrades is a waste of money. Added to that is 
the fact that it seems everyone owns a little piece of the campus and no one will share. You can't 
use a room that's convenient because it "belongs" to another group. Grow up and start making 

333 Nov 2, 2010 1:25 PM d p g p g

334 Nov 2, 2010 1:28 PM

enough. Many people cant find how to open it. The cat fish in the C building need to be taken 
care of. Maybe a more visible place than the back of the C building by biology second floor. 
Somewhere people can see the fish and enjoy them. It would be nice by the information lobby or 

335 Nov 2, 2010 1:39 PM I'm wasted enough of my time already.

336 Nov 2 2010Nov , 1:41 PM Maybe nicer classrooms ie new desks and more comfortable arrangements 1:  Maybe nicer classrooms, ie new desks an  more comf ta e arrangemen

337 Nov 2, 2010 1:46 PM Brighten everything up a bit

338 Nov 2, 2010 2:02 PM
if it possible to put some shade top of banches so during harsh weather may save student or 
people. q y

339 Nov 2, 2010 2:02 PM

food.  We all try to bring a snack or lunch because the food is such low quality.  The salad bar is 
fresh and ok, although limited in selection.  The new catered sandwiches in the cooler "Good 
Food to Go" are excellent.  Can't a college with a culinary program at least make good fresh 

340 Nov 2, 2010 2:04 PM make more study areas

341 Nov 2, 2010 2:04 PM Fill in pond west side and make parking lot

342 Nov 2, 2010
I like to see that certain library administrator(s) don't talk so loud when he/the

 2:06 PM
I  to   certain library administrator(s) don t talk  loud 
area.



accidents happen348 2 2010 29 PM different th idents happen.

343 Nov 2, 2010 2:11 PM More parking places. Easier access to JLC classrooms.

344 Nov 2, 2010 2:16 PM -

345 Nov 2, 2010 2:23 PM More pace bus routes.

346 Nov 2, 2010 2:25 PM Definitely the cafeteria, the library, and probably the auditoriums.

347 Nov 2, 2010 2:27 PM Toilets and sinks that work properly. A better quality cafeteria with a more inviting feel.

348 Nov 2 2010Nov , 2:29 PM Have a different style of parking Perhaps angle parking so that less 2:  Have a  style of parking. Perhaps angle parking so at less acc

349 Nov 2, 2010 2:31 PM
It would be nice if there was an archway to and from the parking lot that included warmers for the 
winter.

350 Nov 2, 2010 2:31 PM

The adjunct office I use lacks privacy for student meetings.  At times, equipment (computers, 
printers) are not functioning.  I use the adjunct office in conjunction with when I am on campus 
for my class and rely on functioning equipment.

351 Nov 2, 2010 2:41 PM More enforcement of the speed limit in the parking lots and circle drive area

352 Nov 2, 2010 2:42 PM perhaps give each wing a distinctive color/quality so that one always knows in which wing one is

353 Nov 2, 2010 2:46 PM
I spend all my time on the technology campus. In the summer the rooms are freezing and there 
seems to never be hot (or warm) water in the washrooms.

354 Nov 2, 2010 2:57 PM More quiet study areas other than the library.



p p
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y

get all extra books360 2 2010 10 PM tion th Th t ent disabiliti ould get all extra books 

355 Nov 2, 2010 2:59 PM Better traffic flow more parking

356 Nov 2, 2010 3:04 PM
Desk that are more comfortable. It's hard to sit in my 3 hour class in those things, especially the 
older ones. I prefer a table with chairs over the desks.p p

357 Nov 2, 2010 3:06 PM

of its own. Internet learning offers more students more options and can offer a better learning 
experience than the regular classroom. Educators are moving at a snails pace in offering 
Internet learning options and developing the on-line class room experience. With options like 

358 Nov 2, 2010 3:08 PM

long wait and the staff seemed too buried in all of the student's applications to be able to assist 
efficiently.  Also, I received a different answer each time I would call to check the status of my 
application.  It seems a bit disorganized.

359 Nov 2, 2010 3:09 PM More and better seating for students in regular classrooms, and updated technology as well.y p p

360 Nov 2 2010Nov , 3:10 PM

can also become more organized by being more prepared at the beginning of each semester 
possibly by hiring more staff or having more than one financial aid office in more than one 
location(south lake for example) The student for disabilities office should 3:  loca (sou  lake for example). e s ud  for es office sh

361 Nov 2, 2010 3:10 PM
I believe the campus on the outside looks great, on the inside of the school there could be more 
monderization. There also needs to be something done about the parking issue.

362 Nov 2, 2010 3:12 PM More parking

363 Nov 2, 2010 3:13 PM I don't know, seems good to me as-is.

364 Nov 2, 2010 3:15 PM none

365 Nov 2, 2010 3:18 PM
Campus seems to be great, keep it cost-effective, that's the best thing you could do for this 
student.

366 Nov 2, 2010 3:33 PM no smoking around the doors



, y g

372 2 2010 45 PM mosp �

p p

367 Nov 2, 2010 3:36 PM
Better and closer parking for students.  If that is not possible, how about shuttle service from 
parking areas to main building entrances, but will need also for evening classes.

368 Nov 2, 2010 3:36 PM
I would like to see the campus improve the student lounges and the lunchroom. It needs to be 
more inviting.

369 Nov 2, 2010 3:38 PM
I think the counseling office could be better organized to where students could call to set up 
appointments with a counselor instead of just doing walk-ins.

370 Nov 2, 2010 3:41 PM more parking space there is too little.

371 Nov 2, 2010 3:45 PM

Improve the competence of the full-time faculty, and get rid of the dead wood.  I think its 
shameful that most of the REAL teaching is done by the adjunct staff who get paid hardly 
anything, and full-time staff are not up to speed in their disciplines; particularly in CIT and MCS.g g g

372 Nov 2 2010Nov , 3:45 PM

events, away from classrooms and offices so noise isn't disturbing.�
 - A new cafeteria that is above ground with windows for natural light and an enjoyable, relaxing 
atmosphere � 3:  at here.

373 Nov 2, 2010 3:48 PM
has the college given any thought to building a parking garage type structure, in order to save on 
land, and just build "up" instead?

374 Nov 2, 2010 3:48 PM new desks, computers, lockers, and bathrooms.

375 Nov 2, 2010 3:50 PM
more cleaning and keeping all tables and chair in their proper place as well keeping classrooms 
clean with garbage cans.

376 Nov 2, 2010 3:52 PM

classroom. Also more cyber classrooms. Lectures can be done via the internet and do not have 
to be confined to a classroom unless there is a need for hands-on labs and such. And interaction 
does not have to be only one on one in this day and age many people can gather on the 'net at 

377 Nov 2, 2010 3:54 PM New Interior and better seating.

378 Nov 2, 2010 3:54 PM More benches



384 2 2010 07 PM I lik bi b

379 Nov 2, 2010 3:55 PM

My biggest beef is the wifi. Nowadays you almost can't get by without a computer. When I'm 
trying to work on my laptop on campus it's a pain when the internet is super slow, or doesn't 
work altogether. Faster wifi would be really nice.

380 Nov 2, 2010 3:57 PM more study nooks, not just out in the open.

381 Nov 2, 2010 4:00 PM
I'd like to see those really powerful hand dryers (like in The Museum of Science And Industry) in 
the bathrooms instead of the paper towels.

382 Nov 2, 2010 4:04 PM

better directional signs inside and out side.  need to define "C" lower level and "T" biulding and 
"a" and "B" and their rlationship to each other.�
You need a paid expert, one who is tops in the field

383 Nov 2, 2010 4:05 PM upgrade the chalkboards to dry erase.

384 Nov 2 2010Nov , 4:07 PM I would like to see a bigger computer lab 4:   would e to see a gger computer la

385 Nov 2, 2010 4:11 PM Updated classrooms and bathrooms.

386 Nov 2, 2010 4:15 PM
I would like our semester to be shorter in order to finish the career faster.. maybe have tri 
semesters instead of having almost 6 moths for semester. would work better.

387 Nov 2, 2010 4:21 PM None.

388 Nov 2, 2010 4:22 PM
Have a map laid out of the bus routes maybe outside where the bus is or inside the campus.�
Better technology in classrooms

389 Nov 2, 2010 4:35 PM The courts are bright and enjoyable to sit in, perhaps a facelift to make them more modern.

390 Nov 2, 2010 4:41 PM Maybe more parking lots for students?



,

396 2 2010 55 PM STUDENTS

A  in   this   for film classes. It is like 

391 Nov 2, 2010 4:41 PM More parking Lots!!! Bigger classrooms for clubs.

392 Nov 2, 2010 4:43 PM
The curtain in the PEC needs to be moved south a few yards to create space on top the the "1 
foot" that exists between the curtain and the volleyball baseline.

393 Nov 2, 2010 4:49 PM
Have more Forensics computers available in the labs.. The business lab is always full and only 
the back 3 rows have forensics programs available.p p y , ,

394 Nov 2, 2010 4:52 PM

The kind of map you see for bus routes, zoos, etc.  "You are here" indicators on the maps.  
Perhaps places with mounted GPS systems to give verbal directions for anyone who is blind or 
for those who prefer to get their directions that way.

395 Nov 2, 2010 4:54 PM Nothing

396 Nov 2 2010Nov , 4:55 PM
MORE OUTDOOR ACTIVIES TO THE STUDENTS. MORE JOB FAIRS FOCUSED ON THE 
STUDENTS 4:  

397 Nov 2, 2010 5:03 PM no smoking

398 Nov 2, 2010 5:06 PM More parking more staff in advising or counselingp g y

399 Nov 2, 2010 5:09 PM

additional walkways leading from the north lots. It gets bad in winter and spring with snow and 
mud. I would like to see more "Green " technology used and displayed to encourage everyone to 
contribute to reducing energy consumption.

400 Nov 2, 2010 5:10 PM Have tables in class rooms where you guys have some small desk.

401 Nov 2, 2010 5:12 PM
Additional outdoor tables/benches added throughout campus. I would complete a gravel walking 
path around the campus.

402 Nov 2, 2010
A new projector in A162. I enjoy the atmosphere of this class room for film classes. It is like 

 5:21 PM
new projector  A162. I enjoy the atmosphere of class room

being in a theatre. It is also more comfortable than the alternative film class rooms on campus.



408 2 2010 53 PM I t

g ,

403 Nov 2, 2010 5:32 PM maybe better parking and better transportation means for those who don't drive

404 Nov 2, 2010 5:32 PM better food at the cafeteria

405 Nov 2, 2010 5:33 PM
the campus seems dingy, there could be some modernization done to the classrooms and the 
computer labs

406 Nov 2, 2010 5:40 PM N/A

407 Nov 2, 2010 5:43 PM The teachers understandment of aspergers

408 Nov 2 2010Nov , 5:53 PM So far I have not seen anything 5:  So far  have no  seen anything.

409 Nov 2, 2010 6:01 PM More variety of foods, Parking lots improvementsg g p

410 Nov 2, 2010 6:09 PM

notices the benches are not located in areas used by students. And many of the areas student 
do use the benches many of us find a table would be nice so we can catch up on work or use the 
laptop without worrying about it falling off our laps.The main improvement would be use of 

411 Nov 2, 2010 6:11 PM
i would have to say more student parking closer to or more student parking around the campus 
closer to the entrances of classrooms wings

412 Nov 2, 2010 6:13 PM

Remove or trim some of the bushes on Lancer Drive right near the entrance to the road to the 
front entrance (flag pole and where the Pace buses drop people off) -- it is difficult to tell whether 
someone is coming from the other direction because the bushes block the view.

413 Nov 2, 2010 6:13 PM Closer parking. Take away "reserved" parking spots...

414 Nov 2, 2010 6:16 PM none at this point, can't find anything I would like to see.



, p g

420 2 2010 51 PM All l\par ould first t 645

415 Nov 2, 2010 6:19 PM More parking lots!

416 Nov 2, 2010 6:20 PM Parking lot

417 Nov 2, 2010 6:22 PM
I think I would be more willingly to eat in the cafeteria if there were more variety and more space 
because sometimes it can become crowdedy y gg g

418 Nov 2, 2010 6:32 PM

tables throughout the building because sometimes it's difficult to find a quiet non-busy place to 
study. The common areas and the library have plenty of tables, but sometimes they are either all 
full, or if they aren't there is so much going on around you it's hard to study.

419 Nov 2, 2010 6:39 PM covered walkways from parking lots for bad weather.

420 Nov 2 2010Nov , 6:51 PM All l\parking lots should be first come frist service after 645pm at night 6:   king lots sh  be  come fris  service after pm at night

421 Nov 2, 2010 6:52 PM
Admissions and records staff aren't the friendliest.  Some of the old bathrooms need upgrading 
and the automatically flushing toilets are too sensitive.

422 Nov 2, 2010 6:53 PM better class times

423 Nov 2, 2010 6:59 PM More quiet areas.  Open courts are too loud.

424 Nov 2, 2010 7:00 PM I would like to see the parking lots improved. Have student parking closer to building.

425 Nov 2, 2010 7:11 PM More CLOSE parking.

426 Nov 2, 2010 7:13 PM expand the parking lot and redo the student lounge.



432 2 2010 42 PM

427 Nov 2, 2010 7:13 PM Overall very good, I like it the way it is.

428 Nov 2, 2010 7:19 PM
Im not sure if anything could be done about this, but finding a parking spot is very difficult 
sometimes. I schedule all my classes early just so i am able to find a spot

429 Nov 2, 2010 7:21 PM More definition in parking areas (faculty vs. student) and safer layout.

430 Nov 2, 2010 7:27 PM None

431 Nov 2, 2010 7:40 PM
I would like to see some improvements of study areas. Perhaps by updating the tables, or even 
adding a few more places with tables instead of chairs or benches.

432 Nov 2 2010Nov , 7:42 PM See above 7:  See above.

433 Nov 2, 2010 7:42 PM More up to date, modern in some areas

434 Nov 2, 2010 7:45 PM That the building signage be improved or more signage added.

435 Nov 2, 2010 7:52 PM More student parking.

436 Nov 2, 2010 7:58 PM Fix the plumming issues in the ladies room in the C bldg.  On some days its really bad in there.

437 Nov 2, 2010 8:01 PM Another Parking Lot, and more tables in the student centers.

438 Nov 2, 2010 8:03 PM more parking lots for students



444 2 2010 48 PM nothi id th lib

439 Nov 2, 2010 8:15 PM Everything is okay where they are at now.

440 Nov 2, 2010 8:29 PM More parking

441 Nov 2, 2010 8:32 PM more social areas, some other clubs.

442 Nov 2, 2010 8:41 PM none

443 Nov 2, 2010 8:47 PM
Library hour open later, fix WIFI connection(some places students are unable to connect to), 
better caferia food, more staff for financial aid and counselors office.

444 Nov 2 2010Nov , 8:48 PM nothing much just provide the library with enough computers 8:  ng much, just prov e e rary with enough computers.

445 Nov 2, 2010 8:54 PM

Better signs for staircase locations.  Smoking areas away from the buildings.  The technology 
building is very nice, the other buildings I have been in seem a little old and could use updating, 
but that takes funds, and I'd rather the funds be used on education than beautification.

446 Nov 2, 2010 9:00 PM
The only improvements I would like to see is more classes be offered at the other two 
campuses. Grayslake campus could get really crowded.

447 Nov 2, 2010 9:03 PM
I guess just to get the leaks fixed, which I am sure are already being worked on and are just 
backed up on a schedule.

448 Nov 2, 2010 9:04 PM
the cafetirica can use more color or make it look better because its also a nice place to meet 
with students.

449 Nov 2, 2010 9:04 PM
Clean up the campus - replace ceiling tiles and update floors and technology in the classrooms 
and library. Fix heating/a/c issues.

450 Nov 2, 2010 9:06 PM Better pencil sharpeners in the classrooms.



p

456 2 2010 13 PM th

p

y/relax  established welcome center for students to study/relax 

451 Nov 2, 2010 9:07 PM I cant really think of any changes right now, I am pretty satisfied with the college.

452 Nov 2, 2010 9:08 PM

I'd love to see document cameras in the classrooms, electronic monitors with the college 
calendar or announcements for students and staff, a nicer, brighter eating area with healthier 
food choices, and a bookstore like Moraine Valley has (or even Harper).p , ,

453 Nov 2, 2010 9:08 PM

student lounge and student areas, not just in the basement by cafeteria where they wont go hang 
out. No smoking out front by the atrium should be allowed, the smoke comes in the doors and 
can be smelled on 2nd floor down the hall.

454 Nov 2, 2010 9:09 PM Fix the lights in B118.

455 Nov 2, 2010 9:10 PM
student center for services students utilize - testing, advising, financial aid, tutoring�
A student union that is more welcoming - NOT a cafeteria tucked away in the basement.

456 Nov 2 2010Nov , 9:13 PM Remedy the above 9:  Remedy e above.

457 Nov 2, 2010 9:13 PM More equipment for the computers curses along with software

458 Nov 2, 2010 9:14 PM
CLC Needs to have a Student Administration Building with plenty of space for waiting areas, and 
larger staff areas.

459 Nov 2, 2010 9:15 PM The grounds are fine.  Put emphasis on learning instead of partying throughout the halls.

460 Nov 2, 2010 9:15 PM Upgrades of furniture around campus.  Remodel the restrooms.p g

461 Nov 2, 2010 9:16 PM

People just plop down and socialize and you can't squeeze through them to get to a station 
because the aisles are so crowded. Also, it would not be a bad idea to just freshen up some of 
the extremely outdated classrooms, even if its just a coat of fresh, modern paint over the ugly old 

462 Nov 2, 2010
An established welcome center (not just a desk) and more places for students to stud

 9:16 PM
An (not just a desk) and more places 
while they are on campus.



468 2 2010 18 PM th

y y )

463 Nov 2, 2010 9:16 PM
Parking garage for distance and to not have to scrape windows, brush off snow at 10:00 pm after 
classes

464 Nov 2, 2010 9:17 PM Expansion and renovation of the chemistry laboratory facilities.

465 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM Renovation of outdated labs.

466 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM Work on building #4.

467 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM
Classrooms and washrooms in the A and B wings could stand to be updated - they look 
antiquated. Could be more like the D-wing or C-wing.

468 Nov 2 2010Nov , 9:18 PM

Possibly a parking garage that people could pay to use. I had to purchase a $75 parking permit 
for my daughter to park at the high school and the student parking was still 2 blocks away from 
the entrance 9:  e entrance.

469 Nov 2, 2010 9:18 PM
I firmly believe the the cafeteria needs work.  It is dirty and old looking - the sitting area and 
where food is served.  I think that it needs dramatic improvement.

470 Nov 2, 2010 9:19 PM

Smoking shelters to help corral smokers away from building entrances and building ventilation.  
There's�
often a cloud of smoke you have to navigate through in the course of a normal day.y, g y p p , ( p

471 Nov 2, 2010 9:19 PM

temporary storage capacity that is inside away from the elements.  I cannot accept donated 
equipment because there is no place to put it.  I have companies and the DOE offering great 
equipment for our program and they want to give it to local shools and there is no place to put it.  

472 Nov 2, 2010 9:21 PM

major overhaul and reconfiguration of  older out of date buildings and spaces, including the 
Library, art studios where so called improvements over the years have blocked heating and 
ventilation, lighting, and created poor workspace for faculty and students.

473 Nov 2, 2010 9:22 PM We could probably use more handicapped parking.

474 Nov 2, 2010 9:22 PM Make lot 8 automotive student parking



student study groups480 2 2010 28 PM

you're washing hands.  

Lib it ruc d t it ities, student study groups

Some shelf  for text   you re washing hands.  

475 Nov 2, 2010 9:23 PM More faculty/staff parking around the T building

476 Nov 2, 2010 9:24 PM It needs a more modern look.

477 Nov 2, 2010 9:25 PM
Update the look of the internal walls.  Drywall the cnderblocks and paint warm colors.  Use Elgin, 
SWIC, Lincoln Land, Heartland as examples of more modern facilities with student areas.

478 Nov 2, 2010 9:26 PM A Student Union

479 Nov 2, 2010 9:27 PM See above. y p

480 Nov 2 2010Nov , 9:28 PM

Defined community areas for groups- see #4 comments�
Classrooms with flexibility of use�
Library has outgrown its structure and not suited to learning communities 9:  rary has outgrown s st ture an  no  su ed to learning commun

481 Nov 2, 2010 9:29 PM More parking

482 Nov 2, 2010 9:29 PM
New furniture for older classrooms.�
Care for flower/shrubs areas.  Too many out of control weeds.

483 Nov 2, 2010 9:30 PM
Update, Update, Update CLASSROOMS (heating/air conditioning, equipment in rooms -- a 
complete facelift -- similar to what was done for the Com Arts Divisional office.

484 Nov 2, 2010 9:32 PM
Any thing that will help with #2 and #4. I know a new bldg is slated but it would be nice to know 
when it might happen. I do know this is difficult.

485 Nov 2, 2010 9:34 PM #1 signage POOR ,hard to navagate using signs and printed maps for new students.

486 Nov 2, 2010
Some bathrooms don't have a shelf big enough for text books while 

 9:35 PM
 bathrooms don t have a  big enough books while

Hooks for bookbags by sinks would be great too.



, y

activities492 2 2010 45 PM ildi d dica d th en d th tivitiesg

487 Nov 2, 2010 9:35 PM I'd like no smoking on campus.  Too many packrats and too much junk!

488 Nov 2, 2010 9:36 PM Update the bathrooms and the heat/airconditioning.

489 Nov 2, 2010 9:43 PM More lighting around the buildings, grounds, and parking lots.

490 Nov 2, 2010 9:43 PM

So many of us are adjuncts - it would be nice to have more updated and spacious adjunct offices 
that actually have places to meet with students. Right now students just seem like an intrusion 
because really (in Comm Arts at least) we don't have enough space.p g y y y g y, g y

491 Nov 2, 2010 9:43 PM

park your car all the way on the other side of campus.  It would be nice if the Coffee Cart in the 
atrium would be moved to a permanent location.  It really breaks up the space in the atrium with 
it sticking out into the room.

492 Nov 2 2010Nov , 9:45 PM more parking maybe a building dedicated to the students and their 9:  more parking...maybe a bu ng e te  to e stud ts an  eir acp g g p y

493 Nov 2, 2010 9:45 PM

on to when walking down or up the ramp and the plants are in the way.  �
Add more seating in the lobby area and hallways. There are too few convenient waiting areas 
with seating for students, visitors and children.

494 Nov 2, 2010 9:47 PM
More trees, shrubs and flowers please.  It would be  terrific to find more park benchs or picnic 
tables to sit at and enjoy such a beautiful campus.

495 Nov 2, 2010 9:49 PM More updates.

496 Nov 2, 2010 9:50 PM Student services such as food service and bookstore should be more accessible to students.

497 Nov 2, 2010 9:51 PM

see question #4 Also we are at our limits with avaliable parking. We need to find alternatives 
including more convinient mass transit, car pooling and possible building a parking garage. We 
should have shuttle service that connects all three campuses and the metra stations.

498 Nov 2, 2010 9:51 PM n/a



p

504 2 2010 10 PM live k d

,

, etc.) the lounge area,    courts  etc.) the lounge area, 

499 Nov 2, 2010 9:54 PM more bathrooms !j g

500 Nov 2, 2010 9:55 PM

activities can occur without interefering with nearby classes or movement in the halls. (I have 
NO clue how to accomplish this.) Create SPACES where studenst can do quiet study, or do 
homework with friends (casual "talking" environment), or work on group projects for class using 

501 Nov 2, 2010 9:56 PM g p y p g
Secure entry to faculty parking which would stop students and guests from parking illegally in 
staff and faculty lots.

502 Nov 2, 2010 10:00 PM

science labs and more funding for Horticulture and sustainability projects.  Setup a student area 
for the "gamers", they block the hallways and need a space of there own.  Make more use of the 
lake for picnics and social gathering and or occassional outside instruction or courses.  Put up a 

503 Nov 2, 2010 10:01 PM Too late--the only thing that is desparate for improvement is the overall layout!

504 Nov 2 2010Nov ,  10:05 PM More lively with more artwork and greenery:05 More ly with more artwor  an  greenery

505 Nov 2, 2010 10:05 PM Outside cameras are of poor quality and not present at the north parking lots.

506 Nov 2, 2010 10:06 PM Not sure what to write here; I don't really have any opinions.p p

507 Nov 2, 2010 10:06 PM

classrooms. Parking for staff is limited; for night staff there should be closer parking such as 
allowed to park in the green tag areas in circle area, job center parking after 3 for staff, and other 
areas to add ease for staff that sometimes have a lot of materials and shouldn't have to walk far 

508 Nov 2, 2010 10:10 PM more parking

509 Nov 2, 2010 10:15 PM

I'd like to see the library given an overhaul with thought and planning - instead of making 
decisions from problems - think about how the students are actually using the library and 
accomodate them

510 Nov 2, 2010 
Update the student gathering spaces - including the "courts" (Brandel

10:16 PM
Update the student gathering spaces  including the  (Brandel,
Lancers, etc.



516 2 2010 10 PM

,

, the air conditiner is In cold class room as well as some  the air conditiner is 

511 Nov 2, 2010 10:21 PM Need more outside seating areas.  More benches, chairs and tables throughout the grounds.p g

512 Nov 2, 2010 10:22 PM

larger groups...like for student club activities,.A large reception space is needed. Parking will 
need to be increased soon. Storage, dressing rooms, office space and a large open rehearsal 
room in the JLC.

513 Nov 2, 2010 10:23 PM I would not have to walk so far to get to the building.

514 Nov 2, 2010 10:26 PM
A technology center built for engineering and manufacturing technology. This would draw more 
attendance in the technical fields to support employment demands.

515 Nov 2, 2010 10:32 PM
it seems like you already have everything -- can't say enough what a beautiful campus it has 
become

516 Nov 2 2010Nov ,  10:41 PM
just upgrade what i mentioned above and CLC will be the best community college around. I will 
be happier:41 be happier.

517 Nov 2, 2010 10:46 PM
We should impove the parking lots. Additional lights amd more parking spaces by entrance C 
needed.

518 Nov 2, 2010 10:48 PM p gPlease improve the doors mentioned in question #2.

519 Nov 2, 2010 10:49 PM

quality to match, would be most welcome. Easily movable modular tables would facilitate room 
arrangements more conducive to learning. Computer/video technology comparable to that at the 
University Center is desirable.

520 Nov 2, 2010 10:52 PM
better layout, more parking, bigger office space for student services, more computer labs, and 
study areas for students.

521 Nov 2, 2010 10:58 PM bigger rooms for faculty

522 Nov 2, 2010 
In winter, I feel cold in a class room as well as some of students, or summer

10:59 PM
 winter, I feel  in a       of students, or summer,

too cold....



528 2 2010 11 11 PM par

523 Nov 2, 2010 10:59 PM My wish list includes a pool and jacuzzi.

524 Nov 2, 2010 11:03 PM
The parking lot configuration needs to be completely redone at the entrance to the James 
Lumber Center.  Also, the entrances to the faculty parking lots are weird and dangerous.

525 Nov 2, 2010 11:06 PM Possibly bigger desks in classrooms.

526 Nov 2, 2010 11:09 PM closer parking for us that are older folks

527 Nov 2, 2010 11:09 PM
It is a long walk for older student from the parking lot to some of the buildings. I'm talking about 
real old, over 60.

528 Nov 2 2010Nov ,  11:11 PM parking improvements somehow:  king improvements somehow

529 Nov 2, 2010 11:14 PM
The Grayslake campus is great!  Maybe it would be nice if the older parts of the building were 
renovated.

530 Nov 2, 2010 11:17 PM
I do not know, I have not thought about it too much.  I feel that overall the Grayslake campus is 
pretty good.

531 Nov 2, 2010 11:28 PM More salt put down during the winter.

532 Nov 2, 2010 11:33 PM Have seasonal plants around the Campus. Tulips in spring to Mums in fall.

533 Nov 2, 2010 11:35 PM Can't think of anything.

534 Nov 2, 2010 11:38 PM No faculty parking lots



540 2 2010 11 PM Different th lib

more the walls in the it so   it be nice to include art 

535 Nov 2, 2010 11:39 PM closer parking

536 Nov 2, 2010 11:41 PM

we need a "union" area for students to gather, host activities, and include what traditional four 
year institutions have like restaurants, computers, and meeting spaces. we need more 
permanent outdoor seating, benches, swings

537 Nov 2, 2010 11:41 PM Doing a good job. Keep it up.

538 Nov 2, 2010 11:42 PM parking lot

539 Nov 2, 2010 11:52 PM more techniqual equipment in the clasrooms

540 Nov 2 2010Nov ,  11:54 PM Different study areas other than library:54  study areas other an rary.

541 Nov 2, 2010 11:54 PM More computers in the library.

542 Nov 2, 2010 11:59 PM Restrict the smoking areas.

543 Nov 3, 2010 12:03 AM some way to safely get in and out of the aisles in the parking lots and out of the parking lots.

544 Nov 3, 2010 12:04 AM

Some more trees to prevent wind. I've also fallen twice on the sidewalk going down to the 
parking lot near the T building during winter time. We need some cuts or something on the 
pavement to prevent falling when there is ice on the decline.

545 Nov 3, 2010 12:09 AM Some color on the walls would be nice. I hate how schools are so drab.g p y g ( )

546 Nov 3, 2010 

more private space when waiting to see  a counselor�
more color on the walls in the halls and stairs - it is so blah.  it would be nice to include art 

12:14 AM
 color on     halls and stairs   is  blah.  would 

students in painting murals on the walls



gy g (

552 3 2010 12 AM pTh ti hi

547 Nov 3, 2010 12:17 AM Nothing but my worry about bed bugs on the fabric chairs in the library

548 Nov 3, 2010 12:22 AM More close up parking.g

549 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM

Better and new computers like Apple computers such as the IMAC since it is better built and last 
longer�
We need to have the books available online�p g g g p g

550 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM

side) should be larger.  This lot is filled by 8 a.m.  �
�
The lobby area near the information desk should be updated by making it more cheerful and 

551 Nov 3, 2010 12:23 AM

The cafeteria is in the basement which isn't a problem but sometimes Kids are hungry and do 
not have enough time to get all the way to the basement. There should be more filling food by 
the coffee area. Maybe slices of pizzas it prewrapped sub sandwiches

552 Nov 3 2010Nov ,  12:24 AM
Just want to make sure the natural areas remain protected or even increased where possible.  
The completion of a new science space has to be a high priority:24 q p g p ge comple on of a new science space has to be a gh priority.

553 Nov 3, 2010 12:30 AM

sections of outdoor space surrounded by building.  The horticultural students could design 
something to showcase their talents.  Some of these areas a nothing but grass with the 
occaisonal sad looking shrub or tree.

554 Nov 3, 2010 12:33 AM

Rearrange the classrooms.  I like it when the screens are in the corner of the room so we can 
write on the blackboards.  And have the students in rows so they can see both the board and the 
screen.  I do not like the horse shoe layout.

555 Nov 3, 2010 12:48 AM I would like to see more technology in the classrooms and a better library.

556 Nov 3, 2010 1:03 AM
More parking, if I have a late starting class I have to hunt for a spot sometimes for fifteen 
minutes.

557 Nov 3, 2010 1:04 AM There could be more lounge areas, but CLC is nearly everything a community college should be.

558 Nov 3, 2010 1:07 AM Please see above.



g

564 3 2010 31 AM it ose

559 Nov 3, 2010 1:07 AM Shoot the geese. Cut down the flowering crabs.y p g p ,

560 Nov 3, 2010 1:11 AM

variety in the dining area, the pizzas that I see there just never look appealing and I always end 
up just changing my mind about having it. A few more things for students to have would be a 
good idea.

561 Nov 3, 2010 1:23 AM See #4.

562 Nov 3, 2010 1:29 AM I would like to see more quiet study areas for students.g p g g ,

563 Nov 3, 2010 1:30 AM

temperature throughout the campus would be nice (office freezing, classrooms boiling is often a 
problem in my area), new buildings desirable, additions would be helpful as well, the campus 
needs more space

564 Nov 3 2010Nov , 1:31 AM
The blinds is some classes are "broken" dont work very well, and would be usefull to be able to 
use to for when it is sunny to open or close 1:  use to for when  is sunny to open or cl

565 Nov 3, 2010 1:43 AM More lunch (food) options...

566 Nov 3, 2010 1:53 AM n/a

567 Nov 3, 2010 1:57 AM more soda machines and variety of soda choices, trash bins by toilets in bathrooms

568 Nov 3, 2010 2:01 AM

student lounges with actually lounging area for socialing. Need more comfortable furnitue. 
Lancers is too industrial looking . Would be nice to be homier. Bring the outdoor patio feeling  
inside.

569 Nov 3, 2010 2:15 AM A new system for going in to talk to a councilor because the wait is ridiculous.

570 Nov 3, 2010 2:18 AM recyling in classrooms. i see many cans etc in the garbages.



park closer576 3 2010 54 AM t tion il en d o park closer

g to log on to a school   to their instead of  to log on to a school 

571 Nov 3, 2010 2:30 AM none, everything is all good at the grayslake campus! g

572 Nov 3, 2010 2:33 AM

An specific place where all of the events can happen without worrying about volume for 
microphone or anyother event going on at the same time. A place which you can find easily. �
Another building for student activities will be REALLY helpful since there is no space for the 6 or p p

573 Nov 3, 2010 2:33 AM

employees being rude, and the advisers messing up my paperwork (telling me i had to take 
classes that I had already taken, and as a result I had to wait in line for 2 hours the next day to 
find out what I really needed to be taking).

574 Nov 3, 2010 2:36 AM
We need more classrooms.  �
Can the technology in the classrooms be like the ones at the University Center?

575 Nov 3, 2010 2:42 AM -

576 Nov 3 2010Nov , 2:54 AM More quiet study areas clean functioning toilets students allowed to 2:  More quie  study areas, clean, func ing to ets, stud ts allowe  t

577 Nov 3, 2010 3:03 AM
Swimming pool at the PE center, implement some eco friendly energy solutions in order to save 
energy and improve the environment.

578 Nov 3, 2010 3:05 AM

I would like to see more artwork throughout the campuses, I would love to see bigger desks 
which would make it easier to stay organized and take notes in class. The study area of the 
library needs a facelift, the layout itself is great, it just needs to be updated.

579 Nov 3, 2010 3:06 AM More staff parking nearer to entrances and HEAT!

580 Nov 3, 2010 3:09 AM None I could think of

581 Nov 3, 2010 3:11 AM
Add more bulletin boards in the hallways.  Get rid of the junk on the bulletin boards in the 
classrooms.

582 Nov 3, 2010
Allowing students to print from their personal laptops instead of havin

 3:13 AM
Allowing students print from  personal laptops   having
computer to print documents.



588 3 2010 09 AM Th t th t t ces

g is bad and it has a The in needs some feel the  is bad and it has a 

583 Nov 3, 2010 3:17 AM State of the art performing arts center. Better eating facilities for students.

584 Nov 3, 2010 3:27 AM N/A

585 Nov 3, 2010 3:28 AM Acquiring newer computers and more study areas.(quiet study areas)

586 Nov 3, 2010 3:37 AM More healthy options in the cafeteria and vending machines.

587 Nov 3, 2010 3:58 AM
No smoking anywhere, and possible a Special Eduation Departments with classes for other 
students to major in there.

588 Nov 3 2010Nov , 4:09 AM The cafeteria food is not that great not many choices 4:  e cafeteria food is no  at grea , no  many choi

589 Nov 3, 2010 4:12 AM cleaner looking dinning area

590 Nov 3, 2010 4:35 AM See above. Larger gym.

591 Nov 3, 2010 4:47 AM None.

592 Nov 3, 2010 5:06 AM A closer/ bigger parking lot.

593 Nov 3, 2010 5:17 AM To clean up the pathway from B building to gym.

594 Nov 3, 2010
The girls bathroom in the Bcourt needs some help. I feel like the lightin

 5:27 AM
 girls bathroom  the Bcourt   help. I  like  lighting

horrible order all the time in there.



p

g y

migratory bird collisions w600 3 2010 12 PM no ronment) t igratory bird collisions w. 

595 Nov 3, 2010 5:31 AM cleaner

596 Nov 3, 2010 5:49 AM smaller class sizes, larger teacher offices, heated smoking area

597 Nov 3, 2010 5:55 AM Better chairs for the smaller class rooms.

598 Nov 3, 2010 6:40 AM More choices in cafeteria and increased hours to buy tickets for Performing Art Center.p p g , y p ,

599 Nov 3, 2010 9:54 AM

parking lot to educate students p visitors. I's really a hassle, for the staff working in the second 
shift, having to walk during snowing days to park our car very far away from our work-site. 
Wouldn't you agree that is frustrating that after you park your car far away  from your usual p p

600 Nov 3 2010Nov ,  12:16 PM

floor you are on.  Anything that would make the campus look more like the corporate world 
(examples - main lobby, willow room) & less like a high school (chaotic parking lots, lancers 
noisy environment) would be welcome Investigate ways to prevent:16 isy envi  would be welcome.  Investigate ways to preven  m

601 Nov 3, 2010 12:18 PM
Update and standardize the classroom furniture. �
Add a few rooms that can hold 60 students for double lecture periods.

602 Nov 3, 2010 12:20 PM

Building 4 removed or remodeled.  I think we need to have more seating areas outside during 
the warmer months for students to gather and enjoy the great areas we do have.  I think a few of 
the classrooms need a face lift as well!

603 Nov 3, 2010 12:26 PM

during the snow season, i would like to see the parking lots plowed better. last season they were 
not plowed for early classes and it led to people just parking where ever they wanted. it cut the 
parking spaces that were available way down.

604 Nov 3, 2010 12:40 PM
Added parking for both staff and visitors.  Of course there is always a need for additional office 
space

605 Nov 3, 2010 12:42 PM
Need a building for students to gather in, that would allow room for growth, esp. in the 
fitness/wellness area.

606 Nov 3, 2010 12:45 PM updated classroooms



p y

612 3 2010 05 PM

g g

grounds or, they could be be more     on  grounds or, they could be 

607 Nov 3, 2010 12:46 PM N/A

608 Nov 3, 2010 12:55 PM better parking

609 Nov 3, 2010 12:57 PM

A better place to meet for students between classes that is close to student services and would 
have a lounge, meeting rooms for clubs, etc.- that is convenient but not in a high traffice area, 
i.e. a student union buiding or wing.p , y (

610 Nov 3, 2010 12:58 PM

books), shelter area for smokers- to move them legally away from doors, cafateria heathier 
choices of food - wider selection, Bring in Jamba juice, starbucks or other food chain, lots of 
picnic tables on lawn (not sitting in geese droppings), lounge areas for studdying (small area of 

611 Nov 3, 2010 1:01 PM More parking spacesy p y p y

612 Nov 3 2010Nov , 1:05 PM

Names tags for faculty and staff, uniforms for maintenance, custodial, etc.�
Facelift for cafeteria- brighter colors to make it more inviting.�
Make campus Non smoking! 1:  Make campus Non-smoking!

613 Nov 3, 2010 1:06 PM
Aesthetically seems dated to the 1970s or 1980s. Could use a "face lift" with paint and 
brightening up spaces.

614 Nov 3, 2010 1:10 PM Better food.

615 Nov 3, 2010 1:14 PM Definitely parking g q y p

616 Nov 3, 2010 1:16 PM

that the food is not tasty. The menu options need to change, I have worked here for three years 
now and it has been Taco Tuesday every Tuesday for the past three years. Better service and a 
better enviroment is needed in the cafeteria, our students deserve better food and a better place 

617 Nov 3, 2010 1:17 PM Better parking and building markers.

618 Nov 3, 2010
Maybe there could be more visual projects by the HRT students on the 

 1:21 PM
Maybe there could   visual projects by the HRT students the
pointed out to let staff/students know where they are



624 3 2010 34 PM equ pment d p )

p

)

619 Nov 3, 2010 1:21 PM Better cafeteria with lower prices we are students.  The food is no good and expensive.

620 Nov 3, 2010 1:27 PM Needs improvements in the library.

621 Nov 3, 2010 1:30 PM Main entrance should be by the main parking lot

622 Nov 3, 2010 1:32 PM
More hangout areas for the students that will not disturb classrooms and employees. Grounds 
are great.

623 Nov 3, 2010 1:32 PM I think the directional signage could be improved.

624 Nov 3 2010Nov , 1:34 PM
A new classroom/student center would be nice.  A new building with state of the art science 
equipment and classes 1:  i  an  classes. p p

625 Nov 3, 2010 1:39 PM

interesting, more frequently changed art installations; 2) better signage; 3) more access to 
natural light, or at least better, more energy-efficient lighting. Everyone and everything needs 
mroe space, which indicates that a master plan might need to account for considerable y y

626 Nov 3, 2010 1:40 PM

orders in to clean the windows in my office, and it has been done twice in 10 years. The 
administrative offices are never vacuumed at night.  I have to keep my own personal vacuum in 
my office and vacuum it myself. A work order was put in to wash the floors in certain areas and it , p g p

627 Nov 3, 2010 1:41 PM

better working condition and the temperature on some are scalding hot!! Also, dividers between 
urinals would be appreciated. Make them more like the T Building. Also, chalkboards are a thing 
of the past, we need more whiteboards in classrooms. Overhead projectors should be moved to j p p (

628 Nov 3, 2010 1:42 PM

Fitness areas.�
The need for a central place for all student services (admissions, cashiers, counseling, student 
life, etc)

629 Nov 3, 2010 1:42 PM Update Bathrooms as they look outdated

630 Nov 3, 2010 1:47 PM Staff parking increased in Lot # 8.



y g

j g

636 3 2010 01 PM

p p

lib fill kl

�

631 Nov 3, 2010 1:48 PM Improving the washrooms., p g y

632 Nov 3, 2010 1:49 PM

the ease of maintenance. Parking aisles need to be lettered or numbered clearly so someone 
walking to the building can know easily where he parked. Scheduled maintenance such as 
window cleaning and other such activities is vital to ensuring a unified appearance of p g p

633 Nov 3, 2010 1:54 PM

Provide better lighting and security cameras for the walkways and parking lots.  Arrange 
departments that provide services in a way that is more functional. For example, make the 
Library more accessbile to public parking; have the Police Department more accessible to a 

634 Nov 3, 2010 1:55 PM

I think a separate building to act as a student center - study areas, dining areas, and just 
hanging out areas would greatly improve student life, and perhaps ease some of the congestion 
in the hallways.

635 Nov 3, 2010 1:58 PM

I would like to see an infant/toddler room added to the preschool to better empower students 
who are parents.  I would love to see bigger office space so that offices are not shared but that's 
dreaming.  I would love to see more windows in classrooms.

636 Nov 3 2010Nov , 2:01 PM
More computer lab space available at times for students who need to use the computers.  The 
library computers fill up quickly 2:  rary computers  up quic y.

637 Nov 3, 2010 2:05 PM More internal improvements.

638 Nov 3, 2010 2:08 PM

I would like to see a larger staff lot or if not possible, remove the staff lots.  The parking should 
favor our stakeholders, the students, not employees and should be first come, first serve.  
Though the faculty would probably riot at this idea ;)

639 Nov 3, 2010 2:09 PM More trees, less use of chemicals on grass.  I don't mind dandelions.

640 Nov 3, 2010 2:09 PM Take all that stuff out of the main lobby and put in better signs that give clearer directions.

641 Nov 3, 2010 2:12 PM More staff parking!y p p p q

642 Nov 3, 2010

Financial office.�
�

 2:16 PM There needs to be a better handle on students parking in visitor parking areas. You have signs 



p y p g p

648 3 2010 38 PM t

service and announce  at  staff.  Take all of the random 

643 Nov 3, 2010 2:18 PM

Emergency PA system.  Upgrade the James Lumber Center and C005's audio systems.  I would 
like to see more inviting outdoor student recess areas.  More foliage and benches.  Possibly look 
into making the courtyard between the Main Lobby and Connecting Link a botanical garden the 

644 Nov 3, 2010 2:24 PM
A newer gymnasium facility would be nice.  Perhaps another gym just for non-athletes because 
they are so busy.p y

645 Nov 3, 2010 2:29 PM

�
We need the classroom desks and computers wiped down weekly.�
�

646 Nov 3, 2010 2:30 PM More computers for student use.  More study areas.

647 Nov 3, 2010 2:34 PM none

648 Nov 3 2010Nov , 2:38 PM Not sure 2:  No  sure.

649 Nov 3, 2010 2:39 PM
Perhaps a shuttle bus to the outer parking lots in the winter, but not really necessary during other 
months.

650 Nov 3, 2010 2:40 PM Clean and control temps.

651 Nov 3, 2010 2:41 PM
Larger classrooms for some disciplines/departments that utilize active learning strategies 
continually in courses.

652 Nov 3, 2010 2:41 PM See above

653 Nov 3, 2010 2:49 PM
cafeteria - doesnt seem convienent and not a lot of food options and the hours are not helpful 
either

654 Nov 3, 2010
Improve food service and announce why the flag is always at half staff.  Take all of the random 

 2:53 PM
Improve food    why the flag is always half
posters and fliers that are stuck all over down.



660 3 2010 16 PM eaned Elec p ,

y )

655 Nov 3, 2010 2:59 PM
Having more trees & scrubs over by the Technology Building to help with the enviroment. - Make 
parking lot 8 bigger!  :-)g p

656 Nov 3, 2010 3:03 PM

with our students -that would be nice. I know it's difficult w/Comm Arts. since there are so many 
part-time teachers. It's just a "wish list" item:)�
�

657 Nov 3, 2010 3:03 PM

I am very excited about the main lobby project. I would love to see more places to post 
information rather than just in the main lobby. Kiosks maybe? Flyers everywhere makes us look 
trashy. g y

658 Nov 3, 2010 3:06 PM

very noisy in there with tutoring going on constantly. In addition, the students need more open 
computer labs. The ones in the library are always packed. Since both of these areas are under 
the Learning Center, It would be good to have an addition that is just a learning center complete 

659 Nov 3, 2010 3:06 PM Every classroom and bathrooms updated

660 Nov 3 2010Nov , 3:16 PM Carpets cleaned on a regular basis Electronic signage 3:  Carpets cl  on a regular basis. tronic signage.p q y

661 Nov 3, 2010 3:20 PM

more comfortable places to meet with students/groups of students on a regular (no reservation 
needed) basis.  The A/B Courts and the space in front of the coffee house are ok, but they are 
often (necessarily) re-arranged for various events without prior indication which elminates them g, p ( g

662 Nov 3, 2010 3:22 PM

Keep smoking away from doors.  Even when inside and the door opens you can smell it.  When 
you have health issues, this is a big deal.  When something something to printing the whole 
process should be electronic.  We now can send the item but still have to do a manual paper p y p y g

663 Nov 3, 2010 3:29 PM

building. It would also be nice to create a study or reference area at the south end of the 
building. An upgrade to the seating area in Lancers would be nice. Booths or little conversation 
areas. Lancers looks like a Jr. High cafeteria. It is not inviting.It does not look like upscale 

664 Nov 3, 2010 3:31 PM A nicer fitness center

665 Nov 3, 2010 3:37 PM
More computer labs, more classrooms, more classrooms with tables (get rid of those little tiny 
desks!), more study areas with comfortable seating

666 Nov 3, 2010 3:42 PM Better tables, warmer class rooms, and more windows



p

672 3 2010 27 PM through t bi

y

g , y

667 Nov 3, 2010 3:50 PM none , , p ,

668 Nov 3, 2010 3:52 PM

dinning area is the worst, it is so outdated the equipment is dirty and old. it screams for 
renovation.�
the seating area also needs improvemtn it needs to be brighter considering that it is in the 

669 Nov 3, 2010 4:06 PM some tree branches on the paths

670 Nov 3, 2010 4:07 PM have more globe culture events.

671 Nov 3, 2010 4:10 PM CLC can free up the c parking lot.

672 Nov 3 2010Nov , 4:27 PM
You need more cross walks between the North parking lot onto the building grounds. Walk 
through wet soggy grass is a big pain 4:   we , soggy grass is a g pain.

673 Nov 3, 2010 4:29 PM

better snow plowing in the winter. If possible to make more spaces available for students to park 
closer. sometimes i find myself walking about a quarter mile from my parking spot to just the 
front door. and this happens during the winter and my entire body is frozen.

674 Nov 3, 2010 4:34 PM More comfort.  Areas to relax and study, watch a little tv, and socialize.g p p

675 Nov 3, 2010 4:36 PM

isn't in a hallway outside of classroom or outside offices.  Need more couches.  Could use a little 
updating.  The plant area at main information desk looks HORRIBLE.  People make fun of this 
area all the time.  I would like to see a stairway to get down to lower level from over by the library p p y

676 Nov 3, 2010 5:10 PM

sense. For example, Student Activities and the Student Empowerment Center are the same 
department, but are not located in the same areas - important both for flow and for 
communication/morale. Or, Advising and Counseling are across hallways and in other offices - 

677 Nov 3, 2010 5:18 PM
I think everything ia taken care of. There are parts of CLC that i haven't been in or near so my 
judgements are just on the main parts of campus I've seen which is beautiful

678 Nov 3, 2010 5:19 PM More outdoor space for students and faculty to congregate



684 3 2010 58 PM bl s ers

y g

g

679 Nov 3, 2010 5:27 PM Better communications of when classes are cancelled.

680 Nov 3, 2010 5:29 PM Just parking improvements for the outside.  Inside, a better heating/cooling system.

681 Nov 3, 2010 5:36 PM
More lighting in the parking lots, and/or more campus police/security presence in the lots after 
hours.

682 Nov 3, 2010 5:40 PM remodel the kitchen (food counters where they make the sandwhiches) in the Lancers cafeteria

683 Nov 3, 2010 5:43 PM Weeding!

684 Nov 3 2010Nov , 5:58 PM larger stairways useable banisters 5:  larger stairways.  usea e bani t

685 Nov 3, 2010 6:03 PM some remodeling and decorations needed .g g

686 Nov 3, 2010 6:09 PM

worse as years go by. This will mean more nooks and crannies. It looks to me if we ever put up 
another building we will do so at the expense of a parking lot. We will miss the parking lot when 
people working or learning in the new building need a place to park.�y y g, ,

687 Nov 3, 2010 6:09 PM

the office is run today.  The needs have changed since it was built.  This desk has not been 
updated since it was originally built while other areas have been updated more than once.  The 
desk is also not handicapped accessable.

688 Nov 3, 2010 6:13 PM None

689 Nov 3, 2010 6:23 PM anything that might achieve a less institutional feel

690 Nov 3, 2010 6:30 PM larger faculty parking area behind the T building.



696 3 2010 14 PM th th lden

691 Nov 3, 2010 6:36 PM

More storage space�
Lancers is very dingy - Needs a major "makeover"�
Better Conference Room Space for Groups of 25-50.

692 Nov 3, 2010 6:47 PM coverd walkways,

693 Nov 3, 2010 6:57 PM happier people.less problems with computers

694 Nov 3, 2010 6:57 PM
Classroom lighting should be improved to provide better viewing of projected items.  Lights 
should be arranged to accomodate switching off of lights above screens.

695 Nov 3, 2010 6:58 PM
the interior, especially Brandel and Anderson Courts have a very "community college" feel to 
them and they are not very modern- need more color

696 Nov 3 2010Nov , 7:14 PM

less administrators.....................way to many high paid chef's.   more amenties at the college for 
lake county residents to come see how there #1 community investment is doing.  Get them here, 
show them what we have to offer the rest will be golden 7:  show em what we have to offer................... e rest will be go

697 Nov 3, 2010 7:16 PM
Updated fittness center - free weight area, room for platform for powerlifting, free standing bench 
press.  Larger locker rooms.  Updated baseball field.

698 Nov 3, 2010 7:18 PM
i have never had a good experence at the coffee cart and will often not get coffee that i need so 
that i dont have to eal with there attuides and lack of service while im paying $5 for a drink

699 Nov 3, 2010 7:29 PM

The incorporation of landscape design.  Although it is an institution is does not have to un-
welcoming and clinical.  Some classrooms need to be enlarged to meet the larger student 
population and increased ratio.

700 Nov 3, 2010 7:30 PM more storage space

701 Nov 3, 2010 7:36 PM

USB Flash Card printing, using a CLC ID# at different locations throughout the campus.  I broke 
my foot (off campus) and had to walk from one side of the school to the library just to print from 
my flash drive.

702 Nov 3, 2010 7:37 PM The campus is up kept well. I don't have any suggestions!



programs I have found

( g )

708 3 2010 12 PM th th d line programs I have found y p

p g p p

703 Nov 3, 2010 7:39 PM

college at least twice daily Monday-Friday (maybe add Saturday later).  Without turning it into 
cheap or free labor, have students more involved in campus work -- i.e. HRT students working 
with Grounds for upkeep of trees, garden areas; have Phys Ed majors involved with sporting 

704 Nov 3, 2010 8:19 PM
Remove the automatic flushes from the bathrooms. Use two lines at the coffee shop instead of 
one to save time for students. The line becomes very long during certain times of the day.

705 Nov 3, 2010 8:41 PM
I wish there are smart boards in every classrooms. It will make learning experience more 
enjoyable for students, save time on teacher's hand, and class progress will be more efficient.

706 Nov 3, 2010 8:52 PM Improve parking

707 Nov 3, 2010 8:58 PM Speed bumps!!!  Slow those students down!!!p y,

708 Nov 3 2010Nov , 9:12 PM

help us determine what degree we should go for. Right now, I am stuck between ECE and Social 
Work/Sociology. I have decided for now to just take classes of both and determine which I like 
more however that is a very costly way to handle the situation and online 9:  more, however at is a very costly way to handle e situation an  onp p

709 Nov 3, 2010 9:23 PM

place. More variety of food selection. Not every Tuesday as Taco Tuesday for 52 weeks out of 
the year.  Probably utilize the culinary students more so we are able to try new and interesting 
dishes.

710 Nov 3, 2010 9:31 PM More works of art distributed around the campusp , y ,

711 Nov 3, 2010 10:07 PM

More furniture down the tech building hallways for the students to lounge/relax/meet study�
Update the furniture in the library, nobody uses the library for its books, they use it to study or 
read because there's nowhere to go �

712 Nov 3, 2010 10:17 PM
I would like to see more horticultural activity. I would like their to be more seating in the common 
areas.

713 Nov 3, 2010 10:18 PM See 1

714 Nov 3, 2010 10:20 PM i would add some more computers to the library



720 3 2010 11 PM

p g

p,

715 Nov 3, 2010 10:45 PM More quiet areas and better cafeteria.

716 Nov 3, 2010 10:46 PM

Repair outdoor lighting within a couple of days, for security and safety. Repair or replace ceiling 
projectors that are no longer functioning properly. Treat or replace dry marker boards that do not 
erase properly. y p

717 Nov 3, 2010 10:57 PM

transparencies. Longer "leash" for projector remotes.  Remove the chalk boards and go to 
whiteboards. More recycling bins throughout the buildings for plastic and cans,more garbages in 
the classrooms.

718 Nov 3, 2010 11:05 PM Only the things listed above. Possibly, more computers/printers.

719 Nov 3, 2010 11:07 PM Teachers should be in their office during office hours.

720 Nov 3 2010Nov ,  11:13 PM Tvs:13 Tvs

721 Nov 3, 2010 11:15 PM More campus police. Especially by the crosswalks and stop signs.

722 Nov 3, 2010 11:16 PM
The Circulation Desk of the Library should be up dated and the washroom on the 1st floor of the 
library is used probably more than any other washroom and needs some updating, too.

723 Nov 3, 2010 11:19 PM Better marking of Staff Only, Visitor, Student Parking etc.p p

724 Nov 3, 2010 11:24 PM

near the lake and have a glassed in eating area...natural light. More places for students to 
sit...as students are sitting on the floor.  A nice waiting area for students needing student 
services rather than the hallway. Waiting area should include music or tvs.  More benches p

725 Nov 3, 2010 11:29 PM

with a "Starbucks" type ambiance with comfortable couches and/or chairs to sit and do 
homework would be awesome. Maybe expand the corner where coffee cart is by the library to a 
mini cafe area. Just a thought.

726 Nov 4, 2010 12:17 AM bring appearance up to date, add more accessible entrances



later732 4 2010 18 AM tti th th tti it 2 later.

727 Nov 4, 2010 12:28 AM

I think we need to improve on the clean-up. There's always a mess everywhere. No one does 
anything to help this problem. I don't think we need to post up signs everywhere to remind 
people but I'm sure it does get noticed. Other than that the place is nice. It's a great campus.p , p y

728 Nov 4, 2010 12:49 AM

Students consistently ask why we do not have a cadaver facility even though we have several 
allied health programs and a nursing program.  There are no study rooms for students of biology.  
I'd like to be able to install programs on the lab computer so that I can do more with my students, 

729 Nov 4, 2010 12:53 AM More plants outside. More student artwork inside.

730 Nov 4, 2010 12:56 AM upgrade technology

731 Nov 4, 2010 2:06 AM

One area I feel could use improvement is the BookStore.  Generally it is OK during the year but 
at the beginning of a session when it seems like every student is getting thier school supplies 
the lines can get pretty long at the checkout counter and seem to move slowly.

732 Nov 4 2010Nov , 2:18 AM
Consistency in computer upgrades...it seems that the process is rather ongoing - with some 
rooms getting upgrades then the room next door getting it 2 months 2:  rooms ge ng upgrades... en e room next door ge ng   months 

733 Nov 4, 2010 2:21 AM
HAVE THE SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS PARK AWAY FROM THE TRAFFIC LANES THAT GOT 
TO THE SCHOOL.

734 Nov 4, 2010 2:21 AM Listed above.

735 Nov 4, 2010 2:24 AM More parking.

736 Nov 4, 2010 2:26 AM N/A

737 Nov 4, 2010 2:30 AM Improved parking lot lighting, and HVAC systems.

738 Nov 4, 2010 2:34 AM Make wifi network available in all buildings.



on at night at all times744 4 2010 16 AM th ildi d All li ould e on at night at all times.

p

739 Nov 4, 2010 2:36 AM
More available times for the basketball courts in the Fitness Center. More comforting/upbeat/up-
to-date ambiance. More study lounges.

740 Nov 4, 2010 3:06 AM a little more parking space p p

741 Nov 4, 2010 3:10 AM

near the library however they can be quite a stretch away if ones class is not in the vicinity.  Its 
more of a personal preference just so on breaks from a course there is one close by for a quick 
snack or drink break.

742 Nov 4, 2010 3:11 AM

A lot....All of the above I mentioned can be greatly improved and i'd like to see additions for more 
room since they seem to be taking in a lot more students...More students...More room...it's 
logical! They would be a lot more appealing that way!

743 Nov 4, 2010 3:13 AM Better lab equipments

744 Nov 4 2010Nov , 3:16 AM Security in the buildings and parking lots at night All lights should be 3:  Security in e bu ngs an  parking lots at night.   ghts sh  b

745 Nov 4, 2010 3:19 AM more appealing classrooms

746 Nov 4, 2010 3:21 AM

I dont know if these problems are acually fixabl,e but maybe have less students in one class 
room, and have stricter rules about acually doing homework when there are people waiting to do 
homework.y g g , , g pp

747 Nov 4, 2010 3:23 AM

cafeteria continues to look like a dumpy converted warehouse space. While recent 
improvements were made, these were just band-aids. A modern cafeteria should be built which 
is not housed in a basement.�

748 Nov 4, 2010 3:51 AM Refurbish the classrooms because the students see these rooms the most.

749 Nov 4, 2010 3:55 AM More directions

750 Nov 4, 2010 3:56 AM Bigger class rooms, Better desks



756 4 2010 57 AM Bi d

751 Nov 4, 2010 4:10 AM

A few more Police to stop speeding to parking spots,  one day someone is going to get killed!!!!  
Replace all The wooden Chairs in the Math & English Tutoring Center,  those chairs are on there 
last leg (lol).

752 Nov 4, 2010 4:32 AM More parking near JLC.

753 Nov 4, 2010 4:54 AM Redue bathrooms.

754 Nov 4, 2010 4:56 AM I would like to see classrooms with more tables and chairs instead of the chair/small tray desks.

755 Nov 4, 2010 5:14 AM More classes and a better selection

756 Nov 4 2010Nov , 5:57 AM Bigger parking lots and cafeteria room 5:  gger parking lots, an  cafeteria room.

757 Nov 4, 2010 6:30 AM I honestly can't see anything that could be improved it's a very nice school.

758 Nov 4, 2010 10:39 AM increase student commons and add teacher-student meeting rooms

759 Nov 4, 2010 11:38 AM

I would like to see the desks updated or have tables in the rooms.  I also think many of the 
rooms need some updating, All rooms should have dry erase boards and all chalk should be 
removed from the capus, it contributes to indoor pollution and grates on my nerves.

760 Nov 4, 2010 11:50 AM More coffee carts in other areas of the building instead of vending machines

761 Nov 4, 2010 12:16 PM
The college is for the students, so please make it more student friendly. Better reception for cell 
phones and wifi all over the campus. We are in 2010!

762 Nov 4, 2010 12:33 PM I would like to see more computers in the library for student use.



( j )

(it's not clear to768 4 2010 14 PM t d direc l d ona ignage (it's not clear to 

763 Nov 4, 2010 12:36 PM

I would like to see the needs of handicapped students met.  I would like to see work areas that 
are ergonomically correct, not retrofitted half-heartedly.  I would like to see the infrastructure 
improved to solve electrical and lighting issues, to name two.

764 Nov 4, 2010 12:45 PM
Road improvements to the entrance and more comfortable study and common areas that would 
keep a student at CLC to complete work and study. g

765 Nov 4, 2010 12:57 PM

further away from the building would be nice...maybe it would help!�
�
Maybe a few more signs inside the facility directing students/visitors to the bookstore and library.  

766 Nov 4, 2010 1:04 PM Auditorium need more seating.

767 Nov 4, 2010 1:14 PM So far so great.

768 Nov 4 2010Nov , 1:14 PM

food; install swipe readers for unlocking doors; install more security cameras in building and 
parking lots (cameras that actually work well enough to deter crime and help solve crimes); 
improve current parking and directional signage and add additional signage 1:  improve curren  parking an  tiona  signage an  add additi l s

769 Nov 4, 2010 2:07 PM Nothing

770 Nov 4, 2010 2:11 PM More lightening in some areas

771 Nov 4, 2010 2:12 PM
Larger, more physically accessible and student friendly areas for both the Health Center and the 
Office for Students with Disabilities.

772 Nov 4, 2010 2:22 PM
One real "MAIN" entrances.  The current main entrance has no parking near it, and is not really a 
main entrance. Also, the academic advising office is small, cramped and not inviting to students.

773 Nov 4, 2010 2:23 PM Wore walks and running paths, more warm and inviting buildings and rooms

774 Nov 4, 2010 2:23 PM Replace the old desks!!



p y

780 4 2010 51 PM It bl d/ th llways.

775 Nov 4, 2010 2:46 PM Don't know what can be done.

776 Nov 4, 2010 3:06 PM
Move student parking closer to the buildings and hire a dog or something to control the geese 
population and prevent it from leaving its mark.

777 Nov 4, 2010 3:08 PM none

778 Nov 4, 2010 3:20 PM more coffee stations. cleaner microwavep g y

779 Nov 4, 2010 3:29 PM

campus.  While I'm spending non-existant money, an underground parking structure beneath an 
existing parking lot would change none of the views of the natural surroundings, yet offer inside 
parking linked to the building.  A boy can dream....

780 Nov 4 2010Nov , 3:51 PM It would be nice to have more tables and/or chairs around in the hallways 3:   would be nice to have more ta es an or chairs around in e ha

781 Nov 4, 2010 3:59 PM A few more internet-connected computers in the library would be helpful.

782 Nov 4, 2010 4:01 PM
I would like to suggest making some of the busy offices larger and possibly adding more areas 
for relaxation.

783 Nov 4, 2010 4:26 PM
Somehow improve parking so students don't have to park so far away. And the food served in 
the cafe can be better.

784 Nov 4, 2010 4:37 PM

I would like more parking close to the  technology building.  �
�
I would like a quiet area with computers in the library--say, on the upper floors.

785 Nov 4, 2010 4:47 PM

better desk, more garbage can in class rooms, quietier computor labs and more of them nicer 
math tutors in the tutor center. less flushing in the bathrooms, the t wing look a little better. we 
pay alot for classes let beef up the class rooms

786 Nov 4, 2010 4:57 PM I'm not very picky I guess



p

792 4 2010 10 PM l i tions

787 Nov 4, 2010 5:03 PM maybe a place or program for older students to meet or study without the younger students

788 Nov 4, 2010 5:19 PM More of a parking lot of garage so people can park.

789 Nov 4, 2010 6:08 PM More trees, bushes, benches

790 Nov 4, 2010 6:09 PM y p gParking garages?  Parking is very difficult.

791 Nov 4, 2010 6:09 PM

unreasonably inflated and do not have a marked price.  I remember I paid about $3.00 for a 
small bottle of Poweraid when I could have spent half the price at a vending machine just 
outside the dining area.  Had it been marked with a price tag, I would not have even picked it up.  

792 Nov 4 2010Nov , 6:10 PM in general pretty good i don't really have any suggestions 6:  in genera  pretty good,  don't really have any sugges

793 Nov 4, 2010 6:37 PM N/A

794 Nov 4, 2010 7:06 PM Easily accessible parking

795 Nov 4, 2010 7:11 PM Better&more equipment in micro lab

796 Nov 4, 2010 7:52 PM more vegetarian options

797 Nov 4, 2010 7:52 PM
better temperature control. My office is freezing but my classrooms are really hot. Fix the 
ventilation so that every room has an even temperature distribution.

798 Nov 4, 2010 8:03 PM more vending machines and closer parking



804 4 2010 24 PM

, y

ged/hit and run and 

t

like     of have  damaged/hit and run and 

799 Nov 4, 2010 8:04 PM More help when lost or needed

800 Nov 4, 2010 8:10 PM Probably just make more spaces to park

801 Nov 4, 2010 8:24 PM
For the winter, I believe you should provide a shuttle bus from the parking lot to the school.  I 
would also like to see more computers open or more computer labs open for use.

802 Nov 4, 2010 8:51 PM
A couple parking structures need to be added. One should be connected to Buildings B&C and 
the other should be by connected to Building T.

803 Nov 4, 2010 9:17 PM I think the grounds could use more trees.  It would be a nice thing to have.

804 Nov 4 2010Nov , 9:24 PM
Better tables in quiet study area in library.�
More quiet study areas 9:  More quie  study areas.

805 Nov 4, 2010 9:57 PM

Better room labeling and signage to direct visitors/students.  More fine-tuned HVAC in the A-
wing to keep a more comfortable working environment.  Better lighting/projectors/chalkboards in 
classrooms that are constantly maintained to high standards for a good learning environment.g

806 Nov 4, 2010 9:59 PM

2. ALL smart classrooms fully equipped, including document cameras (University Center is a 
good model)�
3. Re-decorate Lancer's�

807 Nov 4, 2010 10:17 PM nothing:)

808 Nov 4, 2010 10:23 PM Less grass and more useable space outdoors.

809 Nov 4, 2010 10:47 PM Additional parking. g g

810 Nov 4, 2010 

currently working on it right now. i also think that there should be more security in the parking lot, 
like cameras because a number of people i know have had their cars dama

10:49 PM
cameras because a number people i know  had their cars

had no evidence who did it.



g
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ys the  or cleaned.  I always 

811 Nov 4, 2010 11:31 PM have the library and computer labs open more longer and/or open sooner (before 8 a.m.)

812 Nov 4, 2010 11:35 PM more help in the help center

813 Nov 4, 2010 11:38 PM

The work out center to stay open later, move the parking lots closer to the school :). More 
industry equipment, ie a cmm machine for the cnc room and training on it. As well as a 
meterology courses. The library to be open later and have atleast one weekend day.g y

814 Nov 4, 2010 11:45 PM

green. everything looks tired. better lighting in the atrium at nite would be great. or at least doll 
the place up a bit. put in some faux wrought iron street light or something, make it look like a 
cheerful outdoor cafe. �

815 Nov 5, 2010 12:00 AM Only more convenient parking.

816 Nov 5 2010Nov ,  12:11 AM
It kind of seems like it's a little "behind the times." Things could be updated, or made to look 
more modern/newer and also more comfortable:11 more modern/newer, an  also more comf ta e.

817 Nov 5, 2010 12:21 AM See #4

818 Nov 5, 2010 1:15 AM
There should be tables in the classrooms rather than the desks with 72 square inches of suface 
area.  Especially for book and note intensive classes.  Ridiculous!

819 Nov 5, 2010 1:22 AM
The administration  offices (ex: fin. aid) could be staffed a bit heavier during VERY busy times of 
the year!!!

820 Nov 5, 2010 1:34 AM more security in the parking lots

821 Nov 5, 2010 1:56 AM get somebody to run financial aide that can actually answer questions and help students.

822 Nov 5, 2010
the library computer keyboards are so dirty, looks they are never dusted or cleaned.  I alwa

 2:25 AM
 library computer keyboards are so dirty, looks they are never dusted

thought libraries were a " quiet"place sometimes it is so noisy.



828 5 2010 46 PM if th li th

parking garage.  HVAC be in   We    parking garage.  

823 Nov 5, 2010 3:39 AM
More appealing landscape. An updated study/library area with more outlets for laptop 
connections.

824 Nov 5, 2010 4:29 AM bigger bookstore and nice cafeteria

825 Nov 5, 2010 11:07 AM NA

826 Nov 5, 2010 12:55 PM There is not enough security cameras.  Campus safety is a great concern for me.

827 Nov 5, 2010 1:21 PM
I have been in some classrooms where the temperature has been quite cold.  The worst was 
when I took a Saturday morning class in the spring semester.  The room was always cold.

828 Nov 5 2010Nov , 2:46 PM
There are some dark areas on the student's parking lot facing Washington street it would be nice 
if there were more light there 2:   ere were more ght ere.

829 Nov 5, 2010 2:49 PM none at the momentp g g g (

830 Nov 5, 2010 3:34 PM

much paved space). More places for students to gather in small groups (with outlets for their 
laptops and technology). Enlarge the daycare facility so they can take more kids and will have 
room for infants (there are only 4 spots open at the tech campus and they are always full). 

831 Nov 5, 2010 4:48 PM
more native plants around instead of grass and lawn, use prairie, maybe some maps of b 
building

832 Nov 5, 2010 4:55 PM Classrooms really need better technology.

833 Nov 5, 2010 8:10 PM
Suggest relocating the dumpsters in front of the Job Center elsewhere. Seeing 2 overflowing 
dumpsters while walking to the main building is kind of a turn off.

834 Nov 5, 2010
HVAC NEEDS to be updated in the older buildings!  We could use a 

 8:47 PM
 NEEDS to  updated  the older buildings! could use a

Technology in classrooms should be consistent from room to room.



y

y

signs clearer840 5 2010 10 PM Add direc or th ildi e signs clearer.

835 Nov 5, 2010 8:55 PM Please put in eco-friendly electric hand dryers in the bathrooms.  Paper towels are wasteful.g g g g y

836 Nov 5, 2010 9:21 PM

strategically positioned, clearly visible, easy to read and follow, and aesthetically appealing.  
Plant large trees to enhance landscaping and provide shady areas with nearby student/visitor 
seating and that will provide more of a cozy and "green" environment common to residential 

837 Nov 5, 2010 9:24 PM Bigger parking space and whiteboardsg g g g y

838 Nov 5, 2010 9:25 PM

strategically positioned, clearly visible, easy to read and follow, and aesthetically appealing.  
Plant large trees to enhance landscaping and provide shady areas with nearby student/visitor 
seating and that will provide more of a cozy and "green" environment common to residential 

839 Nov 5, 2010 9:43 PM cleaner classrooms

840 Nov 5 2010Nov ,  10:00 PM Add more maps or directories of the campus inside buildings or make:00  more maps or t ies of e campus inside bu ngs or mak

841 Nov 5, 2010 10:16 PM

LIGHTING i cant repeat it anymore. and Parking and making the school as much like the Twing 
as possible its a wonderful facility and maybe some more computers in the library on the second 
level.

842 Nov 5, 2010 10:33 PM Maybe a Taco Bell? haha

843 Nov 5, 2010 11:55 PM Build more dance studios, add more electrical plugs.

844 Nov 6, 2010 12:18 AM
More outlets.  Larger areas to cater to students doing homework.  More labs specifically for 
digital art students.

845 Nov 6, 2010 12:47 AM

In regards to parking, it needs MAJOR improvement. It's hard to get as close to the doors as 
possible and that means it's a very cold, long walk in the winter. Too bad there weren't any 
heated parking garages with an enclosed walkway connecting them to the main building.

846 Nov 6, 2010 12:51 AM Washrooms need to be freshened. Women's Bldg. B is always bad.



852 6 2010 37 AM

847 Nov 6, 2010 1:42 AM The bathrooms definitely need to be updated, especially around the A wing and D wing.

848 Nov 6, 2010 2:54 AM

Some improvements that I would like to see is maybe having more comfortable desks in every 
room. Some of the rooms with plastic desks can get uncomfortable if you sit in them for an 
extended period of time. I would also like to see maybe adding a swimming pool on campus.

849 Nov 6, 2010 3:17 AM better gym is all

850 Nov 6, 2010 4:07 AM
Improve the appearance of the A and B courts�
Update all signage throughout the campus

851 Nov 6, 2010 4:13 AM A large garden area would be great!

852 Nov 6 2010Nov , 6:37 AM None 6:  None.

853 Nov 6, 2010 2:35 PM

I think the smoking section should not be near the main doors where people enter into the 
building such as near the parking lots. Smoking sections should be near other exits such as the 
exit near the downstairs lunchroom.

854 Nov 6, 2010 3:14 PM Larger classrooms in the older sections of the campus.

855 Nov 6, 2010 3:48 PM Parking lots and more quiet spaces.

856 Nov 6, 2010 4:03 PM Maybe some new paint or some art work to warm it up, it is kind of gray/brown inside.

857 Nov 6, 2010 4:11 PM Better rooms for club meetings, the glass room is too small

858 Nov 6, 2010 4:33 PM A cleaner environment and maybe staff who cares more about the students.



far to walk and cold864 6 2010 18 PM th it far to walk and cold

A nice.  near  center would be 

859 Nov 6, 2010 5:44 PM
Defiantly more public knowledge of groups, clubs events or activities . I think more people would 
get involved!! :)

860 Nov 6, 2010 6:01 PM Don't know.

861 Nov 6, 2010 6:06 PM More outdoor seating areas.

862 Nov 6, 2010 6:07 PM Update lighting and colors in some of the classrooms.  They are in some cases depressing.

863 Nov 6, 2010 6:10 PM See above.

864 Nov 6 2010Nov , 6:18 PM Parking for nightclasses improved because during the winter it is so 6:  Parking for nightclasses improved because during e winter  is so 

865 Nov 6, 2010 7:43 PM More comfortable desks that can accommodate people of heavier weight.

866 Nov 6, 2010 7:52 PM n/a

867 Nov 6, 2010 8:55 PM Parking lot lighting.  More security.

868 Nov 6, 2010 9:04 PM More covered outdoor places to smoke

869 Nov 6, 2010 9:11 PM I would like to see longer library hours

870 Nov 6, 2010
A homecoming event would be nice. Also, a swimming pool near P.E. center would be 

 9:36 PM
 homecoming event would be  Also, a swimming pool  P.E.

awesome.



876 7 2010 42 AM th D ffi

ganized a Other than  the area could be organized a 

871 Nov 6, 2010 10:54 PM Better bathrooms

872 Nov 6, 2010 11:19 PM
cleaner bathrooms, cafeteria needs to be kept cleaner, and ready made sandwhiches are not 
always fresh.

873 Nov 6, 2010 11:36 PM

I would like to see all of the large "spots" removed from the sidewalk areas outside of the "B" and 
"C" entrances.  These buildings are very nice, but the outside areas look unkept because of the 
things that have been dropped on the walkways over the years.

874 Nov 7, 2010 12:16 AM
Faculty offices, upgrades to classroom seating and some computer lab desks, remodel for 
Lancer's.

875 Nov 7, 2010 4:48 AM some classrooms still have desks I used in middle school in the 1980's.

876 Nov 7 2010Nov , 5:42 AM Heat in the D wing sixty nine degrees would suffice 5:  Heat in e - wing. sixty-nine degrees would su ce.

877 Nov 7, 2010 7:00 AM

Bathrooms could use a bit of updating if possible. Somehow making the temperature uniform 
throughout the college, or at least the upper and lower floor classrooms of each wing. Addition of 
parking space.

878 Nov 7, 2010 7:18 AM MORE PARKING FOR EMPLOYEES....IN THE TECH AREA.....

879 Nov 7, 2010 8:05 AM A college pool would be extremely great!

880 Nov 7, 2010 4:19 PM More paintings or sculptures.

881 Nov 7, 2010 5:06 PM I don't see how the parking issue can be resolved without a lot of construction.

882 Nov 7, 2010
Other than the parking lot improvements, I think that the counseling area could be or

 6:46 PM
the parking lot improvements, I think that  counseling 

bit during busy times of the semester. Sometimes, it feels as though there is no organization.
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883 Nov 7, 2010 6:51 PM
The only problem I could foresee in the future would be an issue with parking. From what I have 
heard, enrollment has greatly increased and parking could be an issue in the future.

884 Nov 7, 2010 7:08 PM
Parking around the perimiter of the buidling!  A warmer feel when you walk in and in study areas.  
It is very sterile feeling!

885 Nov 7, 2010 7:22 PM Just to realize my objective

886 Nov 7, 2010 10:40 PM
For the science labs there are not enough microscopes for each classroom, usually we have to 
share and end up disrupting someone elses classtime.

887 Nov 7, 2010 11:16 PM Maybe get new carpet in some of the older classrooms.

888 Nov 7 2010Nov ,  11:34 PM better parking sidewalks or shuttles:34 be er parking, sidewa s or shuttl

889 Nov 7, 2010 11:43 PM

I think the desks have got to go!! There is no work space on them and it's very difficult to take 
notes/look at a book or do anything else on them. I think long tables work best, with 3-4 chairs 
for each. That way students can spread out their work and be more efficient during class time.

890 Nov 8, 2010 12:12 AM I would love to see a bus shuttle from the far parking lots during the cold months; p ; p ( g

891 Nov 8, 2010 12:41 AM

'has a job' or money; if anything, we are worse than people who live paycheck to paycheck 
[unless a student is lucky enough to get a job, have money, somehow get work experience from 
employers who are looking for people who have work experience for entry-level positions, etc]), 

892 Nov 8, 2010 12:52 AM Some of the desks can be replaced with new ones.

893 Nov 8, 2010 1:07 AM
I think the classrooms should have white-boards because they are alot easier to see from far 
away and just seem to be less of a hassle., g , p

894 Nov 8, 2010

chairs are congregated.  I would like a vending machine that offers bottled water on the first floor 
of Bldg C.  The exteriors of the the bldgs are rather dated and could be "warmer" and more 

 2:07 AM
 Bldg C.  The exteriors of   bldgs   dated and could 

inviting.  They are very institutional.  Bathrooms with automatic faucets.
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895 Nov 8, 2010 3:32 AM

You already do a good job of landscaping but you really could provide more color in fall......there 
are many beautiful and cheap flowers that give you great color until snow is almost on the 
grounds...like impatiens.

896 Nov 8, 2010 3:45 AM I am not sure of how to solve these prombles.

897 Nov 8, 2010 4:09 AM better parking and student areas

898 Nov 8, 2010 5:12 AM Maybe real resturants

899 Nov 8, 2010 5:44 AM Have more study areas for the students.

900 Nov 8 2010Nov , 3:39 PM

i do realize that the somethings brewing cart is not part of the college but it wpuld be nice to get  
another one in a different area. i understand exercise is important but it would be nice not to 
have to rush to get a nice warm drink 3:  have to rush to ge  a nice warm drin .

901 Nov 8, 2010 5:34 PM
Outdoor theater, outdoor comissioned art gallery, outdoor kitchen and eating areas, outdoor 
classrooms

902 Nov 8, 2010 5:36 PM The parking lot can be closer to the buildings and being more aware of the security here at clc.

903 Nov 8, 2010 5:45 PM Try new things once in a while.

904 Nov 8, 2010 7:04 PM cant really think of anything

905 Nov 8, 2010 7:08 PM

More Computer labs�
New Fitness Center/Athletic Courts�
New Fence for baseball Field

906 Nov 8, 2010 7:32 PM None for the moment
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907 Nov 8, 2010 8:04 PM I would like to see more improvements in the guidance department.

908 Nov 8, 2010 8:40 PM Restore the walking area near the D parking lots.

909 Nov 8, 2010 11:22 PM I would like to see more quiet/study areas, or simply places where people can hang out and talk.

910 Nov 8, 2010 11:34 PM
One improvement I would like to see is bigger parking lots. I feel like I always have to park so far 
away, and these lots seem to appear smaller each semester that passes.

911 Nov 8, 2010 11:44 PM n/a

912 Nov 9 2010Nov , 2:10 AM Some areas are outdated 2:  Some areas are ou ated.

913 Nov 9, 2010 2:22 AM

Should start a shuttle/bus route/system that serves the whole campus area. ex: from the main 
building to the University Center, Fire Station or fitness center. Also, the nurse, police/security 
offices should be located closer to the center of the main building.

914 Nov 9, 2010 2:26 AM Add tables to all classrooms, get rid of small desks.

915 Nov 9, 2010 4:10 AM more parking closer to campus, more places to print documents

916 Nov 9, 2010 4:42 AM More informative signs, building directories, and more vibrant colors to revamp the school.

917 Nov 9, 2010 4:44 AM

More areas for student to gather.  Especially in the winter time.... the court yard does not cut it 
when there is snow and the temperature is below zero.  There is also not enough seating in 
Lancers for that many students to gatherg g p g

918 Nov 9, 2010

I'd be nice to have a game room, such as table tennis, billards table, etc. with television. It'd be 
extremely helpful to keep student relaxed after many studying hours.�

 5:18 AM
extremely helpful  keep student relaxed after many studying hours.�
For the library: I think there should be more group study rooms that can be reserved for group 



924 9 2010 52 PM

919 Nov 9, 2010 10:25 AM
I would like for staff to take the students evaluations for the teachers a bit more serious. We are 
encourage to evaluate the teachers, but nothing is being done about their behavior.

920 Nov 9, 2010 2:00 PM mentioned above...

921 Nov 9, 2010 2:26 PM
More focus on improvements to benefit the student/customer.  Let's start at the basics, how 
about well placed DETAILED maps?

922 Nov 9, 2010 2:45 PM
the main lobby needs to be cleared out of the ponds and made into a seating area with noise 
restrictions

923 Nov 9, 2010 2:51 PM
More renewable energy installations; focus on sustainability that is visible so students and the 
community can visit, explore the technology or effort, and learn alongside it.

924 Nov 9 2010Nov , 2:52 PM More parking lots 2:  More parking lots.

925 Nov 9, 2010 2:52 PM More buildings/ classrooms/ lab space. industrial Arts multi use facility

926 Nov 9, 2010 2:53 PM HVAC renovation to the A and B mods.

927 Nov 9, 2010 2:54 PM More facility parking

928 Nov 9, 2010 2:54 PM

We need more benches in open areas for students and faculty to site and enjoy nice days. The 
walls are very dirty, floors looks very old, A, B, C and D wings looks old and all the posters 
hanging out does not look good,

929 Nov 9, 2010 2:56 PM

thought put into making power available in classrooms where future students could plug in 
laptops. I would like to see more collaborative study spaces that include flexible furniture, a large 
screen monitor/TV in a setting for 4 to 6 students could work together on a collaborative project. I 

930 Nov 9, 2010 2:57 PM Students need more space to meet and hang out that is not in the main area where people walk.
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possible if situations close and the door is almost impossible if 

931 Nov 9, 2010 3:02 PM

Garbage cans in every classroom.�
Make all the smart classroom technology as well maintained at the rooms in the T building.�
More study spaces for students.  When I was an adjunct, I had a hard time trying to find a quiet g ( )

932 Nov 9, 2010 3:05 PM

* Create a couple more meeting spaces for student group meetings�
* Have faculty offices closer to their divisions�
* Comfortable temperatures in offices

933 Nov 9, 2010 3:07 PM
I definately would add additional seating and tables for the students and some additional lighting 
in the remote areas especially in the T-Wing areas.

934 Nov 9, 2010 3:10 PM

Although I marked that I am satisfied with the parking lots, I was referring to their upkeep.  
Parking is definitely an issue on the Grayslake campus.  Not enough spaces.  What about a 
parking garage?

935 Nov 9, 2010 3:11 PM More work space and computers for staff.

936 Nov 9 2010Nov , 3:25 PM

The planting of more trees. I believe the Arbor Day Foundation has a program to encourage�
the planting of trees on school grounds. Of course, CLC's horticulture or biology departments�
might have some ideas 3:  might have some eas.

937 Nov 9, 2010 3:28 PM There should be an area with comfortable chairs for the students to congregate.

938 Nov 9, 2010 3:35 PM

Smoking farther away from the doors.  More areas like the Japanese garden area twould be 
nice.  Maybe an indoor area like this for the winter.  Lancers could offer some different options 
for food - more variety., p p y p ,

939 Nov 9, 2010 3:40 PM

lounge/area, make the main lounge into a utilized space, have stricter smoking regulations or 
prohibit smoking altogether, and create a system to prevent over-crowding in the courts during 
activities/events. y g p

940 Nov 9, 2010 3:45 PM

have entered a classroom to teach in the afternoon or evening, only to find papers from other 
professors, desks moved or re-arranged in ways that do not make sense for my class, writing on 
the chalkboard or white board, etc.p g p g

941 Nov 9, 2010 3:53 PM

size it is now. I would like to add while I have the opportunity that I dont belive that temp 
employees should have parking passes. We have approx. 75 issued in our department. I am 
sorry but they may only be on campus for a few hours but here at eight am to take up a parking p p

942 Nov 9, 2010

of students and staff that come through here.  Paramedics have difficult time in emergency 
situations due to close quarters/narrow hallways and getting in the door is almost im

 3:54 PM
 due to  quarters/narrow hallways  getting in  

there are more than one or two students in the reception area.  Disabled students with adaptive 
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Exhibition for the Art   This is the  I know of that does not 

943 Nov 9, 2010 3:55 PM There is not anything that I currently have in mind that I feel should be changed.

944 Nov 9, 2010 4:06 PM
Parking is still an issue. I know there are many student lots around the campus, but it is not 
enough. More student parking would improve the grounds tremendously

945 Nov 9, 2010 4:21 PM Don't remove the Kanwischer sculptures from the walls in the entryway with double stair!!!

946 Nov 9, 2010 4:34 PM
Make the entire campus non-smoking.�
road improvements, central entrance, more outdoor space

947 Nov 9, 2010 4:44 PM

I also commented on the need for more marked pedestrain crosswalks. I should add that more 
signage is required. Many times I see cars not stopping for pedestrians. We do receive emails 
telling us to stop; however, that is often not the case.

948 Nov 9 2010Nov , 4:54 PM some more quiet study areas other then just the reading room 4:  some more quie  study areas other en just e reading room

949 Nov 9, 2010 4:57 PM
keep supporting natural areas improvements. make it so that non-smokers can also go outside 
and not be engulfed in a giant cloud of smoke.

950 Nov 9, 2010 4:59 PM Additional handicap spots nearer to the tech bldg/library.

951 Nov 9, 2010 5:08 PM
The dance floors for dance classes should be nicer.  A few of my classmates have fallen 
because it's not sturdy enough.y yp g

952 Nov 9, 2010 5:11 PM

Lighting in rooms set up so it is dark enough by the PowerPoint screen for students to be better 
able to see what's on the screen.  There are some rooms, such as B257, which have spotlight 
bulbs over the student seating that used to work well for this purpose, but those lights are not 

953 Nov 9, 2010 5:14 PM I combined my suggestions with my responses to question #4

954 Nov 9, 2010
Exhibition space for the Art Department.  This is the only art department I know of that does not 

 5:16 PM
 space    Department.    only art department

have exhibition space as part of the Art Department.
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955 Nov 9, 2010 5:18 PM
You need more class room technology �
Most people i think here are visual learners so that would be mnice

956 Nov 9, 2010 5:26 PM Furniture updates

957 Nov 9, 2010 5:28 PM better outside signage, and campus overall welcoming image.p g , p p

958 Nov 9, 2010 5:28 PM

Dedicated study areas are also terribly sparse.  The library is great, but far too small for the 
purpose.  More seating around the campus, to make small study areas, has been added recently 
- if possible, keep that going!�

959 Nov 9, 2010 5:28 PM
There should be more and better placesfor students to study and gather. This should not be in a 
basement area.

960 Nov 9 2010Nov , 5:41 PM Make the campus more trendy like the engineering area 5:  Make e campus more trendy e e engi ing area

961 Nov 9, 2010 5:42 PM
Admissions, financial aid, & advisors area to be enlarged or moved to an area where they can 
better help the students without being disruptive or intrusive.

962 Nov 9, 2010 5:59 PM See number 2

963 Nov 9, 2010 6:10 PM Remodeling or updating the bathrooms would be nice.

964 Nov 9, 2010 6:13 PM
more control on parking lots for staff. we requested earlier in the semester a wheel chair access 
to language lab and it is taking TOO LONG to be completed.

965 Nov 9, 2010 6:19 PM
lower the prices in lancers... crack down on the kids hanging out in the main lobby all the time.. 
most of then are not students.

966 Nov 9, 2010 6:45 PM More parking, easier to drive into the campus
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967 Nov 9, 2010 6:55 PM Fix things listed in #4 and widen the T-wing stairways.

968 Nov 9, 2010 6:58 PM Improvements to the cafeteria.

969 Nov 9, 2010 7:20 PM same as 4

970 Nov 9, 2010 7:38 PM
Better traffic flow in heavily used C Wing hallway, remodeling of Main Lobby, more inviting 
Lancers Deli. j g

971 Nov 9, 2010 7:50 PM

according to proper horticultural practices (pruning, proper tree rings, etc.).  Diversify our prairie 
restoration and include this with the overall campus management.  We need to have some staff 
horticulturists on the grounds staff; our current grounds crew guys are very nice, but too few of 

972 Nov 9 2010Nov , 7:52 PM Parking lot patrols to avoid thefts etc 7:  Parking lo  patrols to avoid efts et

973 Nov 9, 2010 8:01 PM
I would like to see more native landscaping and outdoor areas (smoke free) for classes or for 
students to gather.

974 Nov 9, 2010 8:05 PM Some kind of a shelter which even during good weather can be used for other activities

975 Nov 9, 2010 8:11 PM
heat and airconditioning improvements - increased parking - general facelift that moves us from 
looking like a 1960s facility

976 Nov 9, 2010 8:29 PM I would like to use white boards instead of black boards.

977 Nov 9, 2010 8:37 PM Better signage.

978 Nov 9, 2010 9:12 PM A second coffee/snack shop would be nice, perhaps staying open until 10:30 PM.
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gy    no the North side the  of the technology 

979 Nov 9, 2010 9:21 PM I think a better system for visiting the counselors, and thats about it.

980 Nov 9, 2010 9:29 PM
Add more staff parking to the west side of T Building (Parking lot 8).  People (meaing students) 
that don't have hang tags should be towed from staff parking.

981 Nov 9, 2010 9:34 PM
The only thing that I personally have a problem with are the student areas. They tend to be dirty. 
People will leave paper and garbage on or around the tables and it never gets picked up.

982 Nov 9, 2010 9:36 PM Nothing

983 Nov 9, 2010 9:39 PM clean up more ofen main lobby outsidegy j

984 Nov 9 2010Nov , 9:55 PM

retrained on equipment or equipment need to be common throughout all rooms. Many times 
classes were let out early because of technology not working properly.�
Chairs in lecture classrooms are also broken and have been broken 9:  airs in lecture classrooms, are also broken an  have been broken 

985 Nov 9, 2010 10:30 PM

Thanks for asking.  Some people throw trash on the floor, place gum under desks, move 
furniture without returning it, do not erase boards, etc.  I believe that old, dated, and potentially 
unsafe chairs in hallways should be permanently removed.  They make the place look shabby.  

986 Nov 9, 2010 10:49 PM Energy efficiency, native landscapes, fresher food in Lancer's, better recycling!

987 Nov 9, 2010 11:32 PM Better Wi-Fi Speeds, Better Instructors and A pride of CLC in everyone at the campus.

988 Nov 9, 2010 11:49 PM To have more computer labs and bigger parking lot.

989 Nov 9, 2010 11:58 PM
Some improvements that could be made would be affordable snacks, and not 3.75$ for puppy 
chow, I can make an entire batch for less.

990 Nov 10, 2010 
by mid day there is no parking on the North side of the building outside of the technolo

12:09 AM
by mid day there is parking on    of  building outside
building.  We could use a little more parking on this side of the building.
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g - especially in The outside floor window of in need of cleaning  especially in 

991 Nov 10, 2010 12:30 AM technology is technology, but it seems like there are a lot of issues with the technology

992 Nov 10, 2010 12:54 AM See above

993 Nov 10, 2010 1:03 AM Perhaps some designated parking spaces for adjunct faculty.y p y, p y g

994 Nov 10, 2010 1:22 AM

more bus service for students who need transportation, more times that they run, and to more 
locations.  Most classes are here at the Grayslake campus, so students must come in from all 
over Lake County.  We could have smaller buses that run by being reserved the day before by 

995 Nov 10, 2010 1:45 AM
Improvements that I suggest include adding tables to the classrooms instead of desks.  
Expansion of some of the smaller classrooms.  Update the cafeteria.p g

996 Nov 10 2010Nov , 2:13 AM

Air fresheners in the bathrooms.�
Lockers?�
Find better ways to be environmentally friendly 2:  nd be er ways to be envi ta y friendly.

997 Nov 10, 2010 9:03 AM The labs

998 Nov 10, 2010 12:26 PM new door locks on most doors.

999 Nov 10, 2010 2:03 PM Again, change the chalk boards.

1000 Nov 10, 2010 2:09 PM Parking

1001 Nov 10, 2010 2:31 PM Keep moving towards a "green" campus.p p y g g

1002 Nov 10, 2010

butts everywhere, the entire campus should be smoke free.  �
The outside ground floor window area of the LRC is in desperate need of cleanin

 3:18 PM
  ground   area  the LRC is  desperate 

the area of the exit to the courtyard between A wing and the LRC (smoking area).  It is full of 
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without      without the horrible 

1003 Nov 10, 2010 4:04 PM none that i can think off at this time

1004 Nov 10, 2010 4:49 PM More medium-sized conference rooms for staff meetings.gg p p

1005 Nov 10, 2010 5:24 PM

have to finish my work or even check my emails and the computer lab is full. The school should 
be aware of the high quanity of students and not enough computers. Students as myself dont 
have enough income to afford internet at home so having the computers availible at school is 

1006 Nov 10, 2010 5:29 PM Better lighting in the Anderson and Brandel courts and hallways.  Better signage as well.

1007 Nov 10, 2010 5:53 PM bigger desks.

1008 Nov 10 2010Nov , 6:02 PM
More club activities in the evenings.  People coming from work might also enjoy taco days, pasta 
days baked goods days etc 6:  days, bake  goods days etc.

1009 Nov 10, 2010 6:57 PM More one on one tutors instead of group ones

1010 Nov 10, 2010 7:02 PM
Yes replace the old outdated windows in the A-B mods and the A/C is in need of replacement in 
the A-B mod also.

1011 Nov 10, 2010 7:19 PM
More classroom space;  more lounge and study areas (sinilar to University center),  better food, 
better faculty lounge, better faculty offices.  Need an area between offices to meet with students

1012 Nov 10, 2010 7:53 PM More contemporary classrooms would be nice

1013 Nov 10, 2010 8:34 PM Tutors on Saturdays please!! bathroom lights brighter, it's so dark.

1014 Nov 10, 2010

Large open areas with couches or seats like in a Starbucks.  Places for students to connect their 
computers without tripping those who are passing by.  A nicer cafeteria without the horrible 

 9:47 PM
computers  tripping those who are passing by.  A nicer cafeteria
lighting.  I would remove the game room and make it more of a student meeting area.
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1015 Nov 10, 2010 10:39 PM

probably be made permanent and made a little larger so the lines are not so long between or 
before classes.  The timing of the lights in the parking lot need to be tweaked - they should 
probably be automatically changed when Daylight Saving Time ends in fall.  Sometimes it is 

1016 Nov 10, 2010 10:43 PM
Go organic! We should be growing edible food rather than ornamentals, or, at the very least, 
doing everything we can to minimize our impact on the earth.

1017 Nov 10, 2010 11:23 PM More lighting, more garbage cans

1018 Nov 10, 2010 11:29 PM i would say to add on to the fitness center...maybe a pool

1019 Nov 11, 2010 12:05 AM a better parking place and to include chipottle on campus

1020 Nov 11 2010Nov ,  12:10 AM Move Lancer's so that student would be able to look out onto the lake:10 Move Lancer s so at s ud  would be able to look ou  onto e lak

1021 Nov 11, 2010 12:22 AM Make it biggerp p

1022 Nov 11, 2010 1:35 AM

surrounded by people or groups. especially around the big grassy area between the T wing and 
the gym. That would be a great location to include picnic tables and have that be a social area 
for students.

1023 Nov 11, 2010 1:43 AM Mabye they could change the coffe cart to a tea cart.

1024 Nov 11, 2010 2:24 AM
I would like to see more schedule availibilty and if there was someway to get more computers 
available.y y p y

1025 Nov 11, 2010 2:55 AM

number of study areas. I would love to see more space available for study areas. Opening empty 
classrooms for study areas would be a great short term fix. �
�

1026 Nov 11, 2010 3:47 AM Some areas need to be freshened or updated.  Chairs for waiting need to be less worn looking.
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1027 Nov 11, 2010 4:03 AM

vegetation; provide one desk for every four part-time faculty and one file drawer for each PT 
faculty; either get rid of the battery operated faucets or pay attention to those that don't work; use 
rechargable batteries; stop talking about sustainability unless the college will practice what it 

1028 Nov 11, 2010 4:31 AM p y p yReplace desks with tables and chairs.

1029 Nov 11, 2010 4:50 AM

other social sites during class hours or banning all together from school network.  More places to 
sit in the courtyard besides with the kids smoking.  A covered walkway or tunnel to enter the L 
wing from the far parking lot.

1030 Nov 11, 2010 5:46 AM
It could use some updating.  I have been happy to read that with enrollment up, there are some 
monies in reserve for projects???

1031 Nov 11, 2010 12:53 PM
Continue to offer advanced technological support for learning. It is helpful for traditional students 
and those returning to gain new skills.p g g g p y g

1032 Nov 11 2010Nov , 1:52 PM

developed natural areas. I would like to see future expansion remaining on site in Grayslake, 
and to have support staff and equipment added into planning of these facilities during first 
planning 1:  pl ing.

1033 Nov 11, 2010 1:56 PM n/a

1034 Nov 11, 2010 4:50 PM police walking the grounds

1035 Nov 11, 2010 5:07 PM some improvements would be if we have white boards to see them better

1036 Nov 11, 2010 5:08 PM more cairs and tables

1037 Nov 11, 2010 5:51 PM
Nicer bathrooms maybe cleaned more often, more beautiful landscaping and ponds inside 
building they are very nice and relaxing

1038 Nov 11, 2010 6:53 PM More natural areas that are low maintenance and low resource requiring.
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could be think we new  in different rooms to see what 

1039 Nov 11, 2010 6:53 PM Revise the parking situation.

1040 Nov 11, 2010 7:05 PM
better signage �
maybe signs for parking and what building has whatg p g p

1041 Nov 11, 2010 7:06 PM

areas�
for students to congrate.  Maybe a few tables and garbage cans placed in the area where 
Bldings 2 and 3 used to be.    I enjoy the beauty of the college grounds

1042 Nov 11, 2010 7:11 PM less jerkoffs!!!

1043 Nov 11, 2010 8:15 PM

Make better use of the outdoor area between the main lobby and Willow Lake; make that more 
student friendly. In lieu of a real student union, find spaces to accomodate students studying and 
just hanging out. Put more seating around campus.

1044 Nov 11 2010Nov , 9:31 PM
I find the noisy art in the connection between the twing and library annoying.  The art itself is 
fine it's the sound effects that are annoying 9:  ne, it's e soun  effects at are annoying.

1045 Nov 11, 2010 9:31 PM More custodians to keep the campus clean.

1046 Nov 11, 2010 9:32 PM We need a student services building!!!

1047 Nov 11, 2010 9:38 PM Parking Lot

1048 Nov 11, 2010 9:41 PM
the knowledge in the office is always different. if everyone was on the same page and discussed 
topics they would be able to help who ever calls in for help.

1049 Nov 11, 2010 9:44 PM Additional areas for students to study and/or appropriately congregate are needed.p g

1050 Nov 11, 2010

whiteboards.   It is nice that every room we teach in  is a “Smart Room”, but I think the rooms 
could be smarter.   I think we should pilot some new technologies in different rooms to see what 

 9:46 PM
  smarter.   I   should pilot some  technologies

works best.  Smartboards, touch screen laptops, more computers for the students to use during 
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job with Of additional for  or to do a better job with 

1051 Nov 11, 2010 9:53 PM Plant more natural areas - less grass to cut. Keep facilities (especially washrooms) cleaner.

1052 Nov 11, 2010 9:54 PM Ice removed for pedestrians.

1053 Nov 11, 2010 9:57 PM

An attractive, state-of-the-art building for community education, continuing education, non-credit 
youth, adult and senior programs. This facility could also be used for Lake County school 
programs.

1054 Nov 11, 2010 10:17 PM The colllege should have smartboards.

1055 Nov 11, 2010 10:26 PM I would like to see our atheletic fields brought up to the level of Oakton and Elgin CC.

1056 Nov 11 2010Nov ,  10:26 PM better lobby:26 be er lo

1057 Nov 11, 2010 10:35 PM More colorful paint in hallways.  The colors for the Lancers are blue.

1058 Nov 11, 2010 10:38 PM I would like to see a new bookstore.g g y

1059 Nov 11, 2010 10:42 PM

everywhere else.  They will shield cars in the parking lots from the harsh summer sun, and 
provide a more pleasant landscape.  The north side of the campus is rather barren and would 
benefit from the same improvements.  Have the agricultural department add more to their q p g p

1060 Nov 11, 2010 10:46 PM

highschool tech campus is extremely crowded and many times we cannot adequately store our 
classes food and projects due to extreme lack of space.  We also need secure cooler and 
freezer areas that are off limits to the high school program as much of our inventory is depleted 

1061 Nov 11, 2010 10:47 PM
We have a  proliferation of postings on campus that detract from the aesthetics of the campus, 
and because there is so much clutter, is actually counterproductive of effective communication.y p , p p ,

1062 Nov 11, 2010 

main lobby though) for students.  The carpeting in the library needs replacement and the chairs.  
Of course, many departments would like additional space for expansion or to do a better 

10:54 PM
 course, many departments would like  space  expansion

current needs.
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y small. If you are in a do the in the Tech  small. If you are in a 

1063 Nov 11, 2010 11:07 PM A new open and bright cafeteria would be nice, with a view of outside.

1064 Nov 11, 2010 11:40 PM a speech lab, larger offices for faculty

1065 Nov 11, 2010 11:52 PM
get the sinks and towel dispensers to work and toilets to flush reliably, even if it means going lo-
tech

1066 Nov 12, 2010 12:19 AM

More student lounge and recreational space.   More space for students in general, e.g., waiting 
areas for services such as academic advising, counseling, financial aid.  More space of Office of 
Students With Disabilities

1067 Nov 12, 2010 12:53 AM more job placement assistance after completion of programs.

1068 Nov 12 2010Nov , 1:10 AM None 1:  None

1069 Nov 12, 2010 2:04 AM Lancers needs new equipment to offer better food

1070 Nov 12, 2010 3:20 AM
Please provide a secure area close to the auditorium to keep personal belongings during 
concerts

1071 Nov 12, 2010 4:07 AM
Better visibility of the crosswalks, especially students crossing north from the "A" wing and the 
"T" wing to the student parking lots at night.

1072 Nov 12, 2010 4:24 AM deep seated, cloth chairsg g

1073 Nov 12, 2010 5:22 AM

remodeled - a face lift and possibly games removed.  Possibly.  Lancers' Cafe having the 
student radio station playing in it is generally well received at least over the last 2 years or so, 
there still could be somehow a way to arrange some space in the basement to accommodate 

1074 Nov 12, 2010 

Dial the temperature down in the LRC a good 15 degrees. I have no idea what CLC is going to 
do about the bathrooms in the Tech Building - but they are ridiculousl

10:32 AM
 about  bathrooms    Building  but they are ridiculously

wheelchair, the bathrooms in the Tech Building are not assessable.



1080 12 2010 35 PM

y

d d fi d HVAC

1075 Nov 12, 2010 1:21 PM

New meeting places for students.�
�
A new cafeteria or food court.

1076 Nov 12, 2010 2:09 PM

I would like to see the computers in the class rooms maintained better.  there seems to be quite 
a few times when the professors cannot use the computers in the class rooms because they are 
not working well.

1077 Nov 12, 2010 2:10 PM

I'd like to see more outdoor spaces like the area outside of the atrium.  It would also be nice to 
connect the walking trail so you don't have to walk through the parking lot to get back to the main 
buildings.

1078 Nov 12, 2010 2:13 PM Updates and better cleaning crew.

1079 Nov 12, 2010 2:34 PM I like everything the way it is for now.

1080 Nov 12 2010Nov , 2:35 PM Updated finishes and HVAC sytems 2:  Up ate  nishes an   sytems

1081 Nov 12, 2010 2:42 PM

We need better quality furniture! Furniture that is made from recycled material and is 
attractive...for example�
furniture by Knoll, Herman Miller, Humanscale, and Bludot.

1082 Nov 12, 2010 3:32 PM "SMART" classrooms, new carpeting, new larger desks and white boards

1083 Nov 12, 2010 3:34 PM Better copy machines.  More art on the walls.y j y

1084 Nov 12, 2010 3:38 PM

pleasing to the eye though.  Maybe a bench made out of a large tree trunk.  Something that 
would blend with the natural surroundings.  We have enough art students, ask one of them if 
they work in wood.

1085 Nov 12, 2010 4:14 PM Proper ventilation to the LRC.

1086 Nov 12, 2010 4:18 PM N/A



1087 Nov 12, 2010 5:46 PM

I don't smoke but I feel there should be area's set aside for those that do smoke.  This shows 
respect for all persons that smoke.  Just because a person smokes that doesn't mean they 
should be looked down on, let's address this problem and provide a real solutions.

1088 Nov 12, 2010 5:46 PM
more inforcments on smoking rules. cleaner bathrooms..some of them make me nausoius when 
i walk in them

1089 Nov 15, 2010 5:46 PM
Have clear rules regarding the placement of signage throughout the college. I don't want to see 
advertisements for activities on the steps of stairs, or all over the walls, balconies of the college.



What is your gender?

Facilities Survey  Grayslake Campus Fall 2010

What is your gender?

Answer Options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Male 34.1% 581
Female 65.9% 1124

1705answered question
25skipped question

What is your gender?

Male

Female



What is your age group?

Facilities Survey  Grayslake Campus Fall 2010

What is your age group?

Answer Options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Under 18 0.8% 13
18-24 32.9% 564
25-34 16.8% 288
35-54 36.3% 621
55 and older 13.2% 226

1712answered question
18skipped question

What is your age group?

Under 18

18-24

25-34

35-54

55 and older



Are you:

Facilities Survey  Grayslake Campus Fall 2010

Are you:

Answer Options Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

A CLC student 71.3% 1220
A CLC faculty or staff member 27.4% 469
A community member 1.3% 23

1712answered question
18skipped question

Are you:

A CLC student

A CLC faculty or staff member

A community member



This semester, do you attend classes primarily:

Facilities Survey  Grayslake Campus Fall 2010

This semester, do you attend classes primarily:

Answer Options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

During the DAY 60.2% 730
During the EVENING 39.8% 483

1213answered question
517skipped question

This semester, do you attend classes primarily:

During the DAY

During the EVENING



This semester, are you enrolled:

Facilities Survey  Grayslake Campus Fall 2010

This semester, are you enrolled:

Answer Options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Full Time 44.0% 532
Part Time 56.0% 677

1209answered question
521skipped question

This semester, are you enrolled:

Full Time

Part Time
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